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VISION 
 

“To continuously grow as 
a Resourceful, Outstanding, Youthful, Adaptive 
Institution in the field of Engineering and Tech-

nology habituating Lifelong learning”. 

 
MISSION 
 

“To groom the youth into eminent technocrats- 
with lifelong learning skills to meet future re-
quirements, deep sense of social responsibility, 
strong ethical values and a global outlook, to face 
the challenges of the changing world” 

 
 

QUALITY  POLICY 
 

We at RCET are committed to provide and con-
tinually improve quality service in the field of 
technical education for the overall development 
of the students and for transforming the institu-
tion as a center of excellence. This we achieve by 
providing state of the art facilities for keeping the 
students abreast with the developments in the 
field of engineering, by faculty up gradation, by 
providing opportunities for extracurricular devel-
opment and by giving placement assistance. 



 

NEWSLETTER &  

TECHNICAL MAGAZINE CLUB:  

CONVENER:  

Meera V M( Assistant  Professor, CSE)   

 
DEPT. STAFF COORDI NATORS:  

 Sajeesh N (Assistant  Professor, ME)  
 Athira K R (Assistant  Professor, ECE)   
 Vimal V (Assistant  Professor, ASH)    
 Anu George (Assistant  Professor, CE)  
 Anju Sam (Assistant  Professor, EEE)  
 Apsara Panicker (Assistant  Professor, 

CSE)       

 

STUDENT  MEMBERS: 
 Rahul K (S7,ME) 
 Abhilash Radhakrishan Pillai(S4, CSE) 
 Aiswarya Lakshmi(S6,EEE) 
 Sreeshma J(S6,ECE) 
 Sidra Abdurahim(S6,CE) 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Royal college of engineering & technology is among the states leading educational institu-
tions providing quality education to students from all strata of society. 

At RCET, We have a tradition of nurturing leadership qualities alongside developing capa-
bilities to challenge the state of the art technologies. Technology driven pedagogical ap-
proach delivered by motivated faculty ensures that the students who graduate from RCET 
are a class apart. 

RCET boasts of a quality infrastructure including libraries, specialized labs and facilities for 
sports.With ISTE staff and student chapters, IEEE student branch, IETE ,CSI, SAE, Fine 
Arts Club, Finishing School Programmes, GATE coaching, Entrepreneurship Development 
cell etc, RCET promotes quality engineering education with an opportunity to explore.We 
believe in ‘Do Engineering’ and hence RCET students are encouraged to take part in re-
search activities,with the result that students have more than 50 publications in SCOPUS 
indexed journals in the academic year 2014-15. The college conducts a range of events from 
technical seminars to social outreach programs to impart life skills and global competencies. 

Moreover, discipline, which is a non-negotiable factor in a students life at RCET, inculcates 
the values of time management and punctuality. 

MESSAGE  
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Vision 

“To impart excellent technical education for developing ethically 

sound and globally competent Electronics and Communication 

Engineers.” 

 

Mission 

 To impart extensive knowledge in principles and applications related 

to design and development of various electronic systems for societal 

needs. 

  To instill creative thinking through innovative and team based 

methods which develops the entrepreneur skills, employability and 

research capability among the graduates. 

 To build the rudiments and skill sets to improve the core competence of 

students in the field of Electronics and Communication Engineering.  

 To inculcate in the graduates, the thirst for life-long learning and 

guide graduates to gain expertise in their chosen interdisciplinary 

field. 
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ONE DAY HANDS ON WORKSHOP ON  

SIMULATING DIGITAL SYSTEM 

 

One day hands on workshop on simulating digital system is organised by the Department of 

Applied Electronics and Instrumentation. The workshop was inaugurated by Mr Sreehari V.K, 

HOD of AEI in which he has given the introduction about the necessity of knowing various 

simulation software.  

 

Resource Persons 

1. Mrs Remya Bharathy K (AP/AEI) 

2. Mr Giby Jose( AP/AEI) 

 

Convener: Mr Sreehari V.K 

Coordinator: Shahana M( AP/AEI) 

Target Audience: S4 AEI students 

Session 1( 9.15am -12.30pm) 

The workshop session starts with a Circuit Wizard introduction followed by the 

familiarization of various tools used in digital system. Design Simulation and wiring of 

digital circuits were also taught. 

 

Session 2( 1.20 pm -3.30pm) 

The AN session deals with the Practical training to students about simulation and output 

verification of various digital circuits 

 
The workshop concluded with a conclusion speech from Principal Dr. Priestly Shan 

who has appreciated the resource persons by giving mementos and also distributed the 

certificates to the participated students. 
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PAPER PRESENTATION 

 
In connection with the Tech fest COGNITO 2k17, a PAPER PRESENTATION was 

conducted on 25/10/2017 FN. The program was coordinated by Ms.Vidya P, AP/AEI. The 

judging panel included Ms. Anoopa Jose Chittilappilly, HOD, ECE Dept., IES College of 

Engineering and Sruthi K Suresh, AP/AEI, RCET.  

            

 
  

The paper entitled “SOLAR POWERED GPS LOGGER OCEAN NAVIGATION” 

presented by Dibu. K K and Mohammed Risal T won the first prize worth Rs.3000/-   and 

the paper entitled  

“PROSTHETIC ARM” presented by Stephy Stephen, Sajna P and Joseph Babu 

won the second prize worth Rs.1500/-.  
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ROBO EXPO 

 

A Robo Expo competition was conducted in connection with Tech fest Cognito 2k17 on 

25/10/2017. Eight teams participated in the event. The teams came out with innovative ideas which 

were eco-friendly and useful for the society. 

Ms. Anoopa Jose (HOD/ECE, IES College of Engineering, Thrissur), Mr. Giby Jose 

(HOD/AEI,RCET) and Ms. Sruthi K Suresh (AP/AEI, RCET) judged the expo. Automatic Billing and 

Cash collecting Robot and Self Balancing Robot, both teams from Vimaljyothi Engineering College, 

Chemperi, Kannur shared the First prize worth Rs.10000/-. 
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SYSTEM SIMULATION              

 

Department of Applied Electronics and 

Instrumentation in association with ISOI 

conducted a 3  days workshop on 

SYSTEM SIMULATION for S5 

students from 25
th

-27
th
 July 2018 . The 

entire  workshop was intended to give 

the students a detailed understanding 

about the various system  simulation 

tools.  The workshop covered topics like 

circuit wizard, Mat lab and LabVIEW. 

All the students of S5AEI actively 

participated in the 3 days program. 

 

Resourse Persons:   

    Ms.VIDYA P (HOD,AEI)                        

Mr. PRADOSH KUMAR P (AP/AEI) 

  Ms. DIVYA SASIDHARAN(AP/AEI) 

       Ms.SRUTHI K SURESH (AP/AEI) 

 

DAY 1: 

 Morning session commenced with a 

brief introduction to circuit wizard. In 

this session design of  circuits using 

circuit wizard were discussed. In the 

afternoon session hands-on training was 

given to the students. At the end of the 

day students got a detailed idea about the 

software. 

 

   

DAY 2: 

 Morning session commenced with a brief 

introduction to Virtual Instrumentation.  

Students were made aware of relevance of 

LabVIEW in the field of Instrumentation.    

Hands-on training  was provided in the 

afternoon session. 

DAY 3: 

Morning session began with an 

introduction to Matlab. Students were 

familiarized with the various commands 

available in Matlab. Simple programs 

were practiced by the students in the 

afternoon session. 

The 3 days workshop was successfully 

completed and the certificates were 

distributed to the students by the HOD of 

AEI Ms Vidya P and ISOI coordinator Mr. 

Pradosh Kumar P. 
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DOCUMENT PREPARATION USING LATEX 

    Department of AEI conducted a 

two days workshop for S7 students from 

30
th

 to 31
st
 July 2018.  

The main intention of this program was to 

give the students a detailed idea of using 

LATEX for  document preparation. All the 

students of S7 AEI actively participated in 

the workshop.  

DAY 1 

 The session began with an introduction to 

LATEX. The various benefits of using 

LATEX for  document preparation were 

explained in detail to the students. 

Students were also familiarized with  the 

different commands available in LATEX 

followed by a hands-on session. 

 

DAY 2 

The various methods of document 

preparation were discussed in detail. 

Students were also familiarized with the 

various commands used for writing 

articles, inserting images etc.  Students  

were made to write simple letters and 

reports  using LATEX before concluding 

the session. 

 

The 2 days workshop was successfully 

completed and the certificates were 

distributed to the  

students by the HOD of AEI Ms Vidya P 

and ISOI coordinator Mr. Pradosh Kumar 

P. 

  COORDINATORS: 

   Pradosh kumar P (AP/AEI) 

  Sruthi K Suresh (AP/AEI) 
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DOCUMENT PREPARATION USING LATEX 

Department of AEI conducted a two days 

workshop for S7 students from 30th to 31st 

July 2018.  The main intention of this 

program was to give the students a detailed 

idea of using LATEX for  document 

preparation. All the students of S7 AEI 

actively participated in the workshop.  

DAY 1 

 The session began with an introduction to 

LATEX. The various benefits of using 

LATEX for  document preparation were 

explained in detail to the students. Students 

were also familiarized with  the different 

commands available in LATEX followed by 

a hands-on session. 

 

DAY 2 

The various methods of document 

preparation were discussed in detail. Students 

were also  familiarized with the various 

commands used for writing articles, inserting 

images etc.  Students  were made to write 

simple letters and reports  using LATEX 

before concluding the session. 

 

The 2 days workshop was successfully 

completed and the certificates were 

distributed to the  students by the HOD of 

AEI Ms Vidya P and ISOI coordinator Mr. 

Pradosh Kumar P. 

 

 

 

COORDINATORS:  

PRADOSH KUMAR P (AP/AEI) 

SRUTHI K SURESH (AP/AEI) 
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Vision 

“To impart excellent technical education for developing ethically 

sound and globally competent Electronics and Communication 

Engineers.” 

 

Mission 

 To impart extensive knowledge in principles and applications related 

to design and development of various electronic systems for societal 

needs. 

  To instill creative thinking through innovative and team based 

methods which develops the entrepreneur skills, employability and 

research capability among the graduates. 

 To build the rudiments and skill sets to improve the core competence of 

students in the field of Electronics and Communication Engineering.  

 To inculcate in the graduates, the thirst for life-long learning and 

guide graduates to gain expertise in their chosen interdisciplinary 

field. 
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MOTIVATIONAL SESSION 

Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering conducted a Motivational 

session for ECE students on 27/09/2017 at Seminar hall from 10 AM to 12:30AM on behalf of 

Department Association RECSA. Mr. Vignesh M K, Training Quality Manager, Seventh Sense 

Solutions, Bangalore handled the session. The Program started with Prayer .Mr. Rejeeb from S5 

ECE delivered the welcome speech. The talk started from 10.15 Am .Main topics covered are 

Motivation & Skills Development, Communication, and Career orientation. End of the session 

feedback from students were collected. Program ended with the National Anthem. 

Afternoon session was an Online Assessment test provided by seventh sense solutions at 

IIT Bombay lab for final year ECE students from 2 PM to 4:20 PM. There they were under gone 

45 minutes online test including Verbal, Analytical and reasoning type of questions and result were 

provided at the end.At the end of the session 5 students those who are qualified in the test awarded 

by Seventh sense solutions and the Prizes were handed over by Respected Principal Dr S P 

Subramanian. 
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DOCUMENT PREPARATION USING LATEX 

 
A hands-on workshop was conducted by the Department of ECE for the all faculties of 

RCET on 26th – 27th July 2017. The workshop was handled by Ms.Nikitha V P.(AP, Dept of 

ECE) and Ms. Sangeetha Gopinath(AP/Dept of ECE).. The session commenced at 9:00 AM. Mr. 

Radhika E R (AP, ECE) welcomed the gathering.  

The workshop started with a brief introduction about LATEX tool and covered basic 

document preparation constraints like selection of typeface fonts, font size, text alignment etc. The 

session then stepped onto advanced options like inserting bullets, lists and equations. The 

afternoon session stressed on report preparation, inserting tables and images. 

 The session was wound up by 3:00 PM. One of the staffs, who attended the workshop 

delivered a vote of thanks. The staffs got a good idea about how to prepare project/seminar reports 

in LATEX tool and the many conveniences in using this tool. 
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INTERNSHIP PROGRAM JULY 2017 
 

Department of ECE in association with ISTE 

student‟s chapter of RCET conducted a Five 

day internship program for Third year 

students of ECE during 10th to 14th July of 

2017. The Program was coordinated by Mr. 

Narayanan P.P. (Asst. Professor, ECE) and 

Mr. Dileep M. (Lab Instructor, ECE). The 

Program aimed to develop technical skills of 

the students by learning and 

implementing simple but real time projects 

during the internship period. Number of 

Students who attended the Internship 

program: 40 no. 

Details of Program on each day are as 

follows: 

Day-1: (10th July 2017) 

Program started at 9.30am at PG Research 

lab. Mr. Shehin A.U (Asst. Professor, ECE) 

handled the one day session on 

“Familiarizing the circuit simulation tool: 

Circuit maker”. The students were 

familiarized with the tool by simulating 

various analog and digital circuits. Students 

were given assignment for simulating 

complex circuits and they submitted the same 

before the next day session. 

Day-2: (11th July 2017) 

Program started at 9.30am at PG Research 

lab. Mr. Narayanan P.P. (Asst. Professor, 

ECE) handled the one day session on 

“Familiarizing the circuit simulation tool: 

Proteus”. The students were familiarized with 

the tool by simulating various analog and 

digital circuits. Students were given simple 

projects to simulate in Proteus. 

Day-3: (12th July 2017) 

Third day Program was conducted at venues: 

PG Research lab during the Forenoon session 

and Digital systems lab during Afternoon 

session. The session aimed at PCB layout 

making and fabrication. Mr. Narayanan P.P. 

(Asst. Professor, ECE) and Mr. Dileep M. 

(Lab Instructor, ECE) handled the session. 

The Students were taught to how to make 

PCB layout using Proteus during forenoon 

session by making PCB layout of an Astable 

Multivibrator. During Afternoon session the 

students were taught how to develop the 

PCB. Students developed the PCB of an 

Astable Multivibrator and tested the output. 

 

Day-4: (13th July 2017) 

The fourth day was handled by Ms. 

Sangeetha Gopinath (Asst. Professor, ECE). 

The students were introduced to the 

document preparation software tool: LaTeX. 

The students were familiarized with the tool 

and were instructed to write a 4 page report 

using the same tool. 

Day-5: (14th July 2017) 
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The last day session was handled by Mr. 

Narayanan P.P. (Asst. Professor, ECE) and 

Mr. Dileep M. (Lab Instructor, ECE). 

Students were taught to how to test and 

Service various electronic equipment‟s. Most 

of the Equipment‟s present in the laboratories 

was tested and sorted properly by the 

students. 

 

The Valedictory function of the Internship 

program was held on 14
th
 July 2017 During 

Afternoon at RCET. Ms. Shobi N. Shaji 

(Asst. Professor, ECE) welcomed the staffs 

and students present at the function. Dr. S.P. 

Subrahmanian (Principal RCET) addressed 

the gathering and mentioned the importance 

of internship program for the students 

pursuing Technical Education. Students were 

awarded the Certificates of Internship by Dr. 

S.P. Subrahmanian(Principal RCET), Mr. 

Krishnakumar R.(HOD ECE) and Mrs. Vidya 

P. (Staff in-charge, ISTE). The function 

ended by the vote of thanks by Mr. Dileep M. 

(Lab instructor, ECE). 
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PAPER PRESENTATION 

 

      In connection with the Tech fest COGNITO 2k17, a paper presentation was conducted on 

25/10/2017.. The entire event was a grant success with more than eight teams from various 

engineering colleges in and around Trissur district. The program was coordinated by Mr. 

Shehin A U, AP/ECE. The judging panel included Ms. Anoopa Jose Chittilappilly, HOD, ECE 

Dept., IES College of Engineering and Sruthi K Suresh, AP/AEI, RCET. 
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS FOR ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS 
               

Three day lecture series on applied mathematics for electronics  engineers  was held on 

15
th 

 Feb-17
th
 Feb  2018 

The first session was handled by Dr. S. Satheesh, HOD of Applied Science Department, 

Vidya Academy of Science & Technology. He gave an insight of how much probability and 

statistics have role in communication engineering. The Students got a deeper knowledge as Dr. 

Satheesh showed simulations with various examples and explained how various distributions 

varies with various parameters. The session ended by entering into queuing theory and its basics. 

The next Session was handled by Dr. Vijitha Mukundan, Assistant professor Sacred Hearts 

College Chalakkudy. The session mainly concentrated on Vector space and vector analysis. Dr. 

Vijitha Mukundan explained the various interesting factors of how the vector space and its 

extension to signal space. She explained the Gram-schmidt orthogonalization procedure and how it 

is extended to various transformations. The session was interesting and ended by 3:30pm. 

  The Valedictory function of the Three day lecture series was held on 17
th
 Feb 2018 at 

3:30pm. Dr. S.P. Subramanyan (Principal RCET), Mr. Krishnakumar R. (HOD of Department of 

ECE), Dr. Vijitha Mukundan (Asst. Prof. Sacred Hearts College Chalakkudy), Mr. Narayanan P.P. 

and Mr. Shehin A.U. (Asst. Prof. ECE) distributed the Certificates of participation to all the 

students who attended the three day sessions. The program ended by the Vote of thanks delivered 

by Mr. Shehin A.U., Asst. Professor Department of ECE 
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COUNSELLING SKILL FOR EFFECTIVE CLASSROOM 

MANAGEMENT  
 

Dept of ECE organized an in-house FDP on “Counseling Skills for Effective Classroom 

Management” by Dr. P. Mohammed Rafeekh, Retd Principal, Govt College of Arts & 

Science, Kondotty on 7th December 2018 at RCET Seminar Hall. 

 

 

 

GATE ORIENTATION CLASS 
 

 A Gate orientation class was organized for Fifth Semester students on 16th Novemver 2019 by  

Department of ECE . The Resouce person of the program was Mr. Rajesh P S, HR& Admin  

Manager, CGP Career Avenues. 
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COMMUNICATION SYSTEM DESIGN AND DIGITAL IMAGE 

PROCESSING USING MATLAB 
 

Department of ECE conducted a two-day hands on workshop on “Communication System Design and 

Digital Image Processing using MATLAB” for the final year and pre-final year students on 30th and 31st 

July 2018. A total of 20 students from S7 and S5 ECE attended the session. The workshop was co-

ordinated by Mr Dileep M, Mr Shehin A U and Mr Narayanan P P, faculty of Dept of ECE. 

The first day session (30/07/18) was handled by Mr Narayanan P P. This session gave a hands- on 

approach on how to design and implement an analog communication system using MATLAB 

programming. An Amplitude Modulation signal was generated first. Then it was modelled such  that this 

signal was transmitted over an AWGN channel. Finally this noise disrupted signal was demodulated 

using suitable design of an appropriate filter. This session gave solid impression on the students that any 

process can be simulated using MATLAB, provided a strong mathematical model of the same is 

available. 

The second day (31/07/18) session was handled by Mr Shehin A U. This session imparted a practical 

knowledge about how to manipulate a digital image and process it to suit our applications, entirely on 

MATLAB. Initially, how to read and display an image was discussed. Then various types of images were 

displayed, followed by their mutual conversions. After that, various image processing tools like image 

enhancement, image filtering, image segmentation etc were illustrated and trained. 
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DOCUMENT PREPARATION USING LATEX  

 

A hands-on workshop was conducted by the Department of ECE for the final year students of the 

Department of Mechanical Engineering on 12
th
  January 2018. The workshop was handled by Mr. 

Narayanan P.P.(AP, Dept of ECE) and Mr. Shehin A.U. (AP/Dept of ECE). A total of 25 students 

of 8th Semester Mechanical Engineering attended the workshop. The session commenced at 9:00 

AM. Mr. Prasad (AP, ME) welcomed the gathering. The workshop started with a brief introduction 

about LATEX tool and covered basic document preparation constraints like selection of typeface 

fonts, font size, text alignment etc. The session then stepped onto advanced options like inserting 

bullets, lists and equations. The afternoon session stressed on report preparation, inserting tables 

and images. The session was wound up by 3:00 PM. One of the students, who attended the 

workshop delivered a vote of thanks. The students got a good idea about how to prepare 

project/seminar reports in LATEX tool and the many conveniences in using this tool. 
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ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT SIMULATION, DEVELOPMENT AND 

DOCUMENTATION USING LATEX”  
 

Department of ECE in association with IE(I) 

student‟s chapter of RCET conducted a Five 

day internship program for Second year 

students of ECE & EEE during 25th to 29th 

June of 2018. The Program was coordinated 

by Mr. Narayanan P.P. (Asst. Professor, 

ECE) and Mr. Dileep M. (Lab Instructor, 

ECE). The Program aimed to develop 

technical skills of the students by learning 

and implementing simple but real time 

projects during the internship period. Total 

Number of Students attended: 16 no.‟s. 

Details of Program on each day are as 

follows: 

 Day-1: (25th June 2018) Program started at 

9.30am, after registration, at Advance 

Communication Lab. The morning session 

was handled by Mr. Dileep M. (Lab 

Instructor, ECE). The Students were 

familiarized with the Various Electronic 

components and equipment. The students 

were given assignments to be done using the 

familiarized equipment. In the afternoon 

session (held at VLSI Lab), the students were 

taught to use the circuit simulation tool: 

PSpice. Various basics circuits were 

simulated using this tool.  

Day-2: (26th June 2018) Program started at 

9.30am at VLSI lab. Mr. Narayanan P.P. 

(Asst. Professor, ECE) handled the one day 

session on “Familiarizing the circuit 

simulation tool: Circuit Wizard”. The 

students were familiarized with the tool by 

simulating various analog and digital circuits. 

Students were given simple projects to 

simulate in Circuit Wizard. 

 Day-3: (27th June 2018) Third day Program 

was conducted at Advance Communication 

Lab. The session aimed at implementing a 

circuit on dot-PCB. Mr. Narayanan P.P. 

(Asst. Professor, ECE) and Mr. Dileep M. 

(Lab Instructor, ECE) handled the session. 

The Students were taught how to connect the 

circuit components on the board and to solder 

the same. The students were given 

components and developed the circuit for 

traffic light signaling.  

Day-4: (28h June 2018) The fourth day was 

handled by Ms. Sangeetha Gopinath (Asst. 

Professor, ECE) and Mrs. Nikitha V.P. (Asst. 

Professor, ECE). The students were 

introduced to the document preparation 

software tool: LaTeX. The students were 

familiarized with the tool and given various 

assignments.  

Day-5: (29th June 2018) The last day session 

was handled by Ms. Sangeetha Gopinath 

(Asst. Professor, ECE) and Mrs. Nikitha V.P. 

(Asst. Professor, ECE). Students were taught 

to use beamer (in LaTeX) to prepare 
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presentation slides. The students were asked 

to write the report of the various work done 

during the 5-days using LaTeX. The 

Valedictory function of the Internship 

program was held on 29th June 2018 During 

Afternoon at RCET. Mr. Narayanan P.P. 

(Asst. Professor, ECE) welcomed the staffs 

and students present at the function. Mr. 

Krishnakumar R. (HOD, dept. of ECE, 

RCET) addressed the gathering and 

mentioned the importance of internship 

program for the students pursuing Technical 

Education. Students were awarded the 

Certificates of Internship, and Course 

materials by Mr. Krishnakumar R.(HOD 

ECE), Mrs. Nikitha V.P. (Asst. Professor, 

ECE), Mr. Shehin A.U. (Asst. Professor, 

ECE) and Ms. Sangeetha Gopinath. (Asst. 

Professor, ECE). The function ended by the 

Feedback from students. Students gave good 

feedback about the program and put forward 

the request to implement similar internship 

programs during next summer vacation. 
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JAVA PROGRAMMING 
 

 

Department of Electronics and Communication in association with LIVEWIRE 

conducted a three day course on “JAVA Programming” as a part of Royal Advanced Carrier 

Education (RACE) program for the Final year ECE students (2015-19 Batch) during 23rd to 

25th July 2018. A total of 60 no.s of ECE students actively participated in the program. The 

program was coordinated by Mr. Dileep M., Department RACE-Coordinator (ECE). 

The three day hands-on workshop and classes was handled by Ms. Remya R., Sr. 

Technical Support Engineer, LIVEWIRE. The details of the course taken during the three 

days are as follows; 

 Introduction to Java. 

 Java Fundamentals. 

 OOPS. 

 Java Function, Class, Threads etc. 

 Java Client-server Fundamentals. 

 Database management. 

 Working with RMI. 

 Java Networking. 

 

 

 

The valedictory function and certificate distribution was held on the last day. The 

Students gave good feedback for the program and expressed their eagerness to have similar 

course as a part of RACE. 
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COMMUNICATION SYSTEM DESIGN AND DIGITAL IMAGE 
PROCESSING USING MATLAB 

 

Department of ECE conducted a two-day hands on workshop on “Communication System 

Design and Digital Image Processing using MATLAB” for the final year and pre-final year students on 

30th and 31st July 2018. A total of 20 students from S7 and S5 ECE attended the session. The 

workshop was co-ordinated by Mr Dileep M, Mr Shehin A U and Mr Narayanan P P, faculty of Dept of 

ECE. 

The first day session (30/07/18) was handled by Mr Narayanan P P. This session gave a 

handson approach on how to design and implement an analog communication system using MATLAB 

programming. An Amplitude Modulation signal was generated first. Then it was modelled such that 

this signal was transmitted over an AWGN channel. Finally this noise disrupted signal was 

demodulated using suitable design of an appropriate filter. This session gave solid impression on the 

students that any process can be simulated using MATLAB, provided a strong mathematical model of 

the same is available. 

The second day (31/07/18) session was handled by Mr Shehin A U. This session imparted a 

practical knowledge about how to manipulate a digital image and process it to suit our applications, 

entirely on MATLAB. Initially, how to read and display an image was discussed. Then various types of 

images were displayed, followed by their mutual conversions. After that, various image processing 

tools like image enhancement, image filtering, image segmentation etc were illustrated and trained. 
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SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING WITH PYTHON 

 

Department of Electronics and 

Communication conducted two day 

hands-on workshop on “Scientific 

computing with Python” under 

RACE program of RCET on 3
rd

 Aug-

4
th
 August 2018. The two day 

workshop was organized at advanced 

programming lab(room no:318) of 

RCET. Forty three students from final 

year ECE participated in the 

workshop. Mr. Sreeraj R., HOD,CSE 

was the resource person for the 

program. 

         The workshop started by a silent 

prayer followed by an inaugural 

address by Mr. Krishnakumar R., 

HOD, ECE. In his inaugural address 

he introduced the resource person to 

the students and emphasized the 

importance of learning Python 

programming. The workshop covered 

the following topics in two days. 

 Introduction to Python  

 Python Data Types 

 Control Statements  

 Functions 

 Mathematical Computing with 

Python(Numpy) 

 Scientific Computing with 

Python(Scipy) 

 Data visualization in Python using 

matplotlib 

On the first day of the 

program students were given 

introduction to python, data types, and 

control statements and functions. The 

students cleared the doubts and did 

basic programming.   

 

       The second day gave more focus on 

advanced learning .Day two covered 

Mathematical Computing with 

Python(Numpy), Scientific 

Computing with Python(Scipy) and 

Data visualization in Python using 

matplotlib. The two day workshop 

was very helpful and students enjoyed 

the workshop. 

 

                           The valedictory function 

of the two day workshop started at 

3:30 pm at room No 318. In the 

valedictory function started by a 

welcome speech by Mr.Dileep M, AP, 

ECE. Mr. S.P. Subramanian Principal, 

RCET, gave an inspiring speech. He 

congratulated all the participants and 

distributed certificates of participation 

to students.  The Principal presented a  

memento to Mr. Sreeraj R., HOD 

,CSE, the resource person of the 

program. Anand M., student of s7 

ECE delivered the vote of thanks. He 

thanked Royal management and 

resource person for  conducting such 

an event. Mr. Krishnakumar R., HOD, 

ECE ,  Mr Narayanan P.P.AP,ECE 

and, Mr.Suhas P.S., AP ECE were 

also present in the valedictory 

function. 
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IMAGE PROCESSING WITH MATLAB 

 

Department of ECE organized a two day hands on workshop on “Digital Image Processing 

with MATLAB”. Session was handled by Mr. Shehin A U and Ms. Shiji K for inter-college 

level students from 25th to 26th July 2019 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GATE AWARENESS SESSION 

 

Department of ECE started the GATE 2019 coaching classes for the final year students from 

8th August 2018 on a regular timetable basis. An inaugural session was arranged on 3rd August 

2018 at seminar hall for final year students. An awareness program was arranged for final year 

students on 5th August 2018. Mr. Narayanan P P explained about Gate exam procedures and 

how to face Gate exam 2019. Mrs Radhika E R co-ordinated the GATE 2019 coaching classes 

in the department from 8th August 2018. 
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WORKSHOP ON “DOCUMENT TYPESETTING AND 

PROCESSING USING LATEX” 

Department of Electronics and 

Communication Engineering (ECE) in 

association with IE, conducted a two days 

workshop on “Document typesetting and 

processing using LaTeX”, during 18th 

&19th July 2019. The students from 

Electronics and Communication 

Engineering (ECE) and Applied & 

Instrumentation Engineering (AEI) 

departments participated in the program. 

The sessions were handled by Ms. 

Nikitha V P., Ms. Savitha Vasudevan and 

Mr. Shehin A U, Assistant Professors of 

ECE department, RCET. 

Day-1(18/07/2019): 

The session started after registration 

at 9.30am. After registration at 9.30am the 

first session began with a brief introduction 

to LaTeX software. Students were 

familiarized with the basic commands used 

in the software. They were eager to do some 

exercises using these commands. 

      

 

 

Day-2(19/07/2019): 

Second day, students learned various 

stages of document preparation. The session 

mainly dealt with techniques to insert 

figures, tables and equations in documents. 

At the end of the session participants were 

made to write a formal letters and reports 

using LaTeX. 

The valedictory function was 

conducted at 3.30pm on the second day. Mr. 

Sreeraj R, HoD CSE, distributed the 

certificates of participation to students. He 

appreciated the students and coordinators 

for hosting such a program and explained 

the importance of conducting frequent 

workshop‟s to enhance the potential of 

students. Mr. Krishnakumar R., HoD ECE, 

Appreciated all who contributed for the 

success of the program through his 

felicitation speech. 
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WORKSHOP ON  

„DOCUMENT PREPARATION USING LATEX‟ 

 

The RCET ISTE Staff chapter and ECE department of RCET conducted a one day 

workshop on „Document preparation using Latex‟ on 13
th
 December 2019. The program was 

held in VLSI lab of ECE department from 9 am to 4 pm. The program was conducted by Ms. 

Nikhitha V P (AP/ECE), Ms. Najiya Abdurahman (AP/ECE), Ms. Athira Sankar (AP/ECE), 

and Ms. Athira Krishna (AP/ECE). 

  

 The session includes topics like introduction to latex, creating documents, title, 

font effects, coloured text, font size, lists, comments & spacing, 

special characters, sections, labeling, typesetting , mathematical formulae, tables, 

figure insertion, subfigures, captions, customizing latex like spacing, page layout, 

header and footers, and basics for report making & beamer presentation. 
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FACULTY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 

ON 

“EMBEDDED PROGRAMMING” 

 

Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering (ECE) in association 

with IEDC RCET, conducted a Two day faculty development program (FDP) on 

“Embedded programming”, during 22nd & 23rd July 2019. The faculties from 

Electronics and communication Engineering (ECE) and Applied & Instrumentation 

Engineering (AIE) departments participated in the program. 

The sessions were handled by Mr. Narayanan P.P., Mr. Kiran Samuel and Mr. 

Rahul V, Assistant Professor‟s, department of ECE, RCET. 

 

Day-1 (22/07/2019): 

The session started after registration at 9:30am. First day of the session 

concentrated on the various I/O ports configuration and interfacing LCD module with 

Atmega328 Microcontroller IC. The participants were introduced with the Embedded–C 

compiler: Atmel Studio. Various programs were compiled and the simulations were done 

using circuit simulation tool Proteus 8.6v. 

 

           

 

Day-2 (23/07/2019): 

The session on day-2 was divided into two; Morning session concentrated on 

Timers and PWM generation. Various actuators were interfaced with the controller. The 

afternoon session was on interfacing sensors with the controller. The importance of ADC 

and its control using Atmega328 was taught programmed and simulated during afternoon 

session. 

The valedictory function of the program was conducted at 3:30pm on the second 

day. Dr. S. P. Subramanian, Principal RCET, distributed the certificates of participation to 

the staffs. He appreciated the staff members for hosting such a program and explained the 

importance of conducting frequent FDP‟s to enhance the potential of faculties. Mr. 

Krishnakumar R., HOD of Department of ECE, Appreciated the faculties through his 

felicitation speech. 
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Vision 

“To grow as a premier department of Computer Science and 

Engineering capable of facing challenges of  the  modern 

Computing industry for the betterment of Society through most 

appropriate and Ethical practices.” 

 

Mission 

 To impart high quality education to students with strong foundation 

of Computer Science and Engineering through Outcome Based 

Education (OBE). 

 

 To empower the students with the required skills to solve the 

complex technological problems of modern society and to conduct 

multidisciplinary research for developing innovative solutions. 

 

 To provide a learning ambience to enhance  problem solving skills, 

leadership qualities, team spirits and ethical responsibilities with a 

commitment to lifelong learning. 

 

 To establish industry institute interaction activities to enhance the 

entrepreneurship skills. 
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INTERNSHIP ON  DOCUMENTATION SKILL 

Department of Computer Science and  Engineering conducted five days internship on 

Documentation Skill for  second year students (2016-20batch) of Computer Science And 

Engineering from 19 
th

 to 23
th
 of June 2017.The program was conducted under the guidance of  

Manu M R and Fepslin Athish Mon  (Assistant Professors, CSE  Dept.). They were also assisted 

by Ms. Mini and Ms. Sabitha (Lab Instructors, CSE  Department). A total of 50 students attended 

the programme. 

On the first day the trainers introduced various concepts of documentation like  

 Technical Writing 

 Formatting 

 Documentation Strategy 

 Visual documentation 

 Process flow modeling 
2nd day onwards trainers gave awareness on basic concepts of documentation like 

 Records Management 

 Metadata Management 

 Note Taking 

 Documentation system specific skills 

 Structuring information 

Each student participated in the workshop were able to get hands-on training in the software The 

session was concluded with a valedictory function, in which Mr. Sreeraj R(HOD, CSE Dept.) 

awarded the certificates to participants. 

The Computer science and Engineering Department would like to express their sincere gratitude to 

the respected Principal Dr. S P Subramanian for providing an opportunity to conduct the internship 

in college and also grateful to all the teaching and non-teaching staff in CSE Department and 

management of RCET for providing all the support and facilities for the smooth conduct of the 

program. 
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FIRST YEAR PROJECT EXPO 2017 

As a part of COGNITO 2017, a technical expo was conducted for the first year students at Royal 

College of Engineering and Technology, on 26th October 2017.The main aim of the expo was to 

showcase the student‟s talents and thereby enhancing the innovative skills of students. The Expo 

was inaugurated by Dr. S P Subramanian (Principal ,RCET) on 26th October 2017. There were a 

total of 28 projects are displayed from 5 department(CE,CSE,EEE,ECE,ME) Different working 

and still models were exhibited in the expo and the following five were selected as the best 

projects:  

 Water Purifier using solar rays by CE Department  
Team Members: - Arshad(Team Leader),Hashif Ali ,Shajas K ,Rahees K M  

 
 Student Corner – An Android Application for Royal College Automation System-CSE 

Department  
Team Members: - Kishore K S, Mohammed Asif,  Vishal Velayudhan, Mohammed Anees  

 
 Home automation for Disabled persons by Voice Command by ECE Department  

Team Members: - Aiswarya Lakshmi, Amal Nadh N J, Anjali P K 
 

 Self Level adjusting black board by ECE Department  
Team Members: - Mohamed Anas P  

 
 Black board cleaning machine by Mechanical Engineering Department  

Team Members : - Amal N, Anas K A, Anas P A,  Athul A ,Dipin T P  
  
The expo was closed by 4:00 pm on 26th October 2017.The innovative structure and 

arrangements of expo was appreciated by different viewers from outside campus. For the best 

project, students were received cash awards and merit certificates from District Police Chief Mr. 

Yatheesh Chandra. The expo was coordinated by Mr. Sreeraj R, HOD,CSE. 
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WEB TECHNOLOGY, DOCUMENTATION SKILLS, AND 

PROGRAMMING SKILL DEVELOPMENT 

The eight days Internship programme on 

Web Technology and Documentation Skill 

were conducted on 20-06-2017 to 24-06-

2017 and 27-06-2017 to 29-06-2017. Total 

41 students participated. 

 

Web Technology 

Resource person: 

 Mr. Sreeji S and Mr.Sreenarayan N M 

[Assistant Professor, CSE] 

 

Course Objective:  

To develop a simple Dynamic Web site 

using HTML, MySQL and PHP 

 

Venue:  

Room No: 318 

 

Day 1 :- (12-06-2017) 

 The Day-1 Session mainly focused 

on different types of websites and Basic 

tags of HTML. The students were 

familiriazed with basic tags of HTML and 

created a simple static webpage. 

Day 2 :- (13-06-2017) 

 The Day-2 Session mainly focused 

on different types of forms tags and submit 

buttons. The students were familiriazed 

with various forms and submit buttons and 

simple validation using java script. They 

created a simple Sign-Up form with 

action. 

Day 3 :- (14-06-2017) 

The Day-3 Session mainly focused on 

MySQL databases. The students were 

familiriazed with databases and tables, 

they were also taught how to create 

database and data manipulation between 

the tables. 

 

Day 4 :- (15-06-2017) 

 The Day-4 Session mainly focused 

on MySQL databases connectivity using 

PHP. Students were taught to make their 

webpage dynamic. And they were taught 

data trasfer from database to webpage 

using PHP and MySQL. 

Day 5 :- (23-06-2017) 

 The day-5 session completely 

focused on students project. They all are 

created their own website using various 

tags of HTML and also with thye help of 

Mysql and PHP. Afternoon session 

focused on how to host website into 

WWW. Students were familiarized with 

Domain Name, Server and also studied 

how to host their own website into WWW. 

Documentation Skills 

Resource person:  

Mr. FepslinAthish Mon and Mr. Manu M 

R       [Assistant Professor, CSE] 

Course Objective:  

To Expose to Ms Word for making their 

technical report and for standardize their 

learning through perfect documentation 

Day-1:(27-06-2017) 

 The day 1 session mainly focussed 

on “Familirization of MS-WORD”.The 

students were familiriazed with basic 

formating in the word and perform a mail 

merge,share  and review shared files 

opetations. 

Day-2(28-06-2017) 

 The day 2 session mainly focussed 

on “Familirization of MS Power Point 

Presentation”.The student were 

familirized with the presentation styles 

,Graphics designining and custom 

animation. After the session they itself 
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prepared a presentation based up on their 

micro project. 

Day-3:(29-06-2017) 

The day 3session mainly focussed 

on “Familirization of MS Excel”.The 

student were familirized with the 

organizing and sorting of data and keep 

track on charts,graphs with compartive 

statitcis. After the session they itself 

prepared a calculation chart with their 

SGPA and results. 

Phase 2 

Second phase Internship was 

conducted by two slots, first is Web 

Technology and Documentation Skills(9 

Days), second one Computer 

Programming in C(10 Days) from 

17.7.2017 to 28.7.2017. 

Web technology 

Resource person: 

 Mr. Sreeji S and Mr. Sreenarayan N M 

[Assistant Professor, CSE] 

Course Objective: 

 To develop a simple Dynamic Web site 

using HTML, MySQL and PHP 

Venue: Room No: 318 

 

Day 1 :- (17-07-2017) 

 The Day-1 Session mainly focused 

on different types of websites and Basic 

tags of HTML. The students were 

familiriazed with basic tags of HTML and 

created a simple static webpage. 

Day 2 :- (18-07-2017) 

 The Day-2 Session mainly focused 

on different types of forms tags and submit 

buttons. The students were familiriazed 

with various forms and submit buttons and 

simple validation using java script. They 

created a simple Sign-Up form with 

action. 

Day 3 :- (19-07-2017) 

The Day-3 Session mainly focused 

on MySQL databases. The students were 

familiriazed with databases and tables, 

they were also taught how to create 

database and data manipulation between 

the tables. 

Day 4 :- (20-07-2017) 

 The Day-4 Session mainly focused 

on MySQL databases connectivity using 

PHP. Students were taught to make their 

webpage dynamic. And they were taught 

data trasfer from database to webpage 

using PHP and MySQL.Afternoon session 

focused on how to host website into 

WWW. Students were familiarized with 

Domain Name, Server and also studied 

how to host their own website into WWW. 

Documentation Skills 

Resource person: Mr. FepslinAthish 

Mon [Assistant Professor, CSE] 

Course Objective: To Expose to Ms 

Word for making their technical report and 

for standardize their learning through 

perfect documentation 

Day-1:(24-07-2017) 

 The day 1 session mainly focussed 

on “Familirization of MS-WORD”.The 

students were familiriazed with basic 

formating in the word and perform a mail 

merge,share  and review shared files 

opetations. 

Day-2(25-07-2017) 

 The day 2 session mainly focussed 

on “Familirization of MS Power Point 

Presentation”.The student were 

familirized with the presentation styles 

,Graphics designining and custom 

animation. After the session they itself 

prepared a presentation based up on their 

micro project. 
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Day-3:(26-07-2017) 

The day 3session mainly focussed on 

“Familirization of MS Excel”.The 

student were familirized with the 

organizing and sorting of data and keep 

track on charts,graphs with compartive 

statitcis. After the session they itself 

prepared a calculation chart with their 

SGPA and results. 

Programming Skill 

Development(usingC ) 

The 10 days Internship programme on 

Programming Skill Development was 

conducted from 17-07-2017 to 28-07-

2017. A totalof  20 students participated. 

Course Objective:  

 To Know concepts in problem 

solving. 

 To do programming in C language. 

 To write diversified solutions using 

C language. 

Venue: Room No: 325(Theory sessions) 

and120(Practical Sessions) 

Day 1 :- (17-07-2017) 

Handled by: Dr. 

B.PrasanaLakshmi(HOD, CSE) 

The Day-1 Session mainly focused on 

Introduction to C and Applications. The 

students were familiriazed with Structure 

of C, Header files and Preprocessor 

directives. They were given exercises to 

write sample codes of Data i/p and o/p 

statements. 

Day 2 :- (18-07-2017) 

Handled by: Anitha L.(AP,CSE) 

 The Day- Session mainly focused 

on Introduction to decision making 

statements .The students were also 

introduced with If and if-else, Switch case. 

They were given sample programs on the 

same to code . 

Day 3 :- (19-07-2017) 

Handled by: Prajitha M.V.(AP,CSE) 

The Day-3 Session focused on 

looping statemets likeFor loop, While loop 

and Do-while. Students were given with 

sample programs using looping ststements. 

Day 4 :- (20-07-2017) 

Handled by: Dr. 

B.PrasanaLakshmi(HOD, CSE) 

 The Day-4 Session mainly focused 

onIntroduction to jumping statements. The 

students were explained  ith Break, 

Continue, Goto statements. Students coded 

many examples in the same. 

Day 5 :- (21-07-2017) 

Handled by:Gaya Nair.(AP,CSE) 

The Day-5 Session mainly focused 

on Introduction to Arrays, Declaration and 

initialization, Processing of arrays and  

dimensionality of arrays. Students coded 

many examples in the same. 

Day 6 :- (24-07-2017) 

Handled by:Sneha K.(AP,CSE) 

The Day-6 Session mainly focused 

on 2-D arrays , 2-D arrays , Matrix 

addition , Matrix subtraction.Students 

coded many examples in the same. 

Day 7 :- (25-07-2017) 

Handled by:Sneha K.(AP,CSE) 

The Day-7 Session focused 

onConcept of strings, Declaration and 

initialization String manipulation. Students 

coded different examples in the same. 

Day 8 :- (26-07-2017) 

Handled by:Amritha Mary 

Davis(AP,CSE) 
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The Day-8 Session focused 

onString handling functions.Students 

coded many examples in the same. 

Day 9 :- (27-07-2017) 

Handled by: Amrutha George(AP,CSE) 

The Day-9 Session mainly focused 

onQuick review of the previous topics, 

assignments were given to students and 

practical sessions on previous topics. 

Students were given suggestions in their 

views of coding. 

Day 10 :- (28-07-2017) 

Handled by: Anitha L.(AP,CSE) 

The Day-10 Session mainly had 

Submission of assignments and  Practical 

sessions mainly based on  arrays.Students 

were given suggestions in their views of 

coding. 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION BIG DATA 

Department of CSE conducted a Seminar on  “Introduction to Big Data” for S3 and S5 CSE 

students on 26
th

August 2017. The sessions were handled by Ms. Ihsana Muhammed P, Asst. 

Professor, CSE. 40 students attended. 

TOPICS COVERED 

 Introduction to big data 

 Characteristics  

 Processing of  big data 

 Why big data 

 How it is different 

 Tools used in big data 

 Applications 

 Risk of big data 

 Benefit of big data 

 Future of big data. 
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COMPUTER HARDWARE ASSEMBLY AND SERVICING

Date: 22 – 02 – 2017  

Venue: Room No 325  

Time:  
11.00am to 4.00pm  

Total participants: 41  

TOPICS COVERED:  

 Computer Hardware  

 Bios  

 Boot Loader  

 Hardware assembly  

 Trouble Shooting  

 Servicing  

 Hard Disk Formatting  

 Partitioning  

 Operating System installation  

 OS Servicing  

 

WORKSHOP CONVENER  

 DR. B. PRASANALAKSHMI ,HOD 

- CSE  

 

VOICE COORDINATOR  

 Mr. Fepslin Athish Mon S  

 

WORKSHOP COORDINATOR  

 Mr. Riyad M  

 Mr. Manu MR  

 

STUDENT VOLUNTEERS  

 Mr. Ashik Abbas P  

 Mr. Rahul K Nair  

 Mr. Aboobacker NK  

 Mr. Midhun ES  

 Mr. Abdul Naeem  

 (2013-17 CSE Batch)  

 

The one day workshop on Computer 

Hardware assembly and servicing was 

conducted on 22 – 02 – 2017 (Wednesday) 

from 11.00am to 04.00pm. Total 41 students 

participated.  

The workshop was started at 11.00am with 

the introductory talk by Mr. Fepslin Athish 

Mon S, assistant professor, CSE, 

(Association Coordinator). Mr. Riyadh M, 

assistant professor, CSE had given a brief 

introduction about various hardware 

components of computer and its 

specification. Following this session Mr. 

Manu MR, assistant professor, CSE had 

given a detail explanation about BIOS, Boot 

Loader and Operating Systems. Continuing 

this Mr. Fepslin Athish Mon along with 

student volunteers gave hands on demo and 

familiarization of various hardware 

components of computer. The morning 

session ends at 12.30pm  

The afternoon session was started at 1.20pm. 

Mr. Fepslin Athish Mon along with student 

volunteers continues the hands on session on 

Hardware Assembly, about troubleshooting 

the hardware errors and Servicing. Following 

this session student volunteers explained and 

demonstrate about Hard Disk Formatting, 

Partitioning and Operating system (windows 

7 and Windows 10) installation. The 

workshop ends with valedictory talk and 

feedback collection.  

We are happy to say that we got 100% 

positive feedback from the participants. We 

use this occasion to acknowledge and thank 

our Principal Dr. S P. Subramaniam and Our 

HoD Dr. B. Prasanalakshmi for 

encouragement and complete support to 

make this workshop a grand success. We also 

extend our thanks to Mr. Riyadh .M, Mr. 

Manu and all my colleagues for all supports. 

And also I extend my thanks to all student 

volunteers for their complete help to make 

this workshop a great event.  
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CODE VITA 2017 REPORT 

 
TCS CodeVita, is a contest for engineering and science students to experience the joy of 

coding and to sharpen their programming skills through real-life computing practices. The contest 

also aims at identifying the talent, besides providing the student community, an opportunity to earn 

peer recognition. Student who clears code vita will be placed in TCS. 

 

Faculties of RCET trained the students to crack code vita. The training schedule is shown below: 

 

 

 

The  Mock test was conducted on 06/07/2017 from 3:00 pm to 07/07/2017, 3:00 pm. Total 

53 students attended the test from our colleges. Test venue was Room No:120(Programming Lab) 

and Room No:318(Advance Programming Lab). 

Deepa C.M., Manu M.R., Baby C.J., Sneha K., Riyadh M. and Rubeena trained the 

students to crack the code vita questions. Students cracked 4 questions out of 8 questions. 
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COMPUTER HARDWARE ASSEMBLY AND SERVICING 

 
The one day workshop on Computer Hardware assembly and servicing was conducted on 

22 – 02 – 2017 (Wednesday) from 11.00am to 04.00pm. Total 41 students participated. 

  

The workshop was started at 11.00am with the introductory talk by Mr. Fepslin Athish 

Mon .S, assistant professor, CSE, (Association Coordinator). Mr. Riyadh .M, assistant professor, 

CSE had given a brief introduction about various hardware components of computer and its 

specification. Following this session Mr. Manu .MR, assistant professor, CSE had given a detail 

explanation about BIOS, Boot Loader and Operating Systems. Continuing this Mr. Fepslin Athish 

Mon along with student volunteers gave hands on demo and familiarization of various hardware 

components of computer. The morning session ends at 12.30pm. 

 

The afternoon session was started at 1.20pm. Mr. Fepslin Athish Mon along with student 

volunteers continues the hands on session on Hardware Assembly, about troubleshooting the 

hardware errors and Servicing. Following this session student volunteers explained and 

demonstrate about Hard Disk Formatting, Partitioning and Operating system (windows 7 and 

Windows 10) installation. The workshop ends with valedictory talk and feedback collection. 
 

 

INTRODUCTION TO PYTHON 

Conducted a class on “ Introduction to Python” for final year CSE students on 5th August,2017. 

The classes were handled by Ms.Dilsha T D, Ms. Chinju P D, Ms. Aswathy P J, Ms. Aiswarya Raj, 

Ms. Shaniya Nisar and Ms.Tabassum Jabbar of S7 CSE. 82 Students attended. 

 

TOPIC COVERED  

 Introduction to python 

 Python installation 

 Python syntax and commands 

 Python variable, Data type, List, Tuple etc. 

  Writing a program in Python 
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INTRODUCTION TO WEBSITE DESIGN  

Date: 22 – 02 – 2017  
 
Venue:  
IITB Remote Center,  
Research Lab  
 
Time:  
11.00am to 4.00pm  
 
Total Participants: 61  
 
TOPICS COVERED:  

 Website Intro  
 About HTML  
 HTML Tags  
 HTML Forms  
 CSS  

 
WORKSHOP CONVENER  

 DR. B. PRASANALAKSHMI  
HOD - CSE  
 
VOICE COORDINATOR  

 Mr. Fepslin Athish Mon S  
  

WORKSHOP COORDINATOR  

 Mr. Sreeji S  
 Mr. Sreenarayanan NM  

 
STUDENT VOLUNTEERS  

 Mr. Sujeesh T  
 Ms. Riji C.P  
 Ms. Sruthy P  
 Mr. Rahul VR  

     (2013-17 CSE Batch)  
The one day workshop on 

Introduction to Website Design was 
conducted on 22 – 02 – 2017 (Wednesday) 
from 11.00am to 04.00pm. Total 61 students 
participated.  

 
The workshop was started at 

11.00am with the introductory talk by Mr. 
Manu MR, assistant professor, CSE. Mr. 

Sreenarayanan NM assistant professor, CSE 
had given a brief explanation about basic 
HTML tags. Following this Mr. Sreeji S along 
with student volunteers gave a 
familiarization and hands on training in 
HTML tags. The morning session ends at 
12.30pm  

 
The afternoon session was started at 

1.20pm. Mr. Sreeji S along with student 
volunteers continues the hands on session 
on Html tags and Cascading Style Sheets 
(CSS). Following this session Mr. 
Sreenarayanan NM along with student 
volunteers gave hands on demo on HTML 
Forms. The workshop ends with valedictory 
talk given by Mr. Fepslin Athish Mon S, 
assistant professor, CSE and feedback 
collection.  

 
We are happy to say that we got 

100% positive feedback from the 
participants. We use this occasion to 
acknowledge and thank our Principal Dr. S P. 
Subramaniam and Our HoD Dr. B. 
Prasanalakshmi for encouragement and 
complete support to make this workshop a 
grand success. We also extend our thanks to 
Mr. Sreeji S, Mr. Sreenarayanan NM and all 
my colleagues for all supports. And also I 
extend my thanks to all student volunteers 
for their complete help to make this 
workshop a great event.  
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MACHINE LEARNING , DEEP LEARNING AND NATURAL 

LANGUAGE PROCESSING FROM THEORY TO PRACTISE 

USING PYTHON 

The department of Computer Science and Engineering in association with AIM and VOICE 

conducted a two day workshop on “Machine Learning, Deep Learning and Natural Language 

Processing from theory to practice using Python” on 11th and 12th October , 2018.The venue 

was Room no. 120, IITB Remote centre lab. The resource person for the workshop was Mr. 

Premjith B, Research Scholar at Department of Computational Engineering and Networking, 

Amrita ViswaVidyapeetam, Coimbatore. He was a former Asst. Professor at Royal College of 

Engineering & Technology in CSE Department..  

On the first day Machine learning basics, types of machine learning, Naive Bayes classifier, 

Support Vector Machine was covered. On the second day Multi label classification, Natural 

Language Processing and Deep Learning based word2vec was covered. On both the days 

sessions were hands-on. On the second day last 1 hour was spend for project discussion.  

Total number of participants were 38. Students gave a positive feedback on the workshop. 

The sessions proved useful as it was hands-on.The certificate was distributed to the participants 

by Mr. Sreeraj R, HOD, CSE. Ms. Meera V M. AP, CSE and Ms. Hima K G. AP, CSE 

coordinated the workshop. 
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INTERNSHIP ON  WEB PROGRAMMING 

Department of Computer Science and  Engineering conducted five days internship on 

Web programming  for  second year students (2016-20batch) of  Computer Science And 

Engineering from 12th to 16th of June 2017.The programme was conducted under the guidance 

of  Sreeji S and Sreenarayanan  N M  (Assistant Professors, CSE  Dept.). They were also 

assisted by Ms. Mini and Ms.Sabitha(Lab Instructors, CSE  Department). A total of 50 students 

attended the programme. 

On the first day the trainers introduced various concepts of web programming like  

 Elements, Nesting Elements, Block versus inline elements, empty elements; 

 Attributes, boolean attributes, single or double quotes; 

 Anatomy of an HTML document; Whitespace in HTML; Entity references/special 

characters; HTML Comments 

2nd day onwards trainers gave awareness on basic concepts web programming like  

 General concepts of documents and style sheets, rendering 

 External, Internal, and Inline style sheets 

 CSS declarations, CSS declaration blocks 

 CSS selectors and rules, CSS statements, “At-rules” 

 White space, comments, and shorthand 

Each student participated in the workshop were able to get hands-on training in the software 

The session was concluded with a valedictory function, in which Mr. Sreeraj R(HOD, CSE 

Dept.) awarded the certificates to participants. 

The Computer science and Engineering Department would like to express their sincere 

gratitude to the respected Principal Dr. S P Subramanian for providing an opportunity to 

conduct the internship in college and also grateful to all the teaching and non-teaching staff in 

CSE Department and management of RCET for providing all the support and facilities for the 

smooth conduct of the program. 
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FULL STACK DEVELOPMENT 

Conducted internship programmes for Final year students (2015-19 batch) of the CSE 

Department during 10 to 13 July of 2018 (4 days). A total of 73 students participated in the 

training programme in which 27 students attended the internship on “Data Science & Machine 

Learning using Python” and 46 students attended “Full Stack Development programme”. The 

first session was handled by Mr. Sreeraj R, Ms. Deepa C M , Mr. Manu M R. The second 

session was handled by Mr. Gopikrishnan and Team, Grapes Technologies, Thrissur. 
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JAVA SWING AND DATABASE MANIPULATIONS 

Department of Computer Science and Engineering in association with VOICE, CSE Department 

association, conducted an internship programmes for Fifth semester students (2016-20 batch) of the CSE 

Department during17
 th

 to 19 
th
 July of 2018 (3 days). A total of 65 students participated in the training 

programme. The internship was on “ Introduction to JAVA Swing  and Database manipulations ”The 

sessions were informative and students got knowledge  in Java Swing programming concepts and Database 

manipulations. On each day the students were given exercise on that days topic.  

Resource Person: Riyadh M, Shilpa Sudheendran, Sreenarayanan N M.  

The schedule and details of internship is given below 

 

DAY TOPICS 

Day 1 

Introduction to JAVA Swing 

- Packages 

- JButtons 

- Jlabels 

- Jtextfields 

- Jcheckbox 

- Jpasswordfiels 

Day 2 

Advanced Java Swing operations 

- Jtable 

- Jscrollbar 

- JPopup Menu 

- JOptionPane 

Day 3 

Introduction to Data Base 

- Create database and tables 

- Data manipulation 

- Primary key and Foreign key 

- Alter Quieries 

Database Connectivity 

- Java Swing and Database 

- Data Manipulations 

- Triggers 

 

- Assignments 
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 JAVA AND MS OFFICE PACKAGES 

 

Department of Computer Science and Engineering  Department of Computer 

Science and Engineering in association with VOICE, CSE Department association, 

conducted an internship programmes for Third semester students (2017-21 batch) of 

the CSE Department during 9 th to 13 th July of 2018 (5 days). A total of 21 students 

participated in the training programme. The internship was on “ Introduction to 

JAVA and MS Office Packages”.   

 The sessions were informative and students got good knowledge  in object oriented 

programming concepts and MS office packages. On each day the students were 

given exercise in that days topics. At the end of day 3 students were assigned with 

development of a small stand alone application in java.    

The schedule and details of internship is given below. 

Introduction to JAVA   

Resource Person: Sneha.K, Deepa CM, Prajitha M V 

 

 

Day  Topic Resource Person 

Day 1  OOPS basic concept:-

Defining a class, method in 

Java,Constructor , Argument 

Passing Mechanism   

Handled By: Sneha. K  

Hands On Session   

Handled By: Sneha. K, Deepa 

C.M, Prajitha M.V 

Day 2  Inheritance:-Types of 

Inheritance in Java, Method 

overloading, Method 

overriding,Polymorphism   

Hands On Session   

Handled By:  Deepa C.M  

 Day 3 JAVA Applet, Packages   

 

 

Handled By: Deepa C.M, 

Sneha.k, Prajitha M.V 
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Introduction  to MS Office  Resource Person: Riyadh M, Manu M R 

Day Topics 

Day 4  Introduction to MS Word- presentation 

styles, Master page layout,Word art, Resume 

preparation  

 Handled By: Riyadh M 

Day 5  Introduction to Excel and Powerpoint:- 

Spreadsheet calculation, Slide preparation , 

animation   

Handled By: Manu M.R    

 

 

The Computer Science and  Engineering Department would like to express  

sincere gratitude to the respected Principal Dr S P Subramanian and 

management of RCET for providing all support and facilities for the smooth 

conduct of the programme.  With the support of all teaching and non teaching 

staffs of CSE Department the program ended up successfully 
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DEVELOPS AND PLATFORM AS A SERVICE 

Department of CSE in association with Vidya IT division conducted an awareness programme on 

RHCSA (Redhat Certified System Administrator) “Devops and Platform as a service” as a part 

of RACE for S7 CSE students on 26
th
 july 2018.A total of 64 students attended the programme. 

The session was handled by Mr.Anand Pavithran(Consultant,Redhat).The session was very 

informative which dealt with 

 Devops 

 Cloud computing 

 Virtualization 

 Containers 

 

He also conveyed the scope of these technologies in industry with real time implementations. 

 

 

 

FULL STACK DEVELOPMENT 

CSE department in association with RACE conducted an awareness class on “Full Stack 

Development” for S7 CSE students. A total of 30 students attended the program. The 

session was handled by Mr. Gopikrishnan(Grapes Technology). The session was 

informative which included the following topics.  

 HTML  

 CSS  

 JavaScript  

 Node JS  

 Mongodb  

 He also explained the scope of the technologies in industry with suitable examples. 
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POWER STREAM 

A motivation class was conducted for S5 CSE students on 18-9-2018 in the main 

seminar hall, from 10:30 am to 4:00pm. The resource person was Mr. Jijo Chittadi, 

International motivational trainer, Kenshu foundation. He worked as a school teacher for 

11years and as Lecturer for 4 years. Kenshu foundation is a motivational training team 

based at Kottayam. The session began with a welcome address by Mr. Sreeraj R, 

HOD,CSE department. Then Dr. S P. Subramanian, Principal, RCET spoke a few words to 

the students. 69 Students from S5 CSE and all faculties handling classes in S5 attended the 

program.  
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DYNAMIC WEB DEVELOPMENT 

 

The two day workshop on Dynamic Web Development using Spring Boot was conducted 

on 24th and 25th – 03 – 2018 (Saturday and Sunday) from 9.00am to 04.00pm. Pre 

Workshop on Core Java and HTML was conducted on 22nd and 23rd – 03 - 2018 by Mr. 

Sreeraj R., HOD-CSE. Total 35 students participated. 

 

24-03-2018 (First Day) 

 

The workshop was started at 9.00am with the introductory talk by Mr. Sreeraj R, HOD-

CSE and Mr. Sreenarayanan NM assistant professor- CSE. Following this session Dr. Anthoni Raj 

gave introductory talk on dynamic web sites and basic Spring projects. The morning session ends 

at 1.00pm. 

 

The afternoon session was started at 1.45pm. Mr. Anthoni Raj along Project using Spring 

Suite (STS), Web page with Text Box, Controller program and Cascading Style Sheets 3 (CSS3). 

Remaining session deals with hands on works on Thyme leaf Namespace, Expression Language, 

Postgre SQL and setting up Repository. The afternoon session ends at 4.00pm. 

 

25-03-2018 (Second Day) 

 

The Morning session was started at 9.00am with the hand on session on Bootstrap 

Framework, CSS and JD Libraries in HTML page, Creating Login page and controller and its data 

retrieving processes. Following this session Dr. Anthoni Raj along with Sreeraj R continues the 

hands on session on Control management of Username and Password and Logout controller 

method. The morning session ends at 1.00pm. 

 

The afternoon session was started at 1.45pm, continues the hands on session on JQuery for 

AJAX, displaying Error/Info message, dynamic buttons and its controller and data tables. The 

workshop ends with valedictory talk given by Prof. Sreeraj R., Mr. Sreenarayanan NM, and 

feedback collection. The workshop was coordinated by Mr. Sreenarayanan N M, Assistant 

Professor, Computer Science and Engineering 
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DATA SCIENCE & MACHINE LEARNING USING PYTHON  

 

Department of Computer Science and Engineering, RCET in association with RACE, conducted 

internship programmes for Final year students (2015-19 batch) of the CSE Department during 10th 

to 13th July of 2018 (4 days). A total of 73 students participated in the training programme in 

which 27 students attended the internship on “Data Science & Machine Learning using Python” 

and 46 students attended “Full Stack Development programme”.  

 

Batch-I : Data Science & Machine Learning using Python  

 

Students Participated : 27  

 

Faculties Handled : 

 Prof. Sreeraj R (HOD, CSE)  

 Mrs. Deepa C M (AP, CSE)  

 Mr. Manu M R (AP, CSE)  

 

Venue : Room no. 318 (Lab) 

 

 Topics Covered: 

 

 

Batch-II :Full Stack Development  

 

Students Participated : 46  

 

Resource Persons : Gopikrishnan and Team, Grapes Technologies, Thrissur  

 

Venue : Room no. 120 (Lab)  

 

Topics Covered: 
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REDHAT CERTIFIED SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR  

Royal Advanced Career Education Centre offering a certification course - Red Hat 

Enterprise Linux, is the leading open source platform for modern data centres, with a stable, 

flexible foundation that adapts according to business changes. Total 20 students had registered for 

this course. Two days of a week was allotted for the session from 9.00 am to 4.00 pm. The session 

was handled by Vidya IT division which is authorized training partner of Red Hat Academy. 

RCET also offered an online examination to earn a Red Hat Certified System Administrator 

(RHCSA) certification. Red Hat certifications are different from other IT certifications. The 

examination was conducted in a way such that one must pass a hands-on, practical exam in which 

they complete real-world tasks using Red Hat technologies rather than just being asked questions 

about the technology. Red Hat certification program gives employers a way to find and develop 

qualified professionals and allows technical professionals to prove their skills and build their 

careers. RCET is glad to announce that the 3 students got placed and 17 students cleared the exam 

and certified under this course 
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BLOCK CHAIN DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 

 

A Lecture on “Accelerated Block Chain Development Technology (ABCD)” 

was given to the final year as well as third year students of CSE department on 

26/9/2018 at 10.30 am. The class was handled by Mr.Prashanth, Manager, Academic 

relations, ICT academy. The session started with a welcome address by Mr.sreeraj 

R, HOD CSE department. All the final year and third year students of CSE 

department attended the one hour session.  

  The lecture was about one of the emerging trends in IT that is the Block Chain 

technology. It started with the scope of block chain technology in near future and 

about a course K-DISC provides on Block chain. The Kerala Development and 

Innovation Strategy Council, (K-DISC) is a strategic think-tank and advisory body 

constituted by the Government of Kerala. K-DISC has set a target of producing 

25,000 Block chain technologists in three years. It is expected that over 5,000 

certified students can be trained in the first twelve months. The lecture also covered 

the details of the course fee and how to enrol in the course through a test conducted 

by K-DISC.  
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CODIGO 
 

CODIGO is a technical program conducted by department of computer science and 

engineering as part of Tech fest “Cognito‟18” on 6/10/2018. The registration for the 

program started at 11.30 am. 11 Students were registered for the program. The program 

that has errors were given to the participants and their task was to debug them. The judge 

for the event was Mrs Saji Tossy, AP CSE Dept,  Ansar Womans College, Perumbilavu. 

Cash prize of Rs.1000/ and Rs.500/ were given to the first and second winners by the Judge 

and respected HOD of CSE. All the participants were outside college students and the 

participation certificate was given by Ms.Shilpa Sudheendran Assistant Professor CSE. 

This program tested the coding skill of students and they performed well.  

Staff Co-ordinator:    Ms. Prajitha M V, Mrs. Sincy , Ms Sushaja P R Student Co-

ordinator   Mohammed A ,  Fathima Shirin K M. 
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DATA SCIENCE 

 
Date : 24

th 
,
 
25

th
 and 26

th
 July, 2019  

Venue: Royal College of Engineering & Technology, Akikkavu 

 Participants: Students of S5 CSE  and S7 CSE 

Department of Computer Science and 

Engineering (CSE) in association with 

VOICE, conducted a Three day Internship on 

“Data Science”, during 24
th 

,
 
25

th
 and 26

th
 

July, 2019. The students of  S5 CSE,  S7 CSE 

and two outside participants  attended the 

program. Total numbers of participants were 

50. 

 The resource persons were Mr. 

Nowshad M U(AP, CSE) and Jyotsna 

E(AP,CSE). The internship was coordinated 

by Mrs. Anitha  L(AP, CSE) , Ms. Meera V 

M(AP,CSE) and Ms. Sushaja P R(TS, CSE). 

 

 Day-1 (24/07/2019): 

 The session started after registration at 

9:30am. First day of the session concentrated 

on Introduction to data science , overview of 

Python environment and editors - Jupyter 

Notebook, Numpy, Pandas, Matplotlib,  

Basics of python programming- Essential 

Programming tools - Core Python, Jupyter 

Notebook, Google Colab ,Mathematical 

problem solving using python. The sessions 

were hands on. 

Day-2 (25/07/2019): 

The session started at 9: 00 am. The topics 

handled were Introduction to Data analysis,  

Deep levels of python – Numpy, Pandas, 

Scikit, Matplotlib tutorial Data analysis and 

Data visualization ,Matplotlib programming . 

The sessions were hands on. 

Day-3 (26/07/2019): 

The session began at 9:00 am. The sessions 

were fully hands on. The topics covered were 

Classification and Clustering, Machine 

learning algorithms and Natural Language 

Processing . 
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INTRODUCTION TO JAVA PROGRAMMING 

 
Department of Computer Science and Engineering in association with VOICE, CSE Department 

association, conducted an internship programme for Third semester students (2018-22 batch) of the 

CSE Department during 24th and 25thof July 2019 (2 days). A total of 30 students participated in the 

training programme. The internship was on “Introduction to JAVA programming”. The resource 

persons were from LXI technologies Pvt Ltd coordinated by Riyadh M and Ihsana Muhammed P.  The 

sessions were informative and students got knowledge in Java programming concepts and Database 

manipulations. On each day the students were given exercise on that day‟s topics.  

The schedule and details of internship is given below : 

 

 
 

The Computer Science and Engineering Department would like to express sincere gratitude to the 

respected Principal Dr. S P Subramanian and management of RCET for providing all support and 

facilities for the smooth conduct of the programme. With the support of all teaching and nonteaching 

staffs especially Ms. Sabitha Santhosh and Ms. Sushaja P R of CSE Department, the program ended up 

successfully. 
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ONE DAY WORKSHOP ON “R PROGRAMMING” 

 

Date: 09 November 2019 

Venue: Room No : 120, IITB Remote Centre, RCET 

 

IIT Bombay conducted R Programming workshop under T10KT Program for Teachers 

sponsored by the National Mission on Education through ICT (NMEICT), MHRD, Govt. of India. 

IITB Remote Centre of Royal College of Engineering participated and conducted the One day 

Workshop supported by the CSE Department of the College on Saturday, 09-November-2019. 

Faculties from CSE and ECE department actively participated in this Event. 

The Centre Coordinator and Course coordinator of this Event is Mr.Sreeraj R, HOD, CSE and 

Mr.Nowshad. M U, AP, CSE respectively. A-View Technical support by Mr. Siju C C, TS, CSE 

department. 

The Program has conducted in 4 Sessions which includes the various topics in R Programming. 

Along with RCET, more than 100 colleges participated in this event from different parts of India. 
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REDHAT ACADEMY DAY @ RCET  

 
As a part of the opening ceremony of RedHat Training Partner program in our institution, 

department of CSE in association with RACE and Vidya IT division organized REDHAT 

ACADEMY DAY on 29-10-2019 at 11 am in Seminar Hall. Ms. Sindhu Karunakran, Technical 

Consultant, RedHat academy has graced the occasion as the Chief Guest. The program started with 

welcome address by Mr Sreeraj R (HOD, CSE). The Hon‟ble Principal of the institution Dr. S P 

Subramanian delivered the presidential address. The inaugural speech was delivered by the chief 

guest, Ms. Sindhu Karunakaran. Mr. V P Salim (Chief Executive Officer, RCET) and Dr. Devi V 

Balakrishnan (IQAC Director, RCET) also addressed the gathering. The gifts were distributed to 

the RHCSA certified students of our college by RedHat academy. 21 students from our college 

successfully cleared RHCSA certification. They were the first batch of redhat course conducted in 

RCET. In the end, Ms. Prajitha M V (AP, CSE) offered a vote of thanks.  

After the inaugural program, a technical session was handled by the chief guest Ms.Sindhu 

Karunakaran on the topic Confidence Comes from Knowing More (About REDHAT). The session 

was very informative. RedHat Academy Training program in our college offers courses such as 

RHCSE and RHCE. 
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ADVANCED PYTHON 

 
CSE department in association with RACE conducted an awareness class on “Advanced 

Python” for S7 CSE students on September 18, 2019. A total of 50 students attended the program. 

The session was handled by Mr. Prajeesh A(Technovalley Software Consulting). The session was 

informative which dealt with 

 Introduction to Python 

 Conditional and Looping Statements 

 Control Statements 

 Comprehensions, Functions 

 File Handling, OOP with Python 

He also explained the scope of the technologies in industry with suitable examples 
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AWARENESS OF ‟FULL STACK DEVELOPMENT‟ 

 
CSE department in association with RACE conducted an awareness class on “Full Stack 

Development” for S5 CSE students on September 23, 2019. A total of 40 students attended the 

program. The session was handled by Mr. Gopikrishnan(Grapes Technology) handled the session. 

The session was informative which dealt with 

 HTML 

 CSS 

 Javascript 

 Node JS 

 Mongodb 

He also explained the scope of the technologies in industry with suitable examples. 
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BLOCK CHAIN TECHNOLOGY 
 

Date: 27 September 2019 

Venue: Room No : 417, SDPK Lab, RCET 

 

Kerala Blockchain Academy Innovation Club (KBAIC) of RCET in association with 

Kerala BlockChain Academy sponsored by IIITM-K, conducted a One day workshop on 

BlockChain Technology on 27th September 2019. 42 students from CSE and ECE department of 

our college participated in this event. 

 

The Resource persons are Mr. Franklin John, Research Engineer and Mr. Sabir, Research 

Fellow of Kerala BlockChain Academy. Mr.Franklin handled the morning session with Topic, 

“BlockChain, BitCoin and Ethereum”. Mr.Sabir handled afternoon Session, which is a hands-on-

session on Prototype of Ethereum, MetaMask wallet. Mr.Nowshad M U, AP CSE coordianted the 

event. 
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ENABLE PROGRAM- SDPK 
 

Topic: Enable program – Employability Skills 

Venue: SDPK lab 417 

Date: 22
nd

 July – 6
th
 August  

Number of Participants: 30 

 

SDPK Enable Program was a 30 hour skill 

training session on pre-placement training 

though CISCO‟c Tele-presence system 

provided by Govt. of KERALA. It had 3 

phases. 

 Self-paced Learning – students have 

to learn by themselves by reading and 

going through the materials and books 

and also through LMS 

 Live learning - through live classroom 

sessions through the platform 

 Assisted Learning - with the help of 

teachers in the respective institutions. 

Help of ICT academy team can be 

availed for completing the activities, 

assignments and other hands on 

activities. 

Topics Covered 

 

Day 1(22-7-19) 

 Session started by inaugural session 

by Manoj A. S - Senior Knowledge 

Officer - ICT Academy of Kerala. He 

explained about Program Orientation. 

Aptitude Self-learning started shortly 

after the first session through LMS 

(Learning Management System) 

platform.  

 

Day 2(23-7-19) 

 Creativity & Problem Solving 

 

Day 3(24-7-19) 

 Communication Skills  

 Project Management using Trello 

Day 4(25-7-19) 

 Quantitative Aptitude & Logical 

Reasoning #01 

 Resume Preparation 

 Social Profiling 
 

Day 5(26-7-19) 

 Quantitative Aptitude & Logical 

Reasoning #02 

 Best Coding Practices 

 Intermediate Assessment  

    

Day 6(29-7-19) 

 Quantitative Aptitude & Logical 

Reasoning #03 

 Group Discussion  

 

Day 7(30-7-19) 

 Quantitative Aptitude & Logical 

Reasoning #04 

 Coding on HTML, CSS 

 Intermediate Assessment  

Day 8(1-8-19) 

 Interview Skills 

 Quantitative Aptitude & Logical 

Reasoning  

 

Day 9(2-8-19) 

 Verbal Reasoning  
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Day 10(5-8-19) 

 Verbal Reasoning 

 Final Assessment  

     

Day 11(6-8-19) 

 Version Control Using GitHub 

 Final assessment  
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CIVIL ENGINEERING 
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Vision 

“To grow as a reputed centre of excellence with best facilities for learning 

and research, producing outstanding Civil Engineers”. 

 

Mission 

• To develop highly competent professionals, capable of excelling in 

challenging positions in civil engineering, lifelong learning, and 

societal leadership.  

 

• To promote and undertake research, relevant to civil engineering 

industry and to strengthen relationship with all stake holders for 

holistic development of mankind. 
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DRAFTRIZ 

An AutoCAD drawing event named “Draftriz” was also organized by the department. 

Riswana C M and Mohammed Riswan K K., got first and second prize respectively and both the 

students were of S7 CE. The event was coordinated by Ms.Chinju Vijayan & Ms.Swathy M. 

Muraleedharan, (Asst. Professor., CE Department). It was an opportunity for the students to show 

their skill on AutoCAD software. 

 
 

 

 

WORKSHOP  ON LATEX-A DOCUMENT PREPARATION  

 

Department of Civil Engineering conducted two day workshop on Latex-a Document 

Preparation for faculties of Civil Engineering from from 26th July 2017 to 27th July 2017. The 

programme was conducted under the guidance of Assistant professors of RCET. Mr. Saleel ,Mrs 

Swathi and Mrs. Hasanath Pulakkal attended the program 
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INTRODUCTION TO AUTOCAD 

As part of the summer internship program for 2016-20 batch students, our department arranged a 5 

days workshop on Introduction to Auto Cad from 28th to 30th June. The sessions handled by Mr. 

Muhammed shareef. After that two days they were taken for industrial visit. 
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LATEST INNOVATIONS AND TECHNOLOGIES IN CIVIL 

ENGINEERING 

As a part of technical fest COGNITO 2K17 a paper presentation was conducted on the 

topic “Latest Innovations and Technologies in Civil Engineering” on 26th October 2017. The 

section was judged by Mr. Mohammed Shafeeeque V., Ms. Hasanath Pulakkal, and Ms. Jayasree 

K. V. (Asst Professors of CE Dept.). The Programme was conducted by Ms. Rakhi Raveendran 

and Ms. Ani P. P. (Asst. Professors of CE Dept.). Out of 12 participants, Ms. Nivea John (PG 

Scholar, Jyothy Engineering College) secured the First prize. She presented a paper titled 

“Sustainable and Self Healing Asphalt Pavement”. Mr. Mohammed Khameem E. K. (S1 ME, 

RCET) won the second prize on the topic “Nanotechnology in Civil Engineering”.. 

 
 

 

SKILL DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP 

As part of skill development program, civil engineering department has come up with 

different weekly programs. In 2016-20, 2015-19 and 2014-18 batches the sessions are handled by 

Mrs. Rakhi Raveendran/ Mrs. Shika K. S. (S3 A), Mrs. Rakhi Raveendran/ Mrs. Hasanath Pulakkal 

(S3 B), Mrs Hasanath Pulakkal/ Mrs. Priya V.M.(S5 A), and Ms. Chinju Vijayan/Mrs. Ani P. P.(S7 

) respectively. Three sessions were successfully completed. The student‟s participation was 

appreciable throughout the session. 
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GENERAL QUIZ COMPETITION 

 

A General quiz competition was conducted for Semester 3 & Semester 5 on 16th September 2017. 

Asla B. N., Jezneeem,Shahanas, Nasreen, Faseela and Mubashira of S3 won the 1st prize. Mrs. 

Hasanath pulakkal (Asst. Prof., CE), and Mr. Saleel (Asst. Prof., CE) were the coordinators of the 

programme. 

 

 

SPACE INAUGURATION 

 

Civil Engineering Association named “SPACE” was inaugurated on 16th August 2017 by 

Dr. C V Lal, Professor, Department of Civil Engineering, Government Engineering College, 

Thrissur. Members of civil Engineering association for the academic year 2017- 18 were also 

officially announced at this function. Prof. Mary John C., Head of the department welcomed the 

gathering and all the dignitaries on the dais were honored with pleasantries. This was followed by 

the presidential address by Dr. S. P. Subramanian, Principal, RCET. Association cocoordinator for 

civil engineering association (SPACE) Ms. Chinju Vijayan, Assistant Professor,Department of 

civil Engineering introduced the office bearers. The function came to a close with the vote of 

thanks given by Muhammed Rizwan, Secretary,SPACE. On the same day a Technical talk on the 

topic “The Glimpses of Vastushasthra” held at seminar hall by Dr. C V Lal. 
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ENHANCEMENT OF STUDENT-TEACHER RELATIONSHIP 

 

Mrs. Ani P. P., Mrs Hasanath Pulakkal, Mrs Priya V. M., Mrs. Rakhee Ravindran, Mrs 

Swathi Muraleedharan, and Mr. Muhammed Shafeque attended a Faculty Development 

Programme on “Enhancement of Student-Teacher Relationship” at Royal College of Engineering 

and Technology, on 21 July 2018 

 

AUTODESK FUSION 360 

Department of Civil Engineering in association with Inter CAD Systems Pvt. Ltd., Trivandrum 

conducted a two days workshop in Autodesk Fusion 360 for the final year students (2015-19 

batch) of Civil Engineering from 12 July 2018 to 13 July 2018. The programme was conducted 

under the guidance of Mr.Jovin Johnson and Mr.Rohit Chandran R (Application Engineers 

InterCAD Systems). They were also assisted by Ms.Swathy Sundaran (Lab Instructor, CE 

Department). A total of 33 students attended the workshop. 
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INTERNSHIP (2016-2020 BATCH) 

 Department of Civil Engineering in association with IE(I) student‟s chapter of RCET 

conducted an internship programme for Third year students (2016-20 batch) of the Civil 

Department during 10 July 2018 to 12 July 2018 (3 days). The programme was conducted under 

the guidance of Ms. Rakhi Raveendran (Asst. Professor, CE Department), Ms. Swathy. M. 

Muraleedharan (Asst. Professor, CE Department), Ms. Sreeja P V (Lab Instructor, CE Department) 

and Shemy V M (Lab Instructor, CE Department). 49 students were successfully completed their 

three days training programme. 

 
 

QUANTITY SURVEYING AND CIVIL ENGINEERING 

APPLICATION 

 

As part of RACE programme, Civil engineering department arranged an introduction class 

on “Quantity surveying and civil engineering application” for final year students on 11th 

october 2018. The session was handled by the faculties from Dronacharya academy, 

Thrissur. 
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DOCUMENT PREPARATION USING LATEX 

 

Department of Civil Engineering in association with IE(I) student‟s chapter of RCET conducted 

another two days workshop in LaTeX for the final year students (2015-19 batch) of Civil 

Engineering from 30 July 2018 to 31 July 2018. The programme was conducted under the 

guidance of Ms.Nikitha V P. (AP/ECE), and Ms.Sangeetha Gopinath (AP/ECE). The workshop 

was intended to equip the necessary skills needed to prepare documents using LaTeX. A total of 51 

students attended the workshop. 
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SPACE 

 

The inauguration of Civil Engineering Association, “SPACE” was held on 13th September 2018, 

in the Main Seminar Hall of RCET. The Chief Guest for the occasion was Er. Sasikumar Therayil, 

Former Chief Engineer, Department of Water Resources, Goa. The inauguration was followed by a 

technical talk “Generic Skills and Aptitude for Civil Engineers” by the Chief Guest. In this session 

the Chief Guest gave an insight to the students about the skills that has to be attained by a B. Tech. 

graduate to become a successful professional in life. At the end of the talk, the Chief Guest was 

honoured with a memento. 
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ELECTRICAL AND 

ELECTRONICS 

ENGINEERING 
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Vision 

 “To create ethically strong Electrical engineers with Eagerness in 

lifelong learning and Enterprise skills” 

 

Mission 

 To offer high quality education in Electrical and Electronics Engineering 

to help the students to sharpen their professional skills.  

 To enable competency in graduates on contemporary technologies 

through continuous improvement programs.   

 To inculcate the spirit of research, enterprise skills and ethical values 

among the students.  
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AN EARTHING PRACTICE SESSION 

An earthing practice session was arranged for 3
rd

 and 5
th

 semester students on 

26/08/17. Mr. Sinto K.J, EEE Lab instructor gave a practical session for the 

students so as to understand the significance and procedures to do earthling.   
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ARDUINO WORKSHOP 

EEE department laid a stepping stone towards the development of embedded systems 

by providing awareness & thereby a hands on workshop on AURDINO for S5 EEE 

students on 26/08/2017 . Mr. Sterlin P .S (student S7/ EEE) was the resource person 

  
 

 CIRCUIT DEBUGGING 

 

 Date & Venue: 25/10/2017 & EE Lab Room No. 119 (FN)  
 

Circuit debugging was the event which showcased the talent and skill of students in designing 

and debugging a circuit within a time bound. It was co-ordinated by Mr. Kiran P (AP/EEE) and Mr. 

Anas(S7/EEE). It was conducted in 3 phases in order to eliminate and identify the winners. There was a 

huge external participation for this event. Overall 10 teams registered for this event which includes 7 

external team participations. Mr. Haridas V K (AP/EEE) & Mr. Pradosh Kumar (AP/AEI) were the 

eminent judges for this event. 
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INTRODUCTION TO LATEX 

 

A hands on workshop named “Introduction to Latex” was conducted for S7 EEE 

students on 05/08/17 by Ms. Neethu K S, (AP/EEE) with a vision to make the students able 

to prepare good quality project reports and conference papers  

 

 

WORKSHOPON MATLAB 

 
As a part of design project , EEE department conducted one day MAT LAB 

workshop on 7/10/17, under the guidance of Mr.Sanjith Mohan, Asst.prof. of EEE 

department. Almost half of of the students of s5 EEE attended the class. The workshop was 

realy new experience for all students who attended the workshop. The class had two 

sections. In the first section teacher explained about the procedure and benefit of the lab. 

MATLAB is an electrical software which is used to analyze various electrical circuits. It 

helps to eliminate the chances of faults and project failure which may occur if we make its 

hardware directly. The electrical elements required to construct a circuit available in matlab 

simulink library. From this workshop students got a basic idea about MATLAB software, 

its advantages and how it functions. The workshop was a great success and beneficial. 
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MIND SPARK  

Date & Venue: 25/10/2017 & EE Lab Room No. 119 (AN)  

 

Mind Spark was the platform for students to display innovative ideas and there presentation 

skills. The event was co-ordinated by Ms. Anju Sam(AP/EEE), Ms. Neethu (AP/EEE) & Mr. 

Thushar (s7/EEE). The event was organized in four rounds which includes fun round, identify 

round, Quiz Round & Mind Spark Round. Based on the initial rounds, the teams were filtered out 

and only 5 teams were qualified for the final Mind Spark Round. There was a huge external 

participation for this event. Overall 12 teams registered for this event which includes 10 external 

team participations. Mr. Haridas V K (AP/EEE), Mr. Jerry James (AP/AEI) & Ms.Rakhi I 

(AP/CE) were the judges for this event. The team from RCET bagged the first prize and the team 

from Sreepathy bagged the second prize. The prizes for winners were distributed by the respected 

judges and participation certificate were distributed by Mr. Haridas, Mr.Dinto and Ms.Anu. The 

event was success and enjoyed by everyone. 

 

 

 

WORKSHOP ON CAD 

 
As a part of design project, EEE department conducted a one day CAD Lab workshop on 

07/10/17 under the guidance of Mr. Praveen, Assistant professor, EEE department. Almost half of 

the students of S5 EEE attended the class. This workshop was really a new experience to all 

students. The class had 2 sections. In The first section the teacher explained about the software and 

in the next section, students were given a chance to practice the lab individually. Computer Aided 

Design (CAD) is defined as the use of information technology in the design process. A CAD s/m 

consists of IT hardware, specialized software and peripherals; which in certain applications are 

quite specialized. The core of a CAD s/m is the s/w which makes use of graphics for product 

representation, databases for storing the product model and drives the peripherals for product 

representation. It's use doesn't change the nature of the design process but as the name states it aids 

the product designer. The designer is the main actor in the process, in all phasesfrom problem 

identification to the implementation phase. From this workshop students got a basic idea about 

CAD software and it's advantages and also how it functions. The program was a great success. 
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ROBO WAR 

Alumni of EEE department Mr. Lijo, Mr. Alfred and Mr. Justin 

conducted a workshop on Robowar for third semester students on 26/08/2017. 

The session furnished knowledge on the technical, economical as well as on 

the aesthetic aspects of Robowar and its design 
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CIRCUIT DEBUGGING 
 

Venue: AE lab(EEE block) and Electrical workshop 

 
 

Circuit debugging was the event which showcased the talent and skill of students in 

designing and debugging a circuit within a time bound. It was coordinated by and Mr. Sanjith 

Mohan and Ms.Neethu K S. Student coordinators were Mr. Vishnu and Mr Rahul from S5 EEE. It 

was conducted in 2 phases in order to eliminate and identify the winners. Overall 8 teams 

participated in the event and out of which 4 teams were selected to the second phase. In second 

phase each team was instructed to debug the error in the circuit provided. Mahshook and team 

from S7 EEE bagged the first prize and Gulsar and team from S7 EEE bagged the second prize. 

The event was very successful in improving the team spirit and circuit debugging skills of students. 
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RACE- INTRODUCTUION TO INDUSTRIAL WIRING 
 

Resource team: SIGMOS INDIA 
 

The department of EEE RCET, Akkikavu had organized add on courses for final year 

students. As a part of this SIGMOS INDIA at Kakkanad in Cochin, horizon of MEP consultancy 

and training services conducted the technical talk, based on MEP for final year students of EEE at 

RCET. Now a days, everything turned to automatic. The main crisis of EEE aluminates is that they 

have no idea about how to make job, which type of area to be opted for job etc. So, MEP is the 

course which is mainly suitable for electrical engineers with added advantage of opportunity to 

attain STED certificate & placements. The precise coordination of utility distribution through the 

premises of our living and working spaces is an art, which is called MEO engineering. It include 

HVAC system, electrical system, plumbing and piping system, firefighting system, communication 

system etc. These are the main highlighted points discussed by Mr.Sachin Babu in the first section. 

Second section was more about practical knowledge. They familiarized various designs and single 

line diagram of flat, industries, house etc. They gave information about designing of electrical 

network work system and using software such as electrical CAD etc. 
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INAUGURATION OF EEE DEPARTMENT ASSOCIATION 

“ESCON” 
 

“ESCON”:– Electrical Students Confederacy, the EEE department association which 

provides a platform for the students to exhibit and bloom their technical talents. The inaugural 

ceremony of ESCON for the academic year 2018-2019 was conducted on 5th November 2018.The 

function was commenced with a prayer. Ms. Amrutha M Chemmanur , HOD, Department of 

Electrical and Electronics engineering welcomed the gathering. Dr. S P Subramanian, Principal, 

RCET delivered the presidential address. 

 

The ESCON was officially inaugurated by Prof. Jayakumar M, Deputy Director, LBS (HO) by 

turning on a specially made solar antenna which emitted plethora of light. In the inaugural address 

he said that an engineer should notice very small facts of the world. He also encouraged 

entrepreneurship among students asked to come up with new ideas after completing the course. 

Prof V K Haridas Assistant Professor, Department of EEE introduced the Office bearers. Mr. 

Mohammed Faris of S7 EEE was nominated as Secretary, Ms. Swetha Manoj of S7 EEE as Joint 

Secretary and Anudev M of S5 EEE as Treasurer 

 

The Vth volume of department newsletter “REACH OUT” was unveiled by Jayakumar M, 

the chief guest of the function. Reach out highlights all the events and activities conducted in the 

EEE department during the last academic year. It was followed by prize distribution for 

meritorious students. Mr. Narayanan, AP, ECE and Mr. Arun Dev, Lab instructor, AEI were 

presented with a token of love from EEE department for their contribution and support to EEE 

department during tech fest “COGNITO 2k18”. 

 

The entire program wrapped up by vote of thanks by Mr. Mohammed Faris (Secretary, ESCON). 

He thanked all the invited guests, students & the audience around for gracing the occasion by their 

solemn presence. He also thanked the management for providing all kind of facilities to conduct 

such function. Mr Jayakumar M delivered an invited talk which mainly focused on encouraging 

the spirit of research and innovations. He delivered a charismatic talk and provided many 

influential messages for the students. 
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TALK ON INNOVATIONS 

 
Resource person: Mr. Daniel T Davy 

 
On behalf of „AIM‟ Electrical and Electronics Engineering department of Royal College of 

Engineering and Technology invited a young entrepreneur Mr. Daniel T Davy, One among the 

fonders of company Xilatron technologies to share his experience and knowledge with the students 

on 29/9/18. Daniel has a degree in mechanical engineering but pursued electrical and electronics as 

his working field after realizing his passion in it. He has won many award including Acharya 

Jagadish Chandra Bose Award, Youth Icon Award, Best Mechanical Engineering Project Award in 

National level project expo etc. In the session he shared his experience and throught the session he 

was like a a person one among the students and it made the session more interactive. He delivered 

a talk on “Innovations”. He made the students to understand what is the difference between an 

innovation and invention through some interesting activities. He also discussed what are the steps 

and precautions to be taken as an innovator. It was a very informative class. This talk motivated 

and gave the confidence to students to take their steps towards a good innovator. On behalf of 

electrical department Mr.Haridas V K AP, EEE gave a memento to Mr.Daniel and thanked him for 

finding time to share his experience with the students.  
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TALK ON ROBOTICS 

 

 

RESOURCE PERSON: MR. ABDUL SAMAD (FOUNDER, CARET 

TECHNOLOGOIES) 
 

On behalf of ‘AIM’ Electrical and Electronics Engineering department of 

Royal College of Engineering and Technology invited a young entrepreneur 

Mr.Abdul Samad, One among the founders of company “Caret technologies” to 

share his experience and knowledge with the students on 27/10/18. The main aim of 

the talk was to aware the students about robotics and the influence it will have in the 

future. 

The session started at 2.00 pm. Around 20 students from mechanical 

department and 20 students from electrical department attended it. The session 

started with an introduction to robotics and its future scope. Along with the valuable 

information he also shared his personal experiences and journey as an inventor. He 

also offered a course for the interested students which will be helpful for them to 

excel in this field. It was an informative class. After the session two robots were 

displayed that was a great inspiration for the students. On behalf of electrical 

department Mrs.Amrutha M Chemmanur, HOD of EEE department gave a memento 

to Mr.Samad and thanked him for finding time to share his experience with the 

students. 
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS 

 

Resource person :Mr. Shimmeer P P (Electrical Inspector, Malappuram.) 

On behalf of „AIM‟ Electrical and Electronics Engineering department of Royal College of 

Engineering and Technology invited Mr. Shimmeer P P, Former Assistant professor of EEE 

department and currently working as Electrical Inspector, Malappuram. The session was conducted 

on 25-02-2019 for S8 and S6 students. He delivered a talk on career opportunities for Electrical 

engineers. He explained about various opportunities in public sector and Government sector. The 

talk emphasized on the importance of GATE exam for those who are interested in pursuing further 

studies or to get a job in public sector. He discussed on cracking PSC and SSC examinations and 

further emphasized the scope of pursuing a career in electrical engineering. He inspired the 

students by sharing some personal anecdotes from his life. At the end of the session Ms. Amrutha 

M Chemmanur delivered vote of thanks and Mr. Mohammed Ajmal gave feedback on the session. 
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CIRCUIT DEBUGGING 

Venue: AE lab(EEE block) and Electrical workshop 
 

Circuit debugging was the event which showcased the talent and skill of students in designing and 

debugging a circuit within a time bound. It was coordinated by and Mr. Sanjith Mohan and 

Ms.Neethu K S. Student coordinators were Mr. Vishnu and Mr Rahul from S5 EEE. It was 

conducted in 2 phases in order to eliminate and identify the winners. Overall 8 teams participated 

in the event and out of which 4 teams were selected to the second phase. In second phase each 

team was instructed to debug the error in the circuit provided. Mahshook and team from S7 EEE 

bagged the first prize and Gulsar and team from S7 EEE bagged the second prize. The event was 

very successful in improving the team spirit and circuit debugging skills of students. 
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WORKSHOP ON ARDUINO 

Resource persons: Vishnu T, Akhil M, Rahul A (S6 EEE) 

Aiming to provide an introduction to the electronics technology for the first year students a 

workshop on „introduction to embedded systems and arduino‟ was held on 02/02/19 by EEE 

department. 

 
The session started at 1.00 pm and it was handled by Mr. Vishnu T(S6 EEE). The 

workshop started by giving an introduction to embedded systems, microcontrollers and 

microprocessor and application in daily life.  

 
After that he introduced the concept of Arduino programming and explained the details of Arduino 

board. Around 25 students attended the workshop and the  session concluded at 4.00 pm.  
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WORKSHOP ON LED PRODUCTS 

 

Resource persons: 

  Ms. Neethu K S (AP EEE) 

Mr. Sanjith Mohan (AP EEE) 

  Ms. Supriya(TS, EEE) 

 

As a part of Saturday activities, Department of Electrical and Electronics engineering 

conducted a workshop on “LED products” for S2 and S4 students. The session aimed at providing 

basic knowledge about electronic circuits and its assembling, soldering etc. 35 students attended 

the workshop. 

 
 

The first session started at 1.00 pm in which Mr. Sanjith Mohan gave a lecture on basic 

LED driving circuit. He explained about various components handled in the circuit and its 

working. 
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The second session conducted at Power Electronics lab. It was handled by Ms. Neethu, Mr. 

Sanjith and Ms Supriya from  EEE Department. Students were divided in to various groups and 

they were instructed to cut the cardboard in to different shapes and place LED s in it. They 

assembled the components of driving circuit and soldered the same with the help of faculties. 

 

 
Students were very enthusiastic to do all these things and they completed the circuit within 

a short period of time. They have given good feedback on the session conducted. 
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MECHANICAL 

ENGINEERING 
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Vision 

“To progressively Mould and Empower students as Curious young 

versatile leaders in the field of mechanical engineering and technology 

Habituating Lifelong learning, and to grow as a renowned  knowledge 

hub.” 

Mission 

 To transform students as socially committed professionals with 

sound engineering knowledge, creative minds, leadership qualities 

and practical skills.  

 To provide the students with excellent academic environment, 

ethical guidelines and lifelong learning needed for a long productive  
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ONE DAY WORKSHOP REPORT 

 

Department of Mechanical Engineering has conducted Three one day Workshops 

for S1, S3 and S5 students on 7th of October, 2017 under ARME. One of the core 

papers from each semester has chosen as the Topic for the Workshops. The 

sessions were engaged by different Faculty Members which helped the students to 

acquire better knowledge in the respective topics. With an intension of 

entertaining the students, various Cultural events and Games were also organized 

during the break time (1.20pm to 2.30pm).MrSangeeth T S (ARME coordinator, 

ME) was the overall coordinator of the event.In order to refine the performance of 

students in Examinations, a separate session explaining „ Learning Methodology 

and Presentation Skills for University Examinations‟ was also included in the 

Workshop. The session was handled by MrSangeeth T S (Assistant Professor, 

ME). 
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NEWS LETTER RELEASING AND FELICITATION CEREMONY 

ARME conducted a News Letter releasing and felicitation ceremony on 21th of October, 2017. 

The function began with a prayer at 2.45pm in the courtyard of Mechanical department. 

During the function Department of Mechanical engineering released its first News Letter named 

„Royal MeccaniconImpero‟. The ceremony was inaugurated by Dr S P Subramaniam(Principal, 

RCET)by handing over a copy of the news letter to Mr N V Moidunny (Secretary, RCET) in 

presence of Dr. Biju P L (HoD, ME), MrNidhin A (Chief Editor, News Letter), Staffs and 

students. 

 
Three of our students George Sebastian, JubithJayaraj and Festin of S7 ME, have successfully 

completed the NPTEL Certified Course in Refrigeration and Air Conditioning. These students 

were also appreciated with a Memento in the function. 
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GREASE ON HANDS 
 

As a part of „Cognito 2017‟ Dept. of Mechanical Engineering has conducted a 

Workshop under Royal Enfield and Hyundai named „A complete solution for daily 

headaches on roads‟. The Workshop included live classes on routine Car and Bike 

maintenance and repair jobs, that we can do ourselves at home. Two Workshop sessions 

of one hour each for both Two wheeler and Four wheeler have arranged. Mr. Ajeesh 

Karipath, Mr. Aghil V Menon (Assistant Professors, ME) and Mr. Froid M F (Lab 

Instructor, ME) were the Staff coordinators of the event and Sandeep and Jerry James 

of S7 ME were the student coordinators. We have received a good response from the 

audience and about 90 students have registered in the event. Also a small free service 

for the Royal Enfield Bikes was arranged in connection with the Workshop. 
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ENGINE ASSEMBLY MASTER 
 

The event was coordinated by Mr. Dileepan Balakrishnan, Mr. Krishnadas M 

(Assistant Professors, ME) and Mr Pius (Lab Instructor, ME). About 14 teams (Two 

members in a team) have competed in the event of which Abhijith and Mohammed 

Rafeeque of ME won the first Prize. Second Prize was given to the team of Munthassar 

of popular college and Mohammed Faizal of ME. The event was judged by 

MrAjeeshKaripath (Assistant Professor, ME) and Mr. Abhilash K K (Lab Instructor, 

ME). Monish Mohandas and Mithun of S7 ME were the student coordinators of the 

event. A Cash prize of 2000 rupees for the winner and 1000 rupees for the first runner 

up were distributed by Dr. Biju P L (HoD,ME). 
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AUTOMOTIVE QUIZ 

 

As a part of „Cognito 2017‟, a Technical Quiz competition was conducted at ME 

block on 26th of October under Ms. Anusree and Mr. Aghil V Menon (Assistant 

Professors, ME). Questions were asked from the area of Automobile. Out of five teams 

participated, Abhijith and Mithun of S7 ME got the first prize and Sulfikar Ali and 

Nadeer C K of S5 ME placed second. Cash prize worth 350 rupees and certificates were 

handed over to the winners by Dr. Biju P L (HoD, ME). Ms. Chinchu and Ms. 

Keerthana of S7 ME were the student coordinator of the event. 
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DOCUMENT PREPARATION USING LATEX 

 A hands-on workshop on „Document Preparation using Latex‟ was arranged for 

the final year students of Mechanical Engineering in association with Department of 

ECE on 1
st
 of March 2018. The workshop was handled by Mr. Narayanan P. P and 

Mr. Shehin A. U (Assistant Professors, ECE). The sessions started at 9:00 am with 

the welcome speech by Mr. Prasad (AP, ME) and the workshop was wound up by 

3:00 PM. 
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WORKSHOPS 

Dept. of Mechanical engineering conducted three one day workshops on 24
th
 of February for KTU 

students. Mr. Abilash K. J and Mr. Sandeep (Assistant Professors, ME) were the overall 

coordinators of the event. 

Name of the Workshop Person engaged the 

sessions 

Faculty coordinator Student 

coordinator 

One day Workshop on 

„Microsoft Excel for 

Document preparation‟ 

Mr. Sangeeth T. S Mr. Sangeeth T. S 

Mr. Akhil V. Menon 

Mr. Nidhin A 

Mr. Thomson of S6 

ME 

One day Workshop on 

„Computer Hardware 

and Assembly” 

Mr. Haseeb and Mr. 

Suhail of S6 ME 

Mr. Ranju joy 

Miss. Neethu 

Mr. Suhail of S6 ME 

One day Workshop on 

„Online Money Making‟ 

Mr. Ajmal Roshan 

of S6 ME 

Mr. Krishnadas 

Mr. Gopikrishnan 

Mr. Ajmal Roshan 

of S6 ME 
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MOTIVATION SEMINAR 
Department of mechanical engineering organized a one day motivational session for first 

year students by Praveen Chirayath( corporate trainer - Industries & academic institutions). The 

program began from 10 am by an inaugural speech by principal of RCET Dr.S.P Subhramanian. 

The program was conducted in two sessions; morning session for first year students and the 

afternoon session for those who need special attention  in their studies. The program concluded 

with vote of thanks by mechanical HoD Prof Mohammed Iqbal. 
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JOURNEY TOWARDS EXCELLENCE 

The association of Royal Mechanical Engineers (ARME) organized a soft skill training program 

under the title “Journey Towards Excellence” for second semester mechanical and civil 

engineering students on 16/2/2019. The session one was handled by Mr.Subair.P, soft skill trainer. 

The objective of this session was to inspire the students for set a goal and ambition in life. The 

resource person handled the session through various activities and each activity concluded by a 

message. The messages from various activities are as follows: 

1. Seriousness of decision making. 

2. Seriousness of setting an object. 

3. Role of a Leader. 

4. Roamer spreading. 

5. Role of listening and presentation. 

6. All of us are unique- Know the strength and weakness. 

 

At the end of the session a memento was given to the resource person. The students given vote of 

thanks by mentioning feed back of the session. The students actively participated in all activities.  
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TECHNICAL EXHIBITION AT KMCT POLYTECHNIC 

 
KMCT polytechnic, kuttipuram organized a three day Tech Fest from 14

th
 February to 16

th
 

February 2019. As part of it the department of Mechanical Engineering and Electronics anD 

communication engineering together conducted a project exhibition on 14
th
 and 15

th
 February 

2019. The exhibition includes the following: 

 Displayed exploded version of a car and new generation car on Flex. 

 Displayed components of four stroke engine cylinder. 

 Displayed videos on working of automobiles. 

 Displayed Tools - open end spanner, double end and closed end spanner. 

 Displayed Hybrid Cycle. 

 Displayed various projects developed by students – Stair climbing wheel chair, Acoustic 

fire extinguisher, Vacuum black board duster, cooling seat and Magnetic chuck. 

 Displayed optical illusion sculpture. 

There were almost 1000 visitors which includes the students of various polytechnic, students and 

parents from nearby schools. The Principal, KMCT mentioned good remarks for the active 

participation and presented certificate of appraisal.     
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INTRODUCTION TO MEP/NDT/OIL & GAS/QC/HVAC 
 

Department of ME, RCET has conducted a Three Day Internship Program on 

“Introduction to MEP/NDT/Oil & Gas/QC/HVAC”. The program was coordinated by 

tutors of S7 ME A&B. The entire program covers a basic view in specialized areas in 

Mechanical Engineering such as Mechanical Electrical Plumbing, Non-Destructive 

Testing, Oil & Gas field, Quality Control and Heating Ventilation & Air Conditioning. 

The session was handled by Mr. Majeed, a technical expert from ‘Prime HVAC & MEP 

Engineering Academy’, Kozhikode. Topics held are: 

The second day session was handled by Mr. Sangeeth, a technical expert from 

‘Decibel NDE/NDT Inspections & Training Institute’, Pattambi. Discussed various topics 

like(PT, RT, UT, MT) NDT certification procedures (Level I,II&III) , Introduction to Oil & Gas 

Fieldand ASNT standards 

 

 

  

http://decibelnde.com/
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The students were taken to Decibel NDE/NDT Inspections & Training Institute, 

Pattambi for giving practical experience on the areas covered on Day-1 of the internship 

program. Various activities held are: 

 The students were familiarized with the NDT Testing equipments in the lab. 

 Practical Experience in NDT procedures 

 Practical Experience in NDT Pre-Test and Post Test procedures 

 Analysis of test result 

 

 

 

 

  

http://decibelnde.com/
http://decibelnde.com/
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INAUGURATION OF SKILL DEVELOPMENT PLATFORM 

Department of Mechanical Engineering has inaugurated Skill development platform on 3
rd

 

August 2019. The skill development platform is intended to improve the soft skill, professionalism 

and student-teacher interactions .The program was inaugurated by Mr.Sangeeth HoD of 

Mechanical Engineering.  In the speech he gave a great message "ENJOY THE RESULTS BY 

TAKING THE PAINS OF PREPARATION" to his beloved students. He motivated the students 

by the life stories of   great singer Mr Sidsiram and world famous cricket player Mr.Virat Kohli. 

The tutors of various classes addressed the audience, to achieve success and to keep up the 

successes, also instructed to utilize the changes happening in the modern world. Then the program 

is made more interesting by the cultural programs of staffs and students. 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO DESIGN SOFTWARE 

Conducted Three days workshop on “AN INTRODUCTION TO DESIGN SOFTWARE 

(CAD/INVENTOR)” for Technical Staff from ME & CE Department On 11th to 13th
 December, 

2019. 
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IEDC ACTIVITIES 
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INAUGURATION CEREMONY OF IEDC RCET 

 

The Chief Guest Mr Sivan Ambattu , Associative faculty of EDII Ahmadabad Inaugurated the 

event. He discussed the aspects of Entrepreneurship and ventures in India and relevance of IEDCs 

in colleges. Mr V P Salim, Chief Executive officer (CEO) delivered the Presidential Address. Mr 

Akhil(Alumni Of RCET), Technology Innovative Fellow (TIF) ,Kerala Startup Mission, 

Government of Kerala handled an interactive for students were he discussed the IEDC strategies, 

start-ups , action plans ,events and benefits for the students. IEDC student members developed a 

light mixer circuit which they have used in the ceremony made the event more attractive. The 

Chief Guest Allowed to touch in a module which made the Video to be appear in the screen 

followed by the launch of IEDC new logo, which appeared from a box using a mini motor setup 

controlled by IEDC student members. The Certificates and Prizes of Brain storm -17 were handed 

out to respective winners and participants by the Chief Guest Mr Sivan Ambattu and Mr V.P Salim 

(CEO). 
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IEDC AWARNESS PROGRAM “WINGS TO FLY 

HIGH” 

IEDC RCET conducted an awareness program for all department students in our campus. Mr 

Suhas P S(AP/ECE) Nodal officer of IEDC RCET gave a brief introduction about IEDC. There he 

discussed the benefits of IEDC, various programs and funding opportunities for students by Kerala 

Start up mission. Along with he shared details of IEDC registration process and the Logo 

competition. 

 

RCET WON SECOND PRIZE IN START UPI3 FOR BEST 

INNOVATION AND IDEA CONTEST 

Amal Moideen , Fazil,Gokul,Clince Raphel and Abhishek (Students of EC department and 

Member of Idea incubation/ED club) from our college has won second prize in startupi3 for best 

innovation and idea contest conducted by KSUM at Sahrdaya college of engineering. 
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SEMINAR ON "ENTREPRENEURSHIP AWARENESS " BY 

THRISSUR 

DISTRICT INDUSTRIES CENTRE AND ED CLUB 
 

Thrissur District Industries centre organised a seminar on "Entrepreneurship awareness" a 

half day session with the support of ED club of Royal college of Engineering on 20/12/2016 at 

RCET.The Seminar was handled by Prof. Natarajan .P, which was attended by students from 

various department of our college. The seminar objectives were promoting awareness of 

entrepreneurship among the final year students. 
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IEDC-RCET APPs AND WEBSITE 

 

 

IEDC RCET App development team developed two apps that published by Principal on 

November 10th 2017. The Apps developed by RCET Startup "Neuroid" incubating under IEDC 

RCET.The team includes Midhun,Ajmal Akbar and Althaf  from S7 CSE. The details of APPs as 

follows: 

1. IEDC App: An app which give overall details of our IEDC, Products, events etc. Which is also 

a forum to share and Discuss technical related  subjects 

2. M Bin: An app for Municipal Waste management which identify your location and specify the 

nearby bins and status whether it is filled or not. Along with the App ,  Muhassina and Mohammad 

from S5 CSE published Webpage for IEDC. 
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INNOVATOR AWARD SELECTION-IEDC RCET 

PRODUCT 

The Innovator Awards is a unique people‟s choice awards programme launched by the 

International Centre for Technological Innovations (ICTI). Innovator a first-of-its-kind online 

initiative where people choose the awardees by supporting them with crowd funding. It empowers 

people to choose innovations that can create impact in their lives, and to review innovators solving 

India's challenges for sustainable development. After the preliminary screening, Panels have 

selected RCET IEDC product "Aqua-Gen" for next stage of the Innovator awards competition 

 

 

PRODUCT EXPO AND STARTUP EXPO 

 
A product and startup Expo was organized by IEDC RCET on 27

th
 October 34 students 

from various colleges participated and presented 14 different innovative products. Mr. Fasil, 

Technology Innovation Fellow from Kerala Startup Mission and Mr. Narayanan P P, Assistant 

Professor, ECE dept. Among the products Aqua-Gen Product by Mr Mohammed Rafeeq, S3 ME, 

RCET won the first Prize. 
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HACKFORINDIA HACKATHON (APP DEVELOPMENT) 

 

 
 

 
 

Kerala Start-up Mission conducted HACKforINDIA, a Hackathon in association with 

Mobile 10X (Mobile App Accelerator) in Kozhikode ,cyber park to solve social problems by 

building mobile  pps. App Developers, Start-ups, App Enthusiast, Students were participated in the 

event. From RCET two of our IEDC student members participated in the contest and they build an 

app which got special appreciation. Midhun (CSE ,S7),Ashik (CSE,S2) were participated in the 

event and build a Municipal waste managment App.From our college Anjali,Shijina (ECE,S7), 

Vishak(ECE,S5),Suhail(ME,S5) were Chosen as volunteers . 
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IEDC RCET YES 3D 2017  

 

 

 

The third edition of Young Entrepreneurs Summit was held at Kochi on September 12 

2017at Le Meridien. YES 2017, The Summit were organized by the Kerala State Industrial 

Development Corporation (KSIDC) has the theme 'Disrupt, Discover and Develop', encouraging 

young entrepreneurs to disrupt an existing process, discover an alternate technology, and develop a 

better product. The event was inaugurated by Respected Chief Minister Pinarayi Vijayan in the 

presence of state Industries Minister A C Moideen . 12 student members along with Suhas P S 

(AP/ECE) ,Nodal officer of IEDC RCET participated in the summit . 
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BMW TALK 2017 

IEDC Students members Surajith ,S7,EEE and Fadhil Fakhrudeen ,S5 ,ME attended BMW 

talk 2017 during Takshak authenticated by BMW at M.A.College of Engineering, Kothamangalam 

on 23/09/2017. A technical team from BMW handled a session regarding the future of 

automobiles,electric vehicles,hybrid vehicles. 
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DEVELOPER CONFERENCE 

 

IEDC Android App development startup team members Midhun ,S7 CSE and Ajmal Akbar 

,S7 CSE(working on AI,Chatbot Hardware module) attended Kerala's Largest Developer weekend 

Conference on September 23 and 24 ,2017 at Girideepam convention centre & B'Hub Trivandrum. 

Organised by StudyOwl, B'Hub and Mar Baselios College Of Engineering and Technology.The 

main events were advanced trainings & executive keynotes, hands - on technical Workshops on 

upcoming technogies - Virtual Reality , Machine Learning , Artificial Intelligence , Facebook 

Chatbots & IBM Watson. 
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WORKSHOP ON IOT 

 

IEDC RCET in association with Department of Electronics and Communication 

Engineering conducted a one day workshop on IOT. The Workshop was Formezion Technology 

and Mr Sterlin S6 EEE (Co founder of Formezion Technology).42 students from various 

Departments participated in this workshop. IEDC Student member Mr. Frinson PP(S5 ECE) 

coordinated the event.The Workshop Introduced basic concepts of IOT , node mcu esp, led 

interfacing in nodemcu esp8266, controlling node mcu using wifi network. 
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BRAIN STORM 18 - IDEA PITCH CONTEST 

 

IEDC RCET organized An  Idea Pitch event Brainstorm‟18 on 10/1/2018  at Rooms 406. 

15 students from various departments presented their innovative ideas for the problem statement 

“Waste  Management”. Mr. Akhil, Technology agement”. Innovation Fellow from Kerala Startup 

Mission (Royal Alumni) and Mr. Narayanan P P, Assistant Professor. Mr. Shehin A U Professor 

ECE Dept, Mr ,RCET were the Jury panel The Solution, Marketing, Social Relevance etc were 

considered for the valuation. Among Participants Mr Frinson P P,S6 ECE won the first Prize.  

Second Prize won by Mr Thomson George,S6,ME. 
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IEDC ENTRY LEVEL EXAM  

The Innovation and Entrepreneurship Development Club of RCET conducted an Entry 

Level Examination for Technical and Program Coordination Sector of IEDC RCET on 

14/08/2018.Around 100 students from various department attended the exam.Mr Narayanan P 

P(AP-ECE),Mr Shehin A U(AP-ECE),Mr Gopikrishnan (AP-ME),Mr Shafeeq(AP-CE) 

coordinated the exam.  
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IDEA PITCH AND IEDC SUMMIT 

 

IEDC RCET organized First stage of idea pitch on 31/8/19.A total of 39 teams participated. 

The best ideas will be selected and will provide product development funding and other supports. 

The selected team will go through next level of open pitching in association with I am startup 

studio, Channeliam.com.Mr Shehin AU(AP/ECE),Mr Yoosuf(AP/ME), Mr Dilip(AP/ECE),Mr 

Narayanan (AP/ECE) & Mr Suhas (AP/ECE) assessed the ideas. 

     

 

Mr Mufassil V P (S7 CE) & Mr shibily (S3 CE) participated in Idea Pitch IEDC SUMMIT 

2019-Precursor Events by Kerala Startup mission at Kerala Technology Innovation Zone Cochin 

on 5th of August 2019 
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IEDC SUMMIT 

 
The IEDC SUMMIT was organized by Kerala Startup mission at Amal Jyothi College of 

Engineering and Technology, Kajirapally on 3rd November 2018. The theme was “Rebuild 

Kerala” . As a starter for the event a nodal officers meet up were organized on 2nd November 

along with the summit. Nodal officers from different colleges participated in the event .  

 

During the 3rd of November Mr Suhas P S (Nodal officer IEDC RCET),AP/ECE along 

with students members were participated in IEDC SUMMIT.The huge event comprised of several 

talks, workshops, Startup Yatra, Expos etc.Our students Participated in almost all events which 

includes Workshops, Expo, Branding challenge and Video Making completions. The main event 

was “Maker Fest” organized by KSUM,FabLab etc.Our two products “Portable Fire Extinguisher” 

by Rafeeq and Aswin ,Drip controller by Rejeeb(S7 ECE) and Anand(S7 ECE) showcased on the 

event.The two products got much attention during the Maker Fest. Muhassina(S7 CSE) got 

selected as Volunteer for the event . 
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IDEATION WORKSHOP 

 
IEDC RCET under Kerala startup Mission conducted "Ideation Workshop" on 

4th ,5th ,6th and 7th of September during evening 4:15PM to 5:15PM.The workshop 

was aimed to develop the ideation and designing skills of students based on review 

method, which is followed in companies to develop better products based on 

customer reviews.  

 

Day 1:"Discover"(4/09/2018)  

Ideation workshop started by 4:15PM .Around 32 students participated. Students 

split into groups and ask them to Discover a problem statement and a 

solution(product) for that via Brainstorming for 15 to 20min. 6 groups came up with 

six different ideas and presented the introduction of their product.The initial 

evaluation was done one by Mr Gopikrishnan(AP-ME) and Suhas P S(AP-ECE).  

 

Day 2:"Design"(5/09/18)  

The Session started around 4:15PM at seminar hall.After completion of idea 

generation and panel suggestions students started designing their product. Mr Sreeraj 

R(HoD CSE) Mr Narayanan PP(AP-ECE) Mr Gopikrishnan (AP-ME) Mr Suhas P 

S(AP-CSE) evaluated the ideas.  

 

Day3:”Design” (6/09/18)  

Started at 4:15 PM at Seminar hall. Students completed their product design and 

included some of the points such as product features, purpose, people, components 

etc.  

 

Final Day: "Evaluation"(7/09/18)  

The Ideation workshop by IEDC RCET concluded with the final evaluation of 

product design by students.From day 1 to Day 4 students gone through "Ideation 

process" for product design.Panel members includes Mr Abu K A(ME Workshop 

Superintendent) Mr Shereef (AP-CE) Mr Narayanan P P(AP ECE) Mr kiran Samuel 

(AP-ECE) Mr Suhas P S(AP-ECE)  

 

Best Idea : Aqua Clay AC by Praveen and team 
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INNOVATION CHALLENGE 
 

IEDC RCET product "Low cost Drip controller" secured Consolation prize(Runner up) in 

Innovation challenge during Innovation & Entrepreneurship Summit at FISAT. Team members : 

Rejeeb Abdul Rahiman (S7 ECE) Rafeeq (S5 ME) Fadil(S7 ME). 

 

 

 

 

IDEA FEST SELECTION FOR FINAL ROUND 
 

5 student's ideas were selected for final round during initial round of idea fest. Idea Fest 

will be the 10th Idea Day organised by Mission. 

 

Benefits: The selected ideas will build the prototype. If already developed the probe eligible for 

upto 7 Lakhs INR productisation grant. And if they have already launched the product, they will be 

upto 12 Lakhs INR. KSUM will also provide selected ideas to convert these ideas into full students 

are Vishak (S6 ECE) EEE), Fadhil Fakrudeen (S6 ME) FIRST PRIZE IN EXPO receive a grant of 

upto 2 Lakhs INR to prototype, students will eligible for scale continuous mentorship to the full-

fledged ventures. Selected students are Vishak (S6 ECE) ,Anas (S4 CSE) ,Vishnu Shaji (S8 

,Mohamed Rafeeq (S4 ME. 
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IEDC STARTUP BOOT CAMP 

 
 IEDC RCET conducted 4 days Startup Bootcamp Induction Program for 1st year students 

on 29,30 July & 1,2 of August. Mr Sonu J S(CEO) from StartingTrouble.Org and Mr Suhas P S 

,AP/Dept of ECE handled the sessions. 

 

 

 

IEDC CAMPUS AMBASSADOR MEET-UP 

 
The first editions of campus ambassador‟s meet up of Iam start-up studio, an initiative 

by channeliam.com to foster entrepreneurship among students community. SPARK1.0 was full of 

learning, social networking and having fun.Four of our IEDC start-up studio student ambassadors 

took part in this meetup.They are Ms.Sanju Thasneem (S6 EC dept. ), Mr.Mohamed Nihas (S2 

EEE dept. ),Mr.Fayis v ( S2 CE dept. ), and Mr.Mohammed shibily (S2 CE dept. ) 

 

 

 

 

  

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2FTrouble.Org%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1bQzjsXO3PoI2SGtwRv5jbMI6sRemhiXJhrfeFP1KnL0yY8N1oZdUgxtE&h=AT2uM4QfsZE-vslkVdKiu4UorMSS5sm-rS67-NiqoecBMS5SXN8t6xIeOhxUlRy0dYR1yM06vH-TJKRRrjoapT7Dc4WzTo4CRAYZLezuufEqEnBHFYMIkqGvJEgIogTfbXeW8m_4cyDwUePuqt5Ti7eFF7uPrFXCT4hXFIr0rBCJZ4XQKiR6YaeGSd3bqglH_1OMjHn9Pdvg6133QgqhOvjQtzoes02mzXf9m19pxYmfdj8h9wXhG1pxiSP6ergMIOguHS5x_wGAEat6U--w5Ia0S7sskGLGP0T94w7IVquCaMxvSiVjKJVIxJJ4vU5JzImTZCx8Btm054hxOb-zxhrE3u1qGATYy43opMJ2modbXvMCMltvXFEcRp19UNDrNBFBLeIl7ysyAFfBLs71y8If_svvL84zjirimmrx48VHnf2gqMyMsO_q0LHHy6mDoMyhjDaaekB55cGn2M2WmH42xE42gD0IMBTVQLWIEmrDSkFDkr5hxUZCOOtl4fGozIb_skaZXOEqWq6hvfEGyEZXHOLrnu3uvt-aSGaUMfnWU0Vwy03QBxlZP7xpo-xVyKcvB9hUa5B7JzWC5GDErSJiemM0cn_9zyY55W46ilHErfI0eN-rlYOI10wSksPZ1g6vNg
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IEDC DAY AND IEDC RCET MAKERSPACE /IOT LAB 

INAUGURATION 

 

IEDC RCET in association with District Industries Centre organized IEDC Day on 16th 

October 2019.During the event DAAD, Digital Arts Academy for the Deaf team members 

Remya(CEO), Sulu Noushad(CFO),Abey James(Director) delivered a session on the Journey of 

Team DAAD.Interpreters converted their sign language for the audience. After the session 

achievement certificates were  distributed for IEDC members in various category. 

 

 

 

Respected Principal Dr S P Subramanian ,RCET Inaugurated IEDC's MAKERSPACE /IoT 

Lab on 16/10/19. The Makespace Lab is for students to realize the prototypes of their ideas. 

 

Main Facilities are Embedded System and Robotics Development Kits, IoT Kits, Basic 

electronic kits and sensors,Circuit Making tools, Circuit Testing Tools,Basic Fabrication tools, 3D 

printer,CAD softwares for design, Circuit/PCB Making Softwares,Desktop with Internet Facility. 

The Lab setting was initiated and completed by Team IEDC which includes furnishing and Wall 

Art within two weeks.  
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HACKATHON WORKSHOP- 3D PRINTER 

 
IEDC RCET organized two days hackathon workshop on 3D printer making on 21st and 

22nd Feb,2019. 

 

First day: Assembling The Hardware and Handling The printer,Security measures. 

Second Day:Design using CAD tools and G code generation. 

 

The Workshop was handled  By CEO Neeraj of Startup G'xtron Technos, Fab Lab Incharge FISAT 

and Team. Respected Principal Dr. S P Subramanian Sir congratulated the students and shared his 

valuable comments about such activities . Mr Krishnakumar Sir- HoD ECE ,Mr Rahul V-AP/ECE 

presented the mementos to the resource persons. The printer will be available for the interested 

students for their prototype development soon. 
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IDEATE 

 
IEDC RCET in association with Channeliam conducted an Entrepreneurship awarness 

program"Ideate Yourself".Mr Akhil Madav ,Manager,Channeliam(RCET Alumini) handled the 

session.The concept "I am startup studio"  an initiation by channeliam has been aimed to flag off in 

20 different Colleges. The studio will be led by 10 students from various departments of RCET 

and will become the first studio under the channeliam in Kerala. 
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SKILL UP- IEDC MEETING 
 

Skill up is a Wednesday evening tech meetup of RCET IEDC members. 

 

Week 1 

The "skill up" evening Techmeetup started from  13March ,4:10PM at IEDC room.Week 1 session 

on introduction to IoT was handled by Mr Vishnu(S6,EEE). 

 

Week2 

Second session started at 4:10PM on 20th March. Week 2 session on " IoT -Getting started with 

NodeMCU ESP8266" was handled by Mr Vishnu(S6,EEE). 

 

 

 

 

 

Week 3(27/3/2019)  : Introduction to 3D printing  

Session by Abhijith K S(S6 AEI) & Ashik(S4 ECE). E Certificates will be awarded for the 

participants attending skill up event. Time 4:10PM to 6PM. 
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I AM START-UP STUDIO INAUGURATION 
  

The innovative learning Program I am Start-up Studio by Channeliam.com in association with 

IEDC RCET inaugurated on 12
th
 April at seminar hall. 150+ students participated in the 

program which is supported byKerala Startup Mission,Maker Village,Eastern,Weespace. 

 

The welcome speech was given by MrSuhas P S(Nodalofficer,IEDCRCET). Thereafter the 

presidential address was delivered by Respected Principal Dr.S .P.Subramanian. Mr 

Krishnakumar(HoD,ECE) delivered the felicition. 

 

Mrs.NishaKrishnan, Founder of Channeliam explained the concept"IAM STARTUP 

STUDIO" and its relevancy. After that the official inauguration was done by the chief guests of the 

program Mrs Lakshmi Menon, founder of pureliving and MrArun Perooli, Founder of QKopy.Mrs. 

Lakshmi Menon shared about her journey as a social entrepreneur.The interactive session briefed 

her story of Chekkutty dolls the symbol of hope during flood affected time. After that MrArun 

Perooli wasgiven a session in which he shared his journey as an entrepreneur and CEO of Qkopy. 

 

At the end of the program Chief Guests presented the my Startup studio Badges to the 

selected Campus Ambassadors MrAslif(S4CSE), Mr.Shibily(S2CE), Mr.Ashik(S4ECE), MsSanju 

Thasneem(S6ECE), Ms.Princy(S2ECE), Ms.Aiswaryalakshmi(S4ECE). 

 

During the event the campus Ambassadors reported the news which includes the innovative 

stories of RCET.The whole program was coordinated by Mr.Suhas P S(AP/ECE) and the different 

committes by Mrs.Jency(AP/CSE, Mr. Shafeeq(APCE), Mr.Rahul(APECE), 

Mrs.NikithaVP(APECE),  Mr. Gopikrishnan (APME).    
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PROJECT EXPO 
 

 RCET in association with IEDC organized project expo on 25/4/2019.Students from various 

departments showcased their innovation. Around 47 teams participated in the event. Students of 

crash course visited the expo event.Mr Sangeeth (HoD in charge,ME) and Mr Rahul (AP/ECE) 

evaluated the innovations.The ”D-wheel” by Mr Joshual and Team(S8,ME) won first Prize .Mr 

Vishak and team(S8,ECE) won second prize for their “Brain tumour detector “ 
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Abstract: This paper explores an overview and analysis of the recently existing data hiding techniques used
for the hidden exchange of secret information, from its earliest instances through potential future application.
In the digital age because of the wide spread use of internet, data hiding in digital imagery plays a vital role to
ensure copyright protection and robustness from malicious attacks.Data hiding is a multidisciplinary area and
some of the existing data hiding techniques are watermarking, cryptography and steganography. Watermarking
is used for embedding the copyright information, butcryptography renders the actual data scrambled to the
external world whereas steganography is covert secretwriting. Data hiding can be stated as the study of
invisible communication between the intended users. This survey also discusses the recent trends and
significant research developments of image steganography, watermarking and cryptography.

Key words: Watermarking  Steganography  Cryptography  Robustness  Embedding capacity
Perceptual Transparency  Undetectability

INTRODUCTION should follow the properties like high capacity,

In the modern digital era, data transmission the degree of security of data transfer certain method can
techniques   try   to  exploit  the  digital  media  images, be applied, thus it can be stated as the techniques used
audio files, text files, video files etc. Data hiding defines a for data inserting may vary depending on the quantity of
class of procedures used to embed data, such as text, information to be hidden. [1,2]. Figure (1) depicts the
image, audio or video, into various forms of media such as existing data hiding techniques.
image, audio, or text. Since the ancient times secret hiding
was used  by spies  and  military  intelligence  operatives, Watermarking: Watermark is normally a small amount of
or agents of companies to hide secret message inside data that is used to indicate the ownership the particular
written letters and speech.Compared with the traditional object or data file. The watermark may be a signature of
analog methods making seamless alteration is much easier the author placed in the document for pride of authorship.
on digital media. Nowadays with the advent of web More than 800 years ago, water marks were used in Italy
technology the digital data such as text, image, audio and to indicate the paper brand and the mill that produced it.
video can be transmitted by fast internet facility at high Digital water marking provides security, authentication,
speeds. But the data transfer through internet is not transaction tracking and copy right protection for data
secure, leakage of data content may lead to serious impact when the image has been changed by image processing
on social and personal life. So there is a need to hide the operation.Watermarking is an important application for
secret data inside other types of digital data, because the publishing and broadcast industries like TV, audio etc.
security and integrity of data is crucial. Several methods A water mark may be a text or image imprinted onto the
have been proposed and used for protecting information images, it tells us that who is the actual owner of the
from hackers.Existing data hiding methods are object. It hides a few bits of information, so the original
watermarking, steganography and cryptography and each and  modified  signal  should  be  perceptually  similar.
has its own merits and demerits, radically all data hiding Water     marking     is    the   method    of    imperceptibly

robustness, security, payloadand reliability. But based on
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Fig. 1: Existing Data Hiding Techniques

change a  cover  to  embed  a  data  about   that   cover, unused so they passed inspection without any
without modifying the background of the original image, question.The advantage of steganography is that it can
the data has to be very robust against all attacks and be used to transmit data securely without being
damage  of  the   image.  A  typical  example  is  a  map, discovered by eavesdropper, that is the quality of image
which takes time and effort to create a road map of a town. is not so much altered, so the possibility of attacking by
Once the map is digitized, it becomes easy for someone to third party is less. The goal of steganography is to hide
copy it, fabricate minor alterations and put on the market message inside other harmless message in a way that
as theoriginal one. So in this case the hidden watermark does not allow any spy to even detect that there is a
may help the original owner, notice any attempts to take secret data present; it provides imperceptibility, so the
this work. Different available applications of watermarking most adaptive idea is to embed the data by minimizing the
are copy right protection, content authentication, number of changes caused in the stego. Thus the main
forensics and piracy deterrence and broadcast monitoring. challenge in data hiding is how to embed message
The data to be embedded contains binary bits and efficiently in a cover file, it can be implemented by
content textures, so these factors are appropriate for considering certain criteria such as the embedded data
application such as image authentication. The required should never exceed the size of the cover, because it
properties of digital water marks are robustness, security, might be noticed by intruders or attackers, so for
perceptual invisibility and restrictions on computational implementing this identifying a cover file’s redundant bits,
complexity of embedding and extraction operation. then replacing these bits with data from the hidden
Content based properties are more useful in watermark information. With the advancement of digital signal
authentication in smooth areas. Water marking is processing and information technology steganography
classified into two types, visible watermarking and moved from analog to digital. Steganographic embedding
invisible watemarking. Visible watermarks are visible on in dark colour  images  could  be  applied  with  a  high
the image typically logos or text. Invisible watermarks are degree of undetectability. In the branch of this digial
not visible or perceivable. Watermarking enables the user world steganography has created various interesting
to place an indelible mark on an image [3, 4]. applications. This digital revolution will surely help the

Steganography: The word steganography is originally etc. The main objective of steganography is to hide the
derived from Greek words which literally mean covered fact of communication undetectable from an unauthorized
writing.Steganography is an ancient art of conveying access, thus it ensures security. In this the sender embeds
information in a secret way and is the technique of hidden content in unremarkable cover media where only
concealing data within seemingly innocuous carrier which the receiver can extract and understand the message,,
cannot be detached without drastically varying the data almost all digital file formats can be used in this. The main
in which it is embedded.Early in the World War II terminologies used in steganography are cover image,
Steganographic technology consisted of invisible inks, message and stego image. Original image which is used as
such as milk, vinegar and fruit juice. It is the art and a  carrier  for  hiding  information   is   known   as   cover.
science of writing hidden messages in a secure way such It   may  be  a  text,  image,  audio,  video   or   protocol.
that only the sender and intended receiver can Actual information that the sender wishes to remain
understand the existence of data.One of the first confidential   is  the  message   and   it   may   be   text,
documents describing steganography is from the histories image audio, video or any other type of data that can be
of Herodotus.In ancient Greece, text was written on wax represented by bits. Embedded data is known as payload.
covered tablets, the tablets  appeared  to  be  blank  and After embedding message into cover image is known  as

intelligence agencies, military agencies and cyber crime
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stego image. Steganography technique is similar to linear filtering, scaling, cropping and lossy Compressions.
sending letter from one person to other, here the envelope Robustness means resistance to blind attacks and
without letter acts as cover, so after inserting letter into common image modifications.
envelop it becomes stego. The letter is the payload or
message. Embedding Capacity: It defines the maximum amount of

In the Steganographic system, the sender should data that can be hidden in a cover image compared to the
select   the  appropriate  data  carrier  like  image,  video, cover size. It is measured in bit per bit (bpb). Embedding
text etc before inserting the data. The message embedding capacity is known as payload, which is used to hide the
technique mainly depends on the structure of the cover, data during the exchange of data.
it cloak the data so it cannot be seen. The detection of
tampering relies on both the embedding mechanism and Perceptual Transparency: The strength of perceptual
the embedded data.For the secure data transfer using transparency lies in its ability to be unnotified by the
steganographic techniques, the foe should not be familiar human visual systems, so after embedding data into cover
with the cover image, otherwise if it is a well known one to image, perceptual transparency of the stego will be
them, then divide and embed the message bits in a random degraded as compared to cover. It can be defined as the
manner, thus it ensures security to an extent. Generally invisibility of hidden data in stego image.
steganography can be defined as the compilation of
creating a stego image and extracting the secret data from Undetectability: It is required for secure covert data
the stego image. The stego quality can be determined by transmission. The embedded information is undetectable
using Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) [5-7]. if stego image is consistent with a model of the source

Based on the type of cover object used different from which images are drawn. If a particular image is
categories are derived, they are image steganography, examined and founds larger distortion than the original
network steganography, video steganography, audio one, it may cause suspicion. Thus a good steganographic
steganography and text steganography. In image method should not change the features of the cover
steganography cover object is the image, it is the media. This property is termed as undetectability.
commonly used steganography method.When taking The existing steganographic techniques are spatial
cover medium   as    network    protocol,    such   as   TCP, domain techniques and transform domain techniques.
IP and UDPetc is known as network steganography. These methods are based on whether the pixels of the
Video steganography is the method of concealing some image are modified directly or indirectly, the former one is
secret data inside a video file. Audio steganography is the spatial while the latter is transform.An image can be
process of hiding some secret information inside an audio represented as an array of pixels that represent the light
file. Audio steganography uses audio formats like WAVE, intensities at various parts of the image. Each pixel is
MIDIetc for steganography process. If the data are generally described as 8 bit or 24 bit.Grey scale images
embedded in a text file and the outcome is a stego text is use 8 bits for each pixel, so it forms 2 combinations and
known   as  text  steganography.  Images  are  the  most its value ranging from 0 to 255, 256 grey scale values for
trendy  files  employed  for  data  hiding,  these  image black and white images.In grey scale images the intensity
formats  on  the  web  are  graphics  interchange  format of the pixel can be represented by using the value ranging
(GIF),   joint   photographic    experts    group  (JPEG), from 0 to 255 and able to display 256 different shades of
portable network graphics (PNG) and bit map format grey.   For   piercing  the  secret  data  into  cover  image,
(BMP).    Joint     photographic    experts    group   (JPEG) we have to decompose the grey scale of each pixel into
is  the  most  popular  file  format  for  image  processing, eight bits, so the plane formed by the grey scale image is
so embedding data into JPEG files  offer  better  masking, called a bit plane.
its data inserting rate is measured in bit per non zero Colour images use 24 bit pixel and has 2 colour
coefficient. The strength and weakness of steganographic combinations.In colour image each byte represents red,
methods   can   be   measured  by  using  certain  factors green and blue respectively. Each byte can have a value
like embedding capacity, perceptual transparency, ranging from 0 to 255, the darkest colour value is 0 and the
robustness, undetectability. brightest value is 255.Thus one pixel can have 256 shades

Robustness: This is the measure of the ability of the up of 3 bytes as 00000000, 11111111, 11111111. The first 8
embedded data to retain intact even if the stego image bits represent red, the second 8 bits represent green and
may undergo transformations such as linear and non the third group represent  blue.  In  the  above  mentioned

8

24

of R, G and B respectively. Consider a colour pixel made
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case red byte has the lowest value whereas in green and matching technique. In LSB substitution method as the
blue bytes have the highest value. Hiding of data can be name implies replaces the least significant bit in some
done firstly by choosing redundant bits in a cover image, bytes of the cover image pixel with the information to be
then select the redundant bits that can be customized hidden.Suppose we have the following binary
without    corrupting   the  integrity   of  the   cover   file. representation for the image.
So embedding capacity can be measured by how much
data can be hidden in a carrier file before it becomes 10010101 00001101
noticeable by trespasser [8-10]. 10010110 00001111

Spatial Domain Techniques: In spatial domain techniques And we want to embed the 4 bitsof data: 1011 into the
the secret messages are embedding directly into the cover cover, so we get the following after applying LSB
file, it is also known as image domain. Spatial domain technique that is the stego image, here we are replacing
based methods embed data in the intensity of pixels of the the least significant bit of the cover with the secret data
image directly and in which the data hiding is performed bits so we get the resultant stego.
directly on the pixel values of the cover image in such a
way that the effect of the message is not visible on the 10010101 00001101
cover image. Compared to frequency domain spatial 10010110 00001111
domain  methods  are  simple  and  computationally  fast.
In this domain the most common and simplest method is In an 8 bit image the least significant bit of the image
the least significant bit (LSB)based steganographic is replaced with the secret data, whereas in 24 bit colour
method, it conceals the data in the least significant bit image the least significant values of red, blue and green
without any perceptible distortions. In this method the are altered. In this technique the data storing capacity can
message is firstly preprocess, it will reduce the data size, be increased by using two or more configuration of LSB
after that it will be embedded into the least significant bits for concealing the data, but it will affect the stego quality.
of the image based on pixel intensity. So better security can be ensured by embedding secret

The data embedding capacity can be increased by data into specific regions within an image, these regions
choosing two or more bits in each pixel.Embedding of bits provide least distortions as compared to other parts of the
can be performed either simply or randomly the amount of image. Generally we are considering edges for data hiding,
embedding data into an image is based on the size of the because these parts are less sensitive to visual
cover image. If the size of payload exceeds that of cover distortions. Maintaining stego image qualiy is an
image then that will produce some distortions in the stego important issue for the protection of secret data, so the
image, thus it will be perceptible by the intruders. So for image obtained after embedding data is almost similar to
embedding data into the regions which produce least that of the original one, because the changes in the LSB
distortions are selected, the common regions of interest pixel don’t produce too much difference in the image.
are edge pixel, skin pixel, corner pixel. In this cover image During the transmission of stego image if any suspicion
is first decomposed into bit planes and then the least is raised, then the hackers will try to know the hidden
significant bit of the images are replaced with secret data information inside the message.
bits. Different available  methods  in  spatial  domain   are:  Among the proposed data hiding techniques, LSB is
A common and simple approach of hiding data within an one of the simplest techniques to insert data into cover
image is LSB substitution image. The main advantagesof LSB embedding are its

 LSB(least significant bit) perceptual transparency. The LSB technique has some
PVD(Pixel value differencing) drawbacks; it is more predictable, because of the
EBE(Edge based data embedding) statistical difference between the altered and unaltered
RPE(Random based embedding) regions of the stego image. The distortion in stego image
GLM(Gray level modification method) increases exponentially, so embedding more bits is

A common and very popular methodology of hiding fixed-size and variable size, fixed one embeds the same
data within an image is LSB substitution.LSB based number of data bits, in the cover image whereas in
steganography is divided into LSB substitution and LSB variable   size  embedding  data  rate  is  variable.  In  LSB

simplicity and changing rapidly property provides high

detectable. There are two types of LSB insertion methods,
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method if  one  embeds  information  in  the   LSB   plane, Transform Domain Techniques: In this domain method,
so the chance of detecting the existence of secret data is images are first transformed and then the message is
very high, it can be avoided by using embedding data in embedded into the image. It is also known as frequency
2LSB plane of the cover image. It means that each of the domain. In this method secret bits are embedded
least two significant  bits  hold  one  bit  of  the   message. indirectly, it means that the data is embedded in the
It is easy to implement and has higher embedding transform or frequency domain of the cover image pixels.
capacity and it provides imperceptibility. An independent Compared to spatial domain techniques, transform domain
2LSB is known as I2LSB, here changes occur in the least techniques appear to be  more  complex  and  hence  slow,
and second LSB planes independently. The payload if features of the cover file could not be utilized.
embedding capacity of 2LSB and I2LSB are twice that of Transform domain based methods conceal the data into
LSB. Capacity of hiding data and quality of stego image the areas  that  are  less  exposed   to   external   factors.
are the two benchmarks used by the steganography to This method embeds the data into the cosine or Fourier
evaluate the hiding performance [11-13]. coefficients of an image indirectly, it means that firstly the

Pixel value differencing also known as PVD method input image file is divided into various (multi) number of
is based on human vision sensitivity; in this the size of coefficients then only data embedding takes place into the
the hidden data bits can be calculated by the difference coefficients. In Transform domain mode data hiding is
between   two    consecutive   pixels in   the   coverimage. performed in significant regions of  the  cover  image.
It provides good imperceptibility, in this the number of Spatial domain techniques are the easiest way to embed
bits can be embedded is determined by obtaining the informations, but they are highly vulnerable to minor
difference between two consecutive pixels. Based on the variations in the cover file, which leads to destroy the
obtained pixel difference we can determine region, if the secret data completely by the intruder. So the safest way
difference is small it is in smooth area, otherwise it is in is to embed the data into the frequency domain of a
the edge region.The difference value is mapped into a signal, it is much more robust than the spatial domain
range table this table is separated into different ranges of methods but it provides less payload capacity. Different
widths. So the width of a range table mentions the number types the transform domain embeddings are existing one
of bits that can be embedded. It provides moderate of them uses discrete cosine transformation to insert the
capacity and high security. The embedding capacity in data into the image file, another one uses wavelet
the smooth region is less compared to edge region that is transforms. In this domain the sender first transforms the
more data can be embedded into the edge area and hence cover file into frequency domain coefficients and then
ensures security, whereas embedding in smooth regions only embedding is performed. In transform domain the
may introduce artifacts. In this method cover image is embedding operation can be done by using different
divided into non overlapping blocks comprised with two frequency bands of the cover image.Its high embedding
consecutive pixels, a difference value can be found out properties and fragility are beneficial to ensure proper
from the nearby pixels. The difference value ranges from authentication.
0 to 255 and if the difference value is small, then the pixels Frequency domain techniques are much more
are in smoother region, otherwise it in edge area. In the stronger than spatial domain, nowadays most of the
edge area pixel seems to be more noisy than their systems prefer transform domain because they hide secret
neighboring pixels, so edge regions formulate a better message in the parts of the cover file that are less
option to conceal secret information than any other parts revealedto transformations like cropping, compression
of the image. Modified pixels in the normal regions are and   filtering.   Frequency   Domain   techniques   are
much  more  noticeable  than   the   high   texture   regions. broadly classified such as, discrete Fourier transformation
So the best way for embedding payload is in the noisy technique (DFT), discrete cosine transformation
cover pixels or in high textured edge regions because they technique (DCT), discrete wavelet transformation
are imperceptible. In PVD next phase is to design a range technique (DWT), lossless or reversible method,
table with contiguous range and it ranges from 0 to 255. embedding in coefficients. This transform divides the
The upper and lower boundaries are marked by ‘u’ and image into different frequency bands like high, middle and
‘l‘respectively. This technique referring to only one low levels, so it is more helpful for the users to find out an
direction   for   data  hiding,  whereas  in  tri-way  PVD, apt embedding position for inserting data based on their
three different edges are considered for hiding purpose, needs. This technique uses various algorithms and
thus the embedding capacity is three times as that of PVD transformations to embed the data into the image. A large
method [14, 15]. number of  the  security based   steganographic   systems
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Table 1: Comparison of watermarking, steganography and cryptography

Criterion Watermarking Steganography Cryptography

Input files At least two At least two One
Key Optional Optional Mandatory
Carrier Almost image Digital media Mostly text based
Visibility Frequently Never Always
Flexibility Restriction on cover selection Free to choose any cover file Not mentioned
Secret data Watermark Payload Plain text 
Detection Informative Blind Blind
Concern Robustness Capacity Robustness
Authentication Achieved by cross correlation Full retrieval of information Full retrieval of information
Type of attack Image processing Steganalysis Cryptanalysis
Objective Copyright protection Secret communication Data protection
Fails when It is replaced It is detected De-cipherer
Result Watermarked file Stego file Cipher text
History Modern era Ancient Modern era 

today prefer frequency domain techniques because of its cryptography. For encryption and decryption process
stronger embedding properties, that is embedding data in symmetric key cryptographyuses a single key. Public key
frequency domain is much stronger than embedding data cryptography uses a pair of keys one for public is known
in time domain. High imperceptibility and high robustness as public key for encryption and other for private is
are  the  advantages  of  frequency  domain  techniques. known as private key for decryption process. Example for
Low payload capacity is the drawback of transform symmetric key algorithm is DES (Data encryption
domain technique [16-18]. standard). The digital signature algorithm, RSA algorithm,

Cryptography: Cryptography is a widely used overt cryptography. The comparison of the three techniques are
secret writing procedure that makes modifications on the shown in Table 1. [19-21].
structure of data in such a way that only it’s intended
recipient canreceive it and manipulate the data in order to CONCLUSION
hide their presence in text file. The main objective of
Cryptography is to protect user’s integrity and This paper enlightens an overview of different data
confidentiality from unauthorized access and securing the hiding methods termed as watermarking, cryptography
secrecy of communication using methods like encryption and steganography which have been proposed in last few
and decryption. The key idea behind the secure transfer years, some of them  are  flexible  and  simple  for  data
of message inCryptography is based on the principle of hiding purpose. The initial aim of this survey is to
message scrambling, so it cannot be easily detectable by investigate  the  recent  existing  data  hiding  techniques
malicious people, thus it ensures multiple layers of shield. and     how   it   is  implemented  and  its  future  scope.
Cryptography is one of the most commonly used The tabular form comparison of steganography,
technique to provide secure data transmission between watermarking and cryptography enables the users to
sender and receiver, for this it encrypts the plain text and evaluate the performance   and    efficiency    of    these
generates the cipher text. Plain text may a text document, techniques. The potency of these techniques are based
a bank account number, apassword or any other on certain features like robustness, imperceptibility and
information. The original unscrambled data before data embedding capacity. Nowadays Data hiding has
applying encryption is known as plain text, after the great importance due to the secret communication of
encryption process we get the encrypted plain text, it is potential    computer   users   over  internet.  This  paper
known as cipher text. Main components of cryptography also helps the users to understand the features,
are plain text, key, cipher text, encryption and decryption background    and   history    of   the   existing   schemes.
algorithms. Encryption algorithm converts plain text to So in the nearby future it will be more beneficial for
cipher text, whereas decryption algorithm converts cipher researchers to develop innovative technique for data
text to plain text. Most commonly used cryptographic hiding by combining factors like high payload and data
schemes are symmetric key cryptography, public key security.

key exchange algorithms are examples of public key
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ABSTRACT

The paper presents an automatic segmentation and classification of liver tumor
segmentation in CT images. Computed Tomography (CT) is a standout amongst the most generous
medical imaging modalities. CT images are extensively used for liver tumor diagnosis. The precise
identification of liver tumor classification and segmentation is based on the accuracy. The decrease
in sensitivity, specificity and positive predictive value (PPV) directly affects the accuracy of
classification and segmentation. This paper mainly focuses on improving sensitivity, specificity
and PPV using an enhanced gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) method. A comparative
analysis has been made with three classifiers such as support vector machine(SVM), KNN and
Bayesian. The results shows  a promising increase in specificity and sensitivity while using SVM.
The proposed method achieves 99.4 %  sensitivity, 99.6%  specificity, 97.03%  PPV and hence
overall accuracy is 99.5%.

Keywords : Computed Tomography (CT), Liver Segmentation, Specificity,
Sensitivity, PPV, NPV, GLCM.

INTRODUCTION

Liver Tumor plays a major cause of death
due to cancer. An accurate detection and proper
segmentation of liver tumor from CT image is of
high significance. Recent analysis and case studies
area unit showing that medical image analysis could
be a difficult task. In  recent years liver segmentation
from CT scans has been gained prime importance
within the field of medical image processing since
it is the primary and fundamental step of any
machine-driven technique for the automatic liver
tumor diagnosis, liver volume measure, and 2D-
3D liver volume rendering1. In this paper a study
regarding the semi-automatic and fully automatic
liver segmentation techniques carried out, which
reveals that automatic liver segmentation is still a
challenge. A grey level threshold based liver
segmentation method has been developed to

address these challenges. Disseminated cancer
accounts for most deaths due to malignancy. Hence
recent research has focused on tumor development
and progression at the primary stage. Recently,
attention has shifted towards the field of tumor
metastasis2. Several new and exciting concepts that
have emerged in the past few years may shed light
on this complex area. The established canonical
theory of tumor metastasis, as a process emerging
from a stepwise accumulation of genetic events
fueled by somatic evolution in cancer, has been
challenged. New declarations suggest that
malignant cells can disseminate at a much earlier
stage than previously recognized in tumor. These
findings have direct relevance to clinical practice
and shed new light on tumor biology. Gene-profiling
studies support this explanation, suggesting that
metastatic circulating tumor cells may be an innate
property shared by the bulk of cells present early in
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a developing tumor mass. There is a growing
recognition of the importance of host factors outside
the primary stage in the development of metastatic
disease. Current research has highlighted the
important roles played by non-neoplastic host cells
within the tumor microenvironment in controlling
metastasis. These new concepts have wide-ranging
suggestion for the importance of early stage
detection of liver tumor.

Hence it is necessary to find out a clinical
decision support system for detecting and
diagnosing liver tumor. According to the survival
statistics of American cancer society in 2015, the
studies have shown that the patients having small
liver tumor are resectable (Removable tumor ).It
does not cause serious health problem or cirrhosis.
Detection of early stage liver tumor can be helps to
avoid a  liver transplant3.

The system has been planned in such a
way that it  resolves all the earliest drawback, and
introduces an efficient clinical decision support
system.  The proposed methods includes
segmentation, and Region Of Interest(ROI) based
on feature extraction.

The major challenge in liver tumor
segmentation and classification is to improve the
accuracy. Recently there are various methods which
are trying to achieve high sensitivity and high
specificity. C. Brechbuhler et.al4 proposes a novel
3D affine invariant shape parameterization who
claims automatic liver and tumor segmentation.
Even though the method uses support vector
machine for classification, it achieves only less
sensitivity because of small error and severe error
during segmentation. Jian-Wu Xu et.al5 developed
an algorithm to extracts morphological and texture
features from the candidate regions of
hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) using sequential
forward floating selection method with linear
discriminant analysis. This method selects eleven
features which was able to eliminate only 48% of
the false positive which leads to less specificity.  A
novel method has been proposed by Santanu
Ghorai et.al6 based on gene expression data using
NPPC ensemble for cancer  classification. This
method achieves an accuracy of 91.82% while
testing with liver cancer classification. Voxels

classification methods7 for liver tumor segmentation
indicates an accurate efficient and robust  results
in variety of tumor types. The overlap error of 33.80%
reduces heavily the sensitivity and specificity of
tumor classification. The overlap error of 10.7% has
also occurred in the method proposed by L. Rusko
et.al8.  The cognition network technology combines
pixel processing techniques using a symantic
knowledge base produces accurate results for fully
automatic segmentation of liver9. The overlap error
of the proposed method is 16.2 % which reduces
the sensitivity. The ensemble segmentation
algorithm can be applied to a liver lesion extraction
problem effectively. The semi-automatic
segmentation of liver metastases can be done with
the help of spiral scanning, pixel classification and
level sets techniques. Another approach of an
interactive segmentation method based on
watershed and graph cuts to extract liver tumor
boundaries in 3D CT images is proposed. Inorder
to eliminate erroneous segmentation,  a knowledge
based constraints is also applied for
segmentation10,11,12,13.

Proposed Method
The proposed system work on the liver

CT images. Figure 1 explain the different sequential
steps in the proposed method. For the purpose of
processing convenience we first convert the DICOM
image into JPEG image file format with lossless
compression14,15. Preprocessing steps includes
denoising by Gaussian filter, Image resizing and
Dynamic thresholding for global contrast
calculation.

Liver segmentation
 Image segmentation plays  an important

role in medical image diagnosis. Through
segmentation process we assign a label to each
pixel in the liver CT image. After the image
segmentation we get a different representation of
image which is easier to analyze. In medical imaging
field the liver segmentation using computer
tomography data has gained a lot of importance. In
our proposed work we use the adaptive threshold
segmentation. It will segment the image based on
threshold value. Initially we choose a gray-level T
between the two dominant levels, which will serve
as a threshold to distinguish the two classes (objects
and background). Using this threshold, a new binary
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image can then be produced, in which objects are
painted completely black, and the remaining pixels
are white. For the original image f(x, y), the threshold
product is achieved by scanning the original image,
pixel by pixel, and testing each pixel against the
selected threshold: if f(x, y) > T, then the pixel is
classified as being a background pixel, otherwise
the pixel is classified as an object pixel. This can be
summarized in the following definition, where b(x,
y) denotes the threshold binary image. In general,
a threshold is produced for each pixel in the original
image; this threshold is then used to test the pixel
against, and produce the desired result (in our case,
a binary image).According to this, the general
definition of a threshold can be written a follows by
refering17,18:

...(1)

Where f(x, y) is the gray level of point (x, y)
in the original image and p(x, y) is some local
property of this point (we shall explain this shortly).
When T depends only on the gray-level at that point,
then it degenerates into a simple global threshold
(like the ones described in the previous section).
Special attention needs to be given to the factor
p(x, y). This was described as a property of the point.
In order to take into consideration the influence of
noise or illumination, the calculation of this property
is usually based on an environment of the point at
hand. An example of a property may be the average
gray-level in a predefined environment, the center
of which is the point at hand. The key feature of this
segmentation technique is to select the threshold
value.

ROI and NON ROI selection
Currently  medical imaging technology

such as computer aided diagnosis method is used
for diagnosis of the disease and medical operation.
The available tool provide biomedical image having

noise and fuzz. Diagnosis and analysis of the
biomedical image become a challenging task. Only
relevant data is considered to account for the
processing that efficiently increase the speed.

In the proposed work we use ROI and non
ROI selection .Based on the ROI the texture feature
analysis takes place. ROI based GLCM feature
extraction is better compared with previous
methods. The generation of ROI s and  non ROIs
can used as the preprocessing method for any other
segmentation technique. This ROI generation can
make the next step image feature extraction faster.

Algorithm for ROI and Non ROI Selection
1. Read the input image
2. Resize the input image
3. Display the image
4. Get inputs from mouse, select 4 seed points

in input image
5. Select polygonal region of interest from the

image
6. Create Buffer of ROI
7. Create Buffer of Non ROI
8. Display ROI and Non ROI from the selected

image

Feature extraction
The input image is larger in size and also

the redundancy behavior exists dimensionality take
place in feature extraction. Hence it is essential  to
reduce it into a group of feature. ROI based feature

 Fig. 1: Overview of the proposed system Fig. 2 : Co-occurrence matrix
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extraction using GLCM algorithm become very
helpful for this . It is used to obtain the statistical
information about the image such as entropy,
energy, correlation  and sum of the energy for the
feature extraction.

A gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM)
contains information about the positions of pixels
having similar gray level values. A co-occurrence
matrix is a two-dimensional array, P, in which both
the rows and the columns represent a set of
possible image values. A GLCM Pd[i, j] is defined
by first specifying a displacement vector d=(dx, dy)
and counting all pairs of pixels separated by d
having gray levels i and j.

In the proposed system the texture
features were extracted from the liver CT images
using GLCM. Four directions( 0º, 45º, 90º and 135º
degrees) has been selected for calculating the co-
occurrence matrix. Using the above four directions
12 different statistical features were extracted, which
are defined as Haralick texture descriptors, from
each co-occurrence matrices. The texture features
are Contrast, Correlation, Cluster prominence,
Cluster shade, Dissimilarity, Energy, Entropy,
Homogeneity, Maximum probability, Sum of squares
,Auto correlation & Inverse different Moment.

An enhanced gray level co-occurrence
matrix (GLCM) contains information related to the
positions of pixels having same gray level values

present in the image. A co-occurrence matrix is a
two-dimensional array(P),both the rows and the
columns represent a set of possible image intensity
values.

We define GLCM according to the following
criteria
• Where n [i,j] is the number of occurrences of

the pixel values [i,j] at the distance d in the
image.

• The grey level co-occurrence matrix Pd has
dimension n× n,where n is the number of
gray levels present in the image.

From the co-occurrence matrix obtained
and extracted  12 different statistical features

There are spatially separated 16 pairs of
pixels in the image. Since there are only three gray
levels, m[i,j,n] is a 3×3 matrix. where n is the number
of GLCMs calculated usually due to the different
orientation and displacements used in the
algorithm. Usually the values i and j are equal to
‘NumLevels’ parameter of the GLCM computing
function graycomatrix(). Note that matlab
quantization values belong to the set {1,...,
NumLevels} and not from{0,...,(NumLevels-1)}

The process of enhanced GLCM is proposed in
the following Algorithm
• Count all pairs of pixels in which the first

pixel has a value i, and its matching pair
displaced from the first pixel by d has a value

Fig. 3:(a) and3 (b) shows
the ROI and NON ROI image

Table 1 : Testing features values of an image

Measures AC(%) MCC(-1 to +1)

GLCM 98 0.92

Fig. 4: ROC curves for tumor detection
by SVM classifier
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of j.
• This count is entered in the ith row and jth

column of the matrix   Pd[i,j]
• Note that Pd[i,j] is not symmetric, since the

number of pairs of  pixels having gray levels
[i,j] does not necessarily equal the   number
of pixel pairs having gray levels [j,i].

    With the help of a fully vectorized method,  a
significant enhancement has occurred  using the
above algorithm.

Texture Features
Contrast

Contrast is a measure of the local
variations present in an image.

...(2)

If there is a large amount of variation in an
image the P[i, j]’s will be concentrated away from

the main diagonal and contrast will be high (typically
k=2, n=1).

Homogeneity
A homogeneous image will result in a co-

occurrence matrix with a combination of high and
low P[i,j]’s.

...(3)

Where the range of gray levels is small
the P[i,j] will tend to be clustered around the main
diagonal. A heterogeneous image will result in an
even spread of P[i,j]’s.

Entropy
Entropy is a measure of information

content. It measures the randomness of intensity
distribution.

Fig. 5: ROC curves for tumor detection using
KNN classifier

Fig. 6: ROC curves for tumor detection using
Bayesian  classifier

Fig. 7: Fig. 8:
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Table 2:

Table 3:

Table 4:

...(4)

Such a matrix corresponds to an image in
which there are no preferred gray level pairs for the
distance vector d. Entropy is highest when all entries
in P[i,j] are of similar magnitude, and small when
the entries in P[i,j] are unequal.

Correlation
Correlation is a measure of image linearity.

...(5)

...(6)

Correlation will be high if an image
contains a considerable amount of linear structure.

Energy
One approach of generating texture

features is to use local kernels to detect various
types of texture [16]. After the convolution with the
specified kernel, the texture energy measure (TEM)
is computed by summing the absolute values in a
local neighborhood.
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...(7)

If n kernels are applied, the result is an n-
dimensional feature vector at each pixel o the image
being analyzed

Maximum Probability
This is simply the largest entry in the matrix,

and corresponds to the strongest response. This
could be the maximum in any of the matrices or the
maximum overall.

...(8)

Cluster Shade

...(9)

Local Homogeneity, Inverse difference
moment(IDM)

...(10)

IDM is also influenced by the homogeneity
of the image. Because of the weighting factor IDM
will get small contributions from inhomogeneous
areas. The result is a low IDM value for
inhomogeneous images, and a relatively higher
value for homogeneous images

Sum of squares, variance

...(11)

This feature puts relatively high weights
on the elements that differ from the average value
of P(i, j).

Cluster prominence

...(12)

Dissimilarity

...(13)

Autocorrelation
Other statistical approaches include an

autocorrelation function, which has been used for
analyzing the regularity and coarseness of texture
by Kaizer. This function evaluates the linear spatial
relationships between primitives. The set of
autocorrelation coefficients shown below are used
as texture features

...(14)

Where p, q is the positional difference in
the i, j direction, and M, N are image dimensions.

Classification using SVM
Support Vector Machine, a linear classifier

works on the principle of minimizing the bound on
the error made by the learning machine over the
test data which were not used during training, hence
perform accurately for the images that even does
not belong to the training sets. In the proposed
method, we extract seven haralick texture features
for separating the classes using hyper plane. The
classification stage has two components, a training
phase and testing phase. In the training phase, pixel
features and their corresponding manual labels
represent the input, and the obtained output is a
model that uses the features to predict the
corresponding label. This training phase needs to
be done only once, since the model can then be
used to classify new data. The input to the testing
phase is a learned model and pixel features without
corresponding classes, and the output of the testing
phase is the predicted classes for the pixels based
on their features.

Liver tumor segmentation
The purpose of segmentation is to partition

the obtained image into meaningful region. A
proposed Fuzzy C-Mean (FCM) method is a simple
statistical feature comparison of pixel attributes that
distinctively characterize the object those pixels
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constitute. The features employed by the proposed
method encompass mean and standard deviation
of gray scale measurements of pixel blocks. The
values obtained from feature measurement are
subject to two basic observations:

1. Image pixel colors are lighter than those of
background in gray scale level, and

2. Pixels that differ slightly in mean value or
standard deviation are considered
belonging to the same object.

Using conventional statistical mean described by
the following relation.

...(15)
and the standard deviation

...(16)

Where q denotes the number of pixels in
each block. These statistics were utilized as the
feature values of object pixel colors. However, it
was found that gray scale feature values offered
better discernable results than the RGB counterpart.
As such, a color to gray scale conversion scheme
was devised according to the following
straightforward mapping.

RESULTS AND DISSCUSSION

The classification algorithm decides the
performance and accuracy which improves
specificity, sensitivity and PPV. Hence the result
analysis has been classified in to two parts. The
first part will be focused on feature extraction and
the later part will be focused on the analysis of
specificity, sensitivity & PPV.

Results of ROI and Non ROI selection
Selecting the ROI and Non ROI region

helps to improve the specificity, sensitivity & PPV.
To achieve the same the user has to select four
seed points which is the polygon of interest. Figure
3(a) and 3(b) shows the ROI and non ROI of
selection in an image.

According to the this Region Of Interest
the features are extracted.

Results Using Enhanced GLCM
An enhanced Gray Level Co-occurrence

Matrix(GLCM) has been used for feature extraction.
We extract the information from the image as feature
vectors in feature space. Here texture based features
are extracted using enhanced GLCM. They are
Contrast, Correlation, Clusterprominence,
Clustershade, Dissimilarity ,Energy ,Entropy,
Homogeneity, Maximum probability, Sum of squares
,Auto correlation and Inverse different Moment. This
texture features are statistical information of an
image. The Table I  shows the testing and training
feature of a sample image in the database. The
features extracted are fed in to the classification
algorithm to identify the abnormality.

To analyze the performance of the
proposed system to detect the tumors, the images
obtained are compared with its corresponding
ground truth images. A number of different
measures are used to evaluate the performance.
These measures includes classification accuracy
(AC) and Mathews Correlation Coefficient (MCC)
which are calculated from confusion matrix.

MCC is used to measure the quality of
binary classification. The MCC can be calculated
from the confusion matrix using the formula. It returns
a value from -1(inverse prediction) to +1(perfect
prediction)

To show the overall performance, we plot
the ROC curves for all the three classifiers(SVM,
KNN, Baysien). From the Figure 4 we can see that
SVM classifier performs better which dominates
KNN and Bayesian classifier which is shown in
Figure 5 & 6.

A set of support vectors can uniquely
define the maximum margin hyper plane for the
learning problem. Here  we  concluded that SVM
gives the better classification accuracy than KNN
and Bayesian. Our resulting SVM performance
accuracy is  84.62%. Figure 7(a) and 8(a) are the
samples images and Figure 7(b) and 8(b) are the
extraction of tumor area using FCM(Fuzzy-C-
Means) tumor segmentation.
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We have tested our proposed algorithm
in the images obtained from two local hospitals in
Kerala which achieves 99.4 % sensitivity, 99.6 %
specificity and 99.07% PPV. Labelling of ground
truth and normal images are marked by radiologist
which consists of 100 images.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, a new approach for the
segmentation and classification of  liver  tumor has

been proposed. It helps the physician and
radiologist for liver tumor detection and diagnosis
for tumor surgery.  The technique  improves
significantly in the segmentation of large tumor and
reduces false tumor detection .The proposed
system achieves  good performance than  manually
and automatically measured tumor burdens. This
proposed computer aided automation system for
liver tumor segmentation and classification
achieves 99.4% sensitivity, 99.6% specificity,
97.03%  positive predictive value and 99.5% overall
accuracy.
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Abstract—This paper presents an approach to automatic detection of liver tumor in CT images by using region-growing and 

Support Vector Machine (SVM) which is successfully classifies the liver cancer types such as hepatoma, hemangioma and 

carcinoma.The method rectifies the problem of  manual segmentation and classification which is time consuming due to the 

variance in the characteristics of CT images.Our proposed method has been tested on a group of CT images obtained from 

hospitals in Kerala with a promising results both in liver and tumor segmentation. The average error rate and accuracy rate 

obtained from our proposed method is 0.02 and 0.9. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Liver tumor is one of the highest cause of death due to 
cancer.Early detection of tumor helps to plan properly 
administers treatments for tumor[1],[2]. There are so many 
algorithms are existing for the segmentation and 
classification of tumor. The segmentation process is a very 
essential step for the accurate detection of tumor cells.The 
liver segmentation process is to extract liver region from the 
abdominal CT image which is a challengingtask[3],[4]. 
This paper present a method for fully automatic detection of 
liver tumor and eliminates the need for manual interaction. 
It provides an accurate segmentation and decreased 
computation time. The liver organ is segmented from CT 
images by using Region-Growing method and classification 
of tumor using support vector machine (SVM) 
classifier[5],[6]. 

In this paper, we propose a technique for automatic 
liver tumor segmentation and classification of the 
abdominal CT image. The contribution of the research uses 
a combination of region-growing and SVM which 
improves the detection rate of the liver tumor. The 
proposed method shows significant improvement in the 
accuracy and error rate 

This research paper has been organized as follows. 
Section II reviews several published algorithms for 
segmentation and classification of liver tumor. Section III 
describes the proposed method for automatic segmentation. 
Section IV describes the SVM classification. Section V 
presents the results and discussion.  

II. RELATED WORKS 

There are different approaches for liver tumor 

detection.D.Selvathi et al.[7] used an adaptive threshold 

technique to segment the liver from the abdominal 

organs.In this method different threshold value is set to 

different regions in the image, because each liver CT 

images would be of different size and shape. The Fuzzy C 

Means technique is used to extract the tumor from the 

liver. The FCM algorithm assigns pixels to each type of 

image region by using Fuzzy membership. Classification is 

done with counterlet transfer, which produces a multi 

resolution directional tight frame, designed to efficiently 

approximate images. 

Weimin Huang et al.[8],[9] proposes an extreme 

learning machine (ELM) for both segmentation and  

classification. In this work ELM machine is trained by a 

number of samples of CT images of liver.Initially, a 

preprocessing step is done for removing the noise from the 

images.This is due to the different characteristics of  CT 

images in different patients. It is done by normalizing the 

window level. Some features like intensity, intensity 

power, entropy, intensity co-occurrence are generated in 

3D volume. For classification,ELM is trained with tumor 

and non-tumor features. Tumor cells are detected by 

comparing these features. 

Lei Meng et al.[10] proposed a support vector 

machine based liver cancer detection using magnetic 

resonance images. SVM machine accepts MR images as 

input. for feature extraction and ROI (Region Of Interest) 

selection, It uses a histogram based feature extraction 

method. It extract feature information from each row of 

MR images. It performs the data normalization to remove 

the problems of signal intensity difference between the 

sample images and acquired images. 

III. PROPOSED METHOD 

The proposed method achieves an automatic liver 

segmentation which is shown in figure1. The source image 

is a CT image is preprocessed using median filter. Next the 

preprocessed image is segmented using region growing 

method and feature extraction[11].SVM classifier has been 

used for classifying hepatoma, hemangioma and cholangio 

carcinoma.  
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A. Pre processing 

The noise in theCT image can be eliminated by  
smoothening ofthe image using median filter. Minimum 
and maximum value of the intensity is calculated from 
histogram, based on the peak value (p). It can be defined 
as; 

 

 

Figure 1. The proposed methodology 

 

 

Figure 2. Original abdominal CT image 

 

  

 

Figure 3. Histogram of CT image without right bottom 
part 

B. Region growing 

            The procedure of region growing method  in  this 

paper  is explained as follows:- 

 The seed point has been selected by considering the 
features of that seed point. The region is made too 
large by selecting the neighboring points with the 
same property of seed point. 

 

 

Figure 4. (1)Start region growing (2) Growing process  

after a few iterations 

 Seed point is selected using the region of interest. 

Let P be the set of unallocated pixels has a border 

at least one of the region can be expressed as  

x∉  

 

The minimum difference between N (x) and the 

region mean is used a measure of similarity is 

defined as 
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 is the difference between the pixels grey level 

value and the mean intensity of the region grown. A 

(x) is the grey level value of the current pixel 

andmean (A(y)) is the mean of the already grown 

region. 

C. Tumor segmentation 

The tumor segmentation is also achieved using region 

growing method. The intensity of liver tissue is greater 

than the intensity of tumor. From the histogram ,we can 

understand that pixels with intensity values less than 

are considered as the tumor region. This tumor region 

is extracted from the liver. This resulting image is called 

approximated image. 

As we know that the first step of region growing is 

selecting the seed point. For that we are selecting the 

centroid from the image. The following algorithm is used 

for segmenting the tumor 

 

Algorithm: Tumor Segmentation 

 Compare the intensity of the health tissue and the 

tumor tissue 

 If the difference is less than the predetermined 

threshold value 

then  

o approximated tumor region will be the 

segmented one 

otherwise  

o usethe seed pointfor region growing 

algorithm 

 

IV. SVM CLASSIFICATION 

Support vector machine (SVM) is used to detect and 
classify the liver tumor. SVM helps to detect the liver 
tumor at the early stages[12].  

A.Design and implementation 

Liver cancer is also known as the hepatocellular 

carcinoma. The initial process of SVM classification is 

training the machine. Collected CT images of both tumor 

and non tumor affected persons are used to train the 

machine. This process is known as  model 

construction.After completion of the  model construction 

stage,it is tested using another set of CT images. 

B.Input data and pre-processing 

To begin with, 3 numbersof CT images from the first 
set (say s0,s1 &s2).The s0 images are used without 
contrasting agent where as s1 and s2 images are used with 
contrasting agents. Let sh and spare the captured images 
when the peak value of the contrast agent appears in the 
hepatic artery and  peak value of the contrast agent is 
appearedin the portal vein. Images sp,sh,s0 are the input to 
the the system. Therefore, changes of signal intensities are 
calculated as follows. 

 

 

V. RESULTS 

The proposed algorithm has been tested using different 

abdominal CT images.Our algorithm has successfully 

segmented the liver region as a first step in the 

segmentation of liver tumor. The classification of the 

tumor has been done with SVM classifier.Thetumor 

segmentation from the abdominal CT images are shown in 

Figure5. 

 

Figure 5. 1) Original abdominal CT image, 2) CT image 

without right bottom part, 3) simplified CT image 4) 

Eroded image with centroid, 5) Region grown liver, 6) 

Region grown segmented tumor. 

The proposed algorithm has been tested on 3 sets of  

abdominalCT images,each carrying 25 images. Table 1 

lists the liver segmentation results of CT image. Table 2 

lists the tumor segmentation results. Sensitivity and 

specificity are statistical measures of the performance of 

binary classification test. Sensitivity measure the 

proportion of actual positives which are properly 

identified. Specificity measures the proportion of negatives 

which are correctly identified. 

 

Sensitivity=TPI (TP+FN)  

Specificity=TNI (FP+TN)  

Accuracy=TPI (TP+TN+ FN+ FP) 

Error Rate=TPI (TP+TN+FN+FP) 

 

 TP=true positive, liver (tumor) pixel, classified as 

liver pixel. 
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 TN=true negative, non-liver (tumor) pixel, 

classified as not liver pixel. 

 FN=false negative, liver (tumor) pixel, but 

classified as liverpixel. 

 FP=false positive, non-liver (tumor) pixel but 

classified asliver pixel. 

 

TABLE 1. Liver segmentation results 

 

TABLE 2. Tumor segmentation results 

 

Table1 shows liver segmentation results which includes  

the mean values of sensitivity, specificity, accuracy and 

error rate.The values are obtained as 97.2 ± 0.16%, 

99.2±0.7%, 99.1±0.8% and 1.2±0.7% respectively.Table 

2shows tumor segmentation result which includes the 

mean values of sensitivity, specificity, accuracy and error 

rate which are 93.6±0.32%, 99.7±0.22%, 99.7±0.2%and 

0.2±0.2% respectively.We alsoimplement a classification 

method of early stage liver tumor based on abdominal CT 

images. This is achieved by applying histogram based 

feature vectors extracted from the samples of liver tumor 

and a kernel based SVM tumor classifier are trained.The 

results shows that the trained SVM achieves an accuracy of 

98% in classifying and the liver tumor and helps in early 

stage cancer detection. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we proposed an effective algorithm for 
automatic segmentation and classification of liver and 
tumor. The proposed algorithm decreases the computation 
time by removing the unwanted region. The liver region 
has been segmented from the abdominal CT image using 
the region growing method and also the tumor 
segmentation from the liver has been done using region 

growing. The classification of liver tumor is done by SVM 
classifier. Our algorithm achieves an average accuracy rate 
of 98% in liver segmentation and an average accuracy rate 
of 99.17% in tumor segmentation. For a better 
classification SVM is trained using weighted features of 
data classification. 
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1 0.973 0.996 0.991 0.009 

2 0.966 0.988 0.982 0.017 

3 0.967 0.995 0.985 0.014 

4 0.965 0.999 0.996 0.004 

5 0.965 0.978 0.968 0.030 

6 0.969 0.991 0.986 0.014 

7 0.986 0.980 0.982 0.018 

8 0.984 0.990 0.979 0.018 
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Error rate 

1 0.950 0.995 0.992 0.008 
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6 0.916 0.991 0.997 0.002 
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ABSTRACT

The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act(HIPAA) privacy and security
regulations are two crucial provisions in the protection of healthcare privacy. According to HIPAA
patient information sent through the internet should be protected and secured. In this paper, to
comply with the HIPAA regulations, chaos cryptographic technique is used to encrypt the confident
data into unreadable form. After the data decryption process, the encrypted data concealment in
ECG signals.A wavelet basedsteganography technique is used to merge the encrypted patient
confident data with the host ECG signal. To examine the performance of the proposed technique,
Percentage Residual Difference (PRD) a distortion measurement technique is used. The proposed
technique brings formidable security protection for bio-medical data with low distortion  (less than
1% )  and ECG signal remains diagnosable after watermarking and as well as after watermarks
are detach from the watermarked signal.

Keywords:  ECG, Steganography, Encryption, Wavelet,
Watermarking, Confidentiality.

INTRODUCTION

The number of elderly patients is
increasing dramatically due to the recent medical
advancements. Accordingly, to reduce the medical
labor cost, the use of remote healthcare monitoring
systems and Point-of-Care (PoC) technologies have
become popular1,2. Monitoring patients at their home
can drastically reduce the increasing traffic at
hospitals and medical centres. Moreover, Point-of-
Care solutions can provide more reliability in
emergency services as patient medical information
(ex. for diagnosis) can be sent immediately to
doctors and response or appropriate action can be
taken without delay. However, Remote health care
systems are used in large geographical areas
essentially for monitoring purposes, and, the
Internet represents the main communication

channel used to exchange information. Typically,
patient biological signals and other physiological
readings are collected using body sensors.

Next, the collected signals are sent to the
patient PDA device for further processing or
diagnoses. Finally, the signals and patient
confidential information as well as diagnoses report
or any urgent alerts are sent to the central hospital
servers via the Internet. Doctors can check those
biomedical signals and possibly make a decision
in case of an emergency from anywhere using any
device3. Using Internet as main communication
channel introduces new security and privacy threats
as well as data integration issues. According to the
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPAA), information sent through the Internet
should be protected and secured. HIPAA mandates
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that while transmitting information through the
internet a patient’s privacy and confidentiality be
protected as follows4:

Patient privacy
It is of crucial importance that a patient

can control who will use his/her confidential health
information, such as name, address, telephone
number, and Medicare number. As a result, the
security protocol should provide further control on
who can access patient’s data and who cannot.

Security
The methods of computer software should

guarantee the security of the information inside the
communication channels as well as the information
stored onserver. Accordingly, it is of crucial
importance to implement a security protocol which
will have powerful communication and storage
security5. Several researchers have proposed
various security protocols to secure patient
confidential information. Techniques used can be
categorized into two subcategories. Firstly, there
are techniques that are based on encryption and
cryptographic algorithms. These techniques are
used to secure data during the communication and
storage. As a result, the final data will be stored in
encrypted format4,6,2,7. The disadvantage of using
encryption based techniques is its large
computational overhead. Therefore, encryption
based methods are not suitable in resource-
constrained mobile environment. Alternatively,
many security techniques are based on hiding its

sensitive information inside another insensitive
host data without incurring any increase in the host
data size and huge computational overhead. These
techniques are called steganography techniques.
Steganography is the art of hiding secret information
inside another type of data called host data8.
However, steganography techniques alone will not
solve the authentication problem and cannot give
the patients the required ability to control who can
access their personal information as stated by
HIPAA. In this paper, a new security technique is
proposed to guarantee secure transmission of
patient confidential information combined with
patient physiological readings from body sensors.
The proposed technique is a hybrid between the
two preceding categories. Firstly, it is based on
using steganography techniques to hide patient
confidential information inside patient biomedical
signal. Moreover, the proposed technique uses
encryption based model to allow only the
authorized persons to extract the hidden data. In
this paper, the patient ECG signal is used as the
host signal that will carry the patient secret
information as well as other readings from other
sensors such as temperature, glucose, position, and
blood pressure. The ElectroCardioGram (ECG)

Table 2: iprd Results For Ventricular
Tachycardia Ecg Samples

Sample PRD
Number Value

1 0.2567
2 0.2786
3 0.1765
4 0.2976
5 0.1287

Table 1: prd Results For Different
Normal Ecg Segments

Sample PRD
Number Value

1 0.1925
2 0.2452
3 0.2367
4 0.1967
5 0.2762
6 0.2388
7 0.1937
8 0.1833
9 0.2876
10 0.2760

Table 3: iiprd Results For Ventricular
Fibrillation

Sample PRD
Number Value

1 0.2875
2 0.1634
3 0.2833
4 0.1774
5 0.2552
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signal is used here due to the fact that most of the
healthcare systems will collect ECG information.
Moreover, the size of the ECG signal is large
compared to the size of other information. Therefore,
it will be suitable to be a host for other small size
secret information. As a result, the proposed
technique will follow HIPAA guidelines in providing
open access for patients biomedical signal but
prevents unauthorized access to patient
confidential information. In this model body sensor
nodes will be used to collect ECG signal, glucose
reading, temperature, position and blood pressure,
the sensors will send their readings to patient’s
PDA device via Bluetooth. Then , inside the patient’s
PDA device the steganography technique will be
applied and patient secret information and
physiological readings will be embedded inside
the ECG host signal. Finally, the watermarked ECG
signal is sent to the hospital server via the Internet.
As a result, the real size of the transmitted data is
the size of the ECG signal only without adding any
overhead, because the other information are
hidden inside the ECG signal without increasing

its size. At hospital server the ECG signal and its
hidden information will be stored. Any doctor can
see the watermarked ECG signal and only
authorized doctors and certain administrative
personnel can extract the secret information and
have access to the confidential patient information
as well as other readings stored in the host ECG
signal. The proposed steganography technique has
been designed in such a way that guarantees
minimum acceptable distortion in the ECG signal,
Furthermore, it will provide the highest security that
can be achieved. The use of this technique will
slightly affect the quality of ECG signal. However,
watermarked ECG signal can still be used for
diagnoses purposes as it is proven in this paper. In
this work the following research questions are
answered:

• Can the proposed technique protect patient
confidential data as explained in the HIPAA
security and privacy guidelines?

•  What will be the effect on the original ECG
signal after applying the proposed
steganography technique in terms of size
and quality?

Rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section II briefly discusses the related works and
what other researchers did in this area. In section III
we discuss the basic system design, the embedding
process (i.e patient sensitive data into ECG signal)
and the extraction process. Next, in section IV
security analysis is proposed. Then Section V
explains diagnosability measurement. Section VI
shows the results of PRD calculated before and
after secret data extraction. Finally, section VII

concludes the paper.

Table II and III shows 10 different cases
taken and their corresponding average PRD
values. It can be clearly seen how the values are
approximately equal for different cases. The
obtained results further prove that our proposed
technique will cause minimum distortion for
different cases of the scrambling matrix.

Related Work
There are many approaches to secure

patient sensitive data9,7,2,10. However, one

 Patient Confidential Details:
Name: Ramesh
Age:23
Id:hd443
Temp:98*F
Glucose:180
Blood Pressure: Normal

Fig. 1: Original data consisting of
patient information

Fig. 2: Proposed Method System Architecture
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approach11,12,13 proposed to secure data is based
on using steganography techniques to hide secret
information inside medical images. The challenging
factors of these techniques are how much
information can be stored, and to what extent the
method is secure. Finally, what will be the resultant
distortion on the original medical image or signal.

Kai-mei Zheng and Xu Qian13 proposed a
new reversible data hiding technique based on
wavelet transform. Their method is based on
applying B-spline wavelet transform on the original
ECG signal to detect QRS complex. After detecting
R waves, Haar lifting wavelet transform is applied
again on the original ECG signal. Next, the non
QRS high frequency wavelet coefficients are
selected by comparing and applying index subscript
mapping. Then, the selected coefficients are shifted
one bit to the left and the watermark is embedded.
Finally, the ECG signal is reconstructed by applying
reverse haar lifting wavelet transform. Moreover,
before they embed the watermark, Arnold transform
is applied for watermark scrambling. This method
has low capacity since it is shifting one bit. As a
result only one bit can be stored for each ECG
sample value. Furthermore, the security in this
algorithm relies on the algorithm itself, it does not
use a user defined key. Finally, this algorithm is
based on normal ECG signal in which QRS
complex can be detected. However, for abnormal
signal in which QRS complex cannot be detected,
the algorithm will not perform well.

H. Golpira and H. Danyali12 proposed a
reversible blind watermarking for medical images
based on wavelet histogram shifting. In this work
medical image such as MRI is used as host signal.
A two dimensional wavelet transform is applied to
the image. Then, the histogram of the high frequency
subbands is determined. Next, two thresholds are
selected, the first is in the beginning and the other
is in the last portion of the histogram. For each
threshold a zero point is created by shifting the left
histogram part of the first threshold to the left, and
shifting the right histogram part of the second
threshold to the right. The locations of the thresholds
and the zero points are used for inserting the binary
watermark data. This algorithm performs well for
MRI images but not for ECG host signals. Moreover,

the capacity of this algorithms is low. Moreover, no
encryption key is involved in its watermarking
process.

Finally, S.Kauf and O.Farooq11 proposed
new digital watermarking of ECG data for secure
wireless communication. In their work, each ECG
sample is quantized using 10 bits, and is divided
into segments. The segment size is equal to the
chirp signal that they use. Therefore, for each ECG
segment a modulated chirp signal is added. Patient
ID is used in the modulation process of the chirp
signal. Next, the modulated chirp signal is multiplied
by a window dependent factor, and then added to
the ECG signal. The resulting watermarked signal
is 11 bits per sample. The final signal consists of 16
bits per sample, with 11 bits for watermarked ECG
and 5 bits for the factor and patient ID.

METHODOLOGY

The sender side of the proposed
steganography technique consists of four
integrated stages. The proposed technique is
designed to ensure secure information hiding with
minimal distortion of the host signal. Moreover, this
technique contains an authentication stage to
prevent unauthorized users from extracting the
hidden information.

Encryption
The aim of this stage is to encrypt the

patient confidential information in such a way that
prevents unauthorized persons - who does not have
the shared key- from accessing patient confidential
data. In this stage, a chaos cryptography technique
is used. Chaos cryptography is selected because
of its powerful encryption. Fig 1 shows an example
of what information could be stored inside the ECG
signal.

Wavelet Decomposition
Wavelet transform is a process that can

decompose the given signal into coefficients
representing frequency components of the signal
at a given time. Wavelet transform can be defined
as shown in equation C(S,P),

...(1)
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Where   represents wavelet function. S and
P are positive integers representing transform
parameters. C represents the coefficients which is
a function of scale and position parameters. Wavelet
transform is a powerful tool to combine time
domain with frequency domain in one transform. In
most applications discrete signals are used.

Therefore, Discrete Wavelet Transform
(DWT) must be used instead of continuous wavelet
transform. DWT decomposition can be performed
by applying wavelet transform to the signal using
band filters. The result of the band filtering operation
will be two different signals, one will be related to
the high frequency components and the other
related to the low frequency components of the
original signal. If this process is repeated multiple

times, then it is called multi-level packet
waveletdecomposition. Discrete Wavelet transform
can be defined as in equation W(i,j),

...(2)

Where W(i,j) represents the DWT
coefficients. i and j are the scale and shift transform
parameters, and  ij(n) is the wavelet basis time
function with finite energy and fast decay. The
wavelet function can be defined as in below
equation,

...(3)

Fig. 3: ECG signals for before applying the steganography operation and after the
steganography operation as well as after extracting the hidden data
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In this paper, a 5-level wavelet packet
decomposition has been applied to the host signal.
Accordingly, 32 sub-bands resulted from this
decomposition process. In each decomposition
iteration the original signal is divided into two
signals. Moreover, the frequency spectrum is
distributed on these two signals. Therefore, one of
the resulting signals will represent the high
frequency component and the other one represents
the low frequency component.

Most of the important features of the ECG
signal are related to the low frequency signal.
Therefore, this signal is called the approximation
signal (A). On the other hand, the high frequency
signal represents mostly the noise part of the ECG
signal and is called detail signal (D). As a result, a
small number of the 32 sub-bands will be highly
correlated with the important ECG features while
the other sub bands will be correlated with the noise
components in the original ECG signal. Therefore,
in our proposed technique different number of bits
will be changed in each wavelet coefficient (usually
called steganography level) based on its sub-band.

As a result, a different steganography level
will be selected for each band in such a way that
guarantees the minimal distortion of the important
features for the host ECG signal. The process of
steganography levels selection was performed by
applying lot of experimentations.

It is clear that, hiding data in some sub-
bands will highly affect the original signal, while
hiding in other sub bands would result in small
distor tion effect. Accordingly, the selected
steganography levels for bands from 1 to 17 are 5
bits and 6 bits for the other bands.

The Embedding Operation
At this stage the proposed technique will

use a special security implementation to ensure
high data security. In this technique a scrambling
operation is performed using two parameters. First
is the shared key known to both the sender and the
receiver.

The embedding operation performs the
data hiding process in the wavelet coefficients
according to the sub-band sequence from the

fetched row. The embedding process will start by
reading the current wavelet coefficient in sub-band
32 and changing its LSB bits. Then, it will read the
current wavelet coefficient in sub-band 22 and
changing its LSB bits, and so on.

On the other hand, the steganography
level is determined according to the level vector
which contains the information about how many
LSB bits will be changed for each sub-band. For
example if the data is embedded in sub-band 32
then 6 bits will be changed per sample, while if it is
embedded into wavelet coefficient in sub-band 1
then 5 LSB bits will be changed.

Inverse wavelet re-composition
In this final stage, the resultant

watermarked 32 sub-bands are recomposed using
inverse wavelet packet re-composition. The result
of this operation is the new watermarked ECG signal.
The inverse wavelet process will convert the signal
to the time domain instead of combined time and
frequency domain. Therefore, the newly
reconstructed watermarked ECG signal will be very
similar to the original unwatermarked ECG signal.
The detailed is in embedding algorithm.

The algorithm starts by initializing the
required variables. Next, the coefficient matrix will
be shifted and scaled to ensure that all coefficients
values are integers. Then, the algorithm will select
a node out of 32 nodes in each row of the coefficient
matrix. The selection process is based on the value
read from the scrambling matrix and the key. The
algorithm will be repeated until the end of the
coefficient matrix is reached. Finally, the coefficient
matrix will be shifted again and re-scaled to return
its original range and inverse wavelet transform is
applied to produce the watermarked ECG signal.

Watermark Extraction Process
To extract the secret bits from the

watermarked ECG signal, the first step is to apply
5-level wavelet packet decompositionto generate
the 32 sub-bands signals. Next, using the shared
key and scrambling matrix the extraction operation
starts extracting the secret bits in the correct order
according to the sequence rows fetched from the
scrambling matrix.
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Finally, the extracted secret bits are
decrypted using the same shared key. The
watermark extraction process is almost similar to
the watermarking embedding process. Except that
instead of changing the bits of the selected node, it
is required to read values of the bits in the selected
nodes, and then resetting them to zero.

Security Analysis
The security of the proposed algorithm is

mainly based on the idea of having several
parameters shared between the transmitter and the
receiver entities. Any change in any parameter will
lead to extraction of wrong data. Accordingly,the
receiver and transmitter should agree on the
following information:

1. The scrambling matrix
2. The encryption key i.e. shared secret.
3. Steganography levels vector

As a result, even if the key is stolen the
attacker will require knowing the scrambling matrix
as well as the steganography levels vector. The
scrambling matrix is stored inside the transmitter/
receiver pair and it will not be transmitted under
any circumstance. For example, each patient could
have his own device from his medical service
provider and the matrix is burnt on this device.
Therefore, for each pair of transmitter and receiver,
it must be a unique scrambling matrix.

Diagnosability Measurement
Of Thewatermarked Ecg Signal

To evaluate the proposed model, the PRD
(Percentage Residual Difference) is used to
measure the difference between the original ECG
host signal and the resul ting watermarked ECG
signal.

Where x represents the original ECG signal, and y
is the watermarked signal.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In this paper three different types of ECG
signals are used for experimentation. A test bed of
20 ECG samples is used for experimentation. The
set of samples consist of 10 normal (NSR) ECG
samples, 5 Ventricular fibrillation ECG samples and
5 Ventricular Tachycardia ECG samples. Each
sample is 10 seconds long with 250 Hz sampling
frequency.

Table II and III shows 10 different cases
taken and their corresponding average PRD
values. It can be clearly seen how the values are
approximately equal for different cases. The
obtained results further prove that our proposed
technique will cause minimum distortion for
different cases of the scrambling matrix.

CONCLUSION

In this paper a novel steganography
algorithm is proposed to hide patient information
as well as diagnostics information inside ECG
signal. This technique will provide a secured
communication and confidentiality in a Point-of-
Care system. A 5-level wavelet decomposition is
applied. A scrambling matrix is used to find the
correct embedding sequence based on the user
defined key. Steganography levels (i.e. number of
bits to hide in the coefficients of each sub-band)
are determined for each sub-band by experimental
methods. In  this paper we tested the diagnoses
quality distortion. It is found that the resultant
watermarked ECG can be used for diagnoses and
the hidden data can be totally extracted.
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Abstract - Cataract is an eye disease that caused by 
opacity of lens. This will leads to complete loss of 
vision. Mostly cataracts are affected to aged peoples. 
In this modern era, so many techniques are used for 
detecting cataract. In this paper, various techniques 
for the diagnosis of cataract are focused. 
 
Key Words:  Cataract, Feature extraction, Thresholding, 
Classification 

1.INTRODUCTION 

Cataracts are very general in older people.The main 
causes of cataracts are diabetes, optic nerve damage, and 
macular degeneration and it can occur in either or both 
eyes. 

It cannot spread from one eye to the other. It is mainly 
affected to lens of retina. The lens is a clear part of the eye 
that helps to focus light, or an image, on the retina. In a 
normal eye, light passes through the transparent lens to 
the retina. Range of affected people is depicted in figure 1. 

 
Fig -1: Range of cataract affected people  

 
1.1 Types of Cataract 
 

Cataracts classified based on cause:- 

 Secondary cataract: Cataracts also can develop in 
people who have other health problems, such as 
diabetes.  

 Traumatic cataract: It can develop after an eye injury, 
sometimes years later. 

 Congenital cataract: Some times cataracts develop in 
childhood, often in both eyes. It may be so small that 
they do not affect vision.  

 Radiation cataract: It can develop after exposure to 
some types of radiation. 

Cataracts classified based on age:- 

 Congenital and acquired 

Cataracts classified based on location:- 

 Cortical, nuclear, sub-capsular  

Cataracts classified based on shape:- 

 Dot-like, coronary, lamellar 

Cataracts classified based on degree:- 

 Immature, intumescent, mature, hypermature  

1.2 Symptoms 

The most common symptoms of a cataract are: 

 Cloudy or blurry vision and poor night vision 

 Glare headlights, sunlight or lamps  

 Double vision or multiple images in one eye 

 Frequent prescription changes in your eyeglasses  

1.3 Causes 

Most common causes for cataract are: 

 Lifestyle, age, and diet 

 Previous eye injury [1] 

 Limit overexposure to sunlight 

 High altitude can also contribute to cataracts 

 Diabetes, obesity, or high blood pressure [2][3] 

 Smoking or drinking too much alcohol[4] 

 

Difference between normal eye and cataract eye are 
shown in figure 2. 
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   Fig -2: Normal eye and eye with cataract 
 

Cataracts can be not easy to detect. The opacity of the 
lens of eye may be obvious to many people; it may not be 
noticeable to others. 

2.CATARACT TESTS AND TREATMENTS  
 

The existing tests and treatments for cataract detection 
are shown below: 

2.1 CATARACT TESTS 
 

The amount of visual deterioration, representing the 
asperity of the cataract, can be obtained by an eye 
examination which may contain the following 
investigations. 

Refraction test: This test will finds whether glasses can 
help to enhance the vision.  

Visual acuity test: A visual awareness eye test is identical 
to the routine eye test done throughout life by an 
ophthalmologist. Both eyes are tested individually by 
using a viewing device or an eye chart in order to 
determine the ability to see letters of gradually reduced 
sizes. Using this method, the doctor can understand what 
extent the vision has been affected by the cataract. Visual 
acumen is measurement of how well a person can see. 

Contrast sensitivity testing: Test is similar to visual 
acumen testing but it shows more definitely the reduced 
image contrast caused by a cataract, as result of light glare 
and scattering caused by the cataract. The capability to 
distinguish between various shades of gray forms the 
basis of this test since this ability may be blocked in the 
existence of a cataract. 

Color vision testing: Helps to detect obtained color vision 
defects that can be seen in cataract patients. 

Glare Testing: Vision may be changed based upon 
different lighting conditions, such as at night and in 
brilliant sunshine. These marks may be found out with 
various types of lighting by having a patient read the chart 
twice, once with and without bright lights. 

Potential acuity testing: Test that can give an almost idea 
about the vision following cataract removal and taken as 
the eye’s vision power if there was no cataract. 

Spectacular photographic microscopy: To take a 
photograph of the endothelial layer of the cornea, a 
specialized microscope is used. This is usually done 
previous to cataract surgery to find out the health of the 
endothelium, which is likely to affect the outcome of 
surgery. 

Retinal examination: Before this examination, the pupils 
are dilated with eye drops so that the retina may be better 
visualized. An ophthalmoscope or slit-lamp is used to look 
for signs of cataract, as well as signs of macular 
degeneration, glaucoma, and other problems related to the 
optic nerves and retina which could be the cause of vision 
impairment. 

Slit-lamp examination: Done with a special microscope 
known as the slit-lamp, which projects an intense, thin 
beam of light into the eye to give an amplified three-
dimensional view of the interior of the eye. Manual 
detection is able to examine in section the structures at the 
front of the eye, including the iris, cornea and lens, as well 
as the area between the cornea and iris and look for any 
disorders. 

Tonometry: Test may be done to calculate the pressure 
within the eye, or intraocular pressure (IOP), by a special 
instrument. Eye drops may be injected before doing the 
test. Raised IOP may represent glaucoma. 

2.2 CATARACT TREATMENTS 
 

Treatment in the early stages may be simple, such as 
the use of alternative lenses, eyeglasses, alternative lenses, 
anti-glare sunglasses, aalternative lenses or just an 
adjustment in environmental lighting. 

Medication: Drug therapy cannot heal a cataract. 
Mydriatic eye drops which dilate the pupils may help in 
some cases for a short span of time by raising the amount 
of light entering the eye. Ssometimes recommended for 
young children who are waiting for cataract surgery so as 
to avoid vision loss in the interim. 

Surgery: It is only effective treatment option in the case of 
more severe cataracts, especially when it affects daily 
actions or when it is combined with other problems. 
Removal of cataract surgery is safe and highly accurate in 
enhancing vision. And is not damaged significantly then 
surgery may not necessary once a cataract is detected.  
During surgery, the cloudy lens is removed and is replaced 
with an artificial lens. Whether there are cataracts in both 
the eyes which require treatment, surgery is usually done 
one at a time with an interval of four to eight weeks 
between the two processes. Phacoemulsification is the 
general process for cataract extraction, the cloudy lens is 
destroyed up by a probe which emits ultrasonic vibrations 
and the particles are then removed by suction. Other 
surgical method is called extra-capsular cataract surgery, 
where the cloudy lens is removed as a whole. Intra-

http://www.thesaurus.com/browse/deterioration
http://www.healthhype.com/glaucoma-high-eye-pressure-types-causes-symptoms.html
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capsular cataract surgery is rarely done nowadays, where 
the lens, along with its capsule, is removed. Surgery is 
gradually done on an outpatient basis. The different 
surgical procedures are discussed in detail under cataract 
lens removal and replacement surgery. 

3.CATARACT DETECTION TECHNIQUES 
 

Rafat et.al [5], the technique of DLS or dynamic light 
scattering is used for detection of cataract at molecular 
level. However, the victory of this system in experimental 
use depends upon the exact control of the dispersal 
volume inside a patient's eye and particularly during 
patient's replicate visits. This is significant because the 
dispersal volume within the eye in a high-quality DLS set-
up is very less. A corneal analyzer was customized by 
introducing a DLS fiber optic imaging probe within its 
cone. Figure 3 is a schematic illustration of the optical 
system.  

 

Fig -3: Diagram of the optical system 

The unmistakable data obtained in this study is 
significant in planning a longitudinal study of anti-cataract 
drug screening. 

Nayak et.al [6], pre-processing is made to diminish the 
contrast and to regulate the mean intensity. Intensities of 
the three colour bands were altered to an intensity-hue 
saturation representation [7]. It allows the intensity to be 
processed without affecting the professed relative colour 
values of the pixels. Mainly the features of the optical eye 
image such as small ring area, big ring area, object 
perimeter and edge pixel count are extracted. The inner 
surface of the cornea images is more whitish relative to 
that of normal and post-cataract images. It is the origin for 
manipulating small ring area. Colour at the external 
surface of the cornea is not the equivalent in all the three 
classes. The outer surface of the cornea images is bright in 
colour as compared to that of the normal and post-cataract 
images. It is origin of discovering big ring area. Using 
Cannys edge detection method edge pixel count (EPC) is 

computed and by the computation of EPC, the number of 
white pixels in the output of the edge detection is found 
out. For normal image, the count is very less and in post 
cataract image it is more than the normal where as in the 
cataract image it is very large. Object perimeter feature 
performed erosion. The normal, cataract and post-cataract 
images have a lot of unexpected changes in the gray levels. 
SVM classifier is used for classification. 

Gao et.al [8], during pre-processing step the images 
are transformed into gray channel, so as to facilitate 
feature extraction. Texture, homogeneity and intensity 
features are extracted. Intensity histogram serves as a key 
feature to differentiate transparency from opacity. The 
histogram of a lens with cataracts has wider width and the 
tail extends to the darker side while, histogram of an 
obvious lens normally has slim thickness at clear intensity 
level. The other feature extracted is combined texture 
information. Here the wavelet coefficients are capable to 
describe such texture information. Results from both 
anterior and posterior images, representing a combined 
wavelet map shall be more appropriate to illustrate 
cortical and PSC cataracts. Spatial distribution of intensity 
and texture features are also extracted. One confront of 
automatic cataract detection is the diversity of the 
variance and the opacities of the illuminations in the 
images. Information of the total lens image may 
demonstrate analogous values for lens images with severe 
cataracts and clear lens images. Lens is equally separated 
into twenty-four subfields to portray the diverse spatial 
variance between them. Then, extract the wavelet 
statistics and intensity inside each subfield. SVR classifier 
is used to classify the cortical and PSC cataract which is 
supervised learning technique, used to train the 
regression model. 

 Xu et.al [9], each lens image is separated into three 
sections: nucleus, anterior cortex, and posterior cortex. 
Features are extracted from each of the resized sections. 
BOF or Bag-of-features extraction is performed. This is 
also called as the bag-of words model [10]. BOF model 
gives a location-independent global representation of local 
character in which properties such as rotation, intensity, 
scale or affine invariance can be conserved. Here, the local 
features in BOF model are image patches that characterize 
texture and intensity information. The local patches from a 
set of training images, k-means clustering is used to create 
the codebook from arbitrarily selected samples, and the 
BOF is obtained in a binning method. A regression model 
is used to grade nuclear cataract. A regression model is 
trained for the nuclear cataract grading task with the 
image feature representation. A condensed representation 
could potentially be used, but it is uncertain which colour 
channels are most instructive for each section of the lens, 
and how many bins is finest for a given channel. A group 
sparsity constraint in the regression is applied to choose a 
successful subset of the extracted features for nuclear 
cataract grading.  

Li et.al [11], two computer-aided diagnosis systems for 
cataract grading is used. It is based on the landmark 
detection using ASM method. Features were extracted 

http://www.healthhype.com/cataract-lens-removal-and-replacement-surgery-procedure-guide.html
http://www.healthhype.com/cataract-lens-removal-and-replacement-surgery-procedure-guide.html
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using formerly available clinical work [12, 13]. Six-
dimensional feature was selected and they are: mean 
intensity of sulcus, mean intensity inside lens, intensity 
ratio between anterior lentils to posterior lentil and colour 
on posterior reflex. The last two features were obtained by 
visual axis profile analysis and it is the intensity 
distribution on a horizontal line through central posterior 
reflex. Spoke-like features were used to differentiate 
cortical opacities from the posterior sub-capsular 
opacities to identify the cortical opacities in ROI in 
automatic grading system for cortical. An original image is 
renewed to polar coordinate first. Edge detection and local 
thresholding were applied in both angular and radial 
directions. Region mounting was then applied to detect 
the cortical opacities.  Angular opacities were subtracted 
from radial opacities to maintain only the cortical 
opacities as cortical seeds. To eliminate noises as a post- 
processing step, size and spatial filters were used. SVM or 
Support vector machines regression was employed to 
train a grading model and calculate the grade for a testing 
image.  

Table -1: Comparison of cataract detection techniques 
 

Authors Methods Success 
rate (%) 

Rafat. R et.al 
[5] 

Dynamic light scattering 
and corneal topography 

Not 
reported 

Nayak  et.al[6] Cannys edge detection 
method 

94 

Gao et.al [8] Five-fold cross 
validation 

51-62 

Xu et.al [9] Group sparsity-based 
constraint 

69 

Li et.al [11] Model- based approach, 
Thresholding 

89.3 

 

3.CONCLUSIONS 
 

Cataract is a familiar crisis in an aging people. 
Decreased vision due to cataract can very much influence 
the patient's capability to carry out usual actions. Most of 
the automatic cataract detection systems are based on 
retro illumination images or slit lamp direct images. But 
exceptions cannot be handled by using these techniques 
while this can be used for mass screening. This work 
mainly focused on cataract and its screening methods. 
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Abstract—Retina is a thin membranous layer of tissue 

occupies at the back of eye which provides central vision 

needed for daily routines. Identifying disease as early as 

possible is a challenging task since healthy retina is required 

for central vision. Several retinal conditions are affected to our 

eye includes Age Related Macular Degeneration, Glaucoma, 

Diabetic Retinopathy, Retina Pigmentosa, retinoblastoma, 

retinal detachment etc. These diseases will experience a high 

growth in the future due to diabetes incidence increase and 

aging population in the current society. This paper surveys 

various methods used for detection of different retinal diseases. 

 

Index Terms— Feature extraction, Fundus image, 

Pre-processing, Retinal Diseases. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

   Eyes are one of the most significant parts that used to 

process the world around us. It will allow us to identify faces, 

colors, shapes, and depth by translating the light that reflects 

off of these things into signals that the brain recognizes as 

images. The eyes occupies in cone-shaped cavities in the 

skull called sockets and eyebrows, eyelids, eyelashes to 

protect eye. The eye is composed of cornea, pupil, iris, lens, 

sclera, retina, vitreous humor. 

  The eye is composed of light-sensitive cells associated 

with nerve fibers that allow light incoming the eye to be 

transformed to nerve impulses that arrive at the brain. The 

amount of light entering is prohibited by the iris and is then 

moves to the retina. The retina is a thin membranous coating 

at the back of the eye. It helps to focus images and converted 

to electrical impulses which are passed to the brain by the 

optic nerve. Early discovery and treatment of retinal eye 

diseases is critical to avoid escapable vision loss. 

Traditionally, retinal disease recognition techniques are 

based on manual interpretation. The World Health 

Organization or WHO finds that there were million people 

visually impaired in all over the world. The number of 

blindness cases has been extensively reduced in current years, 

it is estimated that 82%  

of the cases of visual impairment are preventable or treatable. 

Retina is affected by several disorders which may be vision 

changes with aging. Many changes are common and can 

often be corrected.  

    Blindness prevention is an important challenge all over 

the world. Cataract, glaucoma and Age-related Macular 

Degeneration are the three major diseases to cause blindness. 

Vision 2020 pointed that there are about 285 million visually 

impaired people worldwide. So improving the eye care 

service especially the pre-detection is of great importance. 

 
 

 
Fig 1: Human Eye Anatomy 

 

    This paper encounters different eye diseases and detection 

methodologies for efficient and timely manner diagnosis. 

Retinal images are widely used by ophthalmologists and 

primary care physicians for screening of eye diseases, 

because they are direct and no harm. For that fundus images 

of eye are used mostly. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

 

    M. Usman Akram, Sundus Mujtaba, Anam Tariq [1] 

proposed the paper Automated drusen segmentation in 

fundus images for diagnosing age related macular 

degeneration. Age related macular degeneration (ARMD) is 

an eye disease due to presence of drusen on the retina and the 

disease may cause blindness. Early detection of ARMD using 

a computerized system can recover patient’s foresight. The 

ophthalmologists can achieve this system useful for 

screening of ARMD. This paper presents a novel method for 

precise detection of drusen in colored retinal images. The 

system uses filter bank to extract all probable drusen parts 

form retinal image and eliminates false pixels which appear 

because of similarity of drusen with optic disc. System 

represents each region with a number of features and then 

applies support vector machine to categorize these regions as 

drusen and non-drusen. The performance is evaluated by 

testing it on STARE database using parameters such as 

specificity and accuracy. 

 

    Meimei Yang, Ji-Jiang YANG, Qinyan Zhang, Yu Niu 

Jianqiang Li [2] proposed Classification of retinal image for 

Automatic cataract detection. This paper proposes to use a 

neural network classifier that is used for automatic cataract 

detection based on the classification of retinal images. The 

methodology is constructed as pre-processing, feature 
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extraction, and classifier construction. In the pre-processing 

part, an improved Top-bottom hat transformation is used to 

improve the contrast between the foreground and the object, 

and a trilateral filter is used to decrease the noise in the image. 

The classifier is constructed by back propagation (BP) neural 

network which has two layers. Cataracts are differentiated 

into normal, mild, medium or severe ones.  

 

    Muhammad Salman Haleem, Liangxiu Hana, Jano van 

Hemertb, Baihua Li [3] proposed the paper Automatic 

extraction of retinal features from color retinal images for 

Glaucoma Diagnosis. The techniques used for detecting 

Glaucoma include measurement of Intra-Ocular Pressure or 

IOP using Gonioscopy, Tonometer which are prepare 

manually by the clinicians. Tests are usually followed by 

Optic Nerve Head (ONH) Appearance examination for the 

complete diagnosis of Glaucoma and this require usual 

monitoring and this is expensive and time inefficient. The 

accuracy and consistency of diagnosis is restricted by the 

domain knowledge of  ophthalmologists.  

 

    Xinting Gao, Stephen Lin and Tien Yin Wong [4] 

proposed the paper Automatic Feature Learning to Grade 

Nuclear Cataracts Based on Deep Learning. This paper 

proposes a new method for nuclear cataract grading based on 

automatic feature learning. It is difficult to find the right 

features and this study makes a new approach that directly 

addresses this problem in a systematic and general manner, 

in differ to resorting to heuristic features. In deep learning, 

discriminative features that describe high level semantic 

information are effectively extracted. This approach has the 

potential to be applied to other eye diseases; different 

handcrafted features are used in optic cup or disc 

segmentation to evaluate the succession of glaucoma and to 

detect drusen for measurement of AMD. Features extracted 

through this type of deep learning approach may potentially 

lead to improved performance in these cases.  

 

    Dharitri Deka, Jyoti Prakash Medhi, S. R. Nirmala [5] 

proposed the paper Detection of Macula and Fovea for 

Disease Analysis in Color Fundus Images. Macula and fovea 

plays an important role for the detection of various retinal 

diseases. If any irregularity falls over the macular region it 

affects the central vision and slowly it leads to blindness. 

Here they presented a good method for detection of macula 

and fovea. Macula was localized using the property of BV 

structure and fovea is detected as the center of macula. They 

tested on both normal and diseased images using DRIVE, 

MESSIDOR, DIARETDB1, HRF, STARE databases. 

 

    D Huiying Liu, Yanwu Xu, Damon W.K. Wong, and Jiang 

Liu [6] proposed the paper Grow cut-based Drusen 

Segmentation for Age-related Macular Degeneration 

Detection. This paper proposed a novel drusen segmentation 

method. The major characteristic of this method is using 

Grow cut to track the boundaries of drusen. The initial seeds 

for Grow cut are determined automatically. This method first 

detects the local maximum and minimum points. The 

maximum points, which are potential drusen, are then 

classified as drusen or non-drusen.  

 

    Weiming Fan, Ruifang Shen, Qinyan Zhang, Ji-Jiang 

Yang, Jianqiang Li [7] proposed Principal Component 

Analysis Based Cataract Grading and Classification. On the 

basis of traditional classification system of cataract grading 

and classification, they add a step (PCA) into the system and 

make it more perfect especially considering the computation 

cost and training time of a classifier. Even though there is 

slightly decrease in accuracy ratio, the computation speed get 

improved to a large degree. With the number of images 

involving in the building of a classifier increases, the 

significance of PCA transformation will be more significant. 

The classification system of automatic cataract detection 

based on retinal fundus images having three steps fundus 

image preprocessing, feature extraction and the building of 

classifier.  

III. RETINAL DISEASES AND DETECTION METHODS 

A. Age-Related Macular Degeneration 

    Age-related macular degeneration or AMD is a eye 

disorder and a most important source of vision loss among 

people age 50 and older and it causes hurt to the macula 

which is small spot near the center of the retina and the part 

of the eye desired for sharp, central vision. 

    AMD affects so slowly that vision loss does not take place 

for a long time. Sometimes disease progresses faster and may 

lead to a loss of vision in one or both eyes. AMD progresses, 

an unclear area near the center of vision are a common 

indication. Over time, the unclear area may rise larger or 

may enlarge blank spots in vision. AMD by itself does not 

lead to complete blindness, with no ability to see but the loss 

of central vision in AMD can interfere with simple day by 

day actions, such as the ability to see faces, drive, read, write. 

    A comprehensive dilated eye exam can detect AMD. For 

examination of eye, eye care professional places drops in 

your eyes to widen or dilate the pupils. It will provide a better 

view of the back of the eye. Using magnifying lens, clinicians 

can looks at retina and optic nerve for symbol of AMD or 

other eye disorders. Other method is Amsler grid and eye 

care professional also may ask to look at an Amsler grid. 

Changes in your central vision may cause the lines in the grid 

to disappear or appear curvy, a sign of AMD. Fluorescein 

angiogram is a test, which is performed by an 

ophthalmologist; a fluorescent dye is injected into arm. 

Pictures are taken as the dye passes through the blood vessels 

in your eye. Optical coherence tomography has probably 

heard of ultrasound, which uses sound waves to capture 

images of living tissues. It is categorized by the presence of 

specific structures like drusen which is yellow bright lesions 

that are formed at the retinal portion. Drusen are said to be 

the early sign of AMD which is the main cause of loss of 

sight. 

    AMD can be detected using three phases. In the first phase, 

retinal image preprocessing and contrast enhancement is 

done for improving the contrast of the retinal image for easy 

detection of lesions. The second phase consists of candidate 

drusen region detection along with removal of OD pixels so 

that the false regions get eliminated. In the last phase, 

Feature vector for drusen is formulated and classification is 

done to separate the regions as drusen or non drusen. 
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A.A Pre-processing and Contrast Enhancement 

    To enhance the contrast and quality of image, 

preprocessing and contrast enhancement is applied to the 

retinal image.  Background estimation is done by using mean 

and variance based method while HSI (Hue, saturation and 

intensity) channels are utilized for noise removal. Drusen are 

the bright regions so in order to highlight the bright regions, 

the dark regions are suppressed using morphological closing. 

This gives us smoothed fundus image containing bright 

regions only. To improve the contrast, contrast limited 

adaptive histogram equalization is used. 

 

A.B Drusen Region Detection 

    For finding all probable bright regions, used Gabor Filter 

Banks. These filters are popular due to their fine frequency 

tuning and directional selectiveness. Gabor Filter is 

represented by Gaussian kernel function and that can be 

modeled with wide range of shapes by changing its 

parameter making them suitable for drusen detection.  

 

 
Fig 2: AMD detection technique 

 

A.C Classification 

    The binary map created after removing OD pixels contains 

possible candidate drusen regions. A feature set is created for 

each binary map. The feature vector is composed of area, 

compactness, average boundary intensity, minimum 

boundary intensity, maximum boundary intensity, mean hue, 

mean saturation, mean intensity value, mean gradient 

magnitude, energy and entropy. These features are selected 

based upon the properties of drusen and they help in finding 

true drusen regions. We have used SVM classifier to grade 

the region. The complete feature vector is fed to SVM and it 

grades the region as drusen or non-drusen. 

 B.  Cataract 

    Cataract is one of the leading causes of blindness in the 

world. It is the clouding of the lens that causes loss of vision. 
Most cataracts are related to aging. Other risk factors 

diabetes, smoking, exposure to sunlight. The retina mainly 

contains three parts: optic disc, macular and blood vessel. 

Optic disc is the highest round disc in the middle of the retina 

and binds with brain nerves. Macular is the optical center of 

the eye and it is high in lutein which makes it become visible 

yellow. The blood vessel is separated into artery and vein. All 

of the blood vessels converge at the optic disc and vein is 

darker as well as wider than the artery. Artery and vein are 

known as big vessel. There are some capillaries which 

append to the big vessel. They are known as small vessels. 

Cataract is classified into four different grades: normal, mild, 

medium and severe. If the optic disc, big vessel and small 

vessel are clear, the retina image is a normal one. Whether 

small vessel isn’t clear, it is defined as a mild. If the small 

vessel and big vessel are un clear, it is said to be medium 

cataract. If the optic disc is not clear, it is known as a severe 

cataract. 

To implement this technique it contains three parts which are 

pre-processing, feature extraction, and classifier shown in 

Fig 3. 

 
Fig 3: Cataract detection technique 

 

B.A Pre-processing  

    The pre-processing can increase the quality of the retinal 

image, and formulate it better for succeeding actions. 

Top-bottom hat transformation and a trilateral filter can be 

used to enhance the quality of the retinal image. To boost 

contrast between the foreground and blood vessel, improved 

top-bottom hat transformation is used. Trilateral filter is used 

to remove the noise in the image after the improved 

top-bottom hat transformation. 
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B.B Feature Extraction  

    To avoid the problem of the dimension disaster, feature 

extraction is essential. The clearness of the retinal image is 

the standard for cataract classification, so the lumiance is 

selected as a feature for classification. Then the image is 

converted to a binary image and the threshold is set to 0.6. 

The lumiance feature is how much the white pixel share in 

the image. The differences between four classes are very big. 

So gray co-occurrence matrix is selected to do the job of 

feature extraction. Gray-gradient co-occurrence matrix 

concerns the associated statistic distribution of the gray and 

the edge gradient. From the gray-gradient co-occurrence 

matrix, the features extracted are gray heterogeneity, little 

gradient dominance, large gradient dominance, inverse 

difference moment, gradient heterogeneity, gray mean 

square error, gradient average, gradient mean square error, 

gray entropy, hybrid entropy, correlation, inertia and energy. 

These features can be extracted from the same images with 

gray co-occurrence. 

B.C Back Propagation neural network classifier  

    The classifier is constructed by back propagation (BP) 

neural network which has two layers used for classification.  

 

C.  Glaucoma 

    Glaucoma is a chronic eye disease in which the optic nerve 

is progressively damaged. There are two main types of 

Glaucoma Primary Open Angle Glaucoma (POAG) and 

Angle Closure Glaucoma (ACG) [8]. The Intra-Ocular 

Pressure (IOP), which maintains a permanent shape of the 

human eye and protects it from warp, rises because the 

correct amount of fluid cannot drain out of the eye. A 

clogging problem occurs inside the drainage canals even the 

entry to the drainage canals work properly. This type of 

Glaucoma develops gradually and sometimes without 

obvious sight loss for many years and it can be treated with 

medications if diagnosed at the earlier stage. Angle Closure 

Glaucoma happens when the drainage canals get blocked. 

Iris is not as wide and open as in the standard case. The outer 

edge of the iris bunches up over the drainage canals, when 

the pupil enlarges too much or too rapidly. The changes in 

the retinal structures which are associated with Glaucoma are 

Optic Nerve Head (ONH) variance, Neuroretinal Rim Loss 

Determination, Retinal Nerve Fiber Layer (RNFL) defects, 

Peripapillary Atrophy (PPA) [9]. 

 

C.A. Segmentation based Automatic Feature Detection 

    Most of segmentation based need Optic Nerve Head 

(ONH) analysis. So, methods for analysis of the Glaucoma 

are correlated to extraction of ONH and its anatomical 

structures. The localization of ONH is the first step in order 

to locate other anatomical structures, vessel tracking and 

registering changes inside Optic Disc region. Whether any 

pixel within the Optic Disc boundary is located, then it can 

ease the extraction of the Optic Disc boundary. There are 

three main categories for the localization methods of the 

Optic Disc boundary. They are Optic Disc Detection as the 

Brightest Region, Center Localization by Matching of the 

Optic Disc Template and ONH center as Convergence Point 

of Retinal Blood Vessels. Second step is Optic disc extraction 

and different methods are done in two main parts: 

Non-Model based approaches and Model based approaches.  

 Non-Model Based approaches:  

Morphological Operations, Pixel Clustering etc are used for 

extracting Optic Disc using different image processing 

algorithms. The Optic Disc was either segmented out using 

different thresholding techniques or morphological 

operations or approximated as an circular or elliptical area. 

 Model based approaches: 

 Optic Disc boundary is represented in the form of 

mathematical model. The model based approaches were 

characterized as either freeform modelling or statistical 

shape modelling. In the freeform modelling, there is no 

explicit structure of template except some constraints. In this 

category, Active Contour Modelling (ACM) has been widely 

investigated for extraction of Optic Disc boundaries. ACM is 

fundamentally a deformable contour. It changes its shape 

corresponding to the properties of an image based contour 

properties and knowledge based constraints. Statistical shape 

modelling involves an offline training process in order to 

determine a shape model parameterizing the diverse of 

characteristics of the shape. 

    After the segmentation of Optic Disc boundary, the next 

step is to find out the boundary of Optic Cup in order to 

determine the features such as Cup to Disc Ratio, 

Neuro-retinal Rim Loss etc for the diagnosis of Glaucoma. 

Morphology based Cup Segmentation used morphological 

operations in the green channel of RGB images to segment 

Optic Cup.  

 

C.B. Non-Segmentation based Classification 

    In non-segmentation based methods, Bock has major 

Contribution. Initially they used Pixel Intensity Values on 

which they applied Principal Component Analysis (PCA) for 

dimensionality reduction. Features such as image texture, 

FFT Coefficients, Histogram Models, B-Spline coefficients 

etc are added. Based on these features they calculated 

Glaucoma Risk Index (GRI). Classifiers used such as Naive 

Based Classifier, k-Nearest Neighbor Classifier and Support 

Vector Machines (SVM) which will helps to categorize 

between healthy and Glaucomatous images.  

IV. CONCLUSION 

    There are many retinal diseases which cause harm to our 

human eye and leads to vision loss. This paper proposes an 

empirical study on different methods used for detection of 

retinal diseases. Many of them use fundus images of retina as 

the input and preprocessing was done for normalization or 

noise removal. After that relevant features are extracted. 

Different types of classification techniques are reviewed. 

This paper encounters three major retinal diseases 

Age-related Macular Degeneration (AMD), cataract and 

glaucoma. 

Different properties of drusen are used for constructing 

proper feature vector whereas SVM provides accurate 

classification of AMD. A neural network classifier is used to 

automatically classify the severity of cataract. Methods to 

diagnose Glaucoma, and the methods based on automatic 

detection of retinal features which can be in use to support 

analysis of Glaucoma at an early stage are reviewed. 
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Abstract - Cataract is an eye disease that caused by 
opacity of lens. This will leads to complete loss of 
vision. Mostly cataracts are affected to aged peoples. 
In this modern era, so many techniques are used for 
detecting cataract. In this paper, various techniques 
for the diagnosis of cataract are focused. 
 
Key Words:  Cataract, Feature extraction, Thresholding, 
Classification 

1.INTRODUCTION 

Cataracts are very general in older people.The main 
causes of cataracts are diabetes, optic nerve damage, and 
macular degeneration and it can occur in either or both 
eyes. 

It cannot spread from one eye to the other. It is mainly 
affected to lens of retina. The lens is a clear part of the eye 
that helps to focus light, or an image, on the retina. In a 
normal eye, light passes through the transparent lens to 
the retina. Range of affected people is depicted in figure 1. 

 
Fig -1: Range of cataract affected people  

 
1.1 Types of Cataract 
 

Cataracts classified based on cause:- 

 Secondary cataract: Cataracts also can develop in 
people who have other health problems, such as 
diabetes.  

 Traumatic cataract: It can develop after an eye injury, 
sometimes years later. 

 Congenital cataract: Some times cataracts develop in 
childhood, often in both eyes. It may be so small that 
they do not affect vision.  

 Radiation cataract: It can develop after exposure to 
some types of radiation. 

Cataracts classified based on age:- 

 Congenital and acquired 

Cataracts classified based on location:- 

 Cortical, nuclear, sub-capsular  

Cataracts classified based on shape:- 

 Dot-like, coronary, lamellar 

Cataracts classified based on degree:- 

 Immature, intumescent, mature, hypermature  

1.2 Symptoms 

The most common symptoms of a cataract are: 

 Cloudy or blurry vision and poor night vision 

 Glare headlights, sunlight or lamps  

 Double vision or multiple images in one eye 

 Frequent prescription changes in your eyeglasses  

1.3 Causes 

Most common causes for cataract are: 

 Lifestyle, age, and diet 

 Previous eye injury [1] 

 Limit overexposure to sunlight 

 High altitude can also contribute to cataracts 

 Diabetes, obesity, or high blood pressure [2][3] 

 Smoking or drinking too much alcohol[4] 

 

Difference between normal eye and cataract eye are 
shown in figure 2. 
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   Fig -2: Normal eye and eye with cataract 
 

Cataracts can be not easy to detect. The opacity of the 
lens of eye may be obvious to many people; it may not be 
noticeable to others. 

2.CATARACT TESTS AND TREATMENTS  
 

The existing tests and treatments for cataract detection 
are shown below: 

2.1 CATARACT TESTS 
 

The amount of visual deterioration, representing the 
asperity of the cataract, can be obtained by an eye 
examination which may contain the following 
investigations. 

Refraction test: This test will finds whether glasses can 
help to enhance the vision.  

Visual acuity test: A visual awareness eye test is identical 
to the routine eye test done throughout life by an 
ophthalmologist. Both eyes are tested individually by 
using a viewing device or an eye chart in order to 
determine the ability to see letters of gradually reduced 
sizes. Using this method, the doctor can understand what 
extent the vision has been affected by the cataract. Visual 
acumen is measurement of how well a person can see. 

Contrast sensitivity testing: Test is similar to visual 
acumen testing but it shows more definitely the reduced 
image contrast caused by a cataract, as result of light glare 
and scattering caused by the cataract. The capability to 
distinguish between various shades of gray forms the 
basis of this test since this ability may be blocked in the 
existence of a cataract. 

Color vision testing: Helps to detect obtained color vision 
defects that can be seen in cataract patients. 

Glare Testing: Vision may be changed based upon 
different lighting conditions, such as at night and in 
brilliant sunshine. These marks may be found out with 
various types of lighting by having a patient read the chart 
twice, once with and without bright lights. 

Potential acuity testing: Test that can give an almost idea 
about the vision following cataract removal and taken as 
the eye’s vision power if there was no cataract. 

Spectacular photographic microscopy: To take a 
photograph of the endothelial layer of the cornea, a 
specialized microscope is used. This is usually done 
previous to cataract surgery to find out the health of the 
endothelium, which is likely to affect the outcome of 
surgery. 

Retinal examination: Before this examination, the pupils 
are dilated with eye drops so that the retina may be better 
visualized. An ophthalmoscope or slit-lamp is used to look 
for signs of cataract, as well as signs of macular 
degeneration, glaucoma, and other problems related to the 
optic nerves and retina which could be the cause of vision 
impairment. 

Slit-lamp examination: Done with a special microscope 
known as the slit-lamp, which projects an intense, thin 
beam of light into the eye to give an amplified three-
dimensional view of the interior of the eye. Manual 
detection is able to examine in section the structures at the 
front of the eye, including the iris, cornea and lens, as well 
as the area between the cornea and iris and look for any 
disorders. 

Tonometry: Test may be done to calculate the pressure 
within the eye, or intraocular pressure (IOP), by a special 
instrument. Eye drops may be injected before doing the 
test. Raised IOP may represent glaucoma. 

2.2 CATARACT TREATMENTS 
 

Treatment in the early stages may be simple, such as 
the use of alternative lenses, eyeglasses, alternative lenses, 
anti-glare sunglasses, aalternative lenses or just an 
adjustment in environmental lighting. 

Medication: Drug therapy cannot heal a cataract. 
Mydriatic eye drops which dilate the pupils may help in 
some cases for a short span of time by raising the amount 
of light entering the eye. Ssometimes recommended for 
young children who are waiting for cataract surgery so as 
to avoid vision loss in the interim. 

Surgery: It is only effective treatment option in the case of 
more severe cataracts, especially when it affects daily 
actions or when it is combined with other problems. 
Removal of cataract surgery is safe and highly accurate in 
enhancing vision. And is not damaged significantly then 
surgery may not necessary once a cataract is detected.  
During surgery, the cloudy lens is removed and is replaced 
with an artificial lens. Whether there are cataracts in both 
the eyes which require treatment, surgery is usually done 
one at a time with an interval of four to eight weeks 
between the two processes. Phacoemulsification is the 
general process for cataract extraction, the cloudy lens is 
destroyed up by a probe which emits ultrasonic vibrations 
and the particles are then removed by suction. Other 
surgical method is called extra-capsular cataract surgery, 
where the cloudy lens is removed as a whole. Intra-

http://www.thesaurus.com/browse/deterioration
http://www.healthhype.com/glaucoma-high-eye-pressure-types-causes-symptoms.html
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capsular cataract surgery is rarely done nowadays, where 
the lens, along with its capsule, is removed. Surgery is 
gradually done on an outpatient basis. The different 
surgical procedures are discussed in detail under cataract 
lens removal and replacement surgery. 

3.CATARACT DETECTION TECHNIQUES 
 

Rafat et.al [5], the technique of DLS or dynamic light 
scattering is used for detection of cataract at molecular 
level. However, the victory of this system in experimental 
use depends upon the exact control of the dispersal 
volume inside a patient's eye and particularly during 
patient's replicate visits. This is significant because the 
dispersal volume within the eye in a high-quality DLS set-
up is very less. A corneal analyzer was customized by 
introducing a DLS fiber optic imaging probe within its 
cone. Figure 3 is a schematic illustration of the optical 
system.  

 

Fig -3: Diagram of the optical system 

The unmistakable data obtained in this study is 
significant in planning a longitudinal study of anti-cataract 
drug screening. 

Nayak et.al [6], pre-processing is made to diminish the 
contrast and to regulate the mean intensity. Intensities of 
the three colour bands were altered to an intensity-hue 
saturation representation [7]. It allows the intensity to be 
processed without affecting the professed relative colour 
values of the pixels. Mainly the features of the optical eye 
image such as small ring area, big ring area, object 
perimeter and edge pixel count are extracted. The inner 
surface of the cornea images is more whitish relative to 
that of normal and post-cataract images. It is the origin for 
manipulating small ring area. Colour at the external 
surface of the cornea is not the equivalent in all the three 
classes. The outer surface of the cornea images is bright in 
colour as compared to that of the normal and post-cataract 
images. It is origin of discovering big ring area. Using 
Cannys edge detection method edge pixel count (EPC) is 

computed and by the computation of EPC, the number of 
white pixels in the output of the edge detection is found 
out. For normal image, the count is very less and in post 
cataract image it is more than the normal where as in the 
cataract image it is very large. Object perimeter feature 
performed erosion. The normal, cataract and post-cataract 
images have a lot of unexpected changes in the gray levels. 
SVM classifier is used for classification. 

Gao et.al [8], during pre-processing step the images 
are transformed into gray channel, so as to facilitate 
feature extraction. Texture, homogeneity and intensity 
features are extracted. Intensity histogram serves as a key 
feature to differentiate transparency from opacity. The 
histogram of a lens with cataracts has wider width and the 
tail extends to the darker side while, histogram of an 
obvious lens normally has slim thickness at clear intensity 
level. The other feature extracted is combined texture 
information. Here the wavelet coefficients are capable to 
describe such texture information. Results from both 
anterior and posterior images, representing a combined 
wavelet map shall be more appropriate to illustrate 
cortical and PSC cataracts. Spatial distribution of intensity 
and texture features are also extracted. One confront of 
automatic cataract detection is the diversity of the 
variance and the opacities of the illuminations in the 
images. Information of the total lens image may 
demonstrate analogous values for lens images with severe 
cataracts and clear lens images. Lens is equally separated 
into twenty-four subfields to portray the diverse spatial 
variance between them. Then, extract the wavelet 
statistics and intensity inside each subfield. SVR classifier 
is used to classify the cortical and PSC cataract which is 
supervised learning technique, used to train the 
regression model. 

 Xu et.al [9], each lens image is separated into three 
sections: nucleus, anterior cortex, and posterior cortex. 
Features are extracted from each of the resized sections. 
BOF or Bag-of-features extraction is performed. This is 
also called as the bag-of words model [10]. BOF model 
gives a location-independent global representation of local 
character in which properties such as rotation, intensity, 
scale or affine invariance can be conserved. Here, the local 
features in BOF model are image patches that characterize 
texture and intensity information. The local patches from a 
set of training images, k-means clustering is used to create 
the codebook from arbitrarily selected samples, and the 
BOF is obtained in a binning method. A regression model 
is used to grade nuclear cataract. A regression model is 
trained for the nuclear cataract grading task with the 
image feature representation. A condensed representation 
could potentially be used, but it is uncertain which colour 
channels are most instructive for each section of the lens, 
and how many bins is finest for a given channel. A group 
sparsity constraint in the regression is applied to choose a 
successful subset of the extracted features for nuclear 
cataract grading.  

Li et.al [11], two computer-aided diagnosis systems for 
cataract grading is used. It is based on the landmark 
detection using ASM method. Features were extracted 

http://www.healthhype.com/cataract-lens-removal-and-replacement-surgery-procedure-guide.html
http://www.healthhype.com/cataract-lens-removal-and-replacement-surgery-procedure-guide.html
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using formerly available clinical work [12, 13]. Six-
dimensional feature was selected and they are: mean 
intensity of sulcus, mean intensity inside lens, intensity 
ratio between anterior lentils to posterior lentil and colour 
on posterior reflex. The last two features were obtained by 
visual axis profile analysis and it is the intensity 
distribution on a horizontal line through central posterior 
reflex. Spoke-like features were used to differentiate 
cortical opacities from the posterior sub-capsular 
opacities to identify the cortical opacities in ROI in 
automatic grading system for cortical. An original image is 
renewed to polar coordinate first. Edge detection and local 
thresholding were applied in both angular and radial 
directions. Region mounting was then applied to detect 
the cortical opacities.  Angular opacities were subtracted 
from radial opacities to maintain only the cortical 
opacities as cortical seeds. To eliminate noises as a post- 
processing step, size and spatial filters were used. SVM or 
Support vector machines regression was employed to 
train a grading model and calculate the grade for a testing 
image.  

Table -1: Comparison of cataract detection techniques 
 

Authors Methods Success 
rate (%) 

Rafat. R et.al 
[5] 

Dynamic light scattering 
and corneal topography 

Not 
reported 

Nayak  et.al[6] Cannys edge detection 
method 

94 

Gao et.al [8] Five-fold cross 
validation 

51-62 

Xu et.al [9] Group sparsity-based 
constraint 

69 

Li et.al [11] Model- based approach, 
Thresholding 

89.3 

 

3.CONCLUSIONS 
 

Cataract is a familiar crisis in an aging people. 
Decreased vision due to cataract can very much influence 
the patient's capability to carry out usual actions. Most of 
the automatic cataract detection systems are based on 
retro illumination images or slit lamp direct images. But 
exceptions cannot be handled by using these techniques 
while this can be used for mass screening. This work 
mainly focused on cataract and its screening methods. 
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Abstract: This paper proposes a high capacity data embedding based on the basic principles of least significant bit method and pixel intensity 
features of spatial domain steganography techniques. The designed methods will boost the embedding capacity as well as the safety of the 
embedded information without degrading the quality of the stego file. Data hiding can be implemented by embedding an electronic file into 
another electronic file for ensuring security through the existing transmission modes. Because of the wide spread  use of  an open network  for 
transmitting  the data from  one person  to an intended  party ,intruders can easily recognize the presence of data, hence necessary measurements 
should be taken in order to avoid it. This paper describes the background and features of newly reworked LSB method and pixel intensity based 
method, so it will be more helpful for researchers to develop novel techniques for data hiding by combining factors like high payload and data 
security. Based on the experimental calculations, the proposed methods can conceal more amounts of data than the conventional steganographic 
methods and thus ensures more security.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The rapid development of web technology enables the 
transmission of data files through internet in a speedy 
manner irrespective of the traditional transfer methods. Data 
hiding is a technique that masks the embedded secret 
information for transmitting over long distances tenaciously. 
Information concealing procedures can be graded   into 
irreversible information hiding schemes and reversible 
(lossless) information hiding schemes. Nowadays 
information technology and security plays a vital role in our 
modern world. So to ensure security different information 
hiding methods have been evolved, they can be classified as 
watermarking, cryptography, finger printing and 
steganography. The purpose of data hiding is to provide 
improved secret communication. The word Steganography 
is derived from Greek words Steganós, and Graptos which 
means "concealed writing”.In today’s world everyone 
desires some safety measures to information exchanged 
through telephone, internet or any digital media. So up to a 
certain extent security can be ensured by using different data 
concealing ways .Data concealing means hiding the data 
into digital files like image, audio, video, text etc. Hiding of 
data can be implemented with the help of a set of rules, 
which will help the sender to insert the secret information 
into digital objects. The characteristics of hiding techniques 
are defined by features like capacity, robustness and 
imperceptibility. Imperceptibility closely related to the term 
security, which facilitates the data to be unnoticed by the 
human eye. Some of the existing data masking methods are 
watermarking, finger printing, cryptography and 
steganography. The mode of selection of these methods are 
based on certain criterion like security measures and the 
amount of data to be hidden without noticed by an intruder 
or spy, because the leakage of information may cause severe 
impact on the society. As the amount of information being 

transferred through web increases day by day, shielding of 
data from unauthorized access is crucial, so it can be 
implemented by the effective use of a well-designed security 
system which enhances the confidentiality and integrity 
during transmission.[1,3,6,16]. 

Cryptography method uses encryption and a decryption 
algorithm, encryption algorithm encrypts the message before 
sending and at the receiver section decryption takes place. 
The message before encryption is called plain text and after 
encryption it is known as cipher text. Cryptography is a 
widely used overt secret writing and thus makes a message 
unreadable by a third person .Steganography is an art of 
communication embedding secret information into the cover 
medium, so only the permitted person can access the hidden  
message. Original image without modification is known as 
cover image, after embedding data, cover image becomes 
stego image, that is stego=cover + information. 
Steganographic techniques use files like image, audio, video 
and text as the cover object. This method does not alter the 
content of secret data, but just conceals it inside a cover file. 
Steganographic terminologies can be described as the cover 
medium, secret data and the stego medium. The data is the 
secret message that wants to be transmitted confidently. 
Cover image is used as a carrier to hide the secret data. Data 
is the message to be transmitted; it may be image, audio, 
video or text file. Actual data to be embedded is known as 
payload. Images are the more reliable forms for 
steganographic communication. Steganography is mainly 
applicable in the area of military and intelligent agents [3, 4, 
and 5].  
 
2. RELATED WORK 
 

The main goal of steganography is to hide the data inside 
other risk free information in such a way that doesn’t allow 
any spy to perceive the presence of a secret data. The main 
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challenges in hiding techniques are based on how effectively 
embedding can be done in a cover image, without altering 
the visual appearance. So before embedding certain 
measurements should be taken such as the embedded 
message size should never exceed the cover size, otherwise 
it might be easily detectable by third one. Depending on the 
type of cover file used steganography can be categorized as 
image steganography, network steganography, video 
steganography, audio steganography and text 
steganography. In image steganography the cover medium is 
an image file, whereas in network steganography network 
protocols like TCP, UDP, IP etc acts as the carrier file. 
When taking video as a cover file for data hiding it is called 
video steganography.In audio steganography audio file acts 
as a carrier ,but in text steganography information is hidden 
in text files that is text file acts as a cover medium. The most 
commonly used steganography format is image. Main 
components of an image steganography are cover image, 
data, embedding algorithm, extracting algorithm and the 
stego image. Using the embedding algorithm messages are 
embedding into the cover file at the sender part, while at the 
receiver section the embedded message is extracted from the 
stego file with the aid of an extraction algorithm. Key is 
optional based on procedures used for embedding and 
extraction process. A digital image can be represented as I 
(j,k), j=1,….n, and k=1,…..m, is a set of  n×m matrix of 
pixels, where each pixel is an element of the image . 
Generally an image is a group of pixels, the number of bits 
in an image is indicated as the pixel depth.[2,4,5,6,7]. 

The performance and efficiency of steganography can be 
evaluated by certain factors like security, data embedding 
capacity and robustness. Embedding capacity is the 
maximum size of data that can be hidden into the cover 
without affecting the features of cover medium. Robustness 
attribute helps to maintain the data intact even though the 
stego has undergone modifications like cropping, filtering 
and scaling. The main criterion for determining the 
steganographic performance is mainly based on the quality 
of stego image, so a better stego provides good security and 
imperceptibility for the concealed data.  Steganography 
techniques can be partitioned into spatial domain technique 
and transform domain technique. In spatial domain image 
pixels are modified directly, whereas in transform domain 
modifications are done indirectly .Spatial domain based 
steganographic techniques can be classified as least 
significant bit method(LSB), pixel value differencing 
technique(PVD),random pixel embedding 
technique(RPE),edge based data embedding 
technique(EBE),pixel indicator method, and pixel intensity 
based method. The most common image formats on internet 
are Graphics interchange format (GIF) and Joint 
photographic experts group (JPEG), but the most trendy 
image format is JPEG, because of its better concealment 
power .Gray scale images are entitled as monochromic, 
because of the absence of colour information. Security of 
the inserted data mainly depends upon factors like the size 
of cover file and the amount of information to be hidden, if 
the payload exceeds the cover image, then the modifications 
will be detected easily, otherwise it offers high 
imperceptibility. Steganographic security could be enhanced 
by using certain factors like proper selection of cover image, 
reducing the payload distortion and improving the message 
embedding capacity. 

The stego image quality could be evaluated by applying 
the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR).It is generally 
expressed in the logarithmic decibel unit dB. Peak signal to 
noise ratio is expressed as: 

 
 
In the above representation MAXI is 255 for gray scale 

images, and MSE denotes the mean squared error. MSE 
computes the difference between the cover file and stego 
image and it is calculated by using the following expression. 

 
 
Where I (i,j) is the cover image ,K(i,j) is the stego image, 

‘m’ denotes the height and ‘n’denotes the width of the 
image. [6, 8, 9, 10, 15].  
A.  LSB Based Steganography 
   Steganography is the art and science of covert secret 
communication. There exists a variety of spatial domain 
techniques for data hiding in steganographic field, but the 
most well-known type is least significant bit method. The 
LSB method doesn’t alter the content of data, it merely 
hides the data inside another file known as cover image. The 
most commonly used method for data covering is LSB ,in 
which the least significant bit of the cover file is directly 
replaced by the data to be sent .Consider the pixel value of 
an image is represented as Pi, and its equivalent binary 
values are given below: 
Pi = (b7b6b5b4b3b2b1b0)2 
Where b7 is the most significant bit and b0 is the least 
significant bit. Based on the type of LSBemployed, we can 
insert data bits in between b7 and b0, by replacing the 
corresponding bit with the secret data. LSB replacement is 
based on the number of bits of pixel present in an image, in 
the case of gray scale images each pixel is represented as a 
group of 8 bits, so the least significant bit of each pixel is 
modified by the bit of secret data to be embedded, whereas 
in colour image it uses 24 bits to represent the pixel, so we 
can store 3 data bits in each pixel. It is a simple and straight 
forward way of inserting data into the cover medium. For 
example consider a 24 bit image format is as follows: 
( 10110011 01101100 10010110) 
(10110110  11001101 00111110) 
(10110101  01100011 10001110) 
The message to be embedded into the least significant bit of 
the image is 11010110,so after applying LSB technique we 
get the resulting stego as shown below: 
( 10110011 01101101 10010110) 
(10110111  11001100 00111111) 
(10110101  01100010 10001110) 
The main advantage of this method is its simplicity and ease 
of use, makes it more suitable for many application areas. In 
this case the stego image changes are less noticeable by the 
human visual system so the secret data cannot be easily 
identified. The major drawback of this method is that it can 
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be easily detectable by an intruder, based on the value of 
least significant bit. 
 

 
Cover image               Secret data                          Stego 
image  
 
Figure: 1 LSB using 3 bit replacement method 
 
Figure (1) shows the LSB using 3 bit replacement.In this 
technique the last 3 bits of cover image is replaced by the 
secret bits, so we get the stego image. For example consider 
the pixel value of cover image as 102, then convert into the 
corresponding binary bits, so the resulting value is 
(01100110)2, next step is replacing the last 3 bits of the 
cover image with the secret data, here message is (111)2, so 
after replacing with secret data, the binary representation 
becomes (01100111)2, and its decimal value is 103. In this 
way the stego image is formed. Figure (2) represents LSB 
using 2 bit replacement. 
 

 
 

Figure: 2 LSB using 2 bit replacement method 
 

LSB using 2 bit replacement is same as 3 bit replacement 
method. In this case the least 2 bits of the cover file is 
modified using message bits so we the stego image [11, 12, 
13, 14, 15].  

 
B. Proposed Method in LSB 

In this proposed method the pixel in cover image is 
divided into two parts, such as least significant part and 
most significant part. Least significant part consists of 4 bits, 
including the least significant bit. Most significant bit and 
the following 3 bits are used as the most significant part, it is 
also 4 bits. The least significant part is also represented as 
lower part and most significant part is known as upper part. 
Each part is a group of 4 bits .After this grouping compare 
the upper and lower parts with the message bits to find out 
the resemblance between them, and based on it we can 
decide which part is more closure to the information bits and 
then choose that part to store the data, the unused part is 
used as an index to identify the stored data position. Data 
may be stored either in least significant part or in the most 
significant part. Similarly index value part may be upper or 
lower part, based on the data storage location .Index values 
are kept in an index table. So with the aid of the index table 
data extraction can be implemented in an efficient manner. 
Compared to the existing LSB it offers more security and 
embedding capacity.  

 
Embedding Algorithm: 
1. Choose the cover image and the message bits. Divide 

the cover image pixel into 2 sections namely least 
significant part and most significant part. 

2. Compare the message bits with the 2 parts to find out 
which part could be used to store data. 

3. If least significant part is more closure, choose that part 
to store the data. 

4. So the remaining part is used as an index part and these 
are stored in an index table. 

5. After placing data into the cover image we get the 
stego image. 

 
Extraction Algorithm: 
1. Select the stego image to retrieve the message bits. 
2. Check the index table to trace out the location of data 

bits. Based on the index value we can easily identify the 
location. 

3. Then retrieve the data bits from stego image, so we get 
the original message without any distortion. 

 
C. Pixel Intensity Based Technique 

The term pixel intensity is used to denote the value of a 
pixel, the pixel may be gray or colour based on the selection 
of image file. In gray scale images, each pixel has its own 
intensity levels or values, and it uses gray intensity based 
image steganography techniques. In this case each pixel is 
represented by 8 bits that is it uses 8 bits to denote each 
pixel so it is capable of showing 28 shades of grey level, 
which ranges from 0 to 255, total 256 gray shades are 
possible. The lightest possible shade is white and darkest 
possible shade is black its intensity varies from 0 to 1, 
whereas zero represents the total absence of black and one 
indicates the total presence of white. In this method the 
embedding of data is based on the intensity of pixels, so 
based on the degree of intensity, payload capacity also 
varies. The range of gray scale image is 256,where the 
darkest colour value equals to zero and the brightest colour 
value is  255.In digital colour images, each pixel is a group 
of 24 bits ,which consists of three primary colours like red 
,green and blue ,each  colour is denoted by 8 bits, so it is 
capable of displaying 224 different  shades of these primary 
colours.[11,12,14,16].  

 
D. Proposed Method Using Pixel Intensity 
In this paper a new algorithm is suggested to measure the 
intensity level of the pixel and then conceal information in 
the properly selected portions. In the proposed method data 
embedding is based on the intensity level of the cover file, 
so to accomplish this cover image is divided into 3 sections 
based on the pixel intensity value. The three sections are low 
level, middle level and high level .In order to conceal the 
message into cover ,message is first converted into bits 
format, or a byte of  array ,then the data is encrypted at the 
sender side by embedding data in to the lower ,middle and 
higher levels of the cover image .If the intensity value is in 
low level ,we can alter the  last two bits of the cover image 
pixel, but one bit must be same as in cover file and data bits, 
that is one bit remains constant ,then only two bit alteration 
is possible. In the middle level data insertion can be done by 
using up to three last bits, but one bit must be same in both 
cover image and data, then only we could alter three bits, 
otherwise two changes are possible in the cover pixel. But in 
higher intensity level, we can change up to the 4 last or least 
bits in a pixel, whereas one bit in data should be same as the 
cover image pixel bit. To ensure more security for the 
embedded message we are inverting the same single bit 
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present in both files, then we can easily identify the bit.  
Second level can accommodate more data than the low 
level, similarly third level inserts more data than the low and 
middle levels. After selecting stego divide it into three levels 
based on intensity value then extract the inserted secret 
message bits from the low region, the middle level and high 
level region, but based the pixel intensity degree the number 
of bits may vary from two to four, then combine all bits, and 
compare with the data bits, so we get the original secret 
message. Figure (3) depicts the pixel values of a gray scale 
image. The proposed method offers more capacity and 
efficiency than the conventional methods. 
 

 
 
 
11 16 23 19 34 79        88 84 210 213 

215 145 26 85 28 24 44 84 71 215 

23 46 48 90 113 126 118 18 77 81 

79 64 66 84 30 211 200 245 138 174 

15 93 69 206 155 109 219 135 31 88 

45 47 147 98 87 96 35 135 141 104 

202 215 115 83 53 43 96 11 47 65 

96 68 35 64 74 46 32 16 86 66 

23 16 18 85 43 214 210 106 11 101 

52 48 29 16 84 47 65 35 38 50 

 
Figure (3) Gray level values of an image 

 
Embedding Algorithm: 
 
1. Select the cover image and secret data to be inserted, and 
then divide the cover image into three regions such as low 
level, middle level and high level, based on the intensity 
value of the pixel. 
2. In low level 2 bits can be embedded by the alterations of 
last 2 bits but one data bit must be same as cover image bit. 

3. In middle level, last 3 bits are modified by the data 
bits,but one bit must be same in both file, otherwise 2 
alterations are possible. 
4. In high level, the last 4 bits are replaced by message bits, 
so four alterations are possible, but one bit must be same in 
both cover and secret data. 
5. For identifying the similar bit we are inverting it. 
6. So we get the stego image. 
 
Extraction Algorithm: 
 
1. Select the stego image  
2. Divide it into 3 intensity regions, like low level, mid-level 
and high level. 
3. First consider low level, then remove the last 2 bits of the 
pixel. 
4. In the middle level extract the last 3 bits  
5. Similarly at the high level remove the last 4 bits of the 
stego. 
6.  Combine all the extracted   bits and then compare with 
the message to get the original data bits. 
 
3. RESULT ANALYSIS 
 

The proposed steganographic algorithms are compared 
with the existing methods to evaluate the performance of 
stego image using PSNR value and data embedding 
capacity. To study the features of proposed system, it uses 
Baboon, Elaine and Lena as test images, shown in 
figures,(a) to (c) represent the cover image and (d) to (f) 
denote the stego image , here secret data is also in image 
format. These images are in gray scale format and different 
experiments have been conducted using the test images to 
evaluate the efficiency of the proposed system .The 
analyzed results are summarized in the Table (1) given 
below. The quality of extracted message depends on PSNR 
value, that is higher the value of PSNR means better will be 
the resultant image. 

 
 

 
TABLE 1 : PSNR  VALUE  COMPARISON 
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Cover 
image  
 
 

 
 
LSB 
Method 
 
PSNR(dB) 

 
Proposed 
Method 
 
PSNR(dB) 

Pixel 
intensity 
based  
Method 
PSNR(dB) 

 
Proposed 
Method 
 
PSNR(dB) 

 
LENA 

 
39.33 

 
43.34            

 
35.96            

 
38.89 

 
BABOON 

 
36.48 

 
40.45 

 
36.43 

 
39.34 

 
ELAINE 

 
39.89 

 
44.33 

 
34.95 

 
36.98 

 
4. CONCLUSION 
 

This paper proposes an improved version of LSB and 
pixel intensity based methods to strengthen the security and 
embedding capacity of transmitted message. The method 
uses different encoding mechanisms to enhance the 
performance of stego image in a fruitful manner. The 
proposed methods have been tested against the traditional 
image steganography methods and the result analysis 
demonstrates that the proposed method provides higher 
embedding capacity with high PSNR value and better image 
quality . 
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ABSTRACT 

Nowadays, number of retinal disorders are affecting to all age 

groups. Various research activities are being carried out to 

diagnosis the disorders. Damage to retina leads to loss of 

vision. An efficient detection of optic disc(OD) is an 

important task in an automated retinal image examination 

system. Most of the OD detection algorithms are developed 

for normal retinal images. So, to detect OD from normal, 

healthy and abnormal retinal images are challenging tasks. In 

this work, the various methods used to locate OD and blood 

vessel segmentation from retinal images are discussed. 

General Terms 
Retina, Morphology, Fundus images, Blood vessels 

Keywords 

Vessel Segmentation, OD Localization, Thresholding 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Blood vessels in the retinal images is part of the retina that 

serves to provide blood and oxygen to the blood vessel of the 

retina. If the blood and oxygen supplies are not smooth, then 

this may be a indication to discover whether there are health 

problems (hypertension, cardiovascular, stroke or diabetes). 

To discover these problematic veins that can be done with the 

segmentation of blood vessels in retinal digital images. To 

screening diseases like glaucoma, optic disk segmentation is 

the major task. 

Segmentation of retinal image structures has been of huge 

interest because it could be used as a nonintrusive 

identification in modern ophthalmology. The morphology of 

the retinal blood vessel and the optic disk is an important 

structural sign for assessing the occurrence and harshness of 

retinal diseases such as diabetic retinopathy, hypertension, 

glaucoma, hemorrhages, vein occlusion, and 

neovascularization. However, to evaluate the diameter and 

crookedness of the retinal blood vessel or the shape of the 

optic disk, manual planimetry has commonly been used by 

ophthalmologists, which is time consuming and there is a 

chance to occur error when a large number of images are 

acquired to be labeled by hand. Therefore, a reliable 

automated method for retinal blood vessel and optic disk 

segmentation, which conserve various characteristics of  

vessels and optic disk is take more attention in computer aided 

diagnosis(CADx). 

1.1 Eye Anatomy 
Basically the human eye is an organ which reacts to light for 
many different purposes and is made up of three coats, 

enclosing three transparent structures. The outermost layer is 

consists of the cornea and sclera. The middle layer composed  

of the choroid, ciliary body and iris. The innermost is the 

retina. The light rays from an object are reflected off and enter 

through the cornea. It then refracts the rays that pass through 

the pupil. Surrounding the pupils is the iris, the colored 

portion of the eye. The pupil opens and closed to regulate the 

amount of light passing through it. Hence, we are able to see 

the dilation of the pupils. Light rays will overtake the lens that 

is located behind the pupils. This lens alter the shape of the 

rays by further bending and focusing them to the retina 

located at the back of eyes. 

 

Figure 1: Simple diagram of the parts of the eye 

The retina consists of two major types of light-sensitive 

receptors which are also called tiny light-sensing nerve cells. 

They are cones nerve cells and rods nerve cells. The cones 

enable us to see bright light which produces photonic vision. 

Cones are mostly concentrated in and near the fovea. Only a 

few are present at the sides of the retina. It provides a clear 

and sharp image vision as when one looks at an object 

directly. It discovers colors and detects fine details. The rods 

however, enable us to see in the dark which produces isotopic 

vision. It detects motion in the dark. It is located outside the 

macula and goes all the way to the outer of edge retina. Rod 

density is greater in the peripheral retina than in the central 

retina. Hence it provides side vision. Cones and rods are 

connected through intermediate cells in the retina to nerve 
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fibers of the optic nerve. When rods and cones are stimulated 

by light, the nerves sendoff impulses to the brain through 

these fibers. Figure 1[25] illustrate a simple diagram of the 

parts of the eye. 

2. MATERIALS 
Assessment of the segmentation techniques can be  done 

using the publically accessible 6 datasets DRIVE [1], STARE 

[2], DIARETDB0[3],  DIARETDB1[4], CHASE DB1[5]  and 

MESSIDOR[6]. Both the databases contains  test and training 

images, where training images are the ground truth images 

which are by hand segmented by the experts. These databases 

are widely used by various researchers for the evaluation of 

their results. Some of the techniques used both the databases 

for estimation purposes. Very few techniques are applied on 

random images. Datasets that can be used for OD localization 

is as shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Database used for OD localization 

Sr. No. Test Datasets No. of images 

1 DRIVE 40 

2 STARE 81 

3 DIARETDB0 130 

4 DIARETDB1 89 

5 CHASE DB1 28 

6 MESSIDOR 1200 

 

3. REVIEW OF METHODS 
Study of colour fundus images is considered to be the finest 

analytic modality available till date as it is dependable, non-

invasive and effortless to use. Figure 2 [25] shows the retinal 

fundus image with major anatomical structures. The retina is 

an internal surface of eye which acts as the film of eye. An 

important precondition for automation is the accurate 

localization of the main anatomical features in the image. An 

precise and efficient detection of these structures is a 

significant mission in an automated retinal image analysis 

system. The OD localization and blood vessel segmentation is 

important for a lot of reasons. Some of them are mentioned 

here. 

The automatic and well-organized detection of the position of 

the OD in colour retinal images is an significant and basic 

step in the automated retinal image analysis system [7], [8].To 

successfully discover abnormal structures in a retinal image, it 

is often essential to mask out the usual anatomy from the 

analysis. An example of this is the OD, an anatomical 

structure with a bright outward show, which should be 

ignored when detecting bright lesions. The attributes of OD 

are alike to attributes of hard exudates in terms of colour and 

brightness. Hence it is located and removed during hard 

exudates detection procedure, in that way avoiding false 

positives. OD detection is the main step at the same time as 

developing automated screening systems for diabetic 

retinopathy and glaucoma. 

 

Figure 2: Retinal Fundus Image With Main Anatomical 

Structures 

OD boundary and localization of macula are the two features 

of retina essential for the detection of exudates and also 

knowing the harshness of the diabetic maculopathy [9]. In 

case of diabetic maculopathy lesions recognition, masking the 

false positive OD region leads to development in the 

performance of lesion detection. 

According to S. Sekhar et al. [10] the optic disk is usually the 

brightest element on the fundus image, and so a cluster of 

high intensity pixels will identify the OD location. This 

method consist of two steps. In the first step, a circular region 

of interest is found by first separated the brightest region in 

the image by means of morphological processing, and in the 

second step, Hough transform is used to discover  the main 

circular feature (corresponding to the optical disk) contained 

by the positive horizontal gradient image within this region of 

interest. 

Deepali A. Godse et al. [11] presented an automated method 

for localization of OD. In this, an optimal threshold is 

obtained through the histogram derived from the source image 

is scanned from highest intensity value to the lowest intensity 

value. Apply Threshold and identify bright regions from the 

retinal images. Select candidate regions which satisfy area 

criterion and then, Select candidate region which satisfies 

density criterion. If no candidate region is selected, reduce 

threshold. If threshold is greater than zero continue the 

previous steps. After that the centroid of this cluster is 

determined using calculus method.    

Sinthanayothin et al. [12] computed a method to detect the 

location of the OD by finding the area in the image which has 

the highest variation in brightness. As the OD frequently 

appears as a bright disc covered in darker vessels, the variance 

in pixel brightness is the uppermost there. They also presented 

method for the detection of center of the macular. They used a 

template equivalent approach in which the template was a 

Gaussian blob. The search area was constricted by the 

information that the macular centre was assumed to be in the 

darkest part of the image approximately 2.5 times the OD 

diameter from the OD [13].  

Nagveena et al. [14]  introduces a user friendly MATLAB 

based graphical user interface (GUI) that segments the blood 

vessels using adaptive median thresholding. From the 

segmented image, the features of blood vessels such as area, 
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mean, standard deviation, energy and histogram are 

calculated, for classification of image as normal or abnormal. 

Roychowdhury et al . [15] presented  three-stage retinal blood 

vessel segmentation algorithm. Firstly, a threshold binary 

image is obtained through high pass filtering and the other 

binary threshold image is obtained by the reconstruction of 

the red regions in a green plane image. Then the common 

regions from the two binary images is extracted and pooled. 

Secondly, classification is applied to the image obtained after 

integrating. Lastly, all the pixels classified as vessels are 

combined with major vessels to get the vascular structure. 

Further, enhancing of image is performed using post-

processing techniques. 

Ishmeet Kaur1 et al. [16] in this, process of segmentation of 

blood vessels involves three steps i.e. image preprocessing, 

unsupervised approach and image post-processing. The output 

of image preprocessing is further given as input to 

unsupervised learning phase where fuzzy c-means clustering 

technique is applied to the image which is additionally 

differentiated by the neutrosophic approach which refine the 

segmented output by separating the pixels into vessel, non-

vessel and indeterminate sets. The post-processing phase 

includes mathematical morphological operations and final 

segmented image is obtained. 

Franklin et al. [17] proposed a method to recognize the retinal 

blood vessels with the help of multilayer perceptron neural 

network. In this procedure, the input is derived from the three 

colour components, i.e., red, green and blue. By using this 

method the sight intimidating diseases such as exudates and  

haemorrhages can be detected. This technique is supervised 

one so it requires training sets which consist of manually 

segmented images and image features and further the pixel is 

classified as a vessel and non-vessel. 

Roberto Annunziata et al. [18],An enhanced Hessian-based 

approach for unsupervised retinal blood vessel segmentation 

using ad hoc exudate inpainting technique has been described. 

The application of proposed exudate inpainting technique, 

followed by a simple enhancement and thresholding method, 

yields results comparable to state-of-the-art techniques that 

use specialized, sophisticated enhancement and classification 

algorithms. 

Li et al. [19] presented a model based approach in which an 

active shape model was used to mine the main course of the 

vasculature based on the position of the OD. Next, the 

information from the active shape model was used to discover 

the macular centre.  

Huajun Ying et al. [20] utilized fractal examination to 

differentiate OD area from other large and bright regions in 

retinal images due to the reality that the OD area is the 

converging point of all major vessels. With its location 

known, segmentation of optic disc can be complete with 

simple local histogram analysis. 

Lalonde et al. [21] proposed a method based on pyramidal 

decomposition and Handoff-distance based template 

matching. The green plane of the original image be sub-

sampled and the brightest pixels in this sub-sampled image 

were chosen as candidate regions. An edge detector was used 

on the candidate regions in the original image. Next, multiple 

circular templates be fit to each of the regions by the 

Hausdorff-distance as a distance measure. The centre of the 

fitted circular template was taken as the OD centre. 

Roychowdhury et al  [22] this paper presents a classification-

based automated optic disk segmentation algorithm that 

detects the OD boundary and  location of vessel origin (VO) 

pixel. First, the green plane of each fundus image is 

morphologically reconstructed via a circular structuring 

element whose diameter is half of the average estimated OD 

diameter corresponding to a particular field of view (FOV). 

Bright regions are then extracted from the morphologically 

reconstructed image that lie in close surrounding area of the 

major blood vessels. Then, bright regions are classified as 

bright probable OD regions and non-OD regions using  

region-based features and a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) 

classifier. Also, using joint information based feature ranking 

strategy, two most discriminating features for bright OD 

region detection are recognized as the Vessel-Sum within a 

fixed neighborhood and bright region Solidity. Thus, the 

bright probable OD region with maximum Vessel-Sum and 

Solidity is computed as the best candidate region for the OD. 

Other bright probable OD regions inside 1-disc diameter from 

the centroid of the best candidate OD region are then 

discovered as remaining candidate regions for the OD. A 

convex hull containing all the candidate OD regions is then 

estimated, and a best-fit ellipse across the convex hull became 

the segmented OD boundary. Finally, the centroid of major 

blood vessels within the segmented OD boundary is detected 

as the VO pixel location. 

Adithya et al. [23]  proposed the Combaining of two methods, 

to segment optic disc area both K-means clustering and 

adaptive morphology methods are used. To detect the optic 

disc area, k-means clustering method is used and then to 

segment the optic disk and blood vessel morphology ,adaptive 

method are used. By using the K-means faster detection, in 

previous studies[24]. Dataset used for the test data and 

training data using the DRIVE database. 

Table 1. Comparison of Segmented Methods 

Authors Methods Accuracy(%) 

S. Sekhar et al. 

[10] 

Hough Transform 94.7 

Deepali A. 

Godse et al. 

[11] 

Thresholding, calculus  

98.45 

Sinthanayothin 

et al. [12] 

Gaussian blob 99.1(for OD) 

83.3(for vessels) 

Nagveena et al. 

[14] 

Adaptive median 

thresholding 

91 

 

Roychowdhury 

et al . [15] 

 

high pass filtering, 

post-processing 

 

 

95.2 

Ishmeet Kaur1 

et al. [16] 

Fuzzy c-means, 

neutrosophic approach 

98.74 

Franklin et al. 

[17] 

multilayer perceptron 

neural network 

95.03 
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Roberto 

Annunziata et 

al. [18], 

Hessian-based, ad hoc 

exudate inpainting 

95.62 

Li et al. [19] Model based approach 99 

Huajun Ying et 

al. [20] 

Local histogram 

analysis 

Not Reported 

Lalonde et al. 

[21] 

pyramidal 

decomposition, 

Handoff-distance 

Not Reported 

Roychowdhury 

et al  [22] 

Gaussian Mixture 

Model 

100 

Adithya et al. 

[23] 

K-means clustering, 

Adaptive morphology 

Not Reported 

4. CONCLUSION 
Automatic extraction of retinal blood vessels and localization 

of optic disk are very important and necessary for the 

detection of diseases in the eyes. It is helpful for early 

diagnosis of diseases from ophthalmic images. Retinal image 

suffers from various factors which may drop off the accuracy 

of extraction of blood vessels. In this paper, various methods 

of  localization of optic disc  are discussed. Besides some 

blood vessel segmentation techniques are also 

comprehensively discussed.  

Very few methods have been worked on segmentation 

techniques that are independent of difference of blood vessels 

and optic disc, so more work can be done in this field too. 

This work can be useful for various retinal disease detection 

techniques and also useful for  future research works. 
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Abstract— Digital watermarking is a powerfull tool  to protect digital multimedia content from illegal distribution and 

unatherised acces.Thus it can be used in multimedia applications for videos and images.Here we are proposing  a new 

watermarking scheme which is Histogram based and it can be used to provide high security, robustness.This watermarking  is 

aimed  for images and videos also. The shape of histogram of image is manipulated to for the efficient insertion of digital  

watermarks to the images.The movement of pixels from one region to other will remove the side effect of Gaussian filtering. 

The proposed system is highly robust as it makes changes to the histogram of the image. The use of secret key improves the 

security of the proposed system. Also the imperceptiblity of  watermarking makes the scheme perfect.Here the three step 

scenario for watermarking makes a good protection system for digital contents.In video watermarking the video frames are 

seperated before inserting the watermarks.The digital watermarking can be used in applications like identifying content owners, 

Protection of video contents,filtering of digital contents,ownership communication,..etc 

 

Keywords—Digital watermarking,Histogram,Content owners

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Digital watermarking is a good and important method to 

handle attacks against multimedia object.we can handle the 

integrity if digital images by means of digital 

watermarking.various attaks against images and videos are 

desturbing the multimedia communication world.thus we 

have to provide a blasting technology to protect the 

multimedia content from the illegal manipulation.these type 

of protection schemes can be used in various applications 

like content authentication,content filtering etc.. 

Section I contains the introduction of  digital image and 

video watermarking , Section II contain the related work of 

histogram based watermarking technich, Section III contain  

some measures of defferent methodologies used, Section IV 

contain the architecture and essential steps of the 

watermarking scheme, section V explain the watermarking 

methodology with flow chart, Section VI describes results 

and discussion regarding watermarking, Section VII contain 

the recommendation of the proposed system.and Section VIII 

concludes research work with future directions.  

 

II. RELATED WORK  

Watermarking is a widely used technic  in multimedia 

content management systems.thus it is very common that the 

study of wateramking systems.various methods and 

applications are there.here we are concentrated on the 

hitogram based watermarking for authentication and content 

preserving applications.other applications of watermarking 

from different sources  are content filtering,Tampering 

detection.recovery of tamperd multimedia content .etc 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The proposed system of watermarking is a very powerful 

tool against tampering.the main application of this 

watermarking is Tampering Detection and content 

management. 

 

Explaining the application of tampeing detection can be done 

by using a figure.The steps are: 

 

1. Process the recieved image 

2. Construct the histogram 

3. Identify the watermak 

4. Compare the watermark 

5. Make decission based on the comparison 
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Fig 3.1 Diagam of Athentication application of the Images 

 

The same scenario can be used to identify the tampering 

detection of videos.the different    phases are listed below. 

1. Process the recieved Video. 

2. separate audio and video 

3. identify the watermarked frame 

4. Construct the histogram of frame 

5. Identify the watermak 

6. Compare the watermark 

7. Make decission based on the comparison 

 
Fig 3.2 Diagam of Athentication application of the Images 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The proposed system is capable to handle the above 

application only if it have better perceptualquality and  

robustness.In order to calculate the perceptual quality of the 

watermarked image,computed the structural similarity matrix 

for various input set by keeping the watermarking input and 

threshold values are constant.the table  shows the SSIM of 

watermarked image with the unwatermarked image.most of 

the images are almost equal to the watermarked image.that is 

the value of SSIM is above 0.5.if the value of SSIM is 

1.Then the input image and output image is almost equal.The 

values near to 1 in SSIM shows good watermarking scheme. 

The performance of the video watermarking is calculated by 

checking the PSNR. 

 

 

 

Table 4.1: Computed Values of PSNR And SSIM dataset 1 

Image PSNR SSIM PSNR 2 SSIM 2 

1 30.0126 0.98 20.875 .85 

2  33.0149 0.98 25.087 0.78 

3   32.0278 0.96 25.087 0.78 

4  37.3781 0.99 25.08 0.698 

 

values of the watermarked frame with the input video 

frames.The value of PSNR is 42.06 db.that is the proposed 

system is perceptually good for video watermarking also. 

The Peak signal to noise ratio is calculated to determine the 

quality of watermarked image.PSNR value shows good 

performance above 20db and excellent performance from 

30db to 80 db.The proposed method gives PSNR values in 

between 25 and 40.that means the proposed system is very 

powerful tool to provide multimedia content protection. The 

tables 4.1 shows the experimental results of the proposed 

method.The PSNR and SSIM values of the proposed method 

as compared with other method in the tables.so the values are 

much better for the proposed system for different data sets.so 

we can conclude that the proposed system is robust and 

perceptual.So the proposed system can be used for the 

applications explained in the methodology section. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE  

The main application of the proposed system is 

authentication of multimedia content.another important use is 

owners information protection.both are very important in 

multimedia communication,This Method can be used in other 

applications like video content filtering to avoide illegal 

transmission of videos,provide communication in the 

copyright and auther information,providing security for 

images.The watermarking for video can be used to identify 

illegal copies of films and other videos.c 
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Abstract— This paper mainly presents different methods for the person authentication. The survey mainly includes the 

following methods; a high performance system with features obtained from human retinal images, retina verification using 

feature point based biometric pattern, then using the digital retinal images, retinal fundus biometric analysis, score level fusion 

of left and right irises, using 2-D matched filters, then using 2-D morlet wavelet method and finally using the biometric graph 

matching algorithm. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

The pattern in the retina is highly unique across the human 

population. The retina is robust to changes in human 

physiology, remaining almost the same throughout the 

lifespan of an individual. The retinal image is not as 

accessible as common commercial biometrics like finger 

print and face, as it is internal to the body, though it is 

claimed to be possible to capture a retina image from up to 

1 metre. As accessibility is desirable in most commercial 

biometric systems, it also makes the biometrics easier to 

spoof. When the user is co-operative, the retinal vasculature 

is a biometric that is best suited to high security 

applications. If authentication is in real time, liveness is 

automatically ensured. Such advantages, along with 

improvement in scanning technology, have improved the 

retinal biometric in the last few years. The most recent 

method that is the verification based on the biometric graph 

matching algorithm explains an automatic retina verification 

frame work using BGM algorithm where the vascular 

pattern of a retinal image is processed to created a spatial 

graph template. An  algorithm is presented, which compares 

two graphs derived from two retinal images and returns a 

set of distance measures between them. The unavailability 

of large retinal databases inhibits large scale and consistent 

testing of any retinal verification system. To survive this 

issue, the data- base used is split into 2 parts - training set 

and testing set. Kernel density estimation method  is used to 

model the distribution of distances resulting from 

comparisons in the training set. The model is then used to 

select an appropriate operating threshold for the system. 

This system is tested at the chosen threshold using the 

testing set. Each pair of templates from the testing set is 

given to the BGM to determine the distance . If that 

distance is less  or equal to the specific threshold ,then they 

are noted as genuine, otherwise, they are labeled as 

imposter. 

 

 
 

         Figure 1: Retina images from four different subjects 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

A. High performance system with features obtained from 

human retinal images 

A novel biometric identification system with high 

performance based on the feature obtained from retinal 

images. It is composed of three principal module including 

blood vessel segmentation, generation of the features, and 

also feature matching[1]. Blood vessel segmentation module 

has the role of extracting blood vessels pattern from retinal 

images. Feature generation module consists of the following 

stages. Initially, the optical disk is found and a circular 

region of interest (ROI) around it is selected in the 

segmented image.  Using a polar transformation,  rotation 

invariant template has been created from each ROI. In the 

coming stage, these templates are analyzed in three different 

scales using wavelet transform to separate vessels according 

to their diameter measures. In the previous stage, vessels 

position and orientation in each scale are used to define a 

feature vector for each subject in the database. For feature 

matching, we are introducing a modified correlation measure 

to obtain a similarity index for each scale of the feature 

vector. Experimental results, including 300 retinal images 

obtained from 60subjects, demonstrated an average equal 

error rate equal to 1 percent for our identification system. 

This illustrates different parts of our new biometric 

identification system based on retinal images. As illustrated 

in the block diagram, this system is composed of three 

principal modules including blood vessel segmentation,  
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generation of the features, and feature matching. Blood 

vessel segmentation provides a binary image containing 

blood vessels pattern which will be used by the next module. 

Feature generation module contains several sub modules: (i) 

vessel masking in the vicinity of OD, (ii) polar 

transformation to obtain a rotation invariant binary image 

containing major retinal vessels, (iii) multi scale analysis of 

the resulted binary image using wavelet transform in order to 

separate vessels according to their diameter sizes, and (iv) 

feature vector construction from three images, each 

containing vessels with specified range of diameter size. 

Feature matching module contains the following sub 

modules: (i) computation of similarity indices called SIs for 

three different scales, (ii) scale-weighted summation of SIs 

for generating the total SI, and (iii) threshold the computed 

SI for subject identification. Blood vessel segmentation is 

essential for our biometric identification system. For 

extracting retinal vessels, we use an algorithm. This 

algorithm has the following steps: (i) using a template 

matching technique OD in retinal image is localized; (ii) the 

original image is divided by the correlation image obtained 

in the previous step to achieve a new image in which 

undesired brightness effect of OD is suppressed, (iii) the 

vessel/background contrast is enhanced using a new local 

processing operation based on statistical properties of the 

resulted image, and (iv) finally, a binary image containing 

blood vessels is resulted by histogram threshold of the 

contrast enhanced image. 

B.  Retinal Verification by Feature Points Biometric 

Pattern 

An efficient method for person identification. The biometric 

pattern of the system is a set of feature points representing 

landmarks in the retinal vessel tree[2]. The pattern 

extraction and matching is explained. A deep analysis of 

similarity metrics performance is presented for the 

biometric system. A database from users on different times 

is used. Here, the system allows to establish a wide 

confidence band for the metric threshold where no errors 

are obtained for training and test sets.In this work an 

efficient method for person’s authentication is done. The 

system’s pattern is a set of feature points representing 

landmarks in the retinal vessel tree. The pattern extraction 

and matching has been described. A deep analysis of 

similarity metrics performance is presented for the 

biometric system. Reliable authentication of persons is a 

growing demanding service in many fields, not only in 

police or military environments but also in access control or 

financial transactions. Traditional authentication systems 

are based on knowledge (a password, a pin) or possession (a 

card, a key). But these systems are not reliable enough for 

many environments, due to their common inability to 

differentiate between a true-authorized user and a user who 

fraudulently acquired the privilege of the authorized user. A 

solution to these problems has been found in the biometric-

based authentication technologies. A biometric system is a 

pattern recognition system that establishes the authenticity 

of a specific physiological or behavioral characteristic. 

Authentication is usually used in the form of verification 

(checking the validity of a claimed Identity) or 

identification (determination of an identity from a database 

of known people, this is, determining who a person is 

without knowledge of his/her name).This method proposes 

a biometric system for authentication that uses the retina 

blood vessel pattern. This is a unique pattern in each 

individual and it is almost impossible to forge that pattern in 

a false individual. Of course, the pattern does not change 

through the individual’s life. Most common diseases like 

diabetes do not change the pattern in a way that its topology 

is affected. Thus, retinal vessel tree pattern has been proved 

a valid biometric trait for personal authentication as it is 

unique, time invariant and very hard to forge. The results 

showed a high confidence band in the authentication 

process but the database included only 6 individuals with 2 

images for each. A weak point of the proposed system was 

the necessity of storing and handling a whole image as the 

biometric pattern. Thus it facilitates the storing of the 

pattern in databases and even in different devices with 

memory restrictions like cards or mobile devices. 

 

C. Personal authentication  using digital retinal images 

 

A very good method for the identifying persons based on 

matching digital retinal images introduced. The matching 

process works by first extracting a set of feature points and 

then register them on to measure the degree of similarity 

between the input images[3].The feature points are only the 

ridge endings and ridge bifurcations from vessels and 

obtained from a crease model of the retinal vessels. The 

method is well developed and tested to get a good set of 

feature points. Then, pairs of sets will be matched in the 

exact order to get a  well accurate and reliable similarity 

measure for the authentication procedure. 

D. Retinal Fundus Biometric Analysis 

An authentication  system for person identification. In the 

image pre-processing phase, a strong contrast exaltation 

between blood vessels and also the background in retinal 

image is carried out; after that blood vessels are extracted 

and next the vasculature bifurcation And crossover points 

are recognized within squared shaped regions used for 

windowing the image[4]. Finally the features sets are 

compared with a pattern recognition algorithm and as a 

result a novel formulation is introduced to evaluate a 

similarity score and to obtain the personal identification. 
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E. A robust person authentication based on score  level 

fusion of left and right  irises and retinal features 

This method combines the features of both retina and irises. 

This is also called a multimodal approach. This does reduce 

the entire computational time and the storage requirements 

of the iris code. Iris and retina biometric recognition system 

offers a very much highly reliable solution for the person 

authentication[5]. 

F. Detection of blood vessels in retinal images using 2-D 

Matched filters 

First, the detection of  blood vessels done here. Then the 

planning of matched filters. Here, associate used for feature 

extraction . Thought of matched filter determination used to 

detect piecewise linear segments of blood vessels[6]. 

Automatic detection of blood vessels in retinal structures 

helps physicians in finding out ocular diseases. Performs 

well in finding the  fluoresce in angiogram images. Because 

of very big size of convolution kernel, it takes long time to 

run in an ordinary computer. So, run in machine vision 

systems having special hardware support for real time 

convolution operations. 

 

G. Shape signature for retinal biometrics 

 

Deals primarily with encoding the vessel structure 

surrounding the optic disc. The process is less suitable for 

finding out from large  databases[7].It’s a really new 

method based on the shape signature to quantify the 

contours of the retinal structure to increase the inter-

personal distance and also to decrease the effects of 

improvement of new blood vessels around the optic disc. 

Correlations are found as a measure of similarity of 1560 

unique retina pairings of different eye images. The results 

are obtained from a modified shape signature method of 

quantifying the contour of the retinal structure for the 

branch shaped vessels. The distribution of the correlation, 

which varies from -0.54 to 0.76, shows a normal 

distribution with a mean of 0.09. The effects to translation, 

scaling, rotation,  and noise are also found out[7]. 

H. R-V  Segmentation using the 2-D Morlet  Wavelet and 

Supervised Classification 

A process for machine-controlled segmentation of the 

vasculature in retinal[8]. This process do segmentations by 

classifying every image picture element as vessel or non-

vessel,supported pixel’s feature vector.The performance is 

evaluated on publically obtainable DRIVE and STARE 

databases of manually labelled non-mydriatic pictures.  

 

I. Retina Verification System Based on Biometric Graph 

Matching: 

Automatic retina verification Framework employing a 

biometric graph matching (BGM) algorithm[9]. The retinal 

vasculature is extracted using a family of matched filters  

within the frequency domain and morphological operators. 

Then, retinal templates are outlined as formal spatial graphs 

extracted from the vasculature. The BGM algorithm, a 

noisy graph matching algorithm, robust to translation, 

nonlinear distortion, and small rotations, all these used to 

compare retinal templates. The BGM algorithm makes use 

of graph topology to describe three distance measures 

between a pair of graphs, two of which are new. A support 

vector machine (SVM) classifier is used to compare  

between genuine and imposter comparisons. Using both 

single  and multiple graph measures, the classifier gets 

entire separation on a training set of images from the 

VARIA database (60% of the data), equaling the state-of-

the-art for retina verification. As the available data set is too 

small, kernel density estimation (KDE) of the genuine and 

imposter score distributions of the training set are used for  

measuring quality of the BGM algorithm. In the 1-D case, 

the KDE model is tested with the testing set. A 0  EER on 

testing shows that the KDE model is well suited for the 

empirical distribution. For the multiple graph measures, a 

good combination of the SVM boundary and the KDE 

model is employed to obtain a fair comparison with the 

KDE model for the single measure. The vascular pattern in 

the retina is thought to be very much unique. Apart from its 

claimed distinctiveness, the retina is robust to changes in 

human physiology, remaining almost the same throughout 

the lifespan of an individual. Since it is internal to the body, 

the retinal image is not as accessible as common 

commercial biometrics like fingerprint and face. While 

accessibility is desirable in most commercial biometric 

systems, it also makes the biometric easier to spoof. The 

retinal vasculature is a biometric that is best suited to high 

security applications where the user is co-operative . 

Liveness is automatically ensured if authenticating in real 

time. These advantages, along with improvement in 

scanning technology, have contributed to the resurgence of 

interest in the retinal biometric in the last few years . This 

method proposes an automatic retina verification 

framework where the vascular pattern of a retinal image is 

processed to created a spatial graph template. An algorithm 

is presented, which compares two graphs derived from two 

retinal images and returns a set of distance measures 

between them. The lack of  much publicly available retinal 

databases inhibits large scale and consistent testing of any 

retinal verification system. To survive this issue, the 

database used is split into 2 parts - a training set and a 

testing set. KDE is applied to model the distribution of 

distances resulting from comparisons in the training set . 

The model is then used to select an appropriate operating 

threshold for the system. The verification system is tested at 

the chosen threshold using the testing set. Each pair of 

templates from the testing set is given as input to the BGM 
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to find and analyze the distance between them. If this 

distance is less than or equal to the threshold which is 

already set, they are labeled as genuine, otherwise, they are 

labeled as imposter. For biometric purposes, retinal 

templates have been created using general image processing 

techniques on the raw image  and entire images have been 

matched based on correlation of the overall blood vessel 

pattern from the image. Next describing about the retinal 

image enhancement. The image pre-processing procedure is 

the most important step in the retina feature extraction task. 

Its aims to obtain images which have normalized intensity, 

uniform size and shape, and show only enhanced retinal 

vessels. The retinal image normalized using histogram 

equalization . The blood vessels usually have poor local 

contrast . So in order to enhance the vessels, matched filter 

detection is used to detect piece-wise linear segments of 

vessels in retinal images. Next is the discussion on retinal 

feature extraction. Feature extraction is the process of 

generating features that is to  be used in the classification 

process . The extraction task transforms rich content of 

images into various content features. In this research work, 

the skeleton of the vessels is extracted based on 

morphological image analysis and the feature points (vessel 

bifurcations and crossovers) are used for classification 

.Next and the final phase in it includes about retinal graph. 

The retinal template is defined as a spatial graph extracted 

from the retinal vasculature. The retina graph is defined by 

g = (V,E,µ, ν), where the vertex set V is set of feature points 

extracted from the  skeleton of the image and the edge set E 

is the set of pairs of feature points connected by a vessel. 

Next is about BGM algorithm. Image samples from the 

same retinal vascular pattern could vary due to noise, 

translation, rotation and minor scale changes involved 

during image capture. Furthermore, the skeleton of the 

vasculature could be extracted partially when retinal images 

have slight variation in illumination. These issues cause 

changes in the structure of the spatial graphs, i.e., change in 

the location of the vertices, number of edges and number of 

vertices. Therefore, retina graphs are examples of noisy 

spatial graphs. The BGM algorithm is a noisy spatial graph 

matching process that involves two divisions: graph 

registration and error-tolerant graph matching . The graph 

registration step makes the graphs by comparing edge and 

vertex labels. The error-tolerant graph matching stage 

outputs a spatial graph called the maximum common sub 

graph (mcs), which will be the intersection of the two 

compared graphs. Then, the BGM algorithm uses 

topological features of the mcs to compare between genuine 

and imposter comparisons. 

 

III  CONCLUSION 

 

In the above literature survey, most of the methods are 

having a good accuracy for results. In last method described 

in the literature survey,ie., in the retina verification system 

based on the biometric graph matching algorithm the steps 

are entirely different. An automatic retinal verification 

system described based on the Biometric Graph Matching 

algorithm. The future work in this area will include 

improving the algorithm for the removal of spurious 

vertices during graph creation, optimizing the registration 

algorithm to get better speed, using some additional graph 

based edge and vertex attributes derived from the retinal 

image for matching and using new distance measures to 

support the classification task. This research also seeks to 

test the verification system on larger retina databases with 

high quality color images when such become available. 
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Abstract
Background/Objectives: In the digital age because of the widespread use of internet, data hiding in digital imagery plays 
a vital role to ensure copyright protection and robustness from malicious attacks. Methods/Statistical Analysis: This 
research work explores an overview of the recently existing data hiding techniques used for the hidden exchange of secret 
information, from its earliest instances through potential future application. We enlighten different data hiding methods 
termed as watermarking, cryptography and steganography which have been proposed in last few years, some of them 
are flexible and simple for data hiding purpose. Findings: The potency of these techniques is based on certain features 
like robustness, imperceptibility and data embedding capacity which enables the users to evaluate the performance and 
efficiency of these techniques. Application/Improvements: It has great importance in the nearby future especially in the 
fields like intelligence agencies, military agencies, and cyber crime, so it will be more beneficial for researchers to develop 
innovative techniques.

1. Introduction
Data hiding defines a class of procedures used to embed 
data, such as text, image, audio or video, into various 
forms of media such as image, audio, or text. Since the 
ancient times secret hiding was used by spies and mili-
tary intelligence operatives, or agents of companies to 
hide secret message inside written letters and speech. 
Compared with the traditional analog methods mak-
ing seamless alteration is much easier on digital media. 
Nowadays with the advent of web technology the  digital 
data such as text, image, audio and video  can be transmit-
ted  by  fast  internet facility  at high speeds. But  the data  
transfer  through  internet  is not secure, leakage of data 
content may lead to serious impact on social and personal  
life.  So there is a need to hide the secret data inside other 
types of   digital data, because security and integrity of 
data is crucial. Several  methods have been proposed and 
used for protecting information from hackers. Existing 
data hiding methods are watermarking, steganography 
and cryptography and each has its own merits and demer-
its, radically all data hiding should follow the properties 
like high capacity, robustness, security, payload and reli-

ability. But based on the degree of security of data transfer 
certain method can be applied, thus it can be stated as the 
techniques used for data inserting may vary depending 
on the quantity of information to be hidden1. Figure (1) 
depicts the existing data hiding techniques.

Figure 1. Existing data hiding techniques.

2. Watermarking
Watermark is normally a small amount of data that is 
used to indicate the ownership the particular object or 
data file. The watermark may be a signature of the author 
placed in the document for pride of authorship. More 
than 800 years ago, water marks were used in Italy to 
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indicate the paper brand and the mill that produced it. 
Digital water marking provides security, authentication, 
transaction tracking and copy right protection for data 
when the image has been changed by image processing 
operation. Watermarking is an important application for 
the publishing and broadcast industries like TV, audio 
etc. A water mark may be a text or image imprinted onto 
the images, it tells us that who is the actual owner of the 
object. It hides a few bits of information, so the original 
and modified signal should be   perceptually   similar. 
Water marking is the method  of imperceptibly change 
a cover to embed a data about that cover, without modi-
fying the background of the original image, the data has 
to be very robust against all attacks and damage of the  
image. A typical example is a map, which takes time, and 
effort to create a road map of a town. Once the map is 
digitized, it becomes easy for someone to copy it, fabricate 
minor alterations, and put on the market  as the origi-
nal one. So in this case the hidden watermark may help 
the original owner, notice any attempts to take this work. 
Different available applications of watermarking are copy 
right protection, content authentication, forensics and 
piracy deterrence, and broadcast monitoring. The data to 
be embedded contains binary bits and content textures, so 
these factors are appropriate for application such as image 
authentication2. The required properties of digital water 
marks are robustness, security, perceptual invisibility and 
restrictions on computational complexity of embedding 
and extraction operation. Content based properties are 
more useful in watermark authentication in smooth areas 
.Water marking is classified into two types, visible water-
marking and invisible watermarking. Visible watermarks 
are visible on the image typically logos or text. Invisible 
watermarks are not visible or perceivable. Watermarking 
enables the user to place an indelible mark on an image3.

3. Steganography
The word steganography is originally derived from 
Greek words which literally mean covered writing. 
Steganography is an ancient art of conveying informa-
tion in a secret way, and is the technique of concealing 
data within seemingly innocuous carrier which cannot be 
detached without drastically varying the data in which it 
is embedded. Early in the World War II Steganographic 
technology consisted of invisible inks, such as milk, vin-
egar and fruit juice. It is the art and science of writing 

hidden messages in a secure way such that only the sender 
and intended receiver can understand the existence of 
data. One of the first documents describing steganography  
is from the histories of Herodotus. In ancient Greece, text 
was written on wax covered tablets, the tablets appeared 
to be blank and unused so they passed inspection with-
out any question. The advantage of steganography is that 
it can be used to transmit data securely  without being 
discovered by  eavesdropper, that is the quality of image 
is not so much altered, so the possibility of attacking by 
third party  is less4. The goal of steganography is to hide 
message inside other harmless message in a way that does 
not allow any spy to even detect that there is a secret data 
present; it provides imperceptibility, so the most adaptive 
idea is to embed the data by minimizing the number of 
changes caused in the stego. Thus the main challenge in 
data hiding is how to embed message efficiently in a cover 
file, it can be implemented by considering certain crite-
ria such as the embedded data should never exceed the 
size of the cover, because it might be noticed by intruders 
or attackers, so for implementing this identifying a cover 
file’s redundant bits, then replacing these bits with data 
from the hidden information5. With the advancement of 
digital signal processing and information technology steg-
anography moved from analog to digital. Steganographic 
embedding in dark colour images could be applied with 
a high degree of undetectability. In the branch of this 
digial world steganography has created various interest-
ing applications. This digital revolution will surely help 
the intelligence agencies, military agencies, and cyber 
crime etc. The main objective of steganography is to hide 
the fact of communication undetectable from an unau-
thorized access, thus it ensures security. In this the sender 
embeds   hidden content in unremarkable cover media  
where only the receiver can extract and understand the 
message, almost all digital file formats can be used in this. 
The main terminologies used in  steganography are cover 
image, message and stego image. Original image which 
is used as a carrier for hiding information is known as 
cover. It may be a text, image, audio, video or protocol. 
Actual information that the sender wishes to remain con-
fidential is the message, and it may be text, image audio, 
video or any other type of data that can be represented by 
bits. Embedded data is known as payload. After embed-
ding message into cover image is known as stego image. 
Steganography technique is  similar to sending letter from 
one person to other, here the envelope without letter acts 
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as cover, so after inserting letter into envelop it becomes 
stego. The letter is the payload or message.

In the Steganographic system, the sender should 
select the appropriate data carrier like image, video, text 
etc before inserting the data. The message embedding 
technique mainly depends on the structure of the cover, 
it cloak the data so it cannot be seen. The detection of 
tampering relies on both the embedding mechanism and 
the embedded data. For the secure data transfer using 
steganographic techniques, the foe should not be famil-
iar with the cover image, otherwise if it is a well known 
one to them, then divide and embed the message bits in 
a random manner, thus it ensures security to an extent. 
Generally steganography can be defined as the compila-
tion of  creating a stego image and extracting the secret 
data from the stego image. The stego quality can be deter-
mined by using Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)6,7.

Based on the type of cover object used different cate-
gories are derived, they are image steganography, network 
steganography, video steganography, audio steganog-
raphy and text steganography. In image steganography 
cover object is the image, it is the commonly used stegan-
ography method. When taking cover medium as network 
protocol, such as TCP, IP, and UDP etc is known as net-
work steganography. Video steganography is the method 
of concealing some secret data inside a video file. Audio 
steganography is the process of hiding some secret infor-
mation inside an audio file. Audio steganography uses 
audio formats like WAVE, MIDI etc for steganography 
process. If the data are embedded in a text file, and the 
outcome is a stego text is known as text steganography. 
Images are the most trendy files employed for data hiding, 
these  image  formats on the web are  Graphics Interchange 
Format (GIF), Joint  Photographic Experts Group (JPEG), 
Portable Network Graphics (PNG) and Bit Map Format 
(BMP). Joint photographic experts group(JPEG) is the 
most popular file format for image processing, so embed-
ding  data into JPEG files offer better masking, its  data 
inserting rate is measured in bit per non zero coefficient. 
The strength and weakness of steganographic methods 
can be measured by using certain factors like embedding 
capacity, perceptual transparency, robustness, undetect-
ability.

3.1 Robustness
This is the measure of the ability of the embedded data to 
retain intact even if the stego image may undergo trans-
formations such as linear and non linear filtering, scaling, 

cropping, and lossy Compressions. Robustness means 
resistance to blind attacks and common image modifica-
tions.

3.2 Embedding Capacity
It defines the maximum amount of data that can be 
hidden in a cover image compared to the cover size. It 
is measured in bit per bit (bpb). Embedding capacity is 
known as payload, which is used to hide the data during 
the exchange of data.

3.3 Perceptual Transparency
The strength of perceptual transparency lies in its ability 
to be unnotified by  the human  visual systems, so after 
embedding data into  cover  image, perceptual transpar-
ency of the stego  will be degraded as compared to cover. 
It  can be defined as the invisibility of hidden data in stego 
image.

3.4 Undetectability
It is required for secure covert data transmission. The 
embedded information is undetectable if   stego image is 
consistent with a model of the source from which images 
are drawn. If a particular image is examined and founds 
larger distortion than the original one, it may cause sus-
picion. Thus a good steganographic method should not 
change the features of the cover media. This property is 
termed as undetectability.

The existing steganographic techniques are spatial 
domain techniques and transform domain techniques. 
These methods are based on whether the pixels of the 
image are modified  directly or indirectly, the former one 
is spatial while the latter is transform. An image can be  
represented as an array of pixels that represent the light 
intensities at various parts of the image. Each pixel is 
generally described as 8 bit or 24 bit. Grey scale images 
use 8 bits for each pixel, so it forms 28 combinations, and 
its value ranging from 0 to 255, 256 grey scale values for 
black and white images. In grey scale images the intensity 
of the pixel can be represented by using the value ranging 
from 0 to 255, and able to display 256 different shades 
of grey. For piercing the secret data into cover image, we 
have to decompose the grey scale of each pixel into eight 
bits, so the plane formed by the grey scale image is called 
a bit plane8,9.

Colour images use 24 bit pixel and has 224colour com-
binations. In colour image each byte represents red, green 
and blue respectively.  Each byte can have a value ranging 
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from 0 to 255, the darkest colour value is 0 and the bright-
est value is 255. Thus one pixel can have 256 shades of R, 
G and B respectively. Consider a colour pixel made up of 
3 bytes as 00000000, 11111111, 11111111. The first  8 bits 
represent red, the  second 8 bits represent green and the 
third group represent blue. In the  above mentioned case 
red byte has the lowest value whereas in green and blue 
bytes have the highest value. Hiding of data can be done  
firstly  by choosing redundant bits in a cover image, then 
select the redundant bits that can be customized without 
corrupting the integrity of the cover file. So embedding 
capacity  can be measured by how much data can be 
hidden in a carrier file before it becomes noticeable by 
trespasser10.

4. Spatial Domain Techniques
In spatial domain techniques the secret messages are 
embedding directly into the coverfile, it is also known 
as image domain. Spatial domain based methods embed 
data in the intensity of pixels of the image directly and in 
which the data hiding is performed directly on the pixel 
values of the cover image in such a way that the effect of 
the message is not visible on the cover image. Compared  
to frequency domain spatial domain methods are simple 
and computationally fast. In this domain  the most com-
mon and simplest method is the Least Significant Bit 
(LSB) based  steganographic method, it conceals the data 
in the least significant bit without any perceptible distor-
tions. In this method the message is firstly preprocess, it 
will reduce the data size, after that it will be embedded 
into the least significant bits of the image based on pixel 
intensity. 

The data embedding capacity can be increased by 
choosing two or more bits in each pixel. Embedding of   
bits can be performed either simply or randomly the 
amount of embedding data into an image is based on 
the size of the cover image. If the size of payload exceeds 
that of cover image then that will produce some distor-
tions in the stego image, thus it will be perceptible by 
the intruders. So for embedding data into the regions 
which produce least distortions are selected, the com-
mon regions of interest are edge pixel, skin pixel, corner 
pixel. In this cover image is first decomposed into bit 
planes and then the least significant bit of the images are 
replaced with secret data bits. Different available methods 
in spatial domain are: A common and simple approach of 
hiding data within an image is LSB substitution

•	 LSB(least significant bit)

•	 PVD(Pixel value differencing)
•	 EBE(Edge based data embedding )
•	 RPE(Random based embedding)
•	 GLM(Gray level modification method)

A common and very popular methodology of hid-
ing data within an image is LSB substitution.LSB based 
steganography is divided into LSB substitution and LSB 
matching technique. In LSB substitution method as the 
name implies replaces the least significant bit in some 
bytes of the cover image pixel with the information to be 
hidden. Suppose we have the following binary representa-
tion for the image.

10010101   00001101
10010110   00001111
And we want to embed the 4 bits of data: 1011 into 

the cover, so we get the following after applying LSB tech-
nique that is the stego image, here we are replacing the 
least significant bit of the cover with the secret data bits so 
we get the resultant stego.

10010101 00001101
10010110   00001111
In an 8 bit image the least significant bit of the image 

is replaced with the secret data, whereas in 24 bit colour 
image the least significant values of red, blue and green 
are altered. In this technique the data storing capacity can 
be increased by using two or more configuration of LSB 
for concealing the data, but it will affect the stego qual-
ity. So better security can be ensured by embedding secret 
data into specific regions within an image, these regions 
provide least distortions as compared to other parts of 
the image. Generally we are considering edges for data 
hiding, because these parts are less sensitive to visual 
distortions. Maintaining stego image qualiy is an impor-
tant issue for the protection of secret data, so the image 
obtained after embedding data is almost similar to that 
of the original one, because the changes in the LSB pixel 
don’t produce too much difference in the image. During 
the transmission of stego image if any suspicion is raised, 
then the hackers will try to know the hidden information 
inside the message.

Among the proposed data hiding techniques, LSB is 
one of the simplest techniques to insert data into cover 
image. The main advantages of LSB embedding are its 
simplicity and changing rapidly property provides high 
perceptual transparency. The LSB technique has some 
drawbacks; it is more predictable, because of the statistical 
difference between the altered and unaltered regions of the 
stego image. The distortion in stego image increases expo-
nentially, so embedding more bits is detectable. There are 
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two types of LSB insertion methods, fixed-size and vari-
able size, fixed one embeds the same number of data bits, 
in the cover image whereas in variable size embedding 
data rate is variable. In LSB method if one embeds infor-
mation in the LSB plane, so the chance of detecting the 
existence of secret data is very high, it can be avoided by 
using embedding data in 2LSB plane of the cover image. It 
means that each of the least two significant bits hold one 
bit of the message .It is easy to implement, and has higher 
embedding capacity and it provides imperceptibility. An 
independent 2LSB is known as I2LSB, here changes occur 
in the least and second LSB planes independently. The 
payload embedding capacity of 2LSB and I2LSB are twice 
that of LSB. Capacity of hiding data and quality of stego 
image are the two benchmarks used by the steganography 
to evaluate the hiding performance.11-13

Pixel value differencing also known as PVD method 
is based on human vision sensitivity; in this the size of 
the hidden data bits can be calculated by the difference 
between two consecutive pixels in the cover image. It pro-
vides good imperceptibility, in this the number of bits can 
be embedded is determined by obtaining the difference 
between two consecutive pixels .Based on the obtained 
pixel difference we can determine region, if the difference 
is small it is in smooth area, otherwise it is in the edge 
region. The difference value is mapped into a range table 
this table is separated into different ranges of widths. So 
the width of a range table mentions the number of bits 
that can be embedded. It provides moderate capacity and 
high security. The embedding capacity in the smooth 
region is less compared to edge region that is more data 
can be embedded into the edge area and hence ensures 
security, whereas embedding in smooth regions may 
introduce artifacts. In this method cover image is divided  
into  non overlapping blocks comprised with two con-
secutive pixels, a difference value can be found out from 
the nearby pixels. The difference value ranges from 0 to 
255, and if the difference value is small, then the pixels 
are in smoother region, otherwise it in edge area. In the 
edge area pixel seems to be more noisy than their neigh-
boring pixels, so edge regions formulate  a better option 
to conceal secret information than any other parts of the 
image .Modified pixels in the normal regions are much 
more noticeable than the high texture regions. So the best 
way for embedding payload is in the noisy cover pixels or 
in high textured edge regions because they are impercep-
tible. In PVD next phase is to design a range table with 
contiguous range, and it ranges from 0 to 255. The upper 

and lower boundaries are marked by ‘u’ and ‘l‘ respec-
tively. This technique referring to only one direction 
for data hiding, whereas in tri-way PVD, three different   
edges are considered for hiding purpose, thus the embed-
ding capacity is three times as that of PVD method.14,15

5. Transform Domain Techniques
In this domain method, images are first transformed and 
then the message is embedded into the image. It is also 
known as frequency domain. In this method secret bits 
are embedded indirectly, it means that the data is embed-
ded in the transform or frequency domain of the cover 
image pixels. Compared to spatial domain techniques, 
transform domain techniques appear to be more complex 
and hence slow, if features of the cover file could not be 
utilized. Transform domain based methods conceal the 
data into the areas that are less exposed to external fac-
tors.  This method embeds the data into the cosine or 
Fourier coefficients of an image indirectly, it means that 
firstly the input image file is divided into various number 
of coefficients then only data embedding takes place into 
the coefficients. In Transform domain mode data hiding 
is performed in significant regions of the cover image. 
Spatial domain techniques are the easiest way to embed 
informations, but they are highly vulnerable to minor 
variations in the cover file, which leads to destroy the 
secret data completely by the intruder. So the safest way is 
to embed the data into the frequency domain of a signal, 
it is much more robust than the spatial domain methods 
but it provides less payload capacity. Different types the 
transform domain embeddings are existing one of them 
uses discrete cosine transformation to insert the data into 
the image file, another one uses wavelet transforms. In 
this domain the sender first transforms the cover file into 
frequency domain coefficients, and then only embedding 
is performed. In transform domain the embedding opera-
tion can be done by using different frequency bands of the 
cover image. Its high embedding properties and fragility 
are beneficial to ensure proper authentication.

Frequency  domain techniques are much more stron-
ger than spatial domain, nowadays most of the systems 
prefer transform domain because they hide secret mes-
sage  in the parts of the cover file that are less revealed to  
transformations like cropping, compression and filtering. 
Frequency Domain  techniques are broadly classified such 
as, Discrete Fourier Transformation technique (DFT), 
Discrete Cosine  Transformation  technique (DCT), 
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Discrete Wavelet Transformation technique (DWT), 
lossless or reversible method, embedding in coefficients. 
This transform divides the image into different frequency 
bands like high, middle and low levels, so it is more help-
ful for the users to find out an apt embedding position for 
inserting data based on their needs. This technique uses 
various algorithms and transformations to embed the 
data into the image. A large number of the security based 
steganographic systems  today  prefer frequency domain 
techniques  because of its stronger embedding proper-
ties, that is embedding data in frequency domain is much 
stronger than embedding data in time domain. High  
imperceptibility and high robustness are the  advantages 
of  frequency domain  techniques. Low payload capacity 
is the drawback of transform domain technique.16-19

6. Cryptography
Cryptography is a widely used overt secret writing proce-
dure that makes modifications on the structure of data in 
such a way that only its intended recipient can receive it, 
and manipulate the data in order to hide their presence in 
text file. The main objective of Cryptography is to protect 
user’s integrity and confidentiality from unauthorized 

access and securing the secrecy of communication using 
methods like encryption and decryption. The key idea 
behind the secure transfer of message in Cryptography is 
based on the principle of message scrambling, so it cannot 
be easily detectable by malicious people, thus it  ensures 
multiple layers of shield. Cryptography is one of the most 
commonly used technique to  provide secure data trans-
mission between sender and receiver, for this it encrypts 
the plain text and generates the cipher text. Plain text may 
a text document, a bank account number, a password or 
any other information. The original unscrambled data 
before applying encryption is known as plain text, after 
the encryption process we get the encrypted plain text, 
it is known as cipher text. Main components of cryp-
tography are plain text, key, cipher text, encryption and 
decryption algorithms. Encryption algorithm converts 
plain text to cipher text, whereas decryption algorithm 
converts cipher text to plain text. Most commonly used 
cryptographic schemes are symmetric key cryptography, 
public key cryptography. For encryption and decryp-
tion process symmetric key cryptography uses a single 
key. Public key cryptography uses a pair of keys one for 
public is known as public key for encryption and other 
for private is known as private key for decryption pro-

Table 1. Comparison of watermarking, steganography and cryptography

CRITERION WATER MARKING STEGANOGRAPHY CRYPTOGRAPHY
Input  files At least  two At least  two One

Key Optional Optional Mandatory 
Carrier Almost  image Digital media Mostly text based
Visibility Frequently Never Always 
Flexibility Restriction on cover 

selection
Free to choose any cover file Not mentioned

Secret data Watermark Payload Plain text 
 Detection Informative Blind Blind 
Concern Robustness Capacity Robustness
Authentication Achieved by cross 

correlation 
Full retrieval of information Full retrieval of information

Type of attack Image processing Steganalysis Cryptanalysis 
Objective Copyright protection Secret communication  Data protection

Fails when  It is replaced It is detected De-cipherer
Result Watermarked file Stego file Cipher text
History Modern era Ancient Modern era 
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cess.  Example for symmetric key algorithm is DES (Data 
Encryption Standard). The digital signature algorithm, 
RSA algorithm, key exchange algorithms are examples 
of public key cryptography. The comparisons of the three 
techniques are shown in Table 1.20,21.

7. Conclusion
The initial aim of this survey is to investigate the recent 
existing data hiding techniques based on certain features 
like robustness, imperceptibility and data embedding 
capacity and how it is implemented for its future scope. 
The review conducted with the aid of comparison table 
enables the users to evaluate the performance and effi-
ciency of these techniques and choose it based on their 
application program. It is more helpful for beginners to 
understand the features, background, and history of the 
existing schemes by combining factors like high payload 
and data security.
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Abstract 

Advances in the field of information technology makes information security is a major part of it. To deal with 
security, Recognition plays an important role .Now a day the numbers of organizations are using automated person 
recognition systems to improve customer satisfaction, to enhance operating efficiency and to secure critical 
resources. The reliable biometric recognition systems to either confirm or determine the individual’s identity to 
servicing their requests. This paper gives a novel approach on user recognition using EEG signals of Brain. EEG is 
sensitive to the electrical field generated by the electric currents induced in the brain. EEG recordings are acquired 
with portable and relatively inexpensive devices when compared to the other brain imaging technique like fMRI. 
The Emotiv EPOC EEG neuro headset has 14 saline electrodes with two reference sensors is used for the acquisition 
of brainwaves. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of RAEREST 2016. 
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1. Introduction 

The term Biometrics [1] originated from two Greek words bios=”life” and   metron = “measure”. 
Biometrics deals with the automated recognition of individuals based on their behavioural and physical 
characteristics. Mainly two types of Biometrics are there. Conventional Biometrics [2] and Cognitive Biometrics. 
Conventional Biometrics use only either physiological or behavioural characteristics. Physiological means “way the 
individual possesses” like fingerprint, iris scan and behavioural means “way the individual behaves” like signature, 
voice. Cognitive Biometrics is the biometric traits detected during cognitive or emotional brain states. Cognitive 
biometrics based on the Measurement of signals directly or indirectly generated by “Way the individual thinks”. 
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Recognition systems [3] are mainly classified into three fundamental classes, namely knowledge based, 
token based, and biometric based. A knowledge-based approach depends on “something you know” such as 
personal identification number (PIN), textual password. Token-based approaches are based on “something you 
have” such as smart card, passport. These two approaches have several drawbacks- tokens may be forgotten, lost, 
misplaced or stolen. The password can be guessed by an intruder or forgotten by an authenticated individual. 

  The third approach, Biometrics are based on “something you are” such as fingerprint. Biometric uses 
physiological or behavioural features of an individual for recognition and it cannot be stolen or lost. Biometric 
techniques prevent unauthorized access to or fraudulent use of ATMs, Smart cards, Computer networks. 
  

Here introduce Brain waves [4] are used for biometric identifier. Brain waves are used for recognition 
purpose is a type of cognitive Biometrics. Brain is used to monitors and regulates the actions and reactions of the 
body. It acts as a controller for the central nervous system. Brain activity can be recorded either by measuring the 
blood flow in the brain or by measuring the neurons electrical activity. The Emotiv EPOC EEG neuro headset [5] 
has 14 saline electrodes [10] with two reference sensors is used for the acquisition of brainwaves. 

 
Nomenclature 

BCI  Brain Computer Interface  
EEG Electro Encephalogram 

2. General Methodology 

 Any biometric systems have two basic modes of operation. Verification and identification. First, in 
verification mode the system performs a one-to-one comparison of a captured biometric feature with a specific 
template stored in a biometric database in order to verify the individual is an authenticated person. Three steps are 
involved in the verification process. 

    1. Reference models are generated and stored in the model database 

    2. Samples are matched with reference models to generate the genuine and impostor scores and calculate the 
threshold value 

    3. Testing step: use a ID number to indicate which template should be used for comparison. 

    Second, in identification mode the system performs a one-to-many comparison with a biometric database, 
to check the identity of an unknown individual. System will succeed in identifying the individual if the comparison 
of the biometric sample to a template in the database falls within a previously set threshold.  

General biometric system in Fig 1: contains: 

• Sensor: Is used to acquire all the necessary data 

• Enrolment: Is the first time of an individual uses a biometric system. During this phase, biometric information       
from an individual is captured and stored.  

• Pre-processing: In this step remove artifacts from the sensor 

• Feature extractor: In which necessary features need to be extracted in the optimal way 

• Template generator: A template is a synthesis of the relevant characteristics extracted from the source.  

• Matcher: In this phase the obtained template is passed to a matcher that compares it with other existing templates, 
estimating the distance between them using algorithm like hamming code. 
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Fig 1: General Biometric System 

3. Brain Biometric 

Brain waves are used for biometric identifier. Brain is used to monitors and regulates the actions and 
reactions of the body. Brain activity can be recorded either by measuring the blood flow in the brain or by 
measuring the neurons electrical activity 

 Fig 2: Brain Biometric System 

3.1. Brain Wave Acquisition: 

 Electroencephalogram (EEG) is sensitive to the electrical field generated by the electric currents in the 
brain .EEG recordings are acquired with portable and relatively inexpensive devices. In the acquisition setup surface 
electrodes are placed which limits the number of the electrodes positioning on the whole scalp. EEG has 5 frequency 
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components: Delta [0.5 - 4Hz]  , Theta [4 – 8 Hz]  , Alpha [8 – 14 Hz], Beta [14 – 30 Hz] ,Gamma [ > 30 Hz].From 
these components Slow waves are Delta & Theta  and Fast waves are Beta & Gamma. 
  

 
Fig 3: Brain Waves 

 
The Emotive EEG headset [10] is a valid device for measuring EEG and evaluating the subjective 

emotional parameters of subjects and has a high level of reliability.We used the TestBench™ research software 
packet included in the Emotiv Research Edition SDK which provided the recording option of the EEG data files in 
binary EEGLAB format. For the experiment we have synchronized the visual output of pictures with an EEG data 
recording.  

 

 
Fig 4: Channel selection 
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The EEG signal pre-processing, by which means the raw EEG data [6] is prepared for the further analysis 
and feature extraction. The preparation usually consists of the following steps: band pass filtering, baseline removal, 
detrending, artifact removal and finally enhancing the useful EEG data using Independent Component Analysis. 

3.2. Feature Extraction: 

 Features extracted from Brain signals using various Techniques like Analysis based on time, Analysis 
based on frequency, Time-Frequency Analysis and Time-Frequency-Space Analysis, Wavelet Transform. 
 Wavelet transform [7] is used to converts a signal into a different form revealing the characteristics hidden 
in the original signal. Wavelet is a small oscillating wave like characteristic and has its energy concentrated in time. 
Wavelet transform enables variable window sizes in analysing different frequency components within a signal. 

3.3. Classification: 

 Extracted EEG [8] features are classified using an artificial neural network trained with the back 
propagation algorithm. Classification using a mapping function f, where f is got from a training set T, and to find the 
label of a feature vector x. 

3.4. Brain Computer Interface: 

 BCI [9] is a interface between brain and machine .BCI extracts electrical signals from brain and process 
them to generate control signals for computers. 

4. Back end flow diagram 

 The back-end part consists of two main modules: 1) the Signal Acquisition and Pre-processing module and 
2) the Feature Extraction and Classification module. The advantage of such division is that the system can adapt to 
any EEG hardware by adjusting only the Signal Acquisition and Pre-processing module. The main purpose of this 
module is to deliver the selected raw EEG data in a compact and organized form to the Feature Extraction and 
Classification module, which is responsible for calculating and delivering the final authentication results to the 
front-end.  

  The Flowchart [11] representing the EEG signal handling steps divided in two main modules. The first 
module represents the actual signal acquisition module which should be implemented on the particular environment 
connected directly to the EEG measuring device. The second part is responsible for feature extraction and matching 
the extracted features to the database records on the server side.  

4.1. The signal acquisition and pre-processing module: 

 This module built with a help from the OpenVIBE11 software platform [12], which is dedicated to 
designing, testing and using brain-computer interfaces. The most significant features can be extracted from the 
visual parietal-occipital cortex of the brain. Therefore the Channel Selector is created and is set to obtain the data 
from the following four EEG sensor locations: P7, P8, O1, O2, based on the international 10-20 system . The 
Butterworth Bandpass Filter [16] was applied in order to avoid frequencies which are lower than 0.5 Hz and higher 
than 40 Hz, because these frequences were not informative enough for further feature extraction . The CSV Package 
File Writer is responsible for generating an EEG data package by the request of the front-end. The numeric EEG 
measurement values are separated by commas, thus using a  Comma Separated Value (CSV) syntax. 
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Fig 5: Back end flow diagram 

 

TIME(S), 
 
P7, 

 
O1, 

 
O2, 

 
P8, 

 
SAMPLING  
    RATE 

0.000000, 4614.358887, 3870.769287, 4448.205078, 4300.512695, 128 
0.007813, 4621.025879, 3871.794922, 4457.436035, 4304.102539,  
0.015625, 4626.153809, 3862.051270, 4449.743652, 4295.897461,  
0.023438, 4614.358887, 3861.025635, 4447.692383, 4295.384766,  
0.031250, 4608.205078, 3861.538574, 4448.717773, 4295.384766,  
[…]      

Fig 6: EEG data packages 

4.2. The feature extraction and classification module: 

 This module consists of file verification, Detrending and the Baseline Removal [13], Feature Extractor and 
Feature Matcher. The package file verification procedure is necessary to ensure that the signal is acquired correctly 
and that it can be further used for the extraction of unique biometric features. To remove the baseline of the raw 
EEG dataset [14] for each electrode measurements individually, this means to remove the mean of the recording. 
This step ensures that the signal will be distributed around zero. 
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 The Design of database consists of 4 main tables: 'user_profile', 'password_images', 'eeg_features' and 
'sensors'. The 'eeg_features' table is responsible for storing the unique subjects' EEG features which are used as 
biometric identifiers for classifying the individual. The mean base-line values, ZCR measures[15], Cross-
correlation, coherence values, PSD histograms, and finally latency values are stored in this table. 
 

 

Fig 7: Dataflow 

5. Comparison Analysis 

Table 1: Comparison of various biometrics  
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6. Conclusion 

 This paper presents how brain biometric used for user recognition. Biometrics is reliable way for 
identification, based on behavioural or physiological characteristics of an individual. Brain Biometric provides 
highest degree of recognition. Brain has enormous features (uniqueness, robustness to spoofing attacks, continuous 
identification and never produce duplicate signal) in biometrics to enhance diverse security levels and more reliable 
than other biometric technologies. It used to develop some new techniques and methodologies in lie detection, crime 
detection and to detect the record of specific terrorist act. Any incident stored in the brain and to intensify brain 
related methodologies in future.  
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Abstract—Communication security is an essential and progressively difficult issue in wireless networks. Physical-layer 
approach to secret key generation which is each quick and independent of channel variations is taken into account. This approach 
makes a receiver jam the signal during a manner that also permits it to decrypt the info, nevertheless prevents alternative nodes 
from cryptography. Another well-known approach for achieving information-theoretic secrecy depends on deploying artificial 
noises to blind the intruders’ interception within the physical layer. A multiple inter-symbol obfuscation (MIO) theme is 
planned, that utilizes a collection of artificial vociferous symbols to alter the initial knowledge symbols within the physical layer. 
MIO will effectively enhance the wireless communications security. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

Wireless networks have become an imperative part of 

people’s way of life. As a result, security is an important 

issue in wireless networks since the users may transmit their 

sensitive personal info (e.g., mastercard details)over the 

wireless networks. In wireless networks, physical (PHY) 

layer security permits nodes to communicate firmly while not 

victimization resource intensive coding mechanisms at the 

appliance layer. PHY layer security measures square measure 

resource friendly to their info suppositious construct 

supported good secrecy in distinction with the process 

hardness approaches [5]. Compared with the standard 

asymmetric/symmetric cryptologic techniques which offer 

the process secrecy, it's been established that, physical layer 

security techniques, like employing a correct channel 

cryptography, are able to do the information-theoretic secrecy 

that makes the snooper hardly break the coding even it's 

unlimited computing power. The guarantee of security 

provided by CD-PHY [3] is much stronger than just keeping 

the modulation type (BPSK, QPSK, and QAM 1 , for 

example) a secret between the sender and the receiver. 

However, the information- notional secrecy needs a strict 

positive secrecy capability that the legitimate transmitter and 

receiver need to be during a higher quality channel than the 

aggressor. In MIO, [2] upon sending every information 

packet, a random set of the corresponding information 

symbols are obfuscated with a group of artificial vociferous 

symbols, that is termed symbols key, so that 

(1) the snooper’s channel quality is worse than the legitimate 

receiver’s and (2) the eavesdropper cannot decipher the 

information symbols properly since it doesn't apprehend the 

symbols key, that is updated dynamically throughout the 

information packets’ transmissions. Within the planned 

technique of ijam, the sender repeats its transmission. For 

every sample in these recurrent transmissions, the receiver 

arbitrarily jams either the sample within the original 

transmission, or the corresponding sample within the 

repetition. Since the snooper doesn't apprehend that signal 

sample is packed and that one is clean, it cannot properly 

rewrite the information. In distinction, the receiver is aware 

of that samples it packed. Thus, the receiver will decide the 

proper samples from the signal and its repetition and set up 

them to induce a clean signal, that it will rewrite 

victimization customary ways [1]. 

The following sections comprises of a brief decsription of the 

two methods. Followed by the detailed explanation of the 

comparison results between the ijam method and  obfuscation 

technique. Finally the paper is concluded. 

 

II. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

This survey focuses on the following two schemes: 

The first paper deals with a replacement approach to physical 

layer security that is freelance of channel variations, and 

therefore works even when the channel is static. This strategy 

introduces iJam, a channel- freelance PHY technique that 

mailto:lemya.sain@gmail.com
mailto:meeravm@royalcet.ac.in
mailto:thrupthymohan@gmail.com
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ensures that associate snooper cannot even extract a wireless 

signal not meant for it. And it additionally shows that iJam 

achieves orders of magnitude higher secrecy rates than 

existing schemes with no bit disagreement [1]. 

1. iJam : iJam is a PHY-layer technique that enables two 

wireless nodes to exchange an unencrypted secret key, in the 

presence of an eavesdropper without loss of generality . 

 

iJam is a channel-independent PHY technique that ensures 

that an eavesdropper cannot even demodulate a wireless 

signal not intended for it . 

The second paper describes about a method of multiple inter-

symbol obfuscation (MIO) scheme to enhance wireless 

communications security at the physical layer. In MIO, upon 

sending each data packet, a random subset of the 

corresponding data symbols are obfuscated with a set of 

artificial noisy symbols, which is called symbols key. For the 

legitimate receiver, it can offset the obfuscation of the 

symbols key by employing the reversed symbols key to 

derive the intended data symbols from the legitimate 

transmitter. 

2. MIO : MIO scheme, which utilizes a set of artificial noisy 

symbols (symbols key) to obfuscate the original data symbols 

in the physical layer .In addition, the legitimate receiver can 

discern the fake packets sent from the adversary as it will fail 

to pass the integrity check of the symbols key on the fake 

packets through symbol cross-correlation [2]. 

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

      I.   iJam 

iJam works by strategically jamming the transmission so as 

to prevent an eavesdropper from getting any information 

about the secret key, while allowing only the intended 

receiver to decode the key accurately (figure shown below). 

 

Fig 1: ijam at work 

A.  Stage 1 : Sequence generation- Salt 

The sender generates a random sequence of B bits, which we 

refer to as a salt. It delivers the salt to its PHY for 

transmission, along with the standard packet header. The 

PHY generates the OFDM signal corresponding to the 

packet. However, for each OFDM symbol corresponding to 

the salt, the PHY sends 2 copies of the symbol back-to-back. 

The PHY layer at the receiver starts by decoding the packet’s 

header. If the header is marked to indicate an iJam packet and 

the MAC address matches the receiver’s MAC address, the 

PHY waits until the end of the header, then starts jamming 

the transmission [1]. 

B.   Stage 2: Signal jamming 

For each received signal sample from the salt, the PHY either 

jams the original sample or its repetition as shown in the 

above figure. Since an OFDM symbol and its repetition are 

back- to-back, the PHY knows how to match a sample and its 

repetition. To jam a sample, the PHY transmits a signal 

sample that is drawn randomly from a zero-mean Gaussian 

distribution whose variance is set to the variance of an 

OFDM signal with the same modulation [1]. 

C.    Stage 3: Salt decoding 

To decode the salt, the PHY stitches the unjammed samples 

together to create a clean version of the OFDM signal corre-

sponding to the salt. It then decodes this clean signal to 

obtain the bits in the salt. If the bits pass the checksum, the 

receiver sends an acknowledgment to the sender. If the 

sender does not receive an ack, it repeats the process with a 

different random salt. Once the sender and receiver have 

successfully exchanged a salt, they can use it to generate the 

secret key [1]. 

 

2.  MIO: Multiple Inter-symbol Obfuscation 

 

This paper describes about a scheme to secure the wireless 

transmissions between two legitimate entities. MIO does not 

need any trusted third party to interfere the packet 

interception by the eavesdropper or static channel condition 

to cancel artificial noises. Rather, it employs the data symbols 

from the previous data packets to generate the symbols key 

which obfuscates the current data packets. 

MIO method includes two stages: MIO encryption and MIO 

decryption. MIO addresses two types of adversaries, passive 

eavesdropping attack and fake packet injection attack, during 

the wireless communication [2]. 

 

1) Passive Eavesdropping Attack: An adversary eavesdrops 

on the wireless medium and intercepts the wireless 

transmission between the legitimate transmitter and receiver. 

It can attempt to decode the signal from the intercepted signal 

with the presence of the MIO scheme. The MIO scheme will 
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provide the information-theoretic secrecy to enhance the 

wireless communications security. 

2) Fake Packet Injection Attack: An adversary injects fake 

packets to the legitimate users, triggering the events to further 

disrupt the users’s manner (e.g., mislead the users’ 

operations). Unlike the passive eavesdropping attack, it can 

deploy the brute-force to test all possible symbols keys to 

inject a fake packet. The MIO scheme will enhance the 

computational secrecy to defend against this attack. 

     A.      Stage 1: MIO Encryption 

In this first consider that legitimate transmitter A is about to 

send N data packets to legitimate receiver B. For each data 

packet, it goes through the MIO encryption process by two 

steps: (1) symbols obfuscation and normalization and (2) 

symbols key update at the transmitter. The average power of 

the encrypted symbols would not be the same as that of the 

original data symbols at the transmitter. This energy 

difference may let the eavesdropper distinguish the encrypted 

symbols from the non-encrypted ones according to the surge 

of the transmission power. To avoid this problem, the 

encrypted symbols should be normalized before they go to 

the digital to analog converter (DAC). After normalization, 

the energy of the encrypted symbols is almost the same as 

that of the data symbols. Consequently, the eavesdropper is 

hard to determine whether the received symbols are non-

encrypted data symbols or encrypted symbols [2]. 

B.       Stage 2: MIO Decryption 

 

When those encrypted symbols arrive at the legitimate 

receiver through the wireless channel, the receiver would 

conduct the MIO decryption process in two steps: (1) key 

checking and symbols decryption and (2) symbols key update 

at the receiver. Encryption and decryption process is shown 

in the figure below: 

 

Fig 2: Overview of MIO scheme 

The encrypted symbols blocks are randomly selected when a 

new packet (data symbols) goes to the symbols obfuscation 

& normalization block at the legitimate transmitter. This 

randomly pick-up mechanism can enhance the security level. 

However, at the receiver side, it would make the legitimate 

receiver hard to locate those encrypted symbols blocks due 

to: 

(1) the positions of those encrypted symbols blocks cannot be 

carried in the last packet because the sizes of adjacent data 

packets are independent from one other and (2) the receiver 

cannot precisely determine whether the received symbols are 

the packet’s data symbols at the physical layer during the 

wireless communications. 

To precisely discern those encrypted symbols blocks, the 

legitimate receiver adopts a cross- correlation operation with 

the assistance of the symbols key, called key checking. It is 

clear that by using this cross-correlation operation, the 

legitimate receiver can eliminate the channel noise influence 

to locate the correct position for each encrypted symbols 

block without any packet information (e.g., the first symbol 

of the packet and the relative positions of the encrypted 

symbols blocks in the packet). This makes MIO more 

practical during wireless communications [2]. 

 

C.     Stage 3: Computational Secrecy of the Initial Key 

The MIO scheme has to use the conventional key agreement 

protocols to start the secure wireless communications. As the 

MIO scheme does not deploy any trusted third party to issue 

a certificate authority to the legitimate pairs, it would 

inevitably make the secrecy of the first symbols key, which is 

generated by the password-authenticated key agreement 

scheme, computationally bounded. Thus, the adversary with 

enough computational power can crack the first symbols key 

if the same symbols key has been used over a long time. 

Furthermore, if the eavesdropper can correctly receive all the 

subsequent encrypted data packets, it can determine all the 

symbols keys and crack the encrypted data packets. In this 

situation, the MIO’s secrecy is bounded by the first key 

agreement scheme. Moreover, to avoid the long-term use of 

the pairwise authenticated password, the password also has to 

be updated when each communication session is completed. 

Please note that the MIO scheme is not restricted to the key 

agreement protocol described in the paper. It can apply to any 

bit-level key agreement schemes as the symbols key’s 

parameters and the first symbols key can be generated from 

any bit-level keys by using the one-way hash function [2]. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The first section of the survey relies on an easy mechanism 

that introduces iJam, a unique PHY technique that allows two  

wireless devices to communicate secret bits, within the 

presence of a snooper, and without cryptography. This 

technique however solely focuses on securing the 

information once being received by the intended receiver in 

an exceedingly communication system. This report 

enlightens the strategy of securing wireless communication 

through obfuscating the eavesdroppers by utilizing a 

collection of artificial noisy symbols. MIO doesn't want any 

trustworthy third party to interfere the packet interception by 
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the snooper.By dynamically changing the symbols key as the 

packets are disseminated, it's difficult for  somebody to brute-

force the symbols key by intercepting variety of encrypted 

symbols and analyzing them offline. 
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ABSTRACT

The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act(HIPAA) privacy and security
regulations are two crucial provisions in the protection of healthcare privacy. According to HIPAA
patient information sent through the internet should be protected and secured. In this paper, to
comply with the HIPAA regulations, chaos cryptographic technique is used to encrypt the confident
data into unreadable form. After the data decryption process, the encrypted data concealment in
ECG signals.A wavelet basedsteganography technique is used to merge the encrypted patient
confident data with the host ECG signal. To examine the performance of the proposed technique,
Percentage Residual Difference (PRD) a distortion measurement technique is used. The proposed
technique brings formidable security protection for bio-medical data with low distortion  (less than
1% )  and ECG signal remains diagnosable after watermarking and as well as after watermarks
are detach from the watermarked signal.

Keywords:  ECG, Steganography, Encryption, Wavelet,
Watermarking, Confidentiality.

INTRODUCTION

The number of elderly patients is
increasing dramatically due to the recent medical
advancements. Accordingly, to reduce the medical
labor cost, the use of remote healthcare monitoring
systems and Point-of-Care (PoC) technologies have
become popular1,2. Monitoring patients at their home
can drastically reduce the increasing traffic at
hospitals and medical centres. Moreover, Point-of-
Care solutions can provide more reliability in
emergency services as patient medical information
(ex. for diagnosis) can be sent immediately to
doctors and response or appropriate action can be
taken without delay. However, Remote health care
systems are used in large geographical areas
essentially for monitoring purposes, and, the
Internet represents the main communication

channel used to exchange information. Typically,
patient biological signals and other physiological
readings are collected using body sensors.

Next, the collected signals are sent to the
patient PDA device for further processing or
diagnoses. Finally, the signals and patient
confidential information as well as diagnoses report
or any urgent alerts are sent to the central hospital
servers via the Internet. Doctors can check those
biomedical signals and possibly make a decision
in case of an emergency from anywhere using any
device3. Using Internet as main communication
channel introduces new security and privacy threats
as well as data integration issues. According to the
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPAA), information sent through the Internet
should be protected and secured. HIPAA mandates
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that while transmitting information through the
internet a patient’s privacy and confidentiality be
protected as follows4:

Patient privacy
It is of crucial importance that a patient

can control who will use his/her confidential health
information, such as name, address, telephone
number, and Medicare number. As a result, the
security protocol should provide further control on
who can access patient’s data and who cannot.

Security
The methods of computer software should

guarantee the security of the information inside the
communication channels as well as the information
stored onserver. Accordingly, it is of crucial
importance to implement a security protocol which
will have powerful communication and storage
security5. Several researchers have proposed
various security protocols to secure patient
confidential information. Techniques used can be
categorized into two subcategories. Firstly, there
are techniques that are based on encryption and
cryptographic algorithms. These techniques are
used to secure data during the communication and
storage. As a result, the final data will be stored in
encrypted format4,6,2,7. The disadvantage of using
encryption based techniques is its large
computational overhead. Therefore, encryption
based methods are not suitable in resource-
constrained mobile environment. Alternatively,
many security techniques are based on hiding its

sensitive information inside another insensitive
host data without incurring any increase in the host
data size and huge computational overhead. These
techniques are called steganography techniques.
Steganography is the art of hiding secret information
inside another type of data called host data8.
However, steganography techniques alone will not
solve the authentication problem and cannot give
the patients the required ability to control who can
access their personal information as stated by
HIPAA. In this paper, a new security technique is
proposed to guarantee secure transmission of
patient confidential information combined with
patient physiological readings from body sensors.
The proposed technique is a hybrid between the
two preceding categories. Firstly, it is based on
using steganography techniques to hide patient
confidential information inside patient biomedical
signal. Moreover, the proposed technique uses
encryption based model to allow only the
authorized persons to extract the hidden data. In
this paper, the patient ECG signal is used as the
host signal that will carry the patient secret
information as well as other readings from other
sensors such as temperature, glucose, position, and
blood pressure. The ElectroCardioGram (ECG)

Table 2: iprd Results For Ventricular
Tachycardia Ecg Samples

Sample PRD
Number Value

1 0.2567
2 0.2786
3 0.1765
4 0.2976
5 0.1287

Table 1: prd Results For Different
Normal Ecg Segments

Sample PRD
Number Value

1 0.1925
2 0.2452
3 0.2367
4 0.1967
5 0.2762
6 0.2388
7 0.1937
8 0.1833
9 0.2876
10 0.2760

Table 3: iiprd Results For Ventricular
Fibrillation

Sample PRD
Number Value

1 0.2875
2 0.1634
3 0.2833
4 0.1774
5 0.2552
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signal is used here due to the fact that most of the
healthcare systems will collect ECG information.
Moreover, the size of the ECG signal is large
compared to the size of other information. Therefore,
it will be suitable to be a host for other small size
secret information. As a result, the proposed
technique will follow HIPAA guidelines in providing
open access for patients biomedical signal but
prevents unauthorized access to patient
confidential information. In this model body sensor
nodes will be used to collect ECG signal, glucose
reading, temperature, position and blood pressure,
the sensors will send their readings to patient’s
PDA device via Bluetooth. Then , inside the patient’s
PDA device the steganography technique will be
applied and patient secret information and
physiological readings will be embedded inside
the ECG host signal. Finally, the watermarked ECG
signal is sent to the hospital server via the Internet.
As a result, the real size of the transmitted data is
the size of the ECG signal only without adding any
overhead, because the other information are
hidden inside the ECG signal without increasing

its size. At hospital server the ECG signal and its
hidden information will be stored. Any doctor can
see the watermarked ECG signal and only
authorized doctors and certain administrative
personnel can extract the secret information and
have access to the confidential patient information
as well as other readings stored in the host ECG
signal. The proposed steganography technique has
been designed in such a way that guarantees
minimum acceptable distortion in the ECG signal,
Furthermore, it will provide the highest security that
can be achieved. The use of this technique will
slightly affect the quality of ECG signal. However,
watermarked ECG signal can still be used for
diagnoses purposes as it is proven in this paper. In
this work the following research questions are
answered:

• Can the proposed technique protect patient
confidential data as explained in the HIPAA
security and privacy guidelines?

•  What will be the effect on the original ECG
signal after applying the proposed
steganography technique in terms of size
and quality?

Rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section II briefly discusses the related works and
what other researchers did in this area. In section III
we discuss the basic system design, the embedding
process (i.e patient sensitive data into ECG signal)
and the extraction process. Next, in section IV
security analysis is proposed. Then Section V
explains diagnosability measurement. Section VI
shows the results of PRD calculated before and
after secret data extraction. Finally, section VII

concludes the paper.

Table II and III shows 10 different cases
taken and their corresponding average PRD
values. It can be clearly seen how the values are
approximately equal for different cases. The
obtained results further prove that our proposed
technique will cause minimum distortion for
different cases of the scrambling matrix.

Related Work
There are many approaches to secure

patient sensitive data9,7,2,10. However, one

 Patient Confidential Details:
Name: Ramesh
Age:23
Id:hd443
Temp:98*F
Glucose:180
Blood Pressure: Normal

Fig. 1: Original data consisting of
patient information

Fig. 2: Proposed Method System Architecture
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approach11,12,13 proposed to secure data is based
on using steganography techniques to hide secret
information inside medical images. The challenging
factors of these techniques are how much
information can be stored, and to what extent the
method is secure. Finally, what will be the resultant
distortion on the original medical image or signal.

Kai-mei Zheng and Xu Qian13 proposed a
new reversible data hiding technique based on
wavelet transform. Their method is based on
applying B-spline wavelet transform on the original
ECG signal to detect QRS complex. After detecting
R waves, Haar lifting wavelet transform is applied
again on the original ECG signal. Next, the non
QRS high frequency wavelet coefficients are
selected by comparing and applying index subscript
mapping. Then, the selected coefficients are shifted
one bit to the left and the watermark is embedded.
Finally, the ECG signal is reconstructed by applying
reverse haar lifting wavelet transform. Moreover,
before they embed the watermark, Arnold transform
is applied for watermark scrambling. This method
has low capacity since it is shifting one bit. As a
result only one bit can be stored for each ECG
sample value. Furthermore, the security in this
algorithm relies on the algorithm itself, it does not
use a user defined key. Finally, this algorithm is
based on normal ECG signal in which QRS
complex can be detected. However, for abnormal
signal in which QRS complex cannot be detected,
the algorithm will not perform well.

H. Golpira and H. Danyali12 proposed a
reversible blind watermarking for medical images
based on wavelet histogram shifting. In this work
medical image such as MRI is used as host signal.
A two dimensional wavelet transform is applied to
the image. Then, the histogram of the high frequency
subbands is determined. Next, two thresholds are
selected, the first is in the beginning and the other
is in the last portion of the histogram. For each
threshold a zero point is created by shifting the left
histogram part of the first threshold to the left, and
shifting the right histogram part of the second
threshold to the right. The locations of the thresholds
and the zero points are used for inserting the binary
watermark data. This algorithm performs well for
MRI images but not for ECG host signals. Moreover,

the capacity of this algorithms is low. Moreover, no
encryption key is involved in its watermarking
process.

Finally, S.Kauf and O.Farooq11 proposed
new digital watermarking of ECG data for secure
wireless communication. In their work, each ECG
sample is quantized using 10 bits, and is divided
into segments. The segment size is equal to the
chirp signal that they use. Therefore, for each ECG
segment a modulated chirp signal is added. Patient
ID is used in the modulation process of the chirp
signal. Next, the modulated chirp signal is multiplied
by a window dependent factor, and then added to
the ECG signal. The resulting watermarked signal
is 11 bits per sample. The final signal consists of 16
bits per sample, with 11 bits for watermarked ECG
and 5 bits for the factor and patient ID.

METHODOLOGY

The sender side of the proposed
steganography technique consists of four
integrated stages. The proposed technique is
designed to ensure secure information hiding with
minimal distortion of the host signal. Moreover, this
technique contains an authentication stage to
prevent unauthorized users from extracting the
hidden information.

Encryption
The aim of this stage is to encrypt the

patient confidential information in such a way that
prevents unauthorized persons - who does not have
the shared key- from accessing patient confidential
data. In this stage, a chaos cryptography technique
is used. Chaos cryptography is selected because
of its powerful encryption. Fig 1 shows an example
of what information could be stored inside the ECG
signal.

Wavelet Decomposition
Wavelet transform is a process that can

decompose the given signal into coefficients
representing frequency components of the signal
at a given time. Wavelet transform can be defined
as shown in equation C(S,P),

...(1)
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Where   represents wavelet function. S and
P are positive integers representing transform
parameters. C represents the coefficients which is
a function of scale and position parameters. Wavelet
transform is a powerful tool to combine time
domain with frequency domain in one transform. In
most applications discrete signals are used.

Therefore, Discrete Wavelet Transform
(DWT) must be used instead of continuous wavelet
transform. DWT decomposition can be performed
by applying wavelet transform to the signal using
band filters. The result of the band filtering operation
will be two different signals, one will be related to
the high frequency components and the other
related to the low frequency components of the
original signal. If this process is repeated multiple

times, then it is called multi-level packet
waveletdecomposition. Discrete Wavelet transform
can be defined as in equation W(i,j),

...(2)

Where W(i,j) represents the DWT
coefficients. i and j are the scale and shift transform
parameters, and  ij(n) is the wavelet basis time
function with finite energy and fast decay. The
wavelet function can be defined as in below
equation,

...(3)

Fig. 3: ECG signals for before applying the steganography operation and after the
steganography operation as well as after extracting the hidden data
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In this paper, a 5-level wavelet packet
decomposition has been applied to the host signal.
Accordingly, 32 sub-bands resulted from this
decomposition process. In each decomposition
iteration the original signal is divided into two
signals. Moreover, the frequency spectrum is
distributed on these two signals. Therefore, one of
the resulting signals will represent the high
frequency component and the other one represents
the low frequency component.

Most of the important features of the ECG
signal are related to the low frequency signal.
Therefore, this signal is called the approximation
signal (A). On the other hand, the high frequency
signal represents mostly the noise part of the ECG
signal and is called detail signal (D). As a result, a
small number of the 32 sub-bands will be highly
correlated with the important ECG features while
the other sub bands will be correlated with the noise
components in the original ECG signal. Therefore,
in our proposed technique different number of bits
will be changed in each wavelet coefficient (usually
called steganography level) based on its sub-band.

As a result, a different steganography level
will be selected for each band in such a way that
guarantees the minimal distortion of the important
features for the host ECG signal. The process of
steganography levels selection was performed by
applying lot of experimentations.

It is clear that, hiding data in some sub-
bands will highly affect the original signal, while
hiding in other sub bands would result in small
distor tion effect. Accordingly, the selected
steganography levels for bands from 1 to 17 are 5
bits and 6 bits for the other bands.

The Embedding Operation
At this stage the proposed technique will

use a special security implementation to ensure
high data security. In this technique a scrambling
operation is performed using two parameters. First
is the shared key known to both the sender and the
receiver.

The embedding operation performs the
data hiding process in the wavelet coefficients
according to the sub-band sequence from the

fetched row. The embedding process will start by
reading the current wavelet coefficient in sub-band
32 and changing its LSB bits. Then, it will read the
current wavelet coefficient in sub-band 22 and
changing its LSB bits, and so on.

On the other hand, the steganography
level is determined according to the level vector
which contains the information about how many
LSB bits will be changed for each sub-band. For
example if the data is embedded in sub-band 32
then 6 bits will be changed per sample, while if it is
embedded into wavelet coefficient in sub-band 1
then 5 LSB bits will be changed.

Inverse wavelet re-composition
In this final stage, the resultant

watermarked 32 sub-bands are recomposed using
inverse wavelet packet re-composition. The result
of this operation is the new watermarked ECG signal.
The inverse wavelet process will convert the signal
to the time domain instead of combined time and
frequency domain. Therefore, the newly
reconstructed watermarked ECG signal will be very
similar to the original unwatermarked ECG signal.
The detailed is in embedding algorithm.

The algorithm starts by initializing the
required variables. Next, the coefficient matrix will
be shifted and scaled to ensure that all coefficients
values are integers. Then, the algorithm will select
a node out of 32 nodes in each row of the coefficient
matrix. The selection process is based on the value
read from the scrambling matrix and the key. The
algorithm will be repeated until the end of the
coefficient matrix is reached. Finally, the coefficient
matrix will be shifted again and re-scaled to return
its original range and inverse wavelet transform is
applied to produce the watermarked ECG signal.

Watermark Extraction Process
To extract the secret bits from the

watermarked ECG signal, the first step is to apply
5-level wavelet packet decompositionto generate
the 32 sub-bands signals. Next, using the shared
key and scrambling matrix the extraction operation
starts extracting the secret bits in the correct order
according to the sequence rows fetched from the
scrambling matrix.
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Finally, the extracted secret bits are
decrypted using the same shared key. The
watermark extraction process is almost similar to
the watermarking embedding process. Except that
instead of changing the bits of the selected node, it
is required to read values of the bits in the selected
nodes, and then resetting them to zero.

Security Analysis
The security of the proposed algorithm is

mainly based on the idea of having several
parameters shared between the transmitter and the
receiver entities. Any change in any parameter will
lead to extraction of wrong data. Accordingly,the
receiver and transmitter should agree on the
following information:

1. The scrambling matrix
2. The encryption key i.e. shared secret.
3. Steganography levels vector

As a result, even if the key is stolen the
attacker will require knowing the scrambling matrix
as well as the steganography levels vector. The
scrambling matrix is stored inside the transmitter/
receiver pair and it will not be transmitted under
any circumstance. For example, each patient could
have his own device from his medical service
provider and the matrix is burnt on this device.
Therefore, for each pair of transmitter and receiver,
it must be a unique scrambling matrix.

Diagnosability Measurement
Of Thewatermarked Ecg Signal

To evaluate the proposed model, the PRD
(Percentage Residual Difference) is used to
measure the difference between the original ECG
host signal and the resul ting watermarked ECG
signal.

Where x represents the original ECG signal, and y
is the watermarked signal.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In this paper three different types of ECG
signals are used for experimentation. A test bed of
20 ECG samples is used for experimentation. The
set of samples consist of 10 normal (NSR) ECG
samples, 5 Ventricular fibrillation ECG samples and
5 Ventricular Tachycardia ECG samples. Each
sample is 10 seconds long with 250 Hz sampling
frequency.

Table II and III shows 10 different cases
taken and their corresponding average PRD
values. It can be clearly seen how the values are
approximately equal for different cases. The
obtained results further prove that our proposed
technique will cause minimum distortion for
different cases of the scrambling matrix.

CONCLUSION

In this paper a novel steganography
algorithm is proposed to hide patient information
as well as diagnostics information inside ECG
signal. This technique will provide a secured
communication and confidentiality in a Point-of-
Care system. A 5-level wavelet decomposition is
applied. A scrambling matrix is used to find the
correct embedding sequence based on the user
defined key. Steganography levels (i.e. number of
bits to hide in the coefficients of each sub-band)
are determined for each sub-band by experimental
methods. In  this paper we tested the diagnoses
quality distortion. It is found that the resultant
watermarked ECG can be used for diagnoses and
the hidden data can be totally extracted.
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Abstract— The intelligence required for the smart operation of 
micro grid can be realized by using Multi-Agent Systems (MAS). 
Micro grids will be an integral part of future electricity grid 
offering integration of DERs, advanced storage and demand 
management. This paper presents a detailed survey and review 
report of Multi-Agent based systems on Microgrid. Various 
advantages and challenges on Multi-Agent Technology in 
research years is discussed. This survey report will help the 
researchers to know the recent developments undertaken in this 
application.

Index Terms—Micro grid, Multi-Agent, Java Agent 
Development Frame, Foundation of Intelligent and Physical 
Agent, Distributed Energy Resources, Deregulation, Electricity 
Market.

I. INTRODUCTION
Deregulated Electricity Market requires good decision- 

support tools to assist various operators in their decisions. The 
most important part of this is the modeling of electricity 
markets and the requirement of good simulation tools.

Microgrid basically involves distributed generators, 
renewable energy sources, energy storage systems and 
controllable loads operating in a coordinated manner to supply 
reliable electricity and reduce energy prices [1-3]. For the 
interconnection of distributed energy resources (DERs) IEEE 
has established various standards [4]. Microgrid can operate in 
both grid connected and in islanded mode [5-6]. An operator in 
a micro grid is more than an aggregator of small rating 
generators, or a service provider of a network, or a controller of 
load, or a regulator of emission. The operator in micro grid has 
to handle dynamic variant tasks among all the sources in terms 
of economic, technicality, functionalities and all above 
environmental friendly emission. Advantage of micro grid is its 
concept of reliable power supply with smart solutions towards 
handling dynamic conflicting interests among the stake holders 
to move towards globally acceptable decision for all the market 
players involved on achieving optimal operation [7]. 

There are two phases of acceptability of micro grid in 
interconnected system. From the view point of the customer, 
the micro grid would provide the available power with higher 
reliability. And from the grid operator’s point, as a single 
controlled entity the micro grid would likely to work as a 
single aggregator; either as aggregated generator or aggregated 
load. It suffices that concept behind the micro grid is 

aggregation which helps the supply and demand side resources 
in distribution grids to participate effectively. Application of 
micro grid sources can minimize the burden for transmission 
and distribution facilities to facilitate the power to the 
customers who are far away through locating the distributed 
energy sources near to the loads. This would help to reduce the 
losses and prominent substitute of the assets [15,17,63]. During 
lightly loaded or heavily loaded condition of the system, which 
is stated to be emergency conditions, a micro grid can be easily 
disconnected from the main grid through islanding operation, 
thus increases the reliability. To facilitate immediate 
disconnection most of the micro grid is interconnected to 
upstream distribution network. In islanding more of operation, 
depending on the size, a micro grid would work with 
coordinate control of their resources moving towards optimal 
DER penetration and control. At different low scale of power, 
micro grid is flourishing at a vast rate in past few years. 
Therefore, a low level voltage grid, feeder with distributed 
energy sources is defined to be micro grid. In general, the 
maximum capacity of a microgrid is limited to few MW 
[1,7,57].

 Due to lack of flexibility Supervisory Control and Data 
Acquisition Systems (SCADA) cannot be applicable for high 
penetration of DERs and to take complex control decisions [8]. 
The best solutions for such problems are Multi-Agent Systems 
(MAS). The use of MAS Technology in Microgrid solves a 
number of operational problems. 

The centralized control is difficult for small distributed 
generation units with different owners and local decision 
taking. When the microgrid is operating in a market it is 
necessary that each participating unit has certain degree of 
intelligence [31]. The MAS can be used as a suitable tool for 
the operation and control of a Microgrid, which is briefed in 
the following sections.

The article is organized as follows. Section II discusses the 
features of a Multi-Agent System (MAS). Section III focuses 
on various application of MAS on Micro grids. Section IV 
deals with Market Agents and different electricity market 
simulators. Section V discusses about the Microgrid 
Management System. Various advantages and challenges of 
MAS technology are also discussed. Section VI provides 
conclusion for the review carried out in this article and future 
focus of MAS on micro grids.
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II. MULTI AGENT SYSTEM (MAS)
A micro grid comprises of Distributed Energy Sources 

(DERs) where the economic management becomes 
complicated. A model of micro grid is shown in Fig.1. 

Fig.1. A Micro grid System
The economic management among the micro grid 

interaction with the main grid is possible by Multi Agent 
System (MAS). The MAS has a constructive behavior of 
solving the solution to a problem in terms of algorithmic way. 
It structures about agent interaction with other agents, how to 
overcome conflicts of interests and work coherently to achieve 
common end goals in a optimal way [9]. The major focus of 
MAS is to build flexibility, scalability, autonomous operation 
and problem complexity reduction. A very flexible approach is 
Multi Agent Systems (MAS) for handling complex distributed 
dynamic system operation. Its job is to achieve the desired 
objectives through flexible autonomous action with the help of 
a computer system [11]. They have the following properties: 
autonomy, social ability, reactivity, goal oriented and pro 
activity.  

In Multi-Agent Systems, many small problems are broken 
down from a complex control problem and each and every 
small problem is addressed by individual agent. Once the small 
problems objective is resolved by individual agent, the solution 
is shared among the other individual agents and communicated 
for achieving its specific task of the system. It is a layered 
communication among the agents to achieve the systems 
objective with less time by computing parallel among the 
agents. 

Depending on one specific goal, MAS agents focus their 
task to perform in an efficient manner. The capability of each 
agent is limited and they cannot control the entire system, the 
agents can communicate with other agents and hence MAS can 
achieve its entire goal [12]. Multi-Agent technology is a branch 
of distributed artificial intelligence with good adaptability and 
coordination ability. It can be used to solve the power 
optimization problem of power systems [13]. 

The main task of MAS is to interact the micro grid with the 
main grid, to get the best efficient operation. Fig. 2 shows the 
Multi-Agent technology and the coordination between the 
agents.

Fig.2. Multi-Agent Technology [9]

III. MULTI AGENT SYSTEM IN MICRO GRID

Multi-Agent based technology provides a suitable 
technique to allow a smooth face over from the actual 
distribution grid to smart distribution grids [14-15]. The multi 
agent based approach has introduced to various micro grid 
applications like market operations, distributed management 
systems [16-17] etc. Various agents were proposed while 
simulating multiple microgrid market scenario [18] and MAS 
implementation for operation of micro grid is presented [19]. 
MAS have the following applications [20]:
• Controlling a micro grid taking into account the

renewable energy sources, voltage control and thermal 
constraints.

• Interaction among entities for efficient market operations.
• Decision making can be done with readily available data

or information.
• Extension of already existing systems/ functions [21].
• Modeling and Simulation [22].

Many micro grid activities involving MAS have been 
reported either in market operations or in DER 
implementations but its coordination action is rarely addressed. 
Researchers have proposed a method which integrates 
microgrid market operations and implementation of DERs in 
Simulink, Java Agent Development Frame (JADE) and Multi-
Agent Control Simulation Jade Extension (MACSimJX) [23-
24].  JADE is a FIPA (Foundation of Intelligent and Physical 
Agent) compliant Multi-Agent platform which supports a 
certain style of agent implementation [25-26]. JAVA language 
is used behind development of JADE functionality. It helps in 
achieving simplicity of designing MAS through middle-ware 
compiling via FIPA specifications and graphical user interface 
tools. This tool helps to debug and deploy the phases of 
operation. It is an open source platform for peer-to-peer agent 
based applications. Fig. 3 Shows a FIPA agent model. 
Microgrid with a decentralized control is presented in [27]. 
JADE platform is used for communication between microgrid 
and agents, which is simulated with MATLAB/Simulink. The 
other major platforms are ZEUS and VOLTTRON. 
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ZEUS is a FIPA compliant open source agent development 
platform implemented in JAVA programming language [28]. 
VOLTTRON is a distributed agent execution framework for 
use in electrical power systems [29]. In majority of papers 
MAS is implemented in JADE platform helps to build robust, 
complex and scalable MAS for most of the applications [30].

Two utility agent works under each agent platform. They 
are called to be Agent Management Service (AMS) agent and 
Directory Facilitator (DF) agent. The directory of agents 
registered with the MAS platform similar to white pages acts as 
AMS and yellow pages acts as DF which is a directory of 
agents and services they can offer to other agents [31]. The 
FIPA provides an open architecture so that agents can be easily 
added and removed. This extensibility is one of the key 
benefits to the use of agents in power engineering applications.

Fig. 3. FIPA Agent Model
The agents must be flexible, extensible, and open. It should 

be able to interact with other agents. The agents must be 
designed satisfying their characteristics like reactivity, pro-
activeness and social ability. 

Many papers deal with the application of Multi-Agent 
Systems for power distribution systems. This includes 
distributed energy resource scheduling, power system 
restoration, active distribution networks operation and 
microgrid control management [32-36]. The multi-agent 
system technology has also been used for the protection of 
power system by several researchers [37-40].

The Microgrid can operate either in grid connected mode or 
in islanded mode. One of the researchers presented a new 
concept on Intelligent Distributed Autonomous Power Systems 
[41]. Several papers deal with the operation of Microgrid with 
components like photovoltaic, micro-turbines, small wind 
turbines, loads and battery storage [42-45]. Many researcher 
works focuses on the applications of multi-agent system 
technology in decentralized control and management of power,
which shows that  multi-agent  system  is  a very  promising 
technology  for  the  modeling and operation of Microgrids.

IV. MICRO GRID MARKET MODELING BASED ON AGENTS

The main objective of an electricity market is to ensure 
secure and efficient operation and to decrease the electricity 
cost through competition. Whole sale market and retails market 
are the two types of electricity markets. In whole sale market 
the electricity as a commodity is traded between utilities and 
traders before it’s sold to consumers. In retail market the 
electricity is traded between retailers and consumers. These 
two different markets can interact with each other through a 
pool or bilateral transactions. Fig. 4 shows the structure of a 
sample electricity market.

Fig.4. Structure of Electricity Market
ISO: Independent System Operator
PX: Power Exchange
BM: Balancing Mechanism
SP: Settlement Process
As micro grids being small capacity, they are not allowed 

to participate directly in the whole sale or relate market. They 
participate retail supplier that too as a part of it or as an energy 
service company [46]. The development of local distribution 
network in terms of optimal operation, control and 
maintenance is in the hands of micro grid operator. The energy 
market participation of micro grid is analyzed based on the 
availability of generation and requirement of load. Market 
Agents mainly deals with balance of supply and demand and 
its economics. Here the most important aspect is the 
communication between the agents. It must be reliable, 
traceable and auditable [47-48]. The main agents to handle 
interconnected system are Generation agent, Transmission 
agent, Distribution agent and Operation agents. Several 
markets are proposed for microgrid operation where the 
microgrid participates in a market mechanism for exchange of 
power with main grid [49-53]. MAS for real time operation of 
micro grid is also proposed [54]. On expansion of agents in 
different sectors of power system, they are; generator agents, 
load agents, renewable energy agents, demand side 
management agents, a storage agent, a schedule coordinator 
agent and a microgrid manager agent. A real time 
implementation of Multi-Agent based game theory reverse 
auction model for microgrid market operations with DERs is 
also addressed [55]. The incorporation of agents to the grid will 
enhance the intelligence of the grid [56-57]. Fig.5 shows the 
market operations of a microgrid using MAS.

Fig.5. MAS based Market operations of a micro grid [25]
Electricity marks are modeled and simulated using 

electricity Market simulators. The various agent based 
electricity market simulators are given below:
A. Electricity Market Complex Adaptive Systems Model 

(EMCAS)
It is an agent based simulation of electricity markets, which 

describes the behavior of producers and consumers in the 
electricity markets [58]. 
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B. Multi-Agent Intelligent Simulator (MAIS)
It is an agent based system used for analysis and 

understanding of dynamic price changes in wholesale 
electricity markets [59].

C. Multi-Agent Simulation System for Competitive Electricity 
Markets (MASCEM)
This uses reinforcement learning algorithm to provide 

market participants with strategic capabilities in electricity 
markets [60]. MASCEM includes a market operator agent, a 
system operator agent, a market facilitator agent, seller, buyer 
and VPP agents. Fig.6 Shows the multiple agents used in 
MASCEM.

Fig.6. Multiple agents in MASCEM [6]

D. Power Trading Agent Competition (Power TAC)
It is a competitive market simulation platform which 

provides an insight to the structure and operation of retail 
electricity markets [61].

The two way communication between the entities in a 
smart grid environment is possible by the introduction of 
Information and Communication Technology (ICT). This will 
deal with various layers like generation, transmission, 
distribution and consumption of energy along with smart 
metering, real time monitoring of grid etc. [62]. The multi-
layered grid concept along with its functionalities and flows is 
shown in Fig. 7.

Fig.7. Multi-layered grid concept [59]

V. MICRO GRID MANAGEMENT

The traditional Energy Management System is no longer 
sufficient to control the operations of future grid system. This 
requires an efficient local control and intelligent decision 
making system. Such functionalities can be achieved through 
Intelligent Multi-Agent Systems (IMAS). The microgrid 

management system monitors and controls the DERs and the 
loads for optimal operation. The system will interacts with 
various DERs and loads as well as external systems for utility 
information and forecasting [63]. Fig. 8 shows a typical 
microgrid management system. A multi agent approach for 
distributed energy resources control in micro grid with two 
layer control strategies both in grid connected and islanded 
modes is proposed [64]. Multi agent approach is also proposed
in Load Frequency Control issues and reliability issues to 
solve in a faster way [65-68].

Fig.8. Microgrid Management System
One of the key elements of microgrid management system 

is optimization tool. By adjusting the DERs, loads etc., it 
optimizes the power flow in the micro grid. The input used for 
optimization is the forecasted data from DERs, loads and 
market operations. The characteristics of the DERs, load and 
market is obtained from the data analysis. The other elements 
include Energy Trading and Load Management Techniques. 
The whole elements constitute a microgrid management 
system.

The various advantages offered by the MAS technology 
are:
• Reliability and Security: Established MAS technology is

highly reliable and secured.
• Computational Efficiency and Speed: The coordinated

action of various agents will increase the computational
speed.

• Smart and Efficient Communication: The efficient
communication is done by proper tool. It depends upon
the multi-agent platform and standards used.

• Development and Maintainability: MAS technology is
capable to extend its model according to various
functionalities.

• Resiliency and Flexibility: The MAS can quickly
respond and adjust to various disturbances.

The main challenges of Multi-Agent System Technology 
are: 
• Selection of multi-agent system platform to ensure long

term compatibility.
• Designing an intelligent agent
• Agent communication language and data standards
• Level of Security and agent mobility
• Lack of experience in using MAS technology.

The platform selection is very important since it will help to 
develop a flexible, extensible and open architecture. Selecting 
the agent communication language and standards is also 
important to exchange the essential information. The standards 
are set by Foundation of Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA).  
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VI. CONCLUSION

This paper review the works related to microgrid based on 
Multi-Agent System (MAS). Various applications of MAS on 
micro grid have been discussed considering the electricity 
markets and the microgrid management system. In addition this 
paper provides a way and light towards using multi-agent 
system for the operation and control of micro grid. The 
challenges faced by Multi-Agent System were also discussed 
which would help the researchers working under this field to 
update and focus for exploration of MAS in micro grid 
applications.
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1 Introduction
Dimitrov and Kolev [1] introduced the beta transformation for discrete random variables with finite and infi-
nite number of states. For the latter, they have defined the beta transformation Y of a random variable X
as

P[Y = 0] = 1 − p0
β

and P[Y = k] = pk−1 −
pk
β

for k = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,

where β ≥ 1 − p0 and β ≥ pk
pk−1 for k = 1, 2, . . . , and pk = P[X = k] > 0 for k = 0, 1, . . . .

The beta transformation of a random variable X with infinitely many possible values redistributes the
probability masses over the same set of values of X and makes these probabilities depend on the values of β.
If we choose β = 1 − p0, the beta transformation is degenerated at zero. Further, if β = pk

pk−1 for some k, then
the beta transformation of the original random variable X may not take all the values that X takes. (See the
example in Section 2.) Henceforth, we shall assume that β > max{1 − p0, pk

pk−1 , k = 1, 2, . . . }. Dimitrov and
Kolev [1] have shown that the beta transformation of the original random variable X coincides in distribution
with X if and only if the random variable X follows the geometric distribution and β = 1−p0

p0 .
The probability generating function (p.g.f.) of the beta-transformed random variable Y and the p.g.f. of

the original random variable X are related by the equation

PY (s) =
1 − (1 − βs)PX(s)

β
and its inverse PX(s) =

1 − βPY (s)
1 − βs

for values of β close to one. It is known that

E(Y) = 1 + (1 − β−1)E(X) and V(Y) = (1 − β−1)V(X) + 2(β−1)E(X) + (1 − β−1)β−1(E(X))2,

where E( ⋅ ) and V( ⋅ ) are the expected value and variance, respectively.
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Furthermore, the following conditions hold:
(i) E(Y) = 1 if and only if β = 1,
(ii) E(Y) > 1 if and only if β > 1,
(iii) E(Y) = E(X) if and only if E(X) = β.
Dimitrov and Kolev [1] also have given an application of the beta transformation using the Poisson dis-
tribution and noted that as a model the beta transformation offers better fit to a statistical data set than
a conventional model.

However, they have not attempted to study the reliability properties of Y. In this paper, some of the relia-
bility properties of the beta-transformed random variable like increasing failure rate, decreasing failure rate,
NBU, NBUE, DMRL are studied. We show that if the transformed distribution is IFR, then the original distri-
bution is log-convex and hence DFR for large values of β. This is done in Section 2.We also discuss the hazard
rate and the reversed hazard rate of the beta-transformed random variables. In Section 3, we discuss the infi-
nite divisibility of the beta-transformed random variable. We study the power series distribution nature of
the beta-transformed geometric random variable and obtain a characterization in Section 4. In Section 5, we
show that the beta-transformed distribution from the Katz family does not belong to the Katz family unless it
is Poisson.

2 Reliability Properties
Beforewe discuss the reliability properties of Y, it is of interest to knowwhether a beta transformation always
exists for every discrete probability distributionwhen β satisfies the conditions discussed in the introduction.
Let us consider the example of a discrete Burr distribution of type I [6].

Example 1. Consider the probability distribution given by

p2n = 1
2 (1 − θ

2)θ2n , p2n+1 = 1
2 (1 − α

2)α2n , n = 0, 1, . . . .

Here, p0 = 1
2 (1 − θ

2), and hence β > 1
2 (1 + θ

2). Further,

p2n
p2n−1
=
1 − θ2

1 − α2
θ2( θα)

2n−2
, n = 1, 2, . . . ,

p2n+1
p2n
=
1 − α2

1 − θ2
(
α
θ )

2n
, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . .

Clearly, if α ̸= θ, the supremum of one of the above fractions becomes infinity. Thus, for no finite value of β,
a beta-transformed distribution exists. We shall continue with this example later. Henceforth, whenever
we consider a beta-transformed distribution, it is assumed that the original probability distribution admits
existence of the transformation for some β.

The hazard rate hY (t) of a β-transformed random variable Y with ̄F(t) = 1 − F(t) is defined as

hY (t) =
P(Y = t)
̄F(t)

,

i.e., hY (t) =
pt−1 − pt

β

1 − [1−p0β +∑
t
j=1(pj−1 −

pj
β )]
=

βpt−1 − pt
β ̄F(t − 1) − ̄F(t)

for t = 1, 2, . . . and hY (0) = 1−p0
β−(1−p0) .

Remark 2.1. If β > 1 and if pn+1
pn increases (decreases), then hy(t) decreases (increases).

We now recall the role of pn+1pn in the study of failure rate of a discrete probability distribution {pn} as discussed
by Gupta et al. [2]. For a discrete random variable Z with support {0, 1, 2, . . . }, they defined

ηZ(t) = 1 −
P(Z = t + 1)
P(Z = t)

and ∆ηZ(t) =
P(Z = t + 1)
P(Z = t)

−
P(Z = t + 2)
P(Z = t + 1) .
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They proved that
(i) if ∆ηZ(t) > 0 [log-concavity], then the corresponding hazard rate is non-decreasing (IFR);
(ii) if ∆ηZ(t) < 0 [log-convexity], then the corresponding hazard rate is non-increasing (DFR);
(iii) if ∆ηZ(t) = 0, then the corresponding hazard rate is a constant.
Here, we discuss the IFR/DFR property of a beta-transformed randomvariable. To understand the complexity
of the problem, let us consider Example 1 again. As pointed out, to consider a beta-transformed distribution,
we have to assume α = θ. Then

p2n
p2n−1
= θ2, n = 1, 2, . . . ,

p2n+1
p2n
= 1, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,

and hence β > 1. In this case,

P(Y = 0) = 1 + θ
2

2β ,

P(Y = 2n) = (1 − θ
2)(β − θ2)
2β θ2n−2,

P(Y = 2n + 1) = (1 − θ
2)(β − 1)
2β θ2n , n = 1, 2, . . . .

Therefore,
P(Y = 2n + 1)P(Y = 2n − 1)
[P(Y = 2n)]2

= θ2( β − 1
β − θ2
)
2
< 1,

while
P(Y = 2n)P(Y = 2n + 2)
[P(Y = 2n + 1)]2

=
1
θ2
(
β − θ2

β − 1 )
2
> 1.

Thus, the beta-transformed distribution exists, but it has neither IFR nor DFR! One may say that this is
happening because the original distribution itself has neither IFR nor DFR.

To continue our study of reliability properties of Y, we note that, for the beta-transformed random vari-
able Y, the hazard rate function

hY (t) =
P(Y = t)
̄FY (t)
=

βpt−1 − pt
β ̄F(t − 1) − ̄F(t)

is increasing (decreasing) according to whether

β2(pt ̄FX(t − 2) − pt−1 ̄FX(t − 1)) + β(pt−1 ̄FX(t) − pt+1 ̄FX(t − 2)) + (pt+1 ̄FX(t − 1) − pt ̄FX(t)) (2.1)

is positive (negative). Observe also that if the original distribution has IFR (DFR), then for large values of β,
we have ∆ηY (t) > 0 (< 0), and hence the beta-transformed distribution is log-concave (log-convex) and hence
has IFR (DFR). For a particular distribution, verifying whether the expression in (2.1) is positive or negative
is not easy. We therefore look at the sufficient condition suggested in [2]:

P(Y = t + 1) = pt −
pt+1
β

,

and hence

∆ηY (t) =
PY (t + 1)
PY (t)

−
PY (t + 2)
PY (t + 1)

=
(pt − pt+1

β )
2 − (pt−1 − pt

β )(pt+1 −
pt+2
β )

[pt−1 − pt
β ][pt −

pt+1
β ]

.

On simplification, we obtain

∆ηY (t) =
pt[pt − pt+1

β ] +
pt+2
β [pt−1 −

pt
β ] +

p2t+1
β2 − pt−1pt+1

[pt−1 − pt
β ][pt −

pt+1
β ]

.
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The denominator of the expression on the right side is positive while the numerator is positive if and only if

(βpt − pt+1)2 − (βpt+1 − pt+2)(βpt−1 − pt) > 0,

i.e., if and only if
β2(p2t − pt−1pt+1) − β(pt+1pt − pt+2Pt−1) + (p2t+1 − pt+2pt) > 0.

Observe that if the original distribution is such that pt+1
pt increases (decreases) with t, then for large values

of β we have ∆ηY (t) > 0 (< 0), and hence the beta-transformed distribution is log-concave (log-convex) and
hence has IFR (DFR). Notice that we make a stronger assumption on {pn} than IFR (DFR).

Remark 2.2. If the beta-transformed distribution is IFR, then it has IFRA, NBU, NBUE and DMRL properties
(see [3]).

Remark 2.3. Thebeta-transformeddistribution coincideswith theoriginal distribution if andonly if the latter
is geometric and β = 1−p

p . Also, when β ̸= 1−p
p , we have

∆ηY (0) =
pβ(1 − q

β )

q
,

so that ∆ηY (0) > 0 when β > 1−p
p and ∆ηY (0) < 0 when β < 1−p

p .

Now, we consider the reversed hazard rate of the transformed random variable. It is defined as the ratio of
the probability mass function to the distribution function. It has some features which are useful in reliability
analysis like the estimation of the survival function for left-censored data. The reversed hazard rate r(t) of
a beta-transformed random variable is defined as

r(t) = pY (t)
FY (t)
=

pt−1 − pt
β

1−p0
β +∑

t
1(pj−1 −

pj
β )
=

βpt−1 − pt
1 + βFY (t − 1) − FY (t)

.

Result 2.1. If the original distribution is geometric with the distribution function given by

F(x) = 1 − px+1, x = 0, 1, . . . ,

then the distribution of the beta-transformed random variable Y is given by

FY (t) =
{{{{
{{{{
{

0 for t < 0,
p
β for t = 0,
p+(β−p)(1−pt)

β for t = 1, 2, . . . ,

and the probability mass function is

fY (t) =
{
{
{

p
β for t = 0,
(1−p)(β−p)pt−1

β for t = 1, 2, . . . .

The reversed hazard rate of the beta-transformed random variable for β > p is

rY (t) =
(1 − p)(β − p)pt−1

p + (β − p)(1 − pt)
for t = 1, 2, . . . .

Then

rY (t + 1) − rY (t) =
(1 − p)(β − p)pt

p + (β − p)(1 − pt+1)
−
(1 − p)(β − p)pt−1

p + (β − p)(1 − pt)

=
−(1 − p)2β(β − p)pt−1

[p + (β − p)(1 − pt+1)][p + (β − p)(1 − pt)]
< 0.

Also,
rY (1) − rY (0) =

−p
p + (1 − p)(β − p) < 0.

Thus, the reversed hazard rate is monotonically decreasing if β > max{p, (1 − p)}.
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Result 2.2. Consider the random variable X with the distribution function (see [5]) given by

F(x) = (1 + c)x−b , x = 0, 1, . . . , b, c > 0, b <∞.

This distribution has constant reversed hazard rate and the reverse lack of memory property. The beta-
transformed distribution is

FY (t) =

{{{{{{{{{
{{{{{{{{{
{

0 for t < 0,

1
β [1 −

1
(1+c)b ] for t = 0,

(1+c)t−b−1(β−1−c)+1
β for t = 1, 2, . . . , b,

1 for t ≥ b + 1,

fY (t) =

{{{{{{{{
{{{{{{{{
{

1
β [1 −

1
(1+c)b ] for t = 0,

1
(1+c)b [1 −

c
β ] for t = 1,

c(1 + c)t−b−2[1 − (1+c)β ] for t = 2, 3, . . . , b,
c

1+c for t = b + 1.

The reversed hazard rate of the beta-transformed random variable for β > 1 + c can be obtained for t = 0, 1,
. . . , b + 1, and the following relations hold:

r(0) = 1, r(1) = β − c
β − c − 1 , r(k) = c

1 + c , k = 2, 3, . . . , b + 1.

Thus, if β > 1 + c, then the reverse hazard rate increases initially up to β−c
β−1−c at 1, decreases up to c

1+c at 2
and remains flat thereafter.

Result 2.3. Let X follow the uniform distribution

F(x) = x + 1
b + 1 , x = 1, 2, . . . , b,

where b is a positive integer. Then

f(x) = 1
b + 1 , x = 1, 2, . . . , b.

If Y is the beta-transformed random variable, then the distribution Y is

FY (t) =

{{{{{{{{
{{{{{{{{
{

0 for t < 0,
b

β(1+b) for t = 0,
t(β−1)+b
β(1+b) for t = 1, 2, . . . , b,

1 for t ≥ b + 1,

fY (t) =
{{{{
{{{{
{

b
β(1+b) for t = 0,
β−1

β(1+b) for t = 1, 2, . . . , b,
1

1+b for t = b + 1.

The reversed hazard rate of the beta-transformed random variable for β > 1 is

rY (t) =
{{{{
{{{{
{

1 for t = 0,
β−1
(β−1)t+b for t = 1, 2, . . . , b,
1

b+1 for t = b + 1.

That is, the reversed hazard rate is decreasing up to b and then increases at b + 1 unless β > b.
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3 Special Cases of Beta-Transformed Geometric Distributions
Consider the geometric distribution given by pn = (12 )

n+1, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . As already pointed out the beta-
transformed distribution is again geometric if and only if β = 1. Thus, one can find the beta-transformed
distributions for all β > 1

2 , but they will not be geometric for β ̸= 1. Let us consider the beta-transformed
distribution for β = 2. It is given by

q0 =
1
4 , qn =

3
2n+2

, n = 1, 2, . . . .

Note that this is not log-convex because q21 > q0q2. We shall prove that {qn} is not infinitely divisible (ID). The
p.g.f. of {qn}, for 0 ≤ s < 1, is

Q(s) = 1 + s
2(2 − s) and Q(s) = 3

2(2 − s)2
.

By [7, Theorem 4.2], we need to check if R(s) = Q(s)
Q(s) is absolutely monotone. The coefficient of sn in

R(s) = 3
(1 + s)(2 − s) =

3
2

∞
∑
k=0
(
s
2)

k ∞
∑
r=0
(−s)r

is
3
2

n
∑
j=0
(
s
2)

j
(−s)n−j = 32(−

s
2)

n
,

which is negative for n odd. So R(s) is not absolutely monotone, and hence {qn} is not ID.
This implies that, even if the original distribution is log-convex and hence ID, the beta-transformed dis-

tribution is not necessarily ID. We then raise the question if, when the original distribution is geometric,
the beta-transformed distribution corresponding to that is ID for some values of β. We have the following
theorem:

Theorem 3.1. Suppose pn = (1 − p)pn, n = 0, 1, . . . . Then the beta-transformed distribution is ID if and only if

p < β ≤ p(1 + p)1 − p .

Proof. Given pn = (1 − p)pn, n = 0, 1, . . . , the beta-transformed distribution is

q0 =
p
β
, qk =

(1 − p)(β − p)
β

pk−1, k = 1, 2, . . . .

Its p.g.f. is
Q(s) = p

β
+
(1 − p)(β − p)s

β(1 − ps) and Q(s) = (1 − p)(β − p)
β(1 − ps)2

.

Then R(s) = Q(s)
Q(s) is absolutely monotone if and only if p < β ≤ p(1+p)

1−p .

Remark 3.1. If p = 1
2 , then {qn} is ID when β ∈ (12 ,

3
2 ], while β = 2 leads to a non-ID {qn}.

Theorem 3.2. Suppose pn = (1 − p)pn, n = 0, 1, . . . . Then the beta-transformed distribution is geometric
infinitely divisible (g.i.d.) if β ≤ p

1−p .

Proof. The p.g.f. of the beta-transformed random variable is

Q(s) = p
β
+
(1 − p)(β − p)s

β(1 − ps) =
p(1 − s) + βs(1 − p)

β(1 − ps) and Q(s) = (1 − p)(β − p)
β(1 − ps)2

.

It is known (see [4]) that a p.g.f. P(s) is g.i.d. if and only if it is of the form P(s) = 1
1+λ(1−p(s)) , where e

−λ(1−p(s))

is ID (compound Poisson).
Thus, for P(s) to be g.i.d., P(s)

(P(s))2 = λP
(s) has to be absolutely monotone.
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Here,

Q(s)
(Q(s))2

=
(1 − p)(β − p)
β(1 − ps)2

×
β2(1 − ps)2

(p(1 − s) + βs(1 − p))2

=
β(1 − p)(β − p)

p2
×

1
(1 + s

p (β − βp − p))2

= C1(1 + C2s)−2,

where
C1 =

β(1 − p)(β − p)
p2

and C2 =
β − βp − p

β
.

Thus,
Q(s)
(Q(s))2

= C1(1 − 2C2s + 3C22s2 − 4C23s3 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ).

All the coefficients will be positive if C2 is non-negative; that is, β ≤ p(1 − p)−1. Thus, the beta-transformed
geometric distribution will be g.i.d. if p < β ≤ p

1−p .

Theorem 3.3. Suppose pn = (1 − p)pn, n = 0, 1, . . . . Then the beta-transformed distribution is log-convex if
p < β ≤ p

1−p .

Proof. The p.g.f. of the beta-transformed random variable is

Q(s) = p
β
+
(1 − p)(β − p)s

β(1 − ps)
= d1 + d2s(1 − ps)−1

= d1 + d2s + d2ps2 + d2p2s3 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ,

where
d1 =

p
β

and d2 =
(1 − p)(β − p)

β
.

Thus, q0 = d1, q1 = d2, q2 = d2p. To check whether the distribution is log-convex, it is enough to verify
whether q21 ≤ q0q2. This inequality holds if

(1 − p)2(β − p)2

β2
≤
p2

β2
(1 − p)(β − p).

Thus, for log-convexity, we need β ≤ p(1 − p)−1 which is also the condition for geometric infinite divisibility.

4 Membership of Beta-Transformed Distribution in the Power
Series Family

A distribution is said to be a power series distribution (PSD) if its p.m.f. can be written in the form

P[X = x] = axθ
x

A(θ)
, x = 0, 1, 2, . . . , θ > 0,

where ax ≥ 0, A(θ) = ∑∞x=0 axθx is the series function, and θ is the parameter of the distribution. Before we
investigate if the beta-transformed random variable Y follows a PSD whenever the original distribution is
a PSD, let us look at the beta-transformed geometric distribution, which is known to be a PSD. Take β > p.
Then the beta-transformed distribution corresponding to pn = (1 − p)pn is

q0 =
p
β
, qk =

(1 − p)(β − p)
β

pk−1, k = 1, 2, . . . . (4.1)
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If the distribution {qn} is a PSD, there must exist a λ > 0 and a sequence of positive constants {bn} inde-
pendent of the parameter such that qn = bnλn

B(λ) , where B(λ) = ∑
∞
0 bnλn. For this, we have, from (4.1), for n ≥ 1,

P(Y = n + 1)
P(Y = n)

=
bn+1
bn

λ = p and P(Y = 1)
P(Y = 0) =

b1
b0

λ = (1 − p)(β − p)
p

.

Since bn depends on n only, we have λ = αp and

(1 − p)(β − p)
p2

= C, (4.2)

where α and C are positive constants. Now, equation (4.2) is possible for all p, such that 0 < p < 1 and β > p
if and only if (1 − p)(β − p) = Cp2 or equivalently

(C − 1)p2 + (β + 1)p − 1 = 0. (4.3)

For each β > p, the quadratic equation (4.3) can be satisfied for atmost two values of p ∈ (0, 1). Hence, C = 1.
Then (4.3) holds for all p and β > p if and only if β = p

1−p . But then {qn} is itself geometric. Thus, the beta-
transformed geometric distribution is a PSD if and only if β = p

1−p . Now, for the beta-transformed random
variable we have

GY (t) =
1 − (1 − βt)GX(t)

β
,

where β > 1 − p0 and β > pk
pk−1 for k = 1, 2, . . . , i.e., β > 1 − a0

A(θ) and β > θak+1
ak for k = 0, 1, . . . . Note that

β > 1 − p0 also implies β > 1 − a0
A(θ) .

Therefore,

P[Y = 0] = 1 − p0
β
=
A(θ) − a0
βA(θ)

and P[Y = k] = pk−1 −
pk
β
=
βak−1θk−1 − akθk

βA(θ)
, k = 1, 2, . . . .

From the above expression, it appears that it is difficult to find conditions on an and pn for the distribution
of Y to be a PSD. Consider the particular case of the Poisson distribution with parameter θ, i.e.,

pk = P[X = k] =
e−θθk

k! .

For β > θ, we obtain

P[Y = k] = pk−1 −
pk
β
=
e−θθk−1

(k − 1)! −
e−θθk

k!β =
e−θθk−1

(k − 1)! (1 −
θ
kβ)

and
P[Y = k + 1]
P[Y = k]

=
e−θθk
k! [1 −

θ
(k+1)β ]

e−θθk−1
(k−1)! [1 −

θ
kβ ]
=
θ[1 − θ

(k+1)β ]

k[1 − θ
kβ ]
=
θ[(k + 1)β − θ]
(k + 1)[kβ − θ] .

The right side of the above equation cannot be written in the form λg(k). Therefore, in the case of the Poisson
distribution, the beta-transformed random variable Y does not belong to power series family.

5 Katz Family and Characterization of the Geometric Distribution
A distribution {pn} is said to belong to the Katz family if it satisfies

px+1
px
=
a + bx
1 + x , x = 0, 1, 2, . . . , a > 0, b < 1. (5.1)

We will discuss the relationship between the beta-transformed {pn} and the Katz family. Note that p1 = ap0
and sup pk+1

pk = b. Hence, the corresponding non-degenerate beta-transformed distribution is defined only for
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β ≥ b, β > a and β > 1 − p0 where p0 is arbitrary but smaller than 1. As in Section 4, before we consider the
general case, recall that if X follows the geometric distribution, the beta-transformed random variable Y, for
β = p

1−p , is geometric too. Thus, both X and Y have a common distribution that belongs to the Katz family.
However, if we consider the beta-transformed random variable Y for other values of β, the random vari-
able Y is not a geometric variable and hence needs investigation. To this end, recall that the beta-transformed
distribution is given by

q0 =
p
β

and qk =
(1 − p)pk−1(β − p)

β
for k > 0.

If the distribution {qn} belongs to the Katz family, then

qk+1
qk
=
c + dk
1 + k for k ≥ 0, c > 0, d < 1.

Since c = q1
q0 , we have c =

(1−p)(β−p)
p .

Further, for k > 0,

p(1 + k) = (1 − p)(β − p)
p

+ dk,

i.e., p2 − (1 − p)(β − p) = kp(d − p). (5.2)

Note that if β = p
1−p , equation (5.2) holds when d = p and fails otherwise because d will have to be a function

of k. Thus, even when the original distribution is geometric, the beta-transformed distribution belongs to
the Katz family only if β = p

1−p . We thus have a unique property for the geometric distribution. We now show
that this characterizing property is unique in the Katz family, too. Returning to the discussion for {pn}which
satisfies equation (5.1) and β > max{(1 − p0), a}, β ≥ b, we obtain that Y satisfies

P[Y = k + 1]
P[Y = k]

=
pk − pk+1

β

pk−1 − pk
β
=
βpk − pk+1
βpk−1 − pk

=
pk[β − pk+1

pk ]

pk−1[β − pk
pk−1 ]
=

pk
pk−1
[
β − pk+1

pk
β − pk

pk−1
]

and

P[Y = k + 1]
P[Y = k]

=
a + b(k − 1)

k [
β − a+bk

k+1

β − a+b(k−1)
k

]

=
a + b(k − 1)

k [
(β(k + 1) − a − bk)k
(βk − a − b(k − 1))(k + 1)]

=
a + b(k − 1)

k + 1 [
(β − b)k + β − a
(β − b)k − a + b ]

=
a + b(k − 1)

k + 1 [1 + β − b
(β − b)k − a + b ]

.

Thus, the distribution of Y belongs to the Katz family if and only if this ratio is of the form c+dk
1+k for

k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , some c > 0 and d < 1. That is,

[c + dk][k(β − b) + b − a] = [k(β − b) + β − a][bk + a − b]

holds for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . For k = 0, this leads to c(b − a) = (β − a)(a − b) which holds if and only if a = b
or c = a − β. But c ̸= a − β because c > 0. This implies a = b or equivalently P[X = n] = anP[x = 0] for
n = 1, 2, . . . . Thus, the distribution of Y belongs to the Katz family if and only if X follows the geomet-
ric distribution given by Pn = (1 − a)an. (In fact, we will get a = b = c = d and β = a

1−a .) This yields the
following characterization of the geometric distribution:

Theorem 5.1. The beta-transformed member of the Katz family belongs to the Katz family if and only if the
original distribution is geometric and β = p

1−p .
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6 Entropy of a Beta-Transformed Random Variable
For a random variable X with density function f(x), the entropy H(x) is defined as

H(x) = −E[log f(x)].

For the entropy HY (y) of a beta-transformed random variable Y, we obtain

HY (y) = −E[log(py−1 −
py
β )]

.

Since py−1 −
py
β < py−1, we have HY (y) > HX(x). That is, the entropy of the beta-transformed random variable

is always greater than that of the original random variable.

7 Conclusions
It is established that beta transformation does not exist for all discrete distributions. It is also shown that
beta-transformed distribution need not have IFR or DFR. It is proved that the reversed hazard rate of a beta-
transformed distribution does not need to be constant even if the original distribution is. The properties of
infinite divisibility, geometrically infinite divisibility and log-convexity do not need to be carried over to beta-
transformed distributions. It is proved that if the original distribution belongs to the power series family, its
beta-transformed distribution does not have to. These observations lead to some characterization results for
geometric distributions. Beta-transformed geometric distributions belong to the Katz family only under some
conditions. The entropy of the beta-transformed distribution is shown to be greater than the entropy of the
original distribution.
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Abstract—A large amount of waste is produced by the 

human activity. Rapid urbanization and social behavior are the 

major reason for generation of Municipal Solid Waste (MSW).   

There for there is an urgent necessity of improve planning and 

implementation of comprehensive MSW management. And its 

disposal by landfilling is one of the best methods. It is the most 

efficient and economical method to control the surface dumping 

of waste. Nowadays landfill becoming less due to the lack of 

space available and leachate leakage into ground water. 

Landfilling consists of a liner system at the base and it is the 

most important part of a landfill as it separates ground water 

from the leachate. Usually the liner system is made of locally 

available clayey soil incase if the clayey soil is not present, the 

locally available soil is mixed with bentonite to form an 

amended soil liner. The locally available soil collected from 

Guruvayur is having a permeability of 7.3 x 10-4 cm/s, which is 

higher than the limit. So add various percentages of bentonite 

such that 2%, 4% etc. to the locally available soil to achieve   the 

permeability limit as per regulation. It is found that with the 

addition of 7% of bentonite soil is achieved the required 

permeability of 9.89 x 10-8 cm/s. 

Keywords—Municipal solid waste, Leachate, amended soil  

liner,  Permeability,  

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The current global municipal solid waste generation level 
is approximately 1.3 billion tonnes per year.  And are 
expected to increase by approximately 2.2 billion tonnes per 
year by 2025. Throw away culture and open dumping cause a 
lot of land area will be lost. But these wastes are not properly 
managed. Within this framework, landfills are a best 
mechanism for effectively treating and disposing of those 
wastes at the present time. One of the major issue associated 
with landfilling is contamination of ground water. A low 
permeability liner is a solution for preventing the leakage of 
leachate into the ground water. If available soil is of not a low 
permeability, the hydraulic property is improved by addition 
of bentonite. This study mainly focuses on the properties of 
bentonite enhanced soil and also examines suitability as a 
liner material.   

 

 

The main property that is to be satisfied by a liner is that 
his hydraulic conductivity must be less than 1 x 10-7 cm/s. 
laboratory studies have demonstrated that low permeability is 
easiest to achieve when the soil is compacted to wet off 
optimum water content. The minimum requirements 
recommended to achieve   a hydraulic conductivity less than 
or equal to 1 x 10-7 cm/s for most soil liner materials are as 
follows. [2]  

 The percentage fine must be between 20-30%, plasticity 
index must be between 12-30 %, percentage gravel must be 
less than 30% and maximum particle size should be 25-
50mm.  if suitable materials are un available locally, local 
soil can be blended with commercial clays example bentonite 
to achieve low hydraulic conductivity. Relatively small 
amount of bentonite can reduce hydraulic conductivity as 
much as several orders of magnitude. [9] 

 One should be conscious about using highly plastic soils 
(soils with grater plasticity indices, 30-40%) as it forms hard 
clods when the soil is dry and are very sticky when the soil is 
wet.  

II. MATERIALS AND PROPERTIES 

A. Soil 

Soil was collected from Guruvayur.  Since the liner is 
preparing for the landfill site at Guruvayur. Soil passing 4.75 
mm sieve was used for this study. The particle size 
distribution curve of soil passing is shown in Fig.1. Index and 
engineering properties of soil are found out in the laboratory 
as per bureau of Indian standard which show in Table I. 
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Fig.1 Particle size distribution curve 

TABLE I. PROPERTIES OF LOCALLY AVAILABLE SOIL 

Properties Values 

Specific gravity 2.67 

Liquid lmit (%) 20.3 

Plastic limit (%) 13.7 

Plasticity Index 6.30 

Shrinkage limit(%) 7.81 

Maximum dry density 1.921 g/cc 

Optimum moisture content 13 % 

Permeability 7.3 x 10-4 cm/s 
 

B. Bentonite  

Bentonite is naturally occurring clay with high expansion 
capability and low water permeability. Two types of 
commercially available bentonites are there. Sodium 
bentonite is used in this study.  The engineering and index 
properties of bentonite were found out in the laboratory as per 
Indian standards and are present in Table II. 

TABLE II. PROPERTIES OF BENTONITE 

Properties Values 

Specific gravity 2.60 

Liquid limit (%) 350 

Plastic limit (%) 52.4 

Plasticity Index (%) 297.6 

III. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 

A. Compaction Test 

To determine the amount of compaction and the water 

content required in the field compaction tests done in the 

laboratory.  Standard proctor test were used to carried out to 

determine the optimum moisture content and maximum dry 

density of soil with different percentage of bentonite such as 

2%, 4% etc.  

 

B. Permeability test 

The permeability of soil and bentonite mix is found out by 
variable head permeability test. For the test the mixture of 
soil and bentonite is compacted to wet off optimum. 

C. Soil as liner material 

Resultant mix of liner should have a minimum of 20 to 

30% fines and the percentage gravel should not exceed 30%. 

And the plasticity index should be between 12 and 30% and 

maximum particle size is restricted to 25-50mm. 
 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

A.Effects of bentonite on OMC and dry density of soil 

The compaction curves of different mix ratios are shown 

in Fig.1. It is found that with the increase in percentage of 

bentonite the dry density decreases and corresponding 

optimum moisture content increases. 

The variation of OMC and maximum dry density with 

varying bentonite percentages are shown in Fig.2. and Fig. 3. 

respectively. It is obtained that OMC increased from 12.2 to 

14.5% and maximum dry density reduced from 1.974 to 1.87 

g/cc when the percentage of bentonite increased from 0 to 8. 

Variation of dry density and OMC with different percentages 

of bentonite is given in Table III.   

 
TABLE III. VARIATION OF DRY DENSITY & OMC WITH 

 DIFFERENT PERCENTAGES OF BENTONITE 

 

Percentage of bentonite Maximum Dry 
Density (g/cc) 

OMC (%) 

0 1.974 12.2 

2 1.965 12.5 

4 1.948 12.8 

6 1.929 13.0 

7 1.921 13.2 

8 1.870 14.5 

 

 
 

Fig.2. Variation of OMC with different % of Bentonite 
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Fig.3. Variation of maximum dry density with different % of Bentonite 

B.Effect of bentonite on hydraulic conductivity 

Hydraulic conductivity of bentonite enhanced soil 

compacted to wet off optimum decreased with increasing 

bentonite content. Hydraulic conductivity of soil at different 

percentage of bentonite is shown in Table IV. The hydraulic 

conductivity obtained for 7% bentonite is 9.89 x 10-8 cm/s 

which is less than 1 x 10-7 cm/s. 

 
TABLE IV. VARIATION OF HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY 

 

Bentonite content in % Hydraulic conductivity 

(cm/s) 

0 7.3 x 10-4 

2 2.23 x 10-6 

4 1.20 x 10-6 

6 9.89 x 10-7 

7 9.90 x 10-8 

8 1.79  x 10-6 

C.Check for design of characterisation of liner 

The liquid limit and plastic limit of liner mix were 

obtained das 15% and 25% respectively resulting in a 

plasticity index of 25%. Since the value is between 12 % and 

30 % the mix design can be adopted. The properties of liner 

are summarized in Table V. 

 
TABLE V. PROPERTIES OF LINER 

 

Property Value 

Liquid limit (%) 15.0 

Plastic limit (%) 25.0 

Plasticity index (%) 25.0 

Percentage fines (%) 26.0 

Percentage gravel (%) 8.00 

Permeability (cm/s) 9.89 x 10-8 

Maximum dry density (g/cc) 1.974 

OMC (%) 12.2 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

These are the conclusions made from the experimental 

studies.  

 

 When the bentonite content increased from 0 to 8%, 

the maximum dry density decreased from 1.97 to 

1.87 g/cc and optimum moisture content increased 

from 12.2 to 14.5%. 

  With the addition of 7% bentonite the permeability 

of soil reduced to the range of 9.89 x 10-8 cm/s 

which satisfies the requirement of the permeability 

of liner.  
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Chapter 43
Vibration Measurement of a Steel
Bridge Using Smart Sensors:
Deployment and Evaluation

J. Brema, J. Santhosh Kumar, K. Prathibaa and T. S. Rahul

Abstract Civil infrastructure provides the means for a society to function and
include buildings, pedestrian and vehicular bridges, tunnels, factories, conventional
and nuclear power plants, etc. Structural health monitoring (SHM) represents one of
the primary applications for new sensor technologies. In these cases, structural
health monitoring (SHM) can be implemented for damage detection and charac-
terization strategy of engineering structures. The design, fabrication, and con-
struction of smart structures are one of the ultimate challenges to engineers as they
form the essence of system intelligence and the cores of smart structures technology
centers around innovative sensors and sensor systems. In this study, an attempt has
been made to monitor the force and vibration components in a Whipple truss bridge
and has been verified it analytically. This paper presents a novel piezoelectric cable
vibration sensor prototype for use in a monitoring system that can easily evaluate
the vibrations of a steel bridge quantitatively. Results obtained using sensor were
compared with results obtained with accelerometers and Abaqus software and it
was found that the natural frequencies of vibrations estimated from both procedures
are in good agreement. However, additional investigation is required to improve the
accuracy and reliability of proposed sensor.
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1 Introduction

Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) is the process to observe and check the pro-
gress or quality of (something) over a period of time; keep under systematic review.
It gathers information on routinely basis and used to check a project or a structure as
it functions. This method of implementing a damage detection and characterization
strategy for engineering structures is referred to as structural health monitoring
(SHM). A significant challenge in developing an SHM strategy for civil infras-
tructure is that except for certain types of public and private housing, every
structure is unique. Major drivers in this area have been the oil industry, operators
of large dams and highways agencies, whose installations have received the greatest
attention and research effort. Residential and commercial structures have received
relatively little attention due to potential obligations and consequences of owners
knowing about poor structural health. The effectiveness of maintenance and
inspection programmes is only as good as their timely ability to reveal problematic
performance, hence the move to supplement limited and intermittent inspection
procedures by continuous, online, real-time and automated systems.

Truss bridge is a whose load-bearing super structure composed of connected
elements usually forming triangular units. The connected elements (typically
straight) may be stressed from tension, compression or sometimes both in response
to dynamic loads. Truss bridges are one of the oldest types of modern bridges.
A truss bridge is economical to construct because it uses materials efficiently.
A Whipple truss is named after its inventor Squire Whipple. It is usually considered
a subclass of the Pratt truss because the diagonal members are designed to work in
tension. The main characteristic of a Whipple truss is that the tension members are
elongated, usually thin, and at a shallow angle, and cross two or more bays
(rectangular sections defined by the vertical members).

The fundamental objectives of civil infrastructure monitoring are as follows:
modifications to an existing structure; monitoring of structures affected by external
works; monitoring during demolition; structures subject to long-term movement or
degradation of materials; feedback loop to improve future design based on expe-
rience; fatigue assessment; novel systems of construction; assessment of
post-earthquake structural integrity; decline in construction and growth in mainte-
nance needs and the move towards performance-based design philosophy.

2 Literature Review

Chen et al. [1] have conducted a study to monitor the contents of vibration of a
bridge analytically as well as experimentally. The authors have concluded that the
purpose of establishing a vibration monitoring system is to obtain the vibration
response of the bridge structure in the course of running process, to get the change
of the dynamic character which includes natural vibration frequency, damping and
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vibration mode, and to provide evidences for the safety evaluation of the bridge
structure. Washer et al. [2] have proposed a study to establish vibration remote
monitoring system of the bridge structure, a efficient and reasonable sensor layout
project needs to be designed in the light of the monitoring propose firstly.
According to the theoretical analysis result and the actual condition, the 891-4 type
vibration sensors were adopted to monitor the vibration displacement; the MEMS
acceleration sensors were adopted to monitor the acceleration. Fabian et al. [3]
researched on the acquisition device of vibration signal is the 1601 network data
acquisition processor which was autonomously developed. Various analog signals
which were transmitted by sensor system were collected, and then the analog to
digital conversion was completed by the network data acquisition processor.
Chaurasiya [4] have conducted a study using several current vibration sensors
which were used widely in basic principles and features. Nagayama et al. [5] have
concluded in the study the wireless sensor system installed in a suspension bridge
can measure the traffic induced vibrations and this monitoring demonstrates quick
and easy installation, measurements, and sensor removal as well as its capability to
capture dynamic behavior of the bridge.

3 Methodology

The lifetime of bridge structures nowadays is supposed to be 100 years, without a
significant failure during the service life. The failures on bridge structures are by
initial inspection visually detectable. The main goal of the research is to investigate
conventional defects and failure causes and to prepare recommendations to design
new bridges without inherent failures and with higher durability. The automated
cracks which cause by heavy moving trucks and also by any other natural
calamities to be identified by placing the vibration sensor in the truss bridge which
will be connected to a alarming sound signal module. The inspection guide on
rectifying crack in the bridge will be the result of the project.

3.1 Proposed System

In proposed method we develop a advanced method of sensing cracks in the joints
with the help of vibration sensor. Here vibration, force sensors are placed for
monitoring the accurate level of the physical quantities of the moving load and dead
load in the structure. force sensor and vibration sensors is placed for measuring the
pressure of the structure and also its vibration, if any abnormal data to be found by
the sensors it will automatically alert by voice module(APR).
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3.2 Sensors

Measurement system comprises of sensors, transducers and signal processing
devices. A sensor is a device that detects a change in a physical stimulus and turns it
into a signal which can be measured or recorded; a transducer converts a physical
quantity to an electrical quantity and hence enables transfer of power from one
system to another in the same or in the different form. The types of sensors used in
this project are:

a. Force Sensor
b. Vibration sensor

3.2.1 Force Sensor

Force Sensing Resistors (FSRs) are very thin, robust, polymer thick film
(PTF) devices that decrease in resistance when increased pressure is applied to the
surface of the sensor. FSRs are not a load cell or strain gauge devices though they
have many similar properties. They are more appropriate for qualitative rather than
precision measurements.

With its paper-thin construction, flexibility and force measurement ability, the
Thin Force sensor can measure force between almost any two surfaces, up to 1 kg.
To ensure utmost accuracy, a small disc (included) can be placed directly on the
sensing pad before applying force to the disc. This will ensure that all the force is
applied directly to the sensing pad and not to the surrounding surface (Tables 1, 2
and 3).

3.2.2 Vibration Sensor

Vibrations produced by Heavy load Trucks machinery are vital indicators of
machinery health. Vibration analysis is used as a tool to determine the bridge
condition and the specific cause and location of problems, expediting repairs and
minimizing costs. Monitoring vibration levels over time allows prediction of
problems before serious damage can occur. Vibration sensors are sensors for

Table 1 Sensor properties Sl. no. Sensor type Force sensitive
resistor

1. Sensor output type Ratio-metric

2. Force min 1 N

3. Force max 20 N

4. Maximum measurement
error

10%
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measuring, displaying, and analyzing linear velocity, displacement and proximity,
or acceleration. The purpose of establishing a vibration monitoring system is to
obtain the vibration response of the bridge structure in the course of running pro-
cess, to get the change of the dynamic character which includes natural vibration
frequency, damping and vibration mode, and to provide evidences for the safety
evaluation of the bridge structure. Vibration Frequency can be measured in terms of
Hertz. The components in the monitoring system is as follows. The micro controller
(PIC16F877A) consists of force sensors, vibration sensors, LCD display and APR
module. And the power supply unit includes step down transformer (230–12 V
AC), Bridge rectifier, filter circuit and voltage regulator (IC 7805).

4 Results and Discussions

4.1 Ansys

ANSYS is an American computer-aided engineering software developer head-
quartered south of Pittsburgh in Cecil Township. ANSYS Mechanical is a finite
element analysis tool for structural analysis. In civil engineering, it also gives us
result of bending moment, shear moment diagram, Equivalent truss, Total defor-
mation, Minimum combined stress and Maximum combined stress. The results are
shown in Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4.

In Fig. 2, it is observed that the stress is maximum at the end and minimum at
the edges of the truss and in the total deformation in this truss is maximum at the
center and minimum at the both edges.

Table 2 Electrical properties

Sl. no. Parameters Value

1. Current consumption max 1.5 Ma

2. Output impedance 3.3 Kx

3. Supply voltage min 4.5 V DC

4. Supply voltage max 5.3 V DC

Table 3 Physical properties

Sl. no. Parameters Value

1. Sensing area 126.7 mm2

2. Operating temperature minimum −30 °C

3. Operating temperature maximum 70 °C

4. Lifespan 10 million actuations
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Fig. 1 Deformation results from Ansys

Fig. 2 Equivalent stress results

Fig. 3 Axial force in the members
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4.2 Abaqus

Abaqus is a software for finite element analysis and computer-aided engineering,
originally released in 1978. It is used in automotive, aerospace, civil and industrial
products industries. Here it has been used to find out the frequency of the designed
truss (Fig. 5).

According to the result obtained, the frequency (Hz) of the truss is maximum at
the center and minimum at the ends for the given load of 7 kN.

The following procedure was used to determine the natural frequency
theoretically:

k ¼ w=D; x ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

k=m
p

; f ¼ x=2p

Fig. 4 Bending moment in the members

Fig. 5 Frequency results obtained from Abaqus
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k—stiffness of the spring
Δ—deflection
f—frequency.

4.3 Experimental Values

As the force sensor can sense up to maximum of 1 kg only, the values obtained
from the experiments were scaled down and the values are given in Table 4.

The experimental values and the observed values correlate well and it have been
represented using the graph given in the Fig. 6.

5 Conclusion

The truss was analyzed with the help of the softwares such as Ansys and Abacus to
obtain the load carried by the members, to design the truss and to study the fre-
quency in the members respectively. The various parameters of the truss were also

Table 4 Load versus frequency

Sl. no. Load (kg) Frequency (Hz)

1. 0.133 0.0059

2. 0.285 0.0091

3. 0.428 0.013

4. 0.571 0.016

5. 0.714 0.02

6. 0.850 0.024

7. 1.000 0.034

Fig. 6 Load versus frequency curve
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verified experimentally. It is observed that it is possible to obtain the data from truss
bridge which will save human life in advance. The real-time monitoring, the
real-time displaying, the real-time analyzing and the real-time alarming function are
shown in this system. It could provide technical support for discovering the
abnormality and damage of the bridge, avoiding the occurrence of bridge collapse
accident, ensuring the running safety of bridge structure.
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Chapter 42
Study on Drought Monitoring Based
on Spectral Indices in Noyyal River
Sub-watershed Using Landsat-8
Imageries

J. Brema, T. S. Rahul and James Jesudasan Julius

Abstract Drought is an extreme condition due to moisture deficiency and has
adverse effect on society. Agricultural drought occurs when there is a reduction in
soil moisture which produces serious crop stress and affects the crop productivity.
The recent advances in the field of earth observation through different satellite
based remote sensing systems have provided avenues for researchers to conduct
continuous monitoring of soil moisture, land surface temperature and vegetation
indices at a global scale. This research study is focused on Noyyal river sub-basin,
which comes under a semi-arid region. In this study, Landsat 8 [Operational Land
Imager (OLI) and Thermal Infrared Sensor (TIRS)] images of the year 2014, 2015,
2016 and 2017 were used for drought assessment in the summer season. The
summer season spans from March to May in Coimbatore. Therefore, in the study
the indices are compared corresponding to the months of summer for four con-
secutive years. The analysis of vegetation cover using NDVI, VCI, TCI, WSVI and
VHI indices demonstrates the impact of the drought in the agricultural scenario in
the sub-basin.
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1 Introduction

Drought, which occurs with a frequency involving complex factors, a natural
catastrophe that has to be managed by the policy makers in time. It occurs in all
climate regions and is one of the prime calamity throughout the earth. Out of all the
types of natural calamities, drought has the direct impact on agriculture. As such, a
drought survey and identification of drought vulnerable zone physically is a difficult
procedure with more time consumption. Remote sensing technology provides
coverage throughout the earth in order to facilitate the identification and monitoring
of the drought calamity. The implementation of satellite image based drought
indicators helps to understand drought impact zone [1, 2]. To monitor drought
continuously, Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) and Land Surface
Temperature (LST) are successfully used. NDVI is a representation of the vege-
tation condition with the help of spectral characteristics of red light, near infrared
band or their simple combination, based on the strong absorbing property of
chlorophyll [2]. The following indices can be used to assess the drought condition,
Water supplying vegetation index (WSVI), Vegetation Condition Index (VCI),
Land Surface Temperature (LST) and Vegetation Temperature Condition Index
(VTCI) respectively. The main objective of this research study is to assess the
variations in drought in Noyyal river basin using various indices derived from
satellite images.

2 Literature Review

Drought is defined as a deficiency of precipitation over an extended period of time
resulting in water shortage that causes extensive damage to crops [3]. The remote
sensing study shows a drastic change in the builtup land during the period 2000 and
2010 in the Coimbatore corporation limit [1]. A drought is a term relative to normal
conditions while water shortage is an absolute term for water demand [4]. In order
to have a continuous monitoring of vegetation changes over a long period and
spatially, satellite imagery are to be used for deriving various indicators [5].
Variations in vegetation can be assessed by conducting a comparative analysis of
derived NDVI indices [6]. NDVI and LST were found to be closely correlated in
several land use and land cover categories, especially in vegetated areas. Data from
remote sensing is very good for vegetation cover monitoring; it can provide very
good information about the vegetation cover [7]. One of the most widely used
indicators for vegetation monitoring is NDVI. Satellite derived NDVI is considered
as the basis for assessment [8]. The spatial pattern of LST in the study area was
arrived at to depict the scenario on urban heat island. The study included a real-time
field work performed during the overpass of Landsat-5 satellite on 21/08/2011 over
Salt Lake, Turkey. Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), Vegetation
Condition Index (VCI), and Temperature Vegetation Index (TVI) were used to
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evaluate the impact of drought in the region during the period from 1984 to 2011.
The results showed that real-time ground and satellite remote sensing data were in
good agreement with correlation coefficient value of 0.90. The remotely sensed and
treated satellite images and resulting thematic indices maps showed that dramatic
land surface temperature changes occurred (about 22 °C) in the Salt Lake Basin
area during the 28-year period (1984–2011).

3 Study Area

The Noyyal river basin, sprawls for about 175 km from west to east with an average
width of about 25 km. The widest part is located in the central portion with an width
of about 32 km. Total extent of the basin is about 3646 km2. The basin lies between
the latitudes 10° 53′ 1.06″N to 11° 21′ 57″N and longitudes 76° 37′ 49″E to 78° 12′
55.06″E. The sub-watershed considered in this study lies in the head reach of the
basin which comes under Coimbatore district, TamilNadu, India as shown in Fig. 1.
The total areal extent of the sub-watershed is around 1631.54 km2.

4 Materials and Methods

Landsat imageries for the study were downloaded from the U.S. Geological Survey
website (i.e., landsat.usgs.gov). The months of April and May corresponding to the
years 2014–17 were included in the study, as these months reflect the highest
vegetation proliferation in a year. Landsat images has a high spatial resolution of
30 m, which is available in a standardized, orthorectified format. Band 5 and Band
4 were considered for NDVI estimation Band 10, Band 11 and thermal infrared
bands were considered for estimating land surface temperature in the
sub-watershed. From the corresponding bands of the geocoded satellite images,
the land surface temperature was calculated from emissivity and NDVI values of

N 

Sub-watershed

Fig. 1 Study area
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the sub-watershed. The NDVI is estimated as a ratio between measured spectral
reflectance in the red and near infrared portions of the electromagnetic spectrum.
The two spectral bands, Band 4 and Band 5 were chosen as more suitable for the
NDVI calculation, as they are affected by the rate of absorption of chlorophyll by
the density of green vegetation on the surface. NDVI was calculated as follows:

NDVI ¼ Float Band 5� Band 4ð Þ=Float(Band 5þBand 4) ð1Þ

where, NDVI values range between −1 and 1.
The Land surface temperature was estimated by using the equation:

T10 ¼ K2=lnðK1=Lk þ 1Þ� 273 ð2Þ

T10 = Top of atmosphere brightness temperature, Lk = Top of atmosphere
spectral radiance, K1 = Band-specific thermal conversion constant,
K2 = Band-specific thermal conversion constant. K1 and K2, Rescaling factor
values for the above Eqs. 1 and 2 were obtained from Meta data of the satellite
images.

LST10 ¼ T10=ð1 þ kT10=qð Þln eð Þ ð3Þ

Emissivity, e ¼ 0:004Pv þ 0:986 ð4Þ

where, Pv is Proportion of vegetation, LST10 is land surface temperature (in
Kelvin); T10 is radiant surface temperature (in °C); k is the wavelength of emitted
radiance (11.5 µm); q is h � c/s (1.438 � 10−2 m K); h is Planck’s constant
(6.26 � 10−34 J s); c is the velocity of light (2.998 � 108 m/s); s is Stefan
Boltzmann’s constant (1.38 � 10−23 J K).

The Vegetation Condition Index (VCI), the Temperature Condition Index (TCI),
and the Vegetation Health Index (VHI) have been calculated using the values of
NDVI, LST10, etc. VCI and TCI data were used to calculate VHI, a vegetation
drought index which incorporates overall vegetation health and its severity to
indicate agricultural drought extent at any time of the year. The VCI, TCI and VHI
have been classified and shown in Table 1.

Table 1 Classification of the
VCI, TCI and VHI values in
terms of drought

Sl. no. Drought category Value

1. Extreme <10

2. Severe <20

3. Moderate <30

4. Mild <40

5. No � 40
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5 Results and Discussions

The LST map generated corresponding to Band 10 image acquired on 02.05.2014 is
shown in Fig. 2. The temperature is very high nearer to the urbanised locations like
Tirupur, Coimbatore corporation etc. In order to assess the impact of landuse
changes on meteorological parameters, the daily maximum and minimum tem-
peratures from the meteorological stations were used for correlation. The linear
trends computed for the 4 years showed a slight increase in maximum temperature.
The standard deviation (S.D.) and the co-efficient of variation (Cv) for both were
less for maximum and minimum temperatures indicating only minor variations
from year to year.

The maximum NDVI value has decreased from 0.55 to 0.52 showing an indi-
cation of decrease in vegetation in the study period. The values of NDVI in the
sub-watershed during May 2014 is shown in Fig. 3. The lowest positive and
negative NDVI values are observed in the year 2017. Figure 4 shows the rela-
tionship between NDVI values with respect to years.

From Fig. 5, it can be seen that there is a decrease in NDVI value during the
period of 4 years. The relationship between NDVI and surface radiance temperature
was studied for each year through correlation analysis. The Land Surface temper-
ature values tend to correlate negatively with the NDVI values. The highest NDVI
was found in the year 2014 as 0.552. However, the lowest negative NDVI value
was found in 2017 as −0.025. It can be concluded that a strong negative correlation
exists between the land surface radiance temperature and NDVI as higher vegeta-
tion content tends to lower the land surface temperature.

Karunya Nagar

Coimbatore Airport

Karunya Nagar

Coimbatore Airport

N  

Fig. 2 LST map of the sub-basin
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The saturation of soil moisture is directly related to the presence of sufficient
precipitation which is highly required for sustained agriculture. Hence, in the study
to determine the precipitation status in the study area the Water Supplying
Vegetation Index (WSVI) was calculated. The WSVI is an indicator based on the
relationship between normalized difference Vegetation Index and surface temper-
ature, which provides effective estimation of surface moisture condition. The WSVI
values ranges from −4 for extreme dry (Arid area) to +4 for highly moist condition.
The results showed that the WSVI value in the study area ranges from 0.00119 up
to 0.0176. It can be inferred that the moisture level in most of the study areas are
experiencing more moisture deficit, the moisture levels ranged from moderate to
very low moisture levels, which is an indication of less rainfall. The NDVI depicts
the variations in vegetation extent, whereas the VCI classifies vegetation variations
between 0 and 100 to represent the relative variations in the moisture condition
from extremely bad to optimal position. The value of the VCI index was 99.97,
100.01, 100.10 and 100.03 during the May months of 2014, 2015, 2016 and 2017.

N

Fig. 3 NDVI Map of the sub-basin

-0.5

0

0.5

1

2014 2015 2016 2017

NDVI
Minimum

NDVI
Maximum

Fig. 4 Estimated extreme
NDVI values
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The VCI value of the 2014 is lower than the consecutive years, due to less rainfall
received in the post monsoon season of 2013. Figure 6 shows the degradation of the
health of crop due to insufficient soil moisture present in the soil. The TCI of the
study area is shown in Fig. 7. The TCI value is high in and around the
Thondamuthur block and very low nearer to the Tirupur and Pongalur blocks.

N

High : 0.0176467

Low : -0.00119291

Fig. 5 WSVI during May 2014

N

High : 99.9782

Low : -3.13055e-006

Fig. 6 VCI during May 2014
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Spatial variation of VHI during 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017 are shown in Figs. 8
and 9. The Figures show that extreme drought was experienced during 2014, 2016
and 2017. There is high vegetation index in the regions of Tirupur, Avinashi and
Pongalur due to regional increase in rainfall during the year 2015. The maps show
that drought extent in research area has been significant throughout, from mild
drought to severe drought.

5.1 Statistical Analysis

The correlation co-efficient values for LST found to be 0.819 and 0.884 for bands
10 and 11 at Karunya university. The correlation co-efficient values were found to
be 0.432 and 0.505 for bands 10 and 11 at respectively Coimbatore airport. The
results of the LST map also correlated with the drought regions corresponding to
VCI and VHI maps. Table 2 shows the estimated values of various indices in the
sub-watershed for the years 2014–2017.

From Table 2, it can be seen that the least average WSVI value were observed as
0.01764, 0.02298, 0.0197 and 0.0192. It is observed that vegetation condition is
better during the year 2015 compared to the other three years. Due to the disparity
in the rainfall region wise the vegetation index is high in certain regions and very
low in certain regions of the basin. The greater fluctuation is observed in the
Tirupur and Erode region of the basin.

N

High : 99.9641

Low : -0.000124122

Fig. 7 Temperature condition index during May 2014

N N 

High : 84.1869

Low : 7.16777

High : 75.158

Low : 13.2806

Fig. 8 Vegetation health indices during May 2014 and 2015
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6 Conclusions

In this research, the potential of remote sensing to study the temperature variation
and its effect on NDVI in the sub-watershed of Noyyal basin with the help of
Landsat 8 has been demonstrated. The result shows that there is a decrease in
maximum NDVI values during the study period. The findings of the research
highlight the importance of the remote sensing studies in the determination of
hydrological drought indices. In this paper, an attempt has been made to derive the
Vegetation Health Index (VHI) from the indices of Vegetation Condition,
Normalized Difference Vegetation, and the Temperature Condition which were
derived from Land Surface Temperature (LST) for a study period from 2014 to
2017. The variation in the drought indices is obviously visible in the lower end of
the sub-watershed. The results of VHI estimates can contribute to monitor the onset
of agricultural drought as early warning system.

N N

High : 92.0747

Low : 8.62169

High : 80.5204

Low : 8.71136

Fig. 9 Vegetation health indices during May 2016 and 2017

Table 2 Estimated NDVI values in the sub-watershed

Indices Category 2014 2015 2016 2017

NDVI Minimum −0.42 −0.05 −0.05 −0.025

Maximum 0.552 0.547 0.547 0.52

WSVI Minimum −0.00119 −0.00186 −0.0017 −0.000804

Maximum 0.01764 0.02298 0.0197 0.01925

VCI Minimum 3.13 � 10−6 −0.0065 −0.0149 −0.000903

Maximum 99.97 100.001 100.10 100.03

TCI Minimum −0.000124 −0.022 −0.0002 −0.0177

Maximum 99.96 99.997 99.998 99.99

VHI Minimum 7.16 13.28 8.621 8.7113

Maximum 84.18 75.158 92.074 80.52
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    Abstract: Land is the most important natural resources as far as 

human beings are concerned. The utilization of land is changing 

due to the emerging growth of population. The consequences due 

to change in land use not only affect human beings but at the 

same time affect the ecosystem also. The emerging effect of 

change of land use due to urbanization results in flooding and 

drought condition. This study has been carried out to understand 

the land use and land cover changes using GIS in a semi-arid 

region, Kerala, India. For this, the study area has been selected as 

Muvattupuzha River Basin. Land use land cover changes studies 

are very much important for planners as well as economists for 

better land utilization. It has been concluded from the study that 

built up area has increased during the study period from 110.9 

km2 to 504.42 km2, which indicates that urbanization is the main 

factor which causes the bi-variational changes of land and flood 

occurrence. 

 

Keywords: GIS, Land Cover, Land use, Resource 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 The conversion of land utilization in a large scale results in 

devastation of ecosystems which is contributed by human 

intervention. The various land use constituents like forest, 

grassland, wetland, undergo diverse effects of transformable 

changes in varying degrees [4].Another most destruction on 

living environment by humans is the mining and quarrying 

operations carried for various purposes on land like minerals 

[2]. Remote sensing and GIS is considered to be the most 

efficient tool for all planners and decision makers to estimate 

the land use land cover changes [5]. The most challenges 

faced by the river basin are floods and droughts which are 
induced due to urban sprawling. The temporal changes of land 

use have direct relationship with the hydrological realm [3]. 

The present study is the analysis of land use and land cover 

changes in Muvattupuzha River Basin in Kerala. 

II.      LITERATURE  REVIEW 

 Yasodharan and Bindu (2015) [5] studied the changes in land 

use and its features in Kadalundi River basin of Kerala   It was 

reported that paddy and areca nut are grown in valleys,  
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agriculture area was the major land use type and Kadalundi 

River is the only major source of water for the region. 

 Mayaja and Srinivasa (2017) [3] attempted to land evaluate 

the use -land cover changes in Pampa River basin based on 

remote sensing. The study concluded that human intervention 

had a strong effect on basin ecology and drought situation in 

the Pampa river basin. They also reported that a 

comprehensive policy planning is needed. Jiya George et.al 

(2016) [1] studied the land use -land cover through a change 

detection study in the Aluva Taluk using remote sensing 

techniques. Their work revealed that the built-up land 

increased by 6 % and plantations by 3%. It has been 

concluded that study on land use changes is very important for 

planning and implementation, to meet the human needs and 

welfare. Nikhil Raj and Azeez (2010) [4] discussed the spatial 

and temporal changes of Bharatapuzha River basin. It has 

been concluded that there has been changes in land use-land 

cover with reduction in vegetative cover , wet land and with 

increase in road density.  

III. STUDY AREA 

 

The study area selected for the research is Muvattupuzha 

River basin, which is situated in Ernakulam district of Kerala. 

The word ‘Muvattupuzha comprised of three words ‘Moonu” 

meaning three, ’aaru” means small river “puzha” also means 

river. Muvattupuzha River (or moovar) comprises of three 

rivers namely Kothamangalam River (Kothayaar), 

Thodupuzha River (Thodupuzhayaar) and Kaliyar River 

which merge to form a single river as Moovar or 

Muvattupuzha river. This river flows up to Vembanad in 

Vaikkom and then confluences with Arabian Sea. The 

Muvattupuzha River is one of the perennial rivers in central 

Kerala. The river basin spreads over Idukki, Kottayam, 

Alappuzha and Ernakulum districts of central Kerala 

 

The river basin lies between 9
0
30’49.33”N, 10

0
5’17.46’’N 

latitudes and 76
0
23’ 10.98’’E, 76

0
24’5.51’’E longitudes. The 

river has a length of 121 km running through Muvattupuzha 

town with a catchment area of 2670 km
2
. The major source of 

water is from The Muvattupuzha River, the confluence of 

three rivers and of that Thodupuzha River is the major source 

of water, which makes the Muvattupuzha River to overflow 

and floods the low lying areas during heavy monsoon period. 

The major part of the river basin comprises of crystalline 

rocks and the prevailing climate is tropical humid climate. 

The study area is shown in Fig.1 
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Fig .1 Study Area 

IV. MATERIALS AND METHODS  

 

The basin boundary was obtained from Irrigation Design 

Research Board (IDRB) Trivandrum. In order to study the 

land use changes, Landsat 8 satellite imageries of 30 m 

resolution were downloaded corresponding to the years 1998, 

2008 and 2018 from USGS earth explorer website. The 

imageries were obtained corresponding to the month of 

February to avoid cloud correction. The imageries were 

classified using unsupervised maximum likelihood 

classification in pixel wise tool of ArcGIS 10.1 software. 

In the study, the categories considered for the land use 

classification were water bodies, mixed crop plantation, 

forest, agricultural area, built-up area, grassland, rock 

exposure, wetlands and scrub. 

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

The LULC maps of Muvattupuzha River Basin for the years 

1998, 2008, 2018 are shown in Fig 2, Fig 3, and Fig 4 

respectively 

 

 
 

Fig 2 LULC of MRB corresponding to the year 1998 

 

 

 
 

Fig 3 LULC of MRB corresponding to the year 2008 

 
 

Fig 4 LULC of MRB corresponding to the year 2018 

 
Table1. LULC Classification of Muvattupuzha River 

Basin 

 

LULC  

Category 

Area occupied in Sq.km 

1998 2008 2018 

Built up 110.90 214.44 504.42 

Forest Area 195.16 194.96 198.02 

Grass Land 16.41 13.02 11.06 

Mixed Crop 533.38 330.15 524.20 

Paddy field 132.37 50.72 39.12 

Plantation 1382.69 1611.73 1146.40 

Rocky Land 12.57 3.45 4.47 

Water Body 226.09 205.40 208.68 

Wet Land 54.96 44.70 32.41 

Scrub Land 5.48 1.43 1.21 

Total 2670 2670 2670 

Built up land 

It is the developed area in which residential buildings or other 

building structures are present. 

During the study period the 

built-up area increased from 
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110.9 km
2
 in 1998 to 504.42 km

2
 in 2018. The increase in the 

built up area between the years 2008 and 1998 is found to be 

93.36%.The increase in built up area between the years 2018 

and 1998 is found to be 354.84%. This increase in percentage 

is very high. This increase clearly showed the developmental 

change happened in the basin area. This increase in built up 

area can be seen not only in the town area but also in the 

outskirts.  

Forest 

Forests are thick canopies of trees. In the study area, the 

area covered by forest remains the same throughout the study 

period. There has been no encroachment due to the activities 

of inhabitants, deforestation, cultivation or plantation during 

the study period and hence the area remains the same. Forest 

in the study area represents the evergreen/semi evergreen and 

deciduous forest and it covers an average area of 196.04 km
2
. 

Grassland 

The grassland concerned in the study area includes the area 

under herbs and small trees. The grassland in the study area 

was identified as 16.41 km
2
, 13.02 km

2
 and 11.06 km

2 
during 

the years 1998, 2008 and 2018 respectively. This can be 

mostly seen in the highland areas. The reduction in grass land 

area indicates that the areas are converted into buildings or 

settlements due to the low land value. The decrease in the 

grass land area between the years 2008 and 1998 is found to 

be 20.62% and that for years 2018 and 1998 is found to 

32.56%. This percentage decrease is high. 

Mixed Crop 

Mixed crops are those crops having two or more crops on 

the same land with one crop being the major crop. In the study 

area, several mixed crops like pineapple, banana, areca nut, 

tapioca, coca, ginger, turmeric, pepper and rice are grown. 

The total area of mixed crop is 533.38 km
2
 in 1998 which 

reduced to 330.15 km
2
 in 2008 and then increased to 524.20 

km
2
 in 2018. These changes are may be due to price 

fluctuations for the products. When the subsidiaries from the 

government are not received, it reflects in the market value 

and crop production. The climatic changes in the basin are 

also a reason for the changes in mixed crop-area. It is also 

observed that there is a gradual shift from cash crops to food 

crops. Increase in mixed crop area in the latter period, 

indicates that government offers more subsidiaries for certain 

crops.    

Paddy field 

In the study area, the paddy field area can be seen in the 

outskirts except the town limits. In 1998, paddy field existed 

for an area of 132.37 km
2
, it has reduced to 50.72 km

2
 in 2008 

and has still reduced to 39.12 km
2
.The reasons for reduction 

in paddy field area are likely to be the encroachment of 

inhabitants and developmental activities. The decrease in the 

paddy field area between the years 2008 and 1998 is found to 

be 61.68 % and the decrease in paddy field between the years 

2018 and 1998 is found to 70.45%. This percentage decrease 

is very high. Non-availability of farmers, govt. subsidies, 

non-conducive market value and drought condition has led to 

the conversion of paddy field into commercial or residential 

buildings.  

Plantation 

Plantation includes the area under coconut, rubber, tea and 

coffee. The major plantation area in the study area includes 

that of area under coconut and rubber. In 1998, the area 

covered under plantation was 1382.69 km
2
, which increased 

to 1611.73 km
2
 in 2008 and decreased to 1146.40 km

2
 in 

2018. These variations are mainly due to the cultivation of 

pepper, tapioca etc in addition to rubber in the upper areas of 

the basin. The highlands of the study area had forest earlier 

and the area almost remain the same. Demolition of rubber 

trees for homely activities saw mills are also reasons for the 

reduction in the plantation area. The increase in the plantation 

area between the years 2008 and 1998 is found to be 16.57 % 

and the decrease in plantation area between the years 2018 

and 1998 is found to 17.09 %.Apart from this, the inhabitants 

occupied the plantation spaces with small industrial activities 

which led to the decrease in plantation area.  

Rocky Land 

Some part of the study area consists of rocky exposure. 

Studies indicated that laterite and Charkonite were seen in 

some areas in the basin. The rocky land goes on decreasing in 

the study period which revealed that all land including the 

rocky part completely filled and mined and later converted 

into settlements and buildings. Economic developments and 

urbanization are the reasons for reduction in rocky area. The 

decrease in the rocky area between the years 2008 and 1998 is 

found to be 72.54 % and the decrease in rocky area between 

the years 2018 and 1998 is found to 64.46 %. This decrease in 

percentage is very high. 

Water Body 

This land cover category includes small streams, ponds, 

lakes and rivers. From the results, it has been observed that 

area under water bodies mostly remains unchanged. The small 

variations, that appeared in the results are might be due to the 

encroachment in the tank bunds and river banks.  

Wetland 

In the study area wetlands are found mostly in the 

Muvattupuzha sub basin region. It is identified that the 

wetland in the study area goes on decreasing during the study 

period. In 1998 the wetland area is 54.96 km
2
 reduced to 

44.70 km
2
 in 2008 and again reduced to 32.41 km

2
 in 

2018.The decrease in the wetland area between the years 

2008 and 1998 is found to be 18.68 % and the decrease in 

wetland area between the years 2018 and 1998 is found to 

41.04 %. This decrease in percentage is very high. The 

wetlands near to town area have also been converted into 

commercial and residential zones.  The rapidly growing 

built-up area led the decrease in wetland area. The wetlands 

along with rocky land have been demolished and converted 

into built-up area. The urbanization has lead to variation in 

climate change which has in-turn affected the wetland 

hydrology, plant communities and ecological functions of 

wetlands. Therefore it is important to preserve the wetland for 

sustaining the environment. 

Scrub land 

Scrub land dominates the small vegetative part of the land 

formed either naturally or by human activity. In 1998, the 

scrubland area has an area of 5.48 km
2
 which reduced to 1.43 

km
2 

in 2008 and again reduced to 1.21 km
2
 in 2018. The 

decrease in the scrub land area between the years 2008 and 

1998 is found to be 73.97% and the decrease in area between 

the years 2018 and 1998 is found to be 77.86% .This 

percentage decrease is very high. The economic 

developments, small scale production, conversion of land into 

residential buildings are some reasons for the reduction in 

scrub land. 
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VI. SIGNIFICANT RESULTS 

The most significant observations identified in the study area 

are the rapid increase in built up area, decrease in paddy field, 

transitional change happened in grass land to wet land, 

decrease in scrub land , marginal decrease and increase in 

mixed crop and plantation during the study period. In 2008, 

the areas like Vannapuram and some areas nearer to Kaliyar 

have been converted to rubber and coconut plantation. Later 

the land part is converted to built up and mixed crop. Mostly 

paddy field and agriculture area can be seen in Muthirakulam 

,Vazhakkala, Arakuzha, Koothattukulam, Valakam and 

Thaipra. The lower regions are occupied by tapioca 

cultivation. The mixed crops can be seen in areas like 

Kaloorkad, Pothanicaud and Manjaloor. The town area has 

been occupied by settlements and commercial establishments. 

Apart from town area, the settlements are spreading in a 

haphazard manner. Settlements have developed in the water 

bodies’ category also, which has resulted in small percentage 

reduction in water body. In Muvattupuzha sub basin, 

lowlands areas are wet land areas which are later converted 

into settlement. The exorbitant increase in settlement vividly 

exhibits that the area is highly prone to natural disaster like 

floods and soil erosion. This effect is being observed during 

the rainy seasons as floods for even a small amount of rainfall 

in the city limits. 

VII. CONCLUSION  

The study attempts to evaluate the land use land cover 

changes of Muvattupuzha River basin using Landsat 8 

thematic layers corresponding to the years 1998, 2008 and 

2018. The categories considered for the classification are as 

follows: mixed crop, forest, settlement, paddy field, 

plantation, wetland, grass land, rocky land and scrub land. 

The study shows that there are large variations in the areas 

under settlement, paddy field, mixed crop and plantations. 

From the study, it is concluded that the built-up area has 

increased during the study period and also a marginal 

decrease in the area under water bodies. The increase in built 

up area is found to be around 93% and 355% for the years 

2008 and 2018  when compared with the year 1998.The 

urbanization has led to severe floods in the area especially 

during heavy rainy season. This study will be very useful for 

analyzing the impacts of flood and will be helpful for resource 

managers and planners by way of considering this as a 

preliminary data. 
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    Abstract: Land is the most important natural resources as far as 

human beings are concerned. The utilization of land is changing 

due to the emerging growth of population. The consequences due 

to change in land use not only affect human beings but at the 

same time affect the ecosystem also. The emerging effect of 

change of land use due to urbanization results in flooding and 

drought condition. This study has been carried out to understand 

the land use and land cover changes using GIS in a semi-arid 

region, Kerala, India. For this, the study area has been selected as 

Muvattupuzha River Basin. Land use land cover changes studies 

are very much important for planners as well as economists for 

better land utilization. It has been concluded from the study that 

built up area has increased during the study period from 110.9 

km2 to 504.42 km2, which indicates that urbanization is the main 

factor which causes the bi-variational changes of land and flood 

occurrence. 

 

Keywords: GIS, Land Cover, Land use, Resource 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 The conversion of land utilization in a large scale results in 

devastation of ecosystems which is contributed by human 

intervention. The various land use constituents like forest, 

grassland, wetland, undergo diverse effects of transformable 

changes in varying degrees [4].Another most destruction on 

living environment by humans is the mining and quarrying 

operations carried for various purposes on land like minerals 

[2]. Remote sensing and GIS is considered to be the most 

efficient tool for all planners and decision makers to estimate 

the land use land cover changes [5]. The most challenges 

faced by the river basin are floods and droughts which are 
induced due to urban sprawling. The temporal changes of land 

use have direct relationship with the hydrological realm [3]. 

The present study is the analysis of land use and land cover 

changes in Muvattupuzha River Basin in Kerala. 

II.      LITERATURE  REVIEW 

 Yasodharan and Bindu (2015) [5] studied the changes in land 

use and its features in Kadalundi River basin of Kerala   It was 

reported that paddy and areca nut are grown in valleys,  
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agriculture area was the major land use type and Kadalundi 

River is the only major source of water for the region. 

 Mayaja and Srinivasa (2017) [3] attempted to land evaluate 

the use -land cover changes in Pampa River basin based on 

remote sensing. The study concluded that human intervention 

had a strong effect on basin ecology and drought situation in 

the Pampa river basin. They also reported that a 

comprehensive policy planning is needed. Jiya George et.al 

(2016) [1] studied the land use -land cover through a change 

detection study in the Aluva Taluk using remote sensing 

techniques. Their work revealed that the built-up land 

increased by 6 % and plantations by 3%. It has been 

concluded that study on land use changes is very important for 

planning and implementation, to meet the human needs and 

welfare. Nikhil Raj and Azeez (2010) [4] discussed the spatial 

and temporal changes of Bharatapuzha River basin. It has 

been concluded that there has been changes in land use-land 

cover with reduction in vegetative cover , wet land and with 

increase in road density.  

III. STUDY AREA 

 

The study area selected for the research is Muvattupuzha 

River basin, which is situated in Ernakulam district of Kerala. 

The word ‘Muvattupuzha comprised of three words ‘Moonu” 

meaning three, ’aaru” means small river “puzha” also means 

river. Muvattupuzha River (or moovar) comprises of three 

rivers namely Kothamangalam River (Kothayaar), 

Thodupuzha River (Thodupuzhayaar) and Kaliyar River 

which merge to form a single river as Moovar or 

Muvattupuzha river. This river flows up to Vembanad in 

Vaikkom and then confluences with Arabian Sea. The 

Muvattupuzha River is one of the perennial rivers in central 

Kerala. The river basin spreads over Idukki, Kottayam, 

Alappuzha and Ernakulum districts of central Kerala 

 

The river basin lies between 9
0
30’49.33”N, 10

0
5’17.46’’N 

latitudes and 76
0
23’ 10.98’’E, 76

0
24’5.51’’E longitudes. The 

river has a length of 121 km running through Muvattupuzha 

town with a catchment area of 2670 km
2
. The major source of 

water is from The Muvattupuzha River, the confluence of 

three rivers and of that Thodupuzha River is the major source 

of water, which makes the Muvattupuzha River to overflow 

and floods the low lying areas during heavy monsoon period. 

The major part of the river basin comprises of crystalline 

rocks and the prevailing climate is tropical humid climate. 

The study area is shown in Fig.1 
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Fig .1 Study Area 

IV. MATERIALS AND METHODS  

 

The basin boundary was obtained from Irrigation Design 

Research Board (IDRB) Trivandrum. In order to study the 

land use changes, Landsat 8 satellite imageries of 30 m 

resolution were downloaded corresponding to the years 1998, 

2008 and 2018 from USGS earth explorer website. The 

imageries were obtained corresponding to the month of 

February to avoid cloud correction. The imageries were 

classified using unsupervised maximum likelihood 

classification in pixel wise tool of ArcGIS 10.1 software. 

In the study, the categories considered for the land use 

classification were water bodies, mixed crop plantation, 

forest, agricultural area, built-up area, grassland, rock 

exposure, wetlands and scrub. 

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

The LULC maps of Muvattupuzha River Basin for the years 

1998, 2008, 2018 are shown in Fig 2, Fig 3, and Fig 4 

respectively 

 

 
 

Fig 2 LULC of MRB corresponding to the year 1998 

 

 

 
 

Fig 3 LULC of MRB corresponding to the year 2008 

 
 

Fig 4 LULC of MRB corresponding to the year 2018 

 
Table1. LULC Classification of Muvattupuzha River 

Basin 

 

LULC  

Category 

Area occupied in Sq.km 

1998 2008 2018 

Built up 110.90 214.44 504.42 

Forest Area 195.16 194.96 198.02 

Grass Land 16.41 13.02 11.06 

Mixed Crop 533.38 330.15 524.20 

Paddy field 132.37 50.72 39.12 

Plantation 1382.69 1611.73 1146.40 

Rocky Land 12.57 3.45 4.47 

Water Body 226.09 205.40 208.68 

Wet Land 54.96 44.70 32.41 

Scrub Land 5.48 1.43 1.21 

Total 2670 2670 2670 

Built up land 

It is the developed area in which residential buildings or other 

building structures are present. 

During the study period the 

built-up area increased from 
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110.9 km
2
 in 1998 to 504.42 km

2
 in 2018. The increase in the 

built up area between the years 2008 and 1998 is found to be 

93.36%.The increase in built up area between the years 2018 

and 1998 is found to be 354.84%. This increase in percentage 

is very high. This increase clearly showed the developmental 

change happened in the basin area. This increase in built up 

area can be seen not only in the town area but also in the 

outskirts.  

Forest 

Forests are thick canopies of trees. In the study area, the 

area covered by forest remains the same throughout the study 

period. There has been no encroachment due to the activities 

of inhabitants, deforestation, cultivation or plantation during 

the study period and hence the area remains the same. Forest 

in the study area represents the evergreen/semi evergreen and 

deciduous forest and it covers an average area of 196.04 km
2
. 

Grassland 

The grassland concerned in the study area includes the area 

under herbs and small trees. The grassland in the study area 

was identified as 16.41 km
2
, 13.02 km

2
 and 11.06 km

2 
during 

the years 1998, 2008 and 2018 respectively. This can be 

mostly seen in the highland areas. The reduction in grass land 

area indicates that the areas are converted into buildings or 

settlements due to the low land value. The decrease in the 

grass land area between the years 2008 and 1998 is found to 

be 20.62% and that for years 2018 and 1998 is found to 

32.56%. This percentage decrease is high. 

Mixed Crop 

Mixed crops are those crops having two or more crops on 

the same land with one crop being the major crop. In the study 

area, several mixed crops like pineapple, banana, areca nut, 

tapioca, coca, ginger, turmeric, pepper and rice are grown. 

The total area of mixed crop is 533.38 km
2
 in 1998 which 

reduced to 330.15 km
2
 in 2008 and then increased to 524.20 

km
2
 in 2018. These changes are may be due to price 

fluctuations for the products. When the subsidiaries from the 

government are not received, it reflects in the market value 

and crop production. The climatic changes in the basin are 

also a reason for the changes in mixed crop-area. It is also 

observed that there is a gradual shift from cash crops to food 

crops. Increase in mixed crop area in the latter period, 

indicates that government offers more subsidiaries for certain 

crops.    

Paddy field 

In the study area, the paddy field area can be seen in the 

outskirts except the town limits. In 1998, paddy field existed 

for an area of 132.37 km
2
, it has reduced to 50.72 km

2
 in 2008 

and has still reduced to 39.12 km
2
.The reasons for reduction 

in paddy field area are likely to be the encroachment of 

inhabitants and developmental activities. The decrease in the 

paddy field area between the years 2008 and 1998 is found to 

be 61.68 % and the decrease in paddy field between the years 

2018 and 1998 is found to 70.45%. This percentage decrease 

is very high. Non-availability of farmers, govt. subsidies, 

non-conducive market value and drought condition has led to 

the conversion of paddy field into commercial or residential 

buildings.  

Plantation 

Plantation includes the area under coconut, rubber, tea and 

coffee. The major plantation area in the study area includes 

that of area under coconut and rubber. In 1998, the area 

covered under plantation was 1382.69 km
2
, which increased 

to 1611.73 km
2
 in 2008 and decreased to 1146.40 km

2
 in 

2018. These variations are mainly due to the cultivation of 

pepper, tapioca etc in addition to rubber in the upper areas of 

the basin. The highlands of the study area had forest earlier 

and the area almost remain the same. Demolition of rubber 

trees for homely activities saw mills are also reasons for the 

reduction in the plantation area. The increase in the plantation 

area between the years 2008 and 1998 is found to be 16.57 % 

and the decrease in plantation area between the years 2018 

and 1998 is found to 17.09 %.Apart from this, the inhabitants 

occupied the plantation spaces with small industrial activities 

which led to the decrease in plantation area.  

Rocky Land 

Some part of the study area consists of rocky exposure. 

Studies indicated that laterite and Charkonite were seen in 

some areas in the basin. The rocky land goes on decreasing in 

the study period which revealed that all land including the 

rocky part completely filled and mined and later converted 

into settlements and buildings. Economic developments and 

urbanization are the reasons for reduction in rocky area. The 

decrease in the rocky area between the years 2008 and 1998 is 

found to be 72.54 % and the decrease in rocky area between 

the years 2018 and 1998 is found to 64.46 %. This decrease in 

percentage is very high. 

Water Body 

This land cover category includes small streams, ponds, 

lakes and rivers. From the results, it has been observed that 

area under water bodies mostly remains unchanged. The small 

variations, that appeared in the results are might be due to the 

encroachment in the tank bunds and river banks.  

Wetland 

In the study area wetlands are found mostly in the 

Muvattupuzha sub basin region. It is identified that the 

wetland in the study area goes on decreasing during the study 

period. In 1998 the wetland area is 54.96 km
2
 reduced to 

44.70 km
2
 in 2008 and again reduced to 32.41 km

2
 in 

2018.The decrease in the wetland area between the years 

2008 and 1998 is found to be 18.68 % and the decrease in 

wetland area between the years 2018 and 1998 is found to 

41.04 %. This decrease in percentage is very high. The 

wetlands near to town area have also been converted into 

commercial and residential zones.  The rapidly growing 

built-up area led the decrease in wetland area. The wetlands 

along with rocky land have been demolished and converted 

into built-up area. The urbanization has lead to variation in 

climate change which has in-turn affected the wetland 

hydrology, plant communities and ecological functions of 

wetlands. Therefore it is important to preserve the wetland for 

sustaining the environment. 

Scrub land 

Scrub land dominates the small vegetative part of the land 

formed either naturally or by human activity. In 1998, the 

scrubland area has an area of 5.48 km
2
 which reduced to 1.43 

km
2 

in 2008 and again reduced to 1.21 km
2
 in 2018. The 

decrease in the scrub land area between the years 2008 and 

1998 is found to be 73.97% and the decrease in area between 

the years 2018 and 1998 is found to be 77.86% .This 

percentage decrease is very high. The economic 

developments, small scale production, conversion of land into 

residential buildings are some reasons for the reduction in 

scrub land. 
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VI. SIGNIFICANT RESULTS 

The most significant observations identified in the study area 

are the rapid increase in built up area, decrease in paddy field, 

transitional change happened in grass land to wet land, 

decrease in scrub land , marginal decrease and increase in 

mixed crop and plantation during the study period. In 2008, 

the areas like Vannapuram and some areas nearer to Kaliyar 

have been converted to rubber and coconut plantation. Later 

the land part is converted to built up and mixed crop. Mostly 

paddy field and agriculture area can be seen in Muthirakulam 

,Vazhakkala, Arakuzha, Koothattukulam, Valakam and 

Thaipra. The lower regions are occupied by tapioca 

cultivation. The mixed crops can be seen in areas like 

Kaloorkad, Pothanicaud and Manjaloor. The town area has 

been occupied by settlements and commercial establishments. 

Apart from town area, the settlements are spreading in a 

haphazard manner. Settlements have developed in the water 

bodies’ category also, which has resulted in small percentage 

reduction in water body. In Muvattupuzha sub basin, 

lowlands areas are wet land areas which are later converted 

into settlement. The exorbitant increase in settlement vividly 

exhibits that the area is highly prone to natural disaster like 

floods and soil erosion. This effect is being observed during 

the rainy seasons as floods for even a small amount of rainfall 

in the city limits. 

VII. CONCLUSION  

The study attempts to evaluate the land use land cover 

changes of Muvattupuzha River basin using Landsat 8 

thematic layers corresponding to the years 1998, 2008 and 

2018. The categories considered for the classification are as 

follows: mixed crop, forest, settlement, paddy field, 

plantation, wetland, grass land, rocky land and scrub land. 

The study shows that there are large variations in the areas 

under settlement, paddy field, mixed crop and plantations. 

From the study, it is concluded that the built-up area has 

increased during the study period and also a marginal 

decrease in the area under water bodies. The increase in built 

up area is found to be around 93% and 355% for the years 

2008 and 2018  when compared with the year 1998.The 

urbanization has led to severe floods in the area especially 

during heavy rainy season. This study will be very useful for 

analyzing the impacts of flood and will be helpful for resource 

managers and planners by way of considering this as a 

preliminary data. 
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Abstract: Different types of fasteners are used in aerospace applications. E40CDV20 is a high strength hardened tempered steel.  For 

high strength fasteners, different types of coatings are used for improving surface protection and achieving desired mechanical and 

surface properties. Evaluation of corrosion resistance of aluminium IVD which is used for high strength alloy steel fasteners has been 

carried out in this paper. Fasteners made out of high strength alloy steel materials namely E40CDV20 is used in this study. Scanning 

electron microscopy is done to evaluate the morphology of the coating. Salt spray test is conducted for the evaluation of corrosion 

resistance of aluminium IVD of coatings on E40CDV20 steel fasteners. 

 

Keywords: High strength fasteners, Aluminium IVD coating, E40CDV20, SEM, Salt spray test   

 

1. Introduction 
 

Fasteners are defined as hardware that can be easily installed 

and removed with hand or power tools. Screws, bolts, nuts 

and rivets are common types of fasteners. There is no one 

fastener material that is right for every environment. 

Selecting the right fastener material from the vast array of 

materials available can appear to be a daunting task. Careful 

consideration may need to be given to strength, temperature, 

corrosion, vibration, fatigue and many other variables. Most 

of the fasteners are coated with different kind of materials 

using different processes to improve their functional 

properties. In many cases, special coatings or plating may be 

applied to metal fasteners to improve their performance 

characteristics like mechanical and surface properties. 

Common coatings/platings include electrolytic plating, hot- 

dip coating and mechanical plating. Cadmium coating 

provides excellent corrosion protection but this process is 

harmful for environmental conditions due to forming toxic 

products.  

 

Evaluation of corrosion resistance of aluminium IVD which 

is used for high strength alloy steel fasteners has been carried 

out in this paper. Ion Vapor Deposition (IVD) is a physical 

vapor deposition process for applying pure aluminum 

coatings to various substrates, the parts, mainly for corrosion 

protection. The process is applied in a vacuum vessel of 

various sizes, called an Ivadizer. To prevent contamination of 

the pure aluminum coating from oxygen and water vapor in 

the atmosphere, the aluminum coating is applied to the 

substrates in a vacuum. Its useful service temperature limit is 

925ºF. Because the process must be done in a specially 

designed vacuum chamber, it is quite expensive. It creates no 

hydrogen embrittlement and no toxic byproducts. Aluminium 

IVD process is done as per AMS 2427 standard. Fasteners 

made out of high strength alloy steel materials namely 

E40CDV20 is used in this study. Important properties of 

E40CDV20 steel are: Highly temperature and highly strength 

up to approx. 500°c, Not corrosion resistant, low tendency to 

distortion , limited weldable scaling possible already at 

500ºC. 

 

In this paper evaluation of corrosion resistance of aluminium 

IVD which is used for high strength alloy steel fasteners has 

been carried out. Salt spray test is conducted on M27 and 

M10 bolt made of E40CDV20 material. 

 

2. Experimental Details 
 

2.1 Test specimen 

 
Salt spray test is conducted on M27*2.00*77 Aluminium 

IVD coated and M10*1.25*35 aluminium IVD coated 

HSHCB made of E40CDV20 high strength alloy steel as per 

procedure ASTM B117. Microstructural analysis is done 

using SEM. Coating thickness of IVD coated fastener is 

measured using optical microscope. E40CDV20 is a high 

strength hardened tempered steel. Table [1] shows the 

chemical composition of E40CDV20 alloy steel. Figure [1] 

shows the image of test specimen. 

 

Table 1: Chemical composition of E40CDV20 

Element %composition

C 0.37-0.44

Si 0.8-1.00

Mn 0.2-0.5

Cr 4.75-5.25

Mo 1.20-1.40

V 0.40-0.60

S ≤0.010

P ≤0.015
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Figure 1: Test specimen 

 

2.2 Aluminium IVD coating 

 

Ion Vapor Deposition (IVD) is a physical vapor deposition 

process for applying pure aluminum coatings to various parts 

for corrosion protection. A vacuum vessel of various sizes, 

called an Ivadizer is used for coating process. Figure [2] 

shows the flow chart of aluminium IVD coating process. 

 

 
Figure 2: Flow chart of Aluminium IVD coating 

 

2.3 Experimental set up for salt spray test 

 

Test specimens are placed in an enclosed chamber and 

exposed to a continuous indirect spray of salt water solution 

(also referred to as fog or mist) which falls-out on to the 

specimens at a rate of 1.0 to 2.0 ml/80cm²/hour, in a chamber 

temperature of 35
o
C. The pH of the salt solution fall-out 

should be maintained at a neutral pH ((pH 6.5 to 7.2 – this is 

also commonly referred to as NSS, which stands for Neutral 

Salt Spray). The chamber climate is maintained under 

constant steady state conditions. The test duration is variable. 

For aluminium IVD coated fasteners test duration is 168 

hours. Figure [3] shows salt spray apparatus as per ASTM 

B117standard. 

 
Figure 3: Salt spray apparatus 

 

2.4 Microstructure analysis 

A section of the sample was ground with a series of emery 

papers down to 600 grit size and polished with diamond 

paste of 1-2 micron size. It was etched with nital. Micro 

structure analysis is done using scanning electron microscope 

(SEM) to check whether the fastener surfaces are free from 

defects. Figure [4] shows the image of SEM. 

 

 
Figure 4: Scanning electron microscope 

 

2.5 Results and discussion 

The test results of M27 and M10 Aluminium IVD coated 

HSHCB are given in table [2]. Figure [5] shows the 

microstructural images of M27*2.0*77 Aluminium IVD 

coated HSHCB. Figure [6] shows the microstructural images 

of M10*1.25*35 aluminium IVD coated HSHCB. 

 

Table 2: Results of salt spray test 
Test specimen Sample 

size 

observation 

M27*2.00*77 

Aluminium IVD 

coated HSHCB 

10 Total time of exposure :168 hours 

Result :No corrosion after 168 hours 

of testing and part found ok 

M10*1.25*35 

Aluminium IVD 

coated HSHCB 

10 Total time of exposure :168 hours 

Result :No corrosion after 168 hours 

of testing and part found ok 
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5(a) 

 
5(b) 

 
5(c) 

Figure 5(a), (b), (c): Microstructural analysis of M27 

HSHCB 

 

 
6(a) 

  
6(b) 

 
6(c) 

Figure 6(a), (b), (c): Microstructural analysis of M10 

HSHCB 

 

From the results of salt spray test is conducted on 

M27*2.0*77 and M10*1.25*35Aluminium IVD coated and 

cadmium IVD coated HSHCB made of E40CDV20 it is 

found that the parts obey the specification of test methods. 

According to the specification of salt spray test  of aluminium 

IVD coated fastener after 168 hours of exposure to salt spray 

test there shall not more than the following: 15 scattered 

spots or pits of 0.8mm dia max. in 150 in 2 of test areas from 

five or more specimens and 5 scattered spots or pits of 

0.8mm dia max. in 30 in 2 areas of one or more specimens. 

The microstructure is fine and uniform across the section of 

IVD coated E40CDV20 fasteners. Free from Surface 

decarburization, inclusion, burns, cracks and voids. 

 

3. Conclusions 
 

Various types of coating used in aerospace fasteners namely 

electrolytic cadmium plating, Aluminium IVD coating and 

vacuum deposition of Cadmium are studied. Evaluation of 

corrosion resistance of the IVD coating are done by salt 

spray test and microstructural analysis using SEM on 

E40CDV20 fasteners. During salt spray test there is no 

corrosion for base material after 168 hours for aluminium 

IVD coating. The microstructure is uniform, fine and free 

from corrosion and surface cracks. From the results 

concluded that aluminium IVD coating provides better 

corrosion resistance for high strength fasteners like 

E40CDV20 alloy steel. 
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Abstract: The present research work was carried out to examine the influence of various combinations of 

austempering heat treatments on the wear behaviour of Austempered Ductile Iron (ADI). Eight samples 

were taken for the analysis and all the samples were austenised at a temperature of 9500C for 30 minutes. A 

set of four samples were austempered at temperatures of 3000C and 4000C for 5, 15, 30 and 120 minutes 

and resulting microstructures were characterized through optical microscopy and X-ray diffraction. By 

varying the austempering temperature, significant changes were obtained in their morphology and rate of 

bainitic ferrite and residual austenite. Wear test was carried out using a pin on disc machine for a load of 

2kg in which the test was undertaken on each of the sample for total time duration of 6 hours in step of 1 

hour. The cumulative weight loss was used to determine the wear rate by the slope of weight loss against 

time. At low austenising temperature (3000C), it led to the formation of ferritic thin and compact needles, 

while, at higher austempering temperature like 4000C, wide feather-like blades of ferrite were observed in 

microstructure and for various austempering temperature, the morphology of residual austenite phase has 

changed, in a way that it changed from thin and delicate state at low temperatures into thick block-shaped 

state at high austempering temperatures. The coarse austenite microstructure exhibited higher wear rate 

than fine ausferrite microstructure. The results indicated that samples austempered at 3000C shows better 

wear resistance than samples austempered at 4000C for respective austempered time.  

 
Key words: Austempered Ductile Iron (ADI), austenite, critical temperature, wear  

 
 

1. Introduction 

In recent years, there is a significant importance in energy saving which has led to the advancement of 

light weight, durable and cost effective materials. For this purpose, there is a requirement to continually 

formulate new materials and checkout those already in account. One such material is ductile iron. A ductile 

iron which subjected to a peculiar isothermal heat treatment process i.e. heating to the austenitizing 

temperature, followed by quenching into a salt or oil bath at a temperature in the range of 200oC to 445oC 

and holding for the time required for transformation to occur at this temperature, is known as austempered 

ductile iron (ADI) and the process is known as austempering [1]. 

Austempered Ductile Irons are an interesting class of materials because of their unique microstructure 

and interesting properties. When subjected to austempering treatment ductile iron transforms to a 

microstructure consisting of ferrite and stabilized austenite rather than ferrite and carbide as in 

austempered steels. Because of the presence of stabilized austenite, ADI exhibits excellent combination of 

strength and ductility, together with good fatigue and wear properties. Compared to the conventional 
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grades of Ductile Iron, ADI delivers twice the strength for a given level of ductility in the form of elongation. 

Accessing the desired mechanical properties of ADI irons is possible by controlling final microstructure. 

Microscopic structure is affected by temperature, time of austenitization and austempering. The most 

important and critical part of the microscopic structure of ADI is the residual high carbon austenite. 

Mechanical properties and wear behavior of ADI are largely affected by the volume fraction, morphology 

and carbon content of residual austenite. 

Wear means the damage on or the removal of material from the surface when solid parts are in sliding, 

rolling, or impact motion in relation to each other. Wear can affect either one or both of two solid surfaces. 

Wear damage precedes the actual loss of material, and it may also occur independently despite the fact that 

generally the definition of wear is based on the loss of material. The consequences of wear process are 

usually described by wear rate. The reciprocal of wear rate is wear resistance. It measures how well the 

body resists the removal of material by wear processes [2]. 

The material characterization of ADI consists of studying the microstructure to understand the behavior 

of material for determining the mechanical properties which itself depends upon casting and alloying 

elements. The ductile iron austempered at lower temperatures say 300oC, will result fine laths of bainitic 

ferrite and small amount of retained austenite. But at 400oC microstructure shows coarse bainitic ferrite 

along with blocky austenite [3]. 

In recent past, several attempts have been made to investigate the wear behaviour of ADI with respect to 

their heat treatment parameters and mechanical properties. Meanwhile, a clear investigation on the wear 

behaviour and microstructure of ADI has yet to be carried out. The primary objective of the present 

investigation is to study the wear behaviour of ADI–austenised at a fixed temperature with different 

austempering temperatures and austempering times. 

The aim of the work presented here is to investigate the variation in wear resistance of ADI and the 

material characterization of ADI also be carried out. 

2. Experimental Procedure  

2.1. Material 

The alloy of ductile iron for the present study was cast in the form of slab 100 x 25 x 25 cm. 

Compositional analysis was done by energy dispersive spectroscope (EDS).  

 

Table 1. Chemical Composition of Ductile Used in Present Investigation 

       Elements                       Weight % 

        Carbon 3.48 

        Silicon 2.70 

        Nickel 1.50 

        Manganese 0.31 

        Copper 0.05 

        Molybdenum 0.31 

        Phosphorous 0.01 

        Sulphur 0.01 

        Magnesium 0.05 

 

The as-cast material was taken for microscopic analysis after polishing and etched with natal 3%. From 

the microstructural point of view the basic material consist of ferrite-pearlitic nodular cast iron with 60% 

of pearlite in the matrix. Graphite occurs only in a perfectly-nodular (80%) and imperfectly-nodular (20%) 

shape (not in flakes). 

2
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2.2. Heat Treatment 

Heat treatment was carried out using two furnaces. An electric resistance muffle furnace with an 

accuracy of ±5oC, and a salt bath furnace with an accuracy of ±2oC, having 45 wt% sodium nitrate and 55 

weight percentage of potassium nitrate solution, was used here for austenising and austempering process 

respectively. Conventional austempering process was carried out in the present investigation. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Microstructure of the ductile iron in as cast condition, (mag. 400X). 

 

The process involved austenising the sample at 950oC for 30 minutes and then subjected to austempering 

at 300oC and 400oC for different durations of times such as 5 minutes, 15minutes, 30 minutes, and 120 

minutes. 300oC and 400oC is taken so that lower temperature is expected to produce lower bainitic 

microstructure with less amount of austensite while the higher temperature shows upper bainitic ferrite 

with considerable amount of austensite with the matrix of the materials. Fig. 2 shows the schematic 

diagram of austempering process adopted in the present investigation. 

 
Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of conventional heat treatment. 

 

2.3. Metallography 

To elicit the information regarding the morphology, all the austempered samples under each heat treated 

condition were polished, polishing was done using fine emery paper and finally by cloth disc with alumina. 
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The samples were etched with 3% nital and viewed under optical microscope. The austempered samples 

were also analyzed under XRD and SEM at higher temperature. 

2.4. Variation in Retained Austenite 

Optical microscopy gives a qualitative picture of the phases present. Quantitative study can be done by 

X-Ray diffraction technique. X-ray diffractometer (model JEOL JPx8) with Cu Kα radiation (λ=1.54 Å) was 

used as the source. Scanning was done in angular range 2θ from 40° to 50° at a scanning speed of 2°/min. 

The XRD graphs were plotted using Origin Pro software. 

The volume fraction of the retained austenite can be estimated quantitatively by X-Ray diffraction 

technique. Assuming that the ferrite and the austenite are the only matrix phases present, the ratios of 

integrated intensities of diffraction peaks from these phases can be written by the equation, 

 

   
( ) ( )

( ) ( )

hkl hkl

hkl hkl

I R X

I R X

  

  

                      (1) 

 

where, 

Iγ(hkl) is the integrated intensity from the given (hkl) plane from austenite, 

Iα(hkl) is the integrated intensity from the given (hkl) plane from ferrite, 

Xγ, Xα are the volume fraction of retained austenite and ferrite respectively, and  

Rγ(hkl), Rα(hkl) are constants and are given by the following expression 

 

21
( ) MR F F P LP e

V V

     


      (2) 

where, 

V is the atomic volume of unit cell, 

F is the structure factor, 

P is the multiplicity factor, 

LP is the Lorentz polarization factor  

e-2M is the temperature factor. 

And                  

 Xγ + Xα = 1        (3) 

Using the above equation one can determine the amount of austenite and ferrite present in the matrix. 

2.5. Variation in Carbon Content 

The lattice parameter of the austenite increases with increase in carbon content. 

They are related by the following equation,  

 

aγ= 0.3548 + 0.0044Cγ               (4) 

 

where, aγ is the lattice parameter of austenite in nanometer and Cγ is the carbon content of austenite in 

weight percent. The lattice parameter aγ can be calculated by the equation, 

 

  aγ  = d(hkl)×(h2+k2+l2)1/2            (5) 

And,     

2sin
hkld






               (6) 
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where λ is the wavelength of CuKα radiation. 

2.6. Hardness Testing 

Hardness was measured for all the heat treatment conditions before and after wear test. Hardness values 

were taken on a Rockwell hardness testing machine in Rc scale for a load of 150kg. The indenter used was 

diamond indenter and the reported values are an average of at least five readings. 

2.7. Wear Testing 

A pin on disc wear testing machine was used to study the dry sliding wear behavior of different ADI 

samples, the schematic diagram of the machine is shown in Fig. 4. Samples of 8 mm diameter and a length 

of 25 mm were machined for the wear study.  The experiments on all heat treated samples were conducted 

for a load of 2kg. The specimen was tightened and care has been taken so that cross section of the specimen 

was in contact with the disc during the experiment. The wear test was carried on each of the sample for 6 

hours. The weight loss method was used to determine the wear rate in gm/min. The difference in weight 

before and after the test was used to determine the weight loss. The reduction in weight was measured after 

an interval of 1 hour using electronics balance. The weight loss experienced by the ADI under each heat 

treatment condition was then analyzed. After wear testing, micrographs of each deformed samples were 

taken through Scanning Electron Microscope. Then difference between non-deformed and deformed 

samples of ADI under each heat treatment condition is analyzed. 

 
Fig. 3. Wear pin sample                  Fig. 4. Pin on disc set up 

 

Table 2. Main Features of Pin on Disc Machine. 

        Disc Size                       Dimension 

      Outer diameter 215mm 

      Inner diameter 45mm 

      Thickness 20mm 

      Hardness 52HRC 

  

Table 3. Testing Parameters Used in the Wear Measurement of the 

Present Study 

       Parameters                       Values 

      Load                             2kg 

      Sliding speed                       4.71 m/s 

      Sample dimension                  8mm diameter and 25mm length 

      Sliding distance in 6 hours              101.736 km 
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3. Results and Discussions 

3.1. Qualitative Analysis 

3.1.1. Metallography 
In the present investigation, the variation in austempering conditions resulted in a variation in the 

microstructure. The result of the optical metallography is shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. These are the 

microstructure obtained for the austempering times of 5, 15 minutes, 30 minutes and 120 minutes for the 

austempering temperature of 300oC after austenitisng at 950oC for 30 minutes. 

  

          
 

               
 

Fig. 5 (a-d). Samples austempered at 300oC for austempering times of 05, 15 30 and 120 minutes 

respectively. (Mag.400X) 

 

For the austempered of 5 minutes, very small amount of bainite could be seen in the intermediate vicinity 

of the graphite particles as shown in Fig. 5 (a). Bainite ferrite is seen as the dark etching sheaves, 

unstabilised austenite is seen as the large white etching blocky areas. These regions were believed to 

transform into martensite during cooling to room temperature. When the time was increased to 15 minutes, 

one can notice a corresponding increase in the volume fraction of bainitic ferrite with a reduction in the 

unstabilised austenite regions. However the samples austempered for 30 minutes showed considerable 

amount of bainitic ferrite and its growth also as shown in Fig. 5 (c). The 120 minutes austempered sample 

showed full transformation as shown in Fig. 5 (d).  

The samples austempered for different timings in the same way but at 4000 C showed similar trend as 

shown in Fig. 6(a-d). Since at higher temperature the nucleation of bainitic ferrite is low but iths growth 

rate is favored, the volume fraction of ferrite is found to be less. Considerable amount of blocky auistenite 

can be observed in samples austempered for 120 minutes. These ferrites are feathery type and well 
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separated from each other from the islands of austenite. 

 

          
 

             
Fig. 6 (a-d). Samples austempered at 400oC for austempering times of 05, 15 30 and 120 minutes 

respectively. (Mag.400X) 

3.2. Quantitative Analysis 

3.2.1. X-RD Analysis  

 

 
Fig. 7. XRD profile for samples austempered at 300°C for 5, 15, 30 and 120 minutes. 

 

The X-ray diffraction technique helped in estimating the exact quantity of retained austenite and bainitic 

ferrite. The results are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 for the samples austenised at 9500 C and subjected to 
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austempering conditions which are indicated on the figure. The XRD patters shows a shift in the austenite 

peak as the austempering time was increased which indicates increase in carbon content of retained 

austenite or in other words stability of austenite. 

 

 
Fig. 8. XRD profile for samples austermpered at 400°C for 5, 15, 30 and 120 minutes. 

 

 
Fig. 9. Variation of retained austenite volume fraction with austempering time for the samples austenitised 

at 950oC. 

 

 
Fig. 10. Variation in carbon content of retained austenite volume fraction with austempering time for the 

samples austenitised at 950oC. 
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The volume fraction of retained austenite estimated is shown in Fig. 9, the retained austenite content 

goes on increasing with increase in austempering time for a given austemring temperature. This is mainly 

due to the sufficient time available for transformation with increase in austempering time. 

In Fig. 10 explains how the retained austenite is getting enriched with carbon with increase austempering 

time. This increase in trend both in austenite and carbon content can also be observed for the other set of 

samples which are austemperd at 4000 C. 

3.3. Wear Study 

The wear behavior of the material in the present investigation is studied at austempering temperatures 

3000 C and 4000 C and the results are shown in Figs. 11 and 12 shown below: 

 

 
Fig. 11 (a). Wear rate: 4.398 x 10 -4gm/min.       Fig. 11. (b). Wear rate: 3.885 x 10 -4gm/min. 

 

 
   Fig. 11. (c). Wear rate: 3.67 x 10 -4gm/min.          Fig. 11. (d). Wear rate: 2.81 x 10 -4gm/min. 

 

Fig. 11. Weight loss against time for austempering temperature at 300oC for different austempering 

time. 

 

 
Fig. 12 (a). Wear rate: 4.681 x 10 -4gm/min      Fig. 12 (b). Wear rate: 4.428 x 10 -4gm/min 
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Fig. 12 (c). Wear rate: 3.871 x 10 -4gm/min     Fig. 12 (d) Wear rate: 3.493 x 10 -4gm/min 

Fig. 12. Weight loss against time for austempering temperature at 400oC for different austempering 

time 

 

 
Fig. 13. Wear rate of samples austempered at 300oC and 400oC for 5, 15, 30 and 120 minutes. 

 

The slope values calculated for each heat treated condition gives the wear rate and result is shown in Fig. 

13. From this figure, it can be observed that the wear rate decreased with increase in austempering times 

for both the austempering temperatures. However, the samples austempered at 300oC shows decrease in 

wear rate at any of the austempering time compared to that of 4000 C. 

It should be noted that the samples austempered for the times 5, 15 and 30 minutes for both 300oC and 

400oC contain unsterilized austenite (or martensite) and hence they are very brittle. This has led to easier 

removal of the material and resulted in higher wear rate. Fig. 14 shows the microstructure for sample 

contains unsterilized austenite austempered at 400oC for 5 minutes. 
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Fig. 14(a-c). SEM images for samples austempered at (a) 4000 C for 5 minutes, (b) 3000C for 120 

minutes, (c) 4000C for 120 minutes 
  

The samples austempered for 120 minutes resulted in lower wear rates and in this lowest value is 

observed in samples austempered at 300oC rather than 400oC. This may be attributed to the fact that at 

400oC, some deformation induced martensite may form which once again induces brittleness to the 

material. Whereas at 300oC for 120 minutes the formation of fine acicular ferrite along with stabilized 

austenite contributes to the lower wear rate for the material. Fig. 14(b) and 14(c) shows the microstructure 

for sample austempered at 300oC and 4000 C for 120 minutes. From these figures, it can be observed that 

the sample austempered at 300C for 120 minutes is free from strain induced martensite while that at 400C 

for 120 minutes shows small martensitic needles which is responsible for inducing brittleness to the 

material.   

After discussion of plots, the examination of ADI samples through SEM helps to understand the wear 

mechanism of ADI. The worn out surface when seen under the SEM showed abrasive and ductile nature of 

material removal. The samples austempered for lower timings such as 5, 15 and 30 minutes showed 

predominately abrasive nature as shown in Fig. 15(a-c) and 16(a-c). Whereas, in Fig. 15(d) and 16(d) for 

120 minutes resulted in plough and tongue formation which shows that adhesive nature of wear. 

 
 (a). 05 minutes                      (b). 15 minutes 

 
 (c). 30 minutes                  (d). 120 minutes 

Fig. 15(a-d). SEM images of worn out surface of ADI samples austempered at 300oC for different time. 
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 (a). 05 minutes                (b). 15 minutes 

 

 
(c). 30 minutes                       (d). 120 minutes 

Fig. 16. SEM images of worn out surface of ADI samples austempered at 400 oC for different time 

 

3.4. Hardness: 

The above Fig. 17 shows the hardness values taken for the samples austempered for 300oC and 400oC 

before wear test. 

 
Fig. 17. Variation of hardness with austempering temperature and time before wear test 

 

By analyzing the above figure higher hardness values were observed for the samples austempered at 

300oC than for 400oC. However the hardness values are found to be decreased with increase in 

austempering time as the volume fraction of unstabilised austenite which are likely to transform in to 

martensite gets reduced with increase in time. So, the decrease in hardness at 400oC compared to 300oC for 

a given austempering time is attributed to the presence of feathery bainite and quick stabilization austenite 

due to faster diffusion of carbon in to the surrounding austenite. 
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Another factor for the observed wear behavior under different austempering conditions is the more or 

less a constant hardness values. The hardness values taken before and after wear test are shown in Fig. 18. 

If there is considerable strain hardening in the material during wear, then it should result in increase in 

hardness. But it is clear from the figure that there is hardly any increase in hardness or in other words the 

material has undergone negligible amount of plastic deformation. Therefore the observed decrease in wear 

rate at 300oC and 400oC for 120 minutes is mainly due to the microstructure.  

 

 
   (a). Hardness values at 3000C (b). Hardness values at 4000C 

Fig. 18(a-b). Variations in hardness values of samples austempered at (a) 3000C (b) 4000C, before and after 

wear test 

4. Conclusion 

1. Increasing austempering time increases the stabilization of retained austenite for a given 

austempering temperature and increasing austempering temperature increases the amount of 

retained austenite for a given austempering time. 

2. Hardness decreases with increasing asutempering time for a given austempering temperature and 

this decrease is true for increasing temperature for a given austempering time.  

3. The amount of bainitic ferrite increases with increasing austempering time. 

4. The carbon concentration of the residual austenite increases during bainitic transformation. 

5. Wear rate decreases with increase in austempeing time for a given austempering temperature and 

is found to increase with increase in austempering temperature. 
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Abstract: Different types of fasteners are used in aerospace applications. E40CDV20 is a high strength hardened tempered steel.  For 

high strength fasteners, different types of coatings are used for improving surface protection and achieving desired mechanical and 

surface properties. Evaluation of corrosion resistance of aluminium IVD which is used for high strength alloy steel fasteners has been 

carried out in this paper. Fasteners made out of high strength alloy steel materials namely E40CDV20 is used in this study. Scanning 

electron microscopy is done to evaluate the morphology of the coating. Salt spray test is conducted for the evaluation of corrosion 

resistance of aluminium IVD of coatings on E40CDV20 steel fasteners. 

 

Keywords: High strength fasteners, Aluminium IVD coating, E40CDV20, SEM, Salt spray test   

 

1. Introduction 
 

Fasteners are defined as hardware that can be easily installed 

and removed with hand or power tools. Screws, bolts, nuts 

and rivets are common types of fasteners. There is no one 

fastener material that is right for every environment. 

Selecting the right fastener material from the vast array of 

materials available can appear to be a daunting task. Careful 

consideration may need to be given to strength, temperature, 

corrosion, vibration, fatigue and many other variables. Most 

of the fasteners are coated with different kind of materials 

using different processes to improve their functional 

properties. In many cases, special coatings or plating may be 

applied to metal fasteners to improve their performance 

characteristics like mechanical and surface properties. 

Common coatings/platings include electrolytic plating, hot- 

dip coating and mechanical plating. Cadmium coating 

provides excellent corrosion protection but this process is 

harmful for environmental conditions due to forming toxic 

products.  

 

Evaluation of corrosion resistance of aluminium IVD which 

is used for high strength alloy steel fasteners has been carried 

out in this paper. Ion Vapor Deposition (IVD) is a physical 

vapor deposition process for applying pure aluminum 

coatings to various substrates, the parts, mainly for corrosion 

protection. The process is applied in a vacuum vessel of 

various sizes, called an Ivadizer. To prevent contamination of 

the pure aluminum coating from oxygen and water vapor in 

the atmosphere, the aluminum coating is applied to the 

substrates in a vacuum. Its useful service temperature limit is 

925ºF. Because the process must be done in a specially 

designed vacuum chamber, it is quite expensive. It creates no 

hydrogen embrittlement and no toxic byproducts. Aluminium 

IVD process is done as per AMS 2427 standard. Fasteners 

made out of high strength alloy steel materials namely 

E40CDV20 is used in this study. Important properties of 

E40CDV20 steel are: Highly temperature and highly strength 

up to approx. 500°c, Not corrosion resistant, low tendency to 

distortion , limited weldable scaling possible already at 

500ºC. 

 

In this paper evaluation of corrosion resistance of aluminium 

IVD which is used for high strength alloy steel fasteners has 

been carried out. Salt spray test is conducted on M27 and 

M10 bolt made of E40CDV20 material. 

 

2. Experimental Details 
 

2.1 Test specimen 

 
Salt spray test is conducted on M27*2.00*77 Aluminium 

IVD coated and M10*1.25*35 aluminium IVD coated 

HSHCB made of E40CDV20 high strength alloy steel as per 

procedure ASTM B117. Microstructural analysis is done 

using SEM. Coating thickness of IVD coated fastener is 

measured using optical microscope. E40CDV20 is a high 

strength hardened tempered steel. Table [1] shows the 

chemical composition of E40CDV20 alloy steel. Figure [1] 

shows the image of test specimen. 

 

Table 1: Chemical composition of E40CDV20 

Element %composition

C 0.37-0.44

Si 0.8-1.00

Mn 0.2-0.5

Cr 4.75-5.25

Mo 1.20-1.40

V 0.40-0.60

S ≤0.010

P ≤0.015
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Figure 1: Test specimen 

 

2.2 Aluminium IVD coating 

 

Ion Vapor Deposition (IVD) is a physical vapor deposition 

process for applying pure aluminum coatings to various parts 

for corrosion protection. A vacuum vessel of various sizes, 

called an Ivadizer is used for coating process. Figure [2] 

shows the flow chart of aluminium IVD coating process. 

 

 
Figure 2: Flow chart of Aluminium IVD coating 

 

2.3 Experimental set up for salt spray test 

 

Test specimens are placed in an enclosed chamber and 

exposed to a continuous indirect spray of salt water solution 

(also referred to as fog or mist) which falls-out on to the 

specimens at a rate of 1.0 to 2.0 ml/80cm²/hour, in a chamber 

temperature of 35
o
C. The pH of the salt solution fall-out 

should be maintained at a neutral pH ((pH 6.5 to 7.2 – this is 

also commonly referred to as NSS, which stands for Neutral 

Salt Spray). The chamber climate is maintained under 

constant steady state conditions. The test duration is variable. 

For aluminium IVD coated fasteners test duration is 168 

hours. Figure [3] shows salt spray apparatus as per ASTM 

B117standard. 

 
Figure 3: Salt spray apparatus 

 

2.4 Microstructure analysis 

A section of the sample was ground with a series of emery 

papers down to 600 grit size and polished with diamond 

paste of 1-2 micron size. It was etched with nital. Micro 

structure analysis is done using scanning electron microscope 

(SEM) to check whether the fastener surfaces are free from 

defects. Figure [4] shows the image of SEM. 

 

 
Figure 4: Scanning electron microscope 

 

2.5 Results and discussion 

The test results of M27 and M10 Aluminium IVD coated 

HSHCB are given in table [2]. Figure [5] shows the 

microstructural images of M27*2.0*77 Aluminium IVD 

coated HSHCB. Figure [6] shows the microstructural images 

of M10*1.25*35 aluminium IVD coated HSHCB. 

 

Table 2: Results of salt spray test 
Test specimen Sample 

size 

observation 

M27*2.00*77 

Aluminium IVD 

coated HSHCB 

10 Total time of exposure :168 hours 

Result :No corrosion after 168 hours 

of testing and part found ok 

M10*1.25*35 

Aluminium IVD 

coated HSHCB 

10 Total time of exposure :168 hours 

Result :No corrosion after 168 hours 

of testing and part found ok 
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5(a) 

 
5(b) 

 
5(c) 

Figure 5(a), (b), (c): Microstructural analysis of M27 

HSHCB 

 

 
6(a) 

  
6(b) 

 
6(c) 

Figure 6(a), (b), (c): Microstructural analysis of M10 

HSHCB 

 

From the results of salt spray test is conducted on 

M27*2.0*77 and M10*1.25*35Aluminium IVD coated and 

cadmium IVD coated HSHCB made of E40CDV20 it is 

found that the parts obey the specification of test methods. 

According to the specification of salt spray test  of aluminium 

IVD coated fastener after 168 hours of exposure to salt spray 

test there shall not more than the following: 15 scattered 

spots or pits of 0.8mm dia max. in 150 in 2 of test areas from 

five or more specimens and 5 scattered spots or pits of 

0.8mm dia max. in 30 in 2 areas of one or more specimens. 

The microstructure is fine and uniform across the section of 

IVD coated E40CDV20 fasteners. Free from Surface 

decarburization, inclusion, burns, cracks and voids. 

 

3. Conclusions 
 

Various types of coating used in aerospace fasteners namely 

electrolytic cadmium plating, Aluminium IVD coating and 

vacuum deposition of Cadmium are studied. Evaluation of 

corrosion resistance of the IVD coating are done by salt 

spray test and microstructural analysis using SEM on 

E40CDV20 fasteners. During salt spray test there is no 

corrosion for base material after 168 hours for aluminium 

IVD coating. The microstructure is uniform, fine and free 

from corrosion and surface cracks. From the results 

concluded that aluminium IVD coating provides better 

corrosion resistance for high strength fasteners like 

E40CDV20 alloy steel. 
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Abstract - Saw dust activated carbons produced by steam 
activation process are of good quality when considered to 
other non-graphitic forms. It is superior because of its macro 
porous structure rendering maximum adsorption of gas or 
vapour and for the removal of colour and odour of compounds. 
Commercially the same is extensively used in the refining and 
bleaching of vegetable oils, chemical solution, water 
purification, recovery of gold etc.  This being predominantly 
macro porous, becomes well suited for organic chemical 
adsorption, with its highest hardness matches ideal for water 
purification. Activated carbon manufacturing machine is a 
CPS, it works with the help of an electrical AC motor to drive 
the gear drive and actual experimental setups, in the 
generation of the deactivated carbon.  The gear box assembly, 
hopper setup, screw conveyor and stand were fabricated with 
a simple design and with easily available materials. The 
output obtained is tested and results are analyzed. 

Key Words: CPS –Chemical Powered System, AC –
Alternating Current. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 Activated carbon is a form of carbon species that is 
processed and prepared to have high porosity and very large 
surface area available for adsorption. Activated carbons are 
sometimes called as active carbons due to their highly 
developed internal surface area and porosity. The large 
surface area implies a high capacity for adsorbing chemicals 
from gases and liquids. The most widely used commercial 
active carbons have a specific surface area varying from 800 
to 1500 m2/g as determined typically by nitrogen gas 
adsorption. Difference in pore size affects the adsorption 
capacity for molecules of different shapes and sizes, and so is 
one of the criteria by which carbons are selected for a 
specific application .It appears to be black, tasteless, nontoxic 
absorbent, with large specific area and three class of pore 
size distribution after a serial of physical and chemical 
processions including carbonization, activation, acid cleaned 
and washed. It has properties of both physical and chemical 
adsorption, selecting and adsorbing matters of small and 
macro molecular in gas and liquid phase to do functions of 
crocking, refining, deodorization, sterilization, 
decontamination and purification. Activated carbon is an 
essential industry product for food, pharmaceutical, 
chemical, water treatment, environment-protection, 

chemical national defense and agricultural industry. 

1.1 Application 

Activated carbon is used in gas purification, gold 
purification, metal extraction, water purification, medicine, 
sewage treatment, air filters in gas masks and respirators, 
filters in compressed air and many other applications. One 
major industrial application involves use of activated carbon 
in the metal finishing field. It is very widely employed for 
purification of electroplating solutions, for removing organic 
impurities from bright nickel plating solutions. A variety of 
organic chemicals are added to plating solutions for 
improving their deposit qualities and for enhancing 
properties like brightness, smoothness, ductility, etc. 
Activated carbon treatment removes impurities and restores 
plating performance to the desired level. In environment 
field activated carbon adsorption has numerous applications 
in removing pollutants from air or water streams both in the 
field and in industrial processes such as spill clean-up, 
Groundwater remediation, Drinking water filtration, Air 

purification, volatile organic compounds capture from 
painting, dry cleaning, gasoline dispensing operations, and 
other processes. In medical applications activated carbon is 
used to treat poisonings and overdoses following oral 
ingestion. It is thought to bind to poison and prevent its 
absorption by the gastrointestinal tract. The granular 
activated carbon is always preferred for adsorption of gases 
and vapors as their rate of diffusion is faster. The activated 
carbons pellets are made especially for use in vapor 
applications in industries. Aquarium charcoal or activated 
carbon is used as a water filter in fish aquariums. Activated 
carbon pellets is made especially for use in a vapor 
applications. The product is highly double screened and de- 
dusted in the normal process and prior to packaging to 
assure a very clean, dust free product and hard with long 
service lifespan. 

1.2 Raw materials used in the production of activated 
carbon. 

Activated carbon is produced from a wide variety of 
carbon-rich raw materials, including wood, coal, peat, 
coconut shells, nut shells, bones and fruit stones. New 
materials are currently under investigation as sources for 
activated carbon. Almost any organic matter with a large 
percentage of carbon could theoretically be activated to 
enhance its adsorptive characteristics. In practice, however, 
the best candidates for activated carbon contain a minimum 
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amount of organic material, have a long storage life, are hard 
enough to maintain their properties under usage conditions, 
may be obtained at a low cost, and obviously are capable of 
producing a high-quality activated product when processed. 
The widespread use of a particular raw material as a source 
of activated carbon is obviously limited by the supply of that 
material. As a result, wood is by far the most common source 
of activated carbon, followed closely by coal; coconut shell 
and peat are also used in large quantities, but they are more 
expensive and less readily available. The raw material from 
which a given activated carbon is produced often has a large 
effect on its porosity distribution and surface area. As a 
result, activated carbons produced from different raw 
materials may have much different adsorbent qualities. 

Table -1: Material and Carbon Content 

SLNO MATERIAL %CARBON CONTENT 

1 Wood 40 

2 Coconut shell 35 

3 Lignite 60 

4 Bituminous Coal 75 

5 Anthracite 90 

 

2. ADSORPTION MECHANISM OF ACTIVATED   
CARBON               

Activated Carbons are the most powerful 
adsorbents known. It is basically a solid material consisting 
mainly of pure carbon. A characteristic feature is its porous 
structure and the resulting immense surface area which may 
be as large as 1500 m2/gm. Due to its exceptional adsorption 
qualities, activated carbon is widely used in process destined 
to purify, discolour, recuperate and remove odours at low 
cost and superior efficiency 

 

    

Fig -1: Adsorption mechanism 

Activated carbons work on the principle of 
adsorption. Adsorption is an interfacial process involving the 
collection of gaseous or solute components on the surface of 
adsorbent solids. This phenomenon is associated with 
physical attractive forces that bind gaseous and solute 
molecules commonly known as Van-der-Waals forces. 
Adsorption is thus a physical process, i.e. the substances 
adsorbed on the solid do not undergo any chemical reaction 
with the latter. The adsorbing solid is referred to as 
adsorbent and the substance to be adsorbed from the liquid 
or the gas phase as the solute. The adsorption power and 
rate is determined by the kind of activated carbon, the 
particle size, the pore size and its distribution. When the 
carbon is activated it leads to opening of various pores in its 
structure. 

 In water and wastewater treatment systems, 
activated carbon is almost always used as a filter medium in 
an independent treatment operation. In some cases, 
powdered activated carbon (PAC) is added to the actual 
wastewater stream to adsorb contaminants, then removed 
later from the stream and discarded. Because PAC has a 
faster adsorption rate, it was often used in the past, but 
disposal and handling concerns have made granular 
activated carbon (GAC) a more popular alternative for most 
applications. GAC is used in the filtration process in water 
treatment, and then regenerated when it becomes less 
effective due to saturation with chemicals. GAC is also 
usually much easier to handle and transport then PAC.  

Three primary types of filter beds are used with GAC 
as substrate. The differences involve the method by which 

carbon is removed from the system as its capacity is 
consumed. All three require the constant monitoring of 
effluent in order to determine when the ‘breakthrough’ 
occurs of effluent with a high concentration of solute. This 
breakthrough, of course, indicates that the carbon is no 
longer adsorbing effectively. While activated carbon is 
especially known for its effectiveness in removing organic 
chemicals from water and waste water, it is also surprisingly 
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effective in removing a variety of inorganic constituents 
would not necessarily be predicted by the chemistry of 
activated carbon, low levels of these chemicals can be 
removed effectively, primarily due to physical adsorption 
mechanisms. Applications for this process can be found in 
water and wastewater engineering, metallurgy, and 

analytical chemistry.  

Both anions and cations have been removed from 
waters with activated carbon. In general, it is true that 
carbon adsorption is not nearly as effective at removing 
metals and inorganics as it is at removing organic 
compounds. This is primarily because metals often exist in 
solution either as ions or as hydrous ionic complexes. Based 
on previous discussions of adsorption chemistry, neither of 
these forms is effectively adsorbed by carbon. 

3.  ACTIVATED CARBON MANUFACTURING 
MACHINE 

 

Fig -2: Schematic diagram. 

3.1 FABRICATION 

Table -2: Specifications 

SL 

NO 

PART 
NAME 

MATERIA
L 

SIZE 

(mm) 

MANUFACTURING 
PROCESS 

1 Hopper Sheet 
metal 

300× 

300 

Submerged Arc Welding 

2 Bend pipe Steel  140 dia Submerged Arc Welding 

3 Stand  Mild steel 2mm 
thick 

Submerged Arc Welding 

4 Shaft  Mild steel 25dia Lathe process (turning) 

5 Worm & 
worm 
wheel  

Cast iron 40 & 60 Milling & Hobbing  

 

Fig -3: Activated carbon manufacturing machine 

4. WORKING PRINCIPLE 

Waste products taken from wood industries are 
dried for two to three days. The heating chamber switch was 
switched ON so that the regulator has to be adjusted 
gradually to reach the maximum temperature.  

Then it was allowed to heat up to thirty minutes. 
Then wooden waste dried is taken and mixed with NaCl with 
proportionate rate of 1:4.Then motor was switched ON. Thus 
screw conveyor rotates. Then proportionate mixture of 
sodium chloride and wood dust was put inside the hopper. 
The conveyor has taken it inside the hopper. Inside the 
extruder more heat is generated because the heat is 
transferred from heat chamber to the extruder. Thus the 
wooden waste burnt inside the extruder with NaCl. The NaCl 
prevents the wooden dust from forming of ash while heating. 
The heat produced around is 300°C. The sawdust is burnt 
completely and taken away as deactivated carbon by the 
conveyor. The carbon is fed down through the bend pipe.  

  Then the carbon getting out have to be dipped inside 
the Conc. HCl hydro-chloric acid which was mixed with 
water with permanent proportionate rate of (1:10). Thus it 
will now form as diluted hydro-chloric Acid. The deactivated 
carbon was dipped in the acid for few seconds. Thus the 
chloride content present in carbon is removed by chlorine 
present inside the HCl. Thus it was taken and dried and the 
resultant product obtained was known as “Activated 
carbon”. 
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5. RESULTS AND EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 

Table -3: Result 

SLNO: NAME OF TEST RESULT (%)  

1 Moisture 49.38 

2 Volatile matter 18.66 

3 Ash content 1.17 

4 Sulphur 0.067 

5 Carbon 27.07 

 
Analysis, which is more comprehensive, is 

dependent on quantitative analysis of various elements 
present in the activated carbon sample, such as carbon, 
hydrogen, Sulphur, Oxygen, and nitrogen. It helps us to 
assess the amount of moisture, volatile and ash content with 
the residual carbon present in the sample .It shows that the 
moisture content of activated carbon prepared from Saw 
dust is high while the volatile and ash content are the least. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

Activated carbons from Saw dust are good enough 
for the treatment of any kind of liquid and gaseous effluents. 
The results indicate that activated carbon they have higher 
apparent density, lower moisture content and lower ash 
content, more finely distributed in sizes. Activated carbon 
obtained from saw dust can be converted into various forms 
such as pellets, briquettes and granular etc.  

The sawdust was burned during the movement of 
Screw Conveyor in the Heating Chamber. It Recovers 
Deactivated Carbon. Then it is dipped to get activated carbon 
is done with Dil. HCl. The quality of the Activated Carbon 
obtained was found to near Industrial Standard.  

Activated carbon obtained from machine is tested 
and is found that it has low sulphur & ash content. It has also 
got high carbon & fixed carbon content. Due to chemical 
activation using Dil. HCl moisture content is found to be high. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

One of the prominent wireless technologies is Mobile networking, which can yield voice and/or data network 

connectivity through wireless. Most famous application of mobile networking is cellular phone [5]. In mobile as 

well as fixed, demand for radio transmission throughput will always increase. One can definitely predict that, in 

coming decades, millions of users in a large city will want to transmit and receive holographic video more or less 

continuously, about 100 Mbps per consumer in each direction. Hyper- MIMO often called Massive MIMO is a 

promising technology for meeting this demand. 

Hyper-MIMO provides greater channel potential improvements over 4 G technologies. Thus the channel potential 

can be achieved without the need for more bandwidth or additional base stations, if the channel potential is 

improved. With the help of various advanced technologies like Hyper-MIMO, MM-wave communication, etc 

consumers definitely will replace 4G by 5G. There has been prominent growth in the data rates and the spectral 

efficiency of the radio transmission. Mobile communication starting from cellular generation like 2G, 3G and now 

4G with varying the data rates from 12kbps in 2g to100Mbps in 4g [8].This shows that the increase in data rates 

comes with the increase in the potential of the systems. So here going to discuss and simulate the potential of 

systems like MIMO systems and hyper MIMO systems. 

2. 5G ARCHITECTURE 

The next generation of wireless connectivity is 5G. Fifth generation will yield great speeds and a good potential. It 

will provide data rate between 10Gbps and 100Gbps.In real time applications latency is very important, in 4G its 

range between 40ms and 60ms. Even though this is a very low latency but not able to provide day to day 

applications like in a video-game player, we want our system to respond in single sweep of time when a button is 

AB ST R ACT  

Hyper-MIMO systems are regarded as one of the most upcoming research areas today, given to the next generation of mobile networking. This is due 

to the fact that Hyper-MIMO channel can offer a noteworthy capacity gain over a traditional multiple-input multiple output (MIMO) channel. In 

Hyper-MIMO we are increasing number of transmitting antennas at base station to improve performance. In this paper we discuss about 

Hyper-MIMO, enhanced channel potential over traditional MIMO system. Hyper-MIMO contributes an immense channel potential and spectral 

efficiency for the users with high data rate. This paper discusses and simulates the potential and the Spectral efficiency improvement of 

Hyper-MIMO using MR Precoding and Zero-forcing Precoding of hyper MIMO systems. 

Keywords: Capacity, Hyper-MIMO, 5G, MIMO, MM-WAVE and Spectral efficiency. 
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pressed. While moving to 5G, they have assured a ultra-low latency range between 1ms to 10ms. Then in future we 

can actually watch any live telecast without any delay. For improving the potential, Management of the available 

bandwidth is very prominent factor to be taken in account; one idea is that as not all systems need the same 

bandwidth, we may improve the capacity by providing bandwidth according to their needs. 

As research have shown that a mobile user stays inside for about 85 percent of time and outside for about 15 percent 

of time. In this scenario for a user inside will receive a call that signal will undergo many losses and hence 

efficiency will be less, data bit rate will be reduced and energy efficiency also reduced. The reason behind is that 

there is only single base station at the middle of the cell site that manage all these. While moving to 5G architecture 

both outside and inside have different models. Thus the penetration losses can be reduced to some extent. This will 

be implemented using Hyper- MIMO technology by employing more number of antennas. 

 

Fig. 1: General 5G cellular network architecture [5] 

Usually in MIMO system we utilize three or five antennas, by using Hyper-MIMO, we are increasing number of 

transmitter and receiver antennas approximately between ten to hundred. By doing this capacity gain has been 

increased [5]. In Hyper- MIMO network for establishing a well-grounded network two things have to be setup. 

First, a base station will be establish in a cell site with array of antennas on it and these base station are connected 

using optical fibre cables. When a user is outside he/she is connected to the base station directly or connected via 

multiple hops from the antennas by creating virtual Hyper-MIMO network. Next step an antenna array will be 

establish in every building, these antennas array will be in line of sight with the base station. The communication 

inside is done using by various technologies like Wi-Fi, visible light communication, MM-wave communication 

etc [5]. 

3. HYPER-MIMO 

Hyper-MIMO is a multi-user MIMO (MU-MIMO) technology where K user systems are serviced on the same 

time-frequency resource by a base station (BS) with M antennas, such that M>>K .Hyper-MIMO utilized 
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spatial-division multiplexing. A breakthrough in wireless communication to perform wireless spatial multiplexing 

is an array of independently-controlled antennas. 

The data streams are carried on focused beams of data under LOS propagation conditions, where as in a cluttered 

propagation environment, the data streams can arrive from many directions simultaneously. If the signal is desired, 

then the streams tend to strengthen each other constructively, and where they are unwanted then interfere 

destructively. In order to carry out multiplexing the antenna array needs to know the frequency response of the 

propagating channels between each of its elements and each of the users. In pre-coding section channel state 

information (CSI) is utilized and the data streams are mapped into the signals that drive each of the antennas. [7]. 

By using Hyper-MIMO technology one advantage is that we can increase the potential and reliability, and also we 

can reduce the error rate. By transmitting multiple versions of our message through different channels the 

probability all the signals will be affected same will be less. At the receiver section these multiple copies are 

received and processed to retrieve our original message. 

With the help of diversity techniques communication link can be stabilize, improve its capacity, performance, and 

reduces data error rate. Due to these benefits by MIMO technology is deployed as a part of communication 

standards such as 802.11 (WiFi), 802.16 (WiMAX), and LTE [5]. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2: Hyper- MIMO: a multi-user MIMO technology [7] 

4. ENERGY EFFICENCY & CHANNEL CAPACITY 

ASPECTS IN HYPER-MIMO 

In Hyper-MIMO systems can achieve large energy efficiency when compared to conventional MU-MIMO 

systems. This gain can be in two major ways, both based on increasing the size of the system that is (M, K). First, 

for a given system throughput, transmission power of the user equipments in Hyper-MIMO systems can be reduced 

significantly, by raising M well beyond the maximum limit of eight antennas per base station in current LTE 

systems. Thus resulting EE levels are improved 100 times that of conventional MIMO systems. 
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The capacity improvement is due to the use of spatial multiplexing. In Hyper- MIMO beam division multiple 

access (BDMA) techniques can be used. It will allot beam for each user which are orthogonal to each other. The 

subscriber will use same beam if the users are in same location by using multiple access techniques like 

FDMA/TDMA, thus improving the capacity. The energy efficiency is also improving due to focussing of beam in 

particular target location [9]. 

5. SPECTRAL EFFICIENCY OF HYER-MIMO 

To keep up with the rapid traffic growth, a key goal of the 5G technologies is to improve the area throughput by 

orders of magnitude; 100X and even 1000X higher throughput are regularly mentioned as 5G design goals. [10] 

The area throughput of a wireless network is measured in bit/s/km2 and can be modeled as follows: 

Area throughput= Bandwidth Cell density Spectral efficiency This simple formula reveals that there are three main 

components that can be improved to yield higher area throughput: (1) more bandwidth can be allocated for 5G 

services; (2) the network can be densified by adding more cells with independently operating access points; and (3) 

the efficiency of the data transmissions (per cell and for a given amount of bandwidth) can be improved [10]. 

In order to increase spectral efficiency Precoding in Hyper-MIMO systems is essentially, Precoding can be done in 

transmitting side. ZF and MR precoding can be increased the spectral efficiency, In general, ZF precoder performs 

well under high SNR conditions. The ZF precoder outperforms MR. It also suppresses inter-cell interference at the 

cost of reducing the array gain. It is noted that spectral efficiency increases as the number of BS antennas grows.[9] 

6. DICUSSION & SIMULATION RESULTS 

The potential/capacity for Hyper-MIMO system are shown in the following figure3The capacity of the system 

capacity is implemented in Matlab for the simulation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3: Potential of Hyper-MIMO systems 
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We can see that as increase in number of antennas in transmits side, potential/capacity is increasing. Here the black 

line is showing the capacity of Hyper-MIMO systems and green and blue lines show the system capacity for 6x6 

and 8x8 MIMO systems respectively. Thus, at high SNR, the capacity increases linearly with the number of 

antennas at both transmitter and receiver side. Hyper-MIMO system is approximately three times the capacity of 

the MIMO systems. Thus, at high SNR, the capacity/potential increases rapidly with the number of antennas at 

transmitter side. 

The Spectral efficiency vs Maximal Ratio Precoding of the Hyper-MIMO during downlink transmission is shown 

inFig3.2.Here concrete for downlink transmission with K = 10 users, an SNR of 5 dB, and uncorrelated Rayleigh 

fading channels. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4: Downlink Simulation with MR Precoding 

The Spectral efficiency vs Zero Forcing Precoding of the Hyper-MIMO during downlink transmission is shown in 

figure 3.3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5: Downlink Simulation with ZF Precoding 
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7. CONCLUSION 

The simulation result shows that the number of transmit antennas increases, the channel capacity/potential increase 

quite rapidly, as well as spectral efficiency as shown in figure, which is required to implement in 5G. The Hyper- 

MIMO system shows the maximum capacity and spectral efficiency which has been proved by simulations. If the 

values of transmit antennas can be reached in thousands, the channel capacity and spectral efficiency will be large 

and high data rate is possible without any doubt, it can be very useful to full- fill the hope of 5G and even more. 
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Abstract—Channel impulse response of a multiple input multiple output-orthogonal frequency division

multiplexing (MIMO-OFDM) channel contains a smaller number of nonzero components. In addition,

locations of nonzero taps coincide in delay domain. So channel impulse responses can be modeled into an

approximately group sparse signals. In this work we use extended sparse Bayesian learning (ESBL), a

new method for multichannel compressive sensing for channel estimation in MIMO-OFDM. In joint

extended sparse Bayesian learning (JESBL), both pilot and data subcarriers are utilized for channel

estimation. These methods can reduce the number of pilot subcarriers in OFDM and improve the spectral

efficiency of the MIMO-OFDM system.

DOI: 10.3103/S0735272717020029

1. INTRODUCTION

Multiple input multiple output (MIMO) together with orthogonal frequency division multiplexing

(OFDM) is a key technology for several current and future fixed and mobile wireless communication

systems and standards. In a MIMO-OFDM system, multiple transmission and reception antennas are used to

improve capacity, throughput and spatial diversity of MIMO, while OFDM provides resilience to multipath

propagation and improved spectral efficiency [4].

In MIMO-OFDM in order to reconstruct the transmitted signal in receiver side, channel distortions must

be nullified. For that impulse response of the wireless channel must be estimated. Channel estimation in

OFDM is done with the set of anchored subcarriers called pilots [4]. However, a higher number of pilot

subcarriers reduces spectral efficiency of the system [3]. In MIMO-OFDM the pilot requirement is

multiplied by the number of channel combinations. Hence, the pilot density in each MIMO-OFDM channel

must be reduced.

In [2] the authors propose an EM-based sparse Bayesian learning framework for SISO-OFDM. They

designed a spectrally efficient channel estimation method, which can utilize sparsity of wireless channel.

However, it cannot be used for MIMO-OFDM. In MIMO-OFDM channels, each channel impulse responses

are group sparse [1], i.e. locations of the significant components coincide in successive MIMO-OFDM

channel instantiations. This is due to smaller antenna spacing compared to path lengths in MIMO-OFDM

[1]. Method of estimating group sparse signals from its observations [2] is called distributed compressive

sensing.

There are many methods for distributed compressive sensing. In [1] authors propose a multichannel basis

optimization algorithm for distributed compressive sensing. This algorithm is multichannel extension for

basis pursuit algorithm. In [5] authors propose an algorithm SCS-FRI to estimate multipath channels with

sparse common support (SCS) based on finite rate of innovation (FRI) sampling. Group orthogonal

matching pursuit algorithm is also a distributive compressive sensing algorithm that can be used for

MIMO-OFDM channel estimation. MSBL algorithm mentioned in [6] is a multichannel extension of sparse

Bayesian learning (SBL) algorithm that is used in [2]. MSBL algorithm uses prior information about group

sparse vectors for group sparse estimation. However, MSBL algorithm contains complex mathematical

formulations.

In this paper our aim is to design a sparse channel estimation algorithm for MIMO-OFDM. This

algorithm will be an extension of SBL algorithm [2]. SBL algorithm uses the expectation maximization

(EM) algorithm in order to estimate the likelihood estimates of sparse vector. In distributed compressive
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sensing there will be multiple sparse vectors. So extended sparse Bayesian learning contains multiple

expectation steps and a single maximization step.

In [2] authors propose a joint channel estimation and data detection algorithm for SISO OFDM. This

algorithm can utilize both pilot and data subcarriers for channel estimation by simply introducing an

additional maximization step for unknown data symbols. This strategy can also be used in MIMO-OFDM.

Joint extended sparse Bayesian learning (JESBL) algorithm can be used for MIMO-OFDM with better

spectral efficiency.

1.1. Problem Statement

In MIMO-OFDM the instantaneous received signal in each MIMO channels are given by

y X Fh ni i i i� � , (1)

where F N L
N L

� �

�

� ( ) contains the first L columns of the N N� discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrix

X i and i changes from 1 to M, representing “M” MIMO-OFDM channels, and hi

L
�� are the channel

impulse responses. The dictionary matrix is given by � i iX F� , where � i is the diagonal matrix that

contains the transmitted symbols comprising both known pilot symbols and unknown M-QAM modulated

data along the diagonal in the ith MIMO-OFDM channel.

Each component of ni

N
�

�

�
1

is a zero mean circularly symmetric additive white Gaussian noise with

probability density function (PDF) denoted byCN( , )0
2

� , where�
2

is the noise variance. The system model

pertaining to the pilot subcarriers can be written as follows:

y X F h np i p i p i i p i, , , ,� � , (2)

where y p i, is a P�1 vector containing the entries of sampled at pilot locations in the ith MIMO-OFDM

channel, X p i, is a P�P diagonal matrix with the known pilot symbols along its diagonal, Fp is the P�L (P <

L) sub matrix of consisting of the rows corresponding to the pilot locations, and n p i, is a P�1 vector

consisting of components of ni sampled at pilot locations (problem P1). Secondly, we introduce the JESBL

algorithm to solve the optimization problem (P2).

Main objective of channel estimation is to estimate hi

L
�� from (2), where h hi i� ( )1 , …, h Li ( ). In

sparse Bayesian learning framework, we model hi as a parameterized distribution. So, the channel

estimation problem is converted into a parameter estimation problem. In MIMO-OFDM channels, all

MIMO channel combinations are group sparse. Mathematically group sparsity refers to common

hyperparameter for all MIMO-OFDM channels. So the channel impulse response can be modeled as

h CNi � ( , )0 	 for all i, where 	 is the common hyperparameter, and 	 �diag( ( )
 1 , …, 
( )L ).

From (2) the group sparse channel estimation problem can be mathematically represented as

(P1):

� min
|| | |

,

, , ,
h

y X F h

i

h

p i p i p i i

i

L

�

�

�

�
�

�

arg log| |



�

�
1

2

2

2
	 �

�

h hi

H

i	

1
. (3)

In traditional OFDM channel estimation techniques only pilot subcarriers are used for channel

estimation. However, data subcarriers can also be used for channel estimation [2]. This type of channel

estimation techniques is called joint channel estimation and data detection, and it can reduce the overall

number of pilot subcarriers and hence improve the spectral efficiency. So, we consider joint channel

estimation in MIMO-OFDM scenario, which can be formulated as

(P2):
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ABSTRACT 

The technology advances in rapid pace and it contributes in 

the steps to facilitate the easiness of life. The real time 

services are emerged substantially in the world of 

modernization. The most important revolution of real time 

technology is in the field of health care scenario. It  is  very  

important  to  monitor  various  medical  parameters  and  post  

operational   days.  Hence the latest trend in Healthcare 

communication method using Internet of things (IoT) is 

adapted. The main objective of our ‘IoT based Medical home’ 

is to continuously monitor the health status of a patient over 

the internet. This proposed system of health care management 

is specially supposed to design as a Medical Home for older 

patients and this is equipped such that it can be a complete 

protection for the older patients even when they are in lone 

situations. For this Real time health status updation , Real 

time ECG, BP, Glucose level, temperature monitoring, 

Automatic wheel chair access facility , Medicine reminder, 

Panic switch facility, Automatic ambulance calling facility are 

provided. This medical home is a fabulous model which has 

to be brought in to prevalence for the future.   

General Terms 

IoT. Cloud computing 

Keywords 

Real time health monitoring, Health care sensor networks. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The engineering is effectively using recent advances in 

technology to the welfare of human kind and Nature. Recent 

advances in health care monitoring sensors, embedded 

systems and cloud computing can be used for healthcare 

applications. Today there are so many devices are 

commercially available for personal health care, and 

fitness[1]. This proposed system of health care management is 

specially supposed to design as a Medical Home for older 

patients and this is equipped such that it can be a complete 

protection for the older patients even when they are in lone 

situations. For this Real time health status updating , Real 

time ECG[3], BP, Glucose level, temperature monitoring , 

Automatic wheel chair access facility , Medicine reminder , 

Panic switch facility, Automatic ambulance calling facility are 

provided. A password based main entrance lock system in the 

home only for near ones and ambulance crew is also designed. 

Our proposed Medical Home is meant to be a complete 

problem solver for the physical illness of the patients. Here 

what actually done is meticulously monitoring completely the 

patient from a remote or distant spot by relatives, doctors, 

clinical guides, neighbors as well as an ambulance driver in  

real time basis. The most salient part about the system is that 

it is capable of informing the critical conditions of the patient 

instantly to relatives, hospital and ambulance through a panic 

alarming message[3].The whole details regarding the patient’s 

earlier health records can be utilized and verified well by the 

doctor directly without any queries when the patient 

approaches a new doctor and hospital[2]. The whole medical 

details of the patient are saved with in a cloud server which 

can be accessed any time by the clinical guides and these 

details are saved for ever and will be an easy source of future 

reference  for the doctors during the diagnostic stages. Once a 

data is stored ,it is   stored forever[4],[6]. Moreover, not only 

the real time monitoring, but also the earlier status reference 

also can be made possible by this technique. The specially 

designed main entrance lock of the proposed Medical home is 

a part of huge relevance in our idea. Suppose the patient is 

alone inside the home and due to abnormal health a measure, 

the patient falls fainted critically. The instant alarming 

messages regarding the condition along with images will be 

sent to relatives who are not near to the patients and doctor 

who does the consultation for the patient all the time[5]. And 

also an Alaric message of the situation is got sent to an 

ambulance control room. Then the ambulance can readily 

come to the spot to pick the patient to the hospital with in no 

time by opening the servomotor based door lock using an 

instant OTP. All these deeds can be watched constantly by the 

relatives from remote distance. .This medical home is a 

fabulous model which has to be brought in to prevalence for 

the future. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
So far, there are so many works are used for remote health 

monitoring Network (WBAN) consisting of wearable sensors 

as the data acquisition unit, communication and networking 

and the service layer[1]. The wearable sensors placed on the 

body surface will collect all the current health parameters. The 

Sensors transmit the sensed data to a gateway server through a 

Bluetooth connection. The gateway server turns the data into 

an Observation and Measurement file and stores it on a 

remote server for later retrieval by clinicians through the 

internet[2],[5].Here by utilizing a cloud based medical data 

storage, a health monitoring system is presented in which 

medical Staff can access the stored information online through 

content service application. Visualization of the subject is also 

important in addition to the technology for data gathering, 

storage and access, medical data analysis. Cameras are 

employed near the patient for monitoring the patient through 

images[4]. 

For the purpose of improving the quality of medical care, 

more and more health care systems are intensely embracing 

the Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology in 

recent years, combined with the use of assorted hospital 

information systems (HIS) [1]. With the use of hybrid RFID 

and HIS technologies, hospital management can easily trace 

patients, medical materials and supplies, medications, and 

healthcare related inventory. By integrating RFID and mobile 
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agent technologies, the healthcare system for the elderly has 

the potential of a revolutionary improvement in the future. 

The primary objective of that research is to build a 

convenient, safe and long‐term home care environment for 

the elderly, under the premise of not affecting their daily 

routines as well as providing a complete and continuous care 

environment for them after leaving the hospital[6]. In the 

RFID based health care management schemes, all the medical 

records are stored in a Health ID card. When the card is 

swiped at a special system all the health records  and 

medicinal intakes are saved and send to a local area 

network[1],[6]. 

2.1  Demerits of the earlier systems 

 Real time monitoring and live streaming were not 

possible. 

 The live health status updating of the patient at any time 

and from any part of  the world cannot be achieved. 

 The data can be send only to a Local area network. 

 Encryption security is not present. 

 Once the details of the patient are sent to the doctor, then 

it is lost. And the health details and current conditions 

are not stored anywhere. 

 Concept of a virtual data storage space like cloud server  

is lacking there. And hence the monitored health status 

and consultation records are not able to get reused. 

 The easy accessing of ambulance service automatically 

when the patient is at trouble is not present in most of the 

system. 

 The previous health records are not available for future 

reference. 

 When the patient approaches a new medical team, they 

can not avail the earlier health conditions and medicinal 

routines of the patient as prescribed before. 

 Most of the systems do just patient monitoring and often 

not provide complete health coverage like wheelchair 

accessing, ensuring of life security by providing 

automatic door lock mechanism to pick a fainted patient 

to the hospital. 

 The concept of a Medical home for the full health 

assistance of elders was not in practice in all of those 

systems.  

 Messages sent and the data which can be accessed from 

the cloud are slower. 

 Data logging like Pen drives or SD cards cannot be 

stored with the real time details in parallel. 

 For ECG monitoring multiple numbers of electrodes 

have to use. 

3. PROPOSED TECHNOLOGY 
Cloud Processing has three distinct components: storage, 

analytics, and visualization[1]. The system is designed for 

long term storage of patient’s biomedical information as well 

assisting health professionals with diagnostic information. 

Cloud based medical data storage and the upfront challenges 

have been extensively addressed in the literature. 

Analytics that use the sensor data along with e-Health records 

that are becoming prevalent can help with diagnoses and 

prognoses for a number of health conditions and 

diseases[3].Additionally, Visualization is a key requirement 

for any such system because it is impractical to ask physicians 

to pore over the voluminous data or analyses from wearable 

sensors[4]. Visualization methods that make the data and 

analyses accessible to them in a readily digestible format are 

essential if the wearable sensors are to impact clinical 

practice[3],[4]. 

Integrating the Internet of things (IoT) paradigm into medical 

systems can further increase intelligence, flexibility and 

interoperability[6]. A device utilizing the IoT scheme is 

uniquely addressed and identifiable at anytime and anywhere 

through the Internet. IoT based devices in remote health 

monitoring systems are not only capable of the conventional 

sensing tasks but can also exchange information with each 

other, automatically connect to and tasks[2]. As exemplified 

in, such systems are able to provide services such as 

automatic alarm to the nearest healthcare    exchange 

information with health institutes through the Internet, 

significantly simplifying set up and administration institute in 

the event of a critical accident for a supervised patient[5]. 

3.1  Merits of the proposed system 
Real time health status updating of the lone living old people 

by relatives is the major advantage of the system. Real time 

ECG monitoring and other health monitoring is a merit of the 

system. Here the health status can be known from any part of 

the world using IoT. Automatic wheel chair access facility for 

older ones is a benefit from this system. Medicine reminder is 

available here. Live streaming is possible so that the health 

details can be under stood directly. Since, the IoT technology 

is used, the data accessing space is unlimited. Alert messages 

sent and datas accessed are very fast. The whole records can 

be logged into pen drive or SD cards fast and simultaneously 

.Panic switch facility is also provided. The Encryption is 

provided such that the details in the cloud server get 

maximum security. For measuring ECG instead of using a 

number of electrodes a single sensor is used as cost effective. 

Automatic ambulance calling when health is on trouble. 

Automatic password based door lock system only for the near 

ones is an exclusive merit of this Medical home. Complete 

protection for the old aged patients living in lone situations is 

its great importance.  

4. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
The whole system of Medical Home is designed as two 

separate sections. The first part is placed near the patient for 

health monitoring. The second section is a wheel chair 

accessing system which can be used by the patient as he 

needs.  

As it is seen in the Figure 1, here all the measured body 

parameters are primarily controlled by a At mega 328 

microcontroller. The sensors attached to the body will sense 

all the physical parameters such as temperature, bottled 

glucose level, blood pressure, heart beat count per minute, 

Electro cardio gram record etc are measured with respect to 

the instructions executed at the At mega 328 microcontroller. 

The temperature sensor used here is LM35. Reflective optical 

glucose sensor TCRT5000, TCRT5000L series is used to 

sense the variations in the glucose level. The automatic blood 

pressure sensor which will apply the pressure at critical  

conditions and automatically calibrate the blood pressure 

values is provided. 

All these sensed values are analog in type and converted to 

digital by using an ADC. These digital data are taken by 

Raspberry pi. An electronic panic switch is an single pole 

single through (SPST) switch is provided. When the switch is 

pressed, the +5 voltage is flown towards the At mega328 

since a load resistor path is provided below it, which in turn 

energize the buzzer to ring and when the switch is un pressed  

the stored voltage level will be rushing into the ground 
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through the resistor path. The ECG record is captured using a 

technology called PPG or Photo Plethysmography. In the 

heart beat sensor, the patient’s capillary points like finger tip 

are pressed at a point of IR LED. As per the blood flow rate, 

variable amount of LED rays are reflected into a photodiode. 

The photodiode will produce the current pulses. These are 

given to a band pass filter in which the usual frequency ranges 

of human ECG waves are preset. The output wave form will 

be a replica of human ECG waves. A counter is used to count 

the heartbeat count. 

 

Fig 1:  Block diagram of medical home system 

All these measured parameters are then sent to the most 

advanced micro computer Raspberry Pi to carry out further 

processing through UART serial communication. All these 

datas are saved at data logging of SD card and if any measures 

are gone critical instant messages are sent to doctor, relatives 

ambulance etc and the buzzer will be rung. The real time 

image of the person is captured and it is also sent to the cloud 

server along with the other sensed details. These details can 

be accessed from cloud server by the relatives and family 

doctor through their PCs and phones by using a unique secret 

password with the help of Ethernet connection. For saving the 

fainted patient from the locked house the instantaneous 

password based door lock system is designed using a 

servomotor. This can be achieved when the password of door 

is sent to the mobile of ambulance crew and relatives along 

with the GPS location of the home. The datas saved in the 

cloud server are in encrypted form to ensure safety. 

In the wheel chair facility(Figure 2), the WiFi connection is 

attached to the PIC16f877a by using the UART 

communication. The  WiFi module is connected to the pins of 

PIC16F877A. The RC0 pin of PIC 16f877a  is connected to 

the first input of motor driver L293D. RC1pin PIC16F877A is 

connected to 2nd input of motor driver.RC2 and RC3 are 

connected 3rd and 4th pins of L293D respectively. From out1 

and out2 of the L293D, motor1 of wheel chair is attached .  

From out 3 and 4 of L293D, motor2 of wheel chair is 

attached. These 230RPM DC motors will act  as the two 

wheels of the Wheel chair. 

 

Fig 2:  Block diagram of Wheel chair accessing facility 

5. COMPONENTS DETAILS 
The Arduino Uno board is used for the processing of sensed 

parameters and all these digitized values are sent to the 

RaspberryPi 3 through UART serial communication. Arduino 

Uno is a micro controller board based on the Atmega 328p 

datasheet. Raspberry Pi is an advanced mini computer with 

quad core ARM 7 cortex processor. The datas sent to the 

Raspberry Pi will be stored in the cloud storage server. Here, 

the server used is the ‘Telegram’ application. The other health 

care sensors used in the network are described in detail below.  
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5.1  Pulse sensor 
Pulse Sensor is a well-designed plug-and-play heart-rate 

sensor for Arduino. It can be used by students, artists, athletes, 

makers, and game & mobile developers who want to easily 

incorporate live heart rate data into their projects. The sensor 

clips onto a fingertip or earlobe and plugs right into Arduino. 

It also includes an open-source monitoring app that graphs 

your pulse in real time. The front of the sensor is the pretty 

side with the Heart logo. This is the side that makes contact 

with the skin. On the front you see a small round hole, which 

is where the LED shines through from the back, and there is 

also a little square just under the LED. The square is an 

ambient light sensor, exactly like the one used in cell phones, 

tablets, and laptops, to adjust the screen brightness in different 

light conditions. The LED shines light into the fingertip or 

earlobe, or other capillary tissue, and sensor reads the amount 

of light that bounces back. The other side of the sensor is 

where the rest of the parts are mounted. We put them there so 

they would not get in the way of the of the sensor on the front. 

Heart beat is updated in every 2ms. 

 

Fig 3:  Pulse sensor 

 

Fig 4:  PPG 

The current pulse output measured will be digitized via a 

comparator . The digital pulse outputs from comparator are 

fed to a Band pass filter which will confine the frequency 

range of this output into normal ECG frequency range of a 

humen being. This filter output is plotted on Y axis with 

respect to the time instants on the X axis by means of Java 

programming. Thus we can get  a plot which is very closely 

resembled like a human ECG. This is how the ECG is 

established using photo plethysmography. 

 5.2  Blood pressure monitoring 

              

                      Fig 5:  Sphygmomanometer 

 

Blood pressure is the force of blood against the walls 

of arteries. Blood pressure is recorded as two numbers-the 

systolic pressure (as the heart beats) over the diastolic 

pressure (as the heart relaxes between beats). The 

measurement is written one above or before the other, with 

the systolic number on top and the diastolic number on the 

bottom. For example, a blood pressure measurement of 

120/80 mmHg (millimeters of mercury) is expressed verbally 

as “120over80”. 

5.3  Glucose level monitoring 

                       

                   Fig 6:   Glucose level sensor 

The TCRT5000 and TCRT5000L are reflective sensors which 

include an infrared emitter and phototransistor in a leaded 

package which blocks visible light. The package includes two 

mounting clips. TCRT5000L is the long lead version.  Here, 

as a proto type, when the arm closed near between the IR pair, 

ie , LED and Photo diode, the interruption made by this will 

reduce the ray flow in between the two. So it will lead to the 

indication of low glucose level in the bottle. Other wise no 

indications. 

5.4  Body temperature monitoring 
The LM35 series are precision integrated-circuit temperature 

sensors, whose output voltage is linearly proportional to the 

Celsius (Centigrade) temperature. The LM35 thus has an 

advantage over linear temperature sensors calibrated in § 

Kelvin, as the user is not required to subtract a large constant 

voltage from its output to obtain convenient Centigrade 

scaling. Low cost is assured by trimming and calibration at 

the wafer level. It can be used with single power supplies, or 

with plus and minus supplies.  

The LM35 analog output voltage level is given to one of the 6 

analog pins of arduino. Arduino has a10 bit  ADC. So, 210 or 

1024 combinations are possible. That much number of voltage 

levels can be represented as binary digit codes. The maximum 

operating voltage level of LM35 is 5v.  (5v/1024)=4.8mv.  

1mv= (1/10)0c.And, when the binary value multiplied by 

0.483 will produce a temperature value in degree Celsius. 

This out put value is termed as analog read.  The LM35 can be 

applied easily in the same way as other integrated-circuit 

temperature sensors. It can be glued or cemented to a surface 

and its temperature will be within about 0.01§C of the surface 

temperature. This presumes that the ambient air temperature is 

almost the same as the surface temperature; if the air 

temperature were much higher or lower than the surface 

temperature, the actual temperature of the LM35 die would be 

at an intermediate temperature between the surface 

temperature and the air temperature. This is especially true for 

the TO-92 plastic package, where the copper leads are the 

principal thermal path to carry heat into the device, so its 

temperature might be closer to the air temperature than to the 

surface temperature. To minimize this problem, be sure that 

the wiring to the LM35, as it leaves the device, is held at the 

same temperature as the surface of interest. The easiest way to 

do this is to cover up these wires with a bead of epoxy which 

will insure that the leads and wires are all at the same 

temperature as the surface, and that the LM35 die's 

temperature will not be affected by the air temperature. 
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                                Fig 7: Temperature sensor 

6.  SOFTWARE  DESIGN 

6.1  The program is uploaded in Raspberry 

Pi  using the following steps 

 Double click the icon python IDLE. 

 A new window named Python 27.13 shell is 

appeared. 

 Take ‘File’. And click ‘New’. 

 A new untitled window  is appeared. 

 Write the programme on the window. 

 Go to Run option and then auto run 

 Go to Run module F5 and save the programme. 

 Now, the results and error are displayed in python 

2.7 shell. 

 

6.2  The program is burnt in the Arduino 

Uno using the following steps 

 Connect the Arduino using the USB cable.  

 Choose Tools→Board→Arduino Uno to find the board 

in the Arduino  menu. 

 Choose the correct serial port for your board. 

 Click the Upload button. 

 

6.3  Algorithms for the programming  

          sections are as  follows 
6.3.1  Algorithm for IoT section 

Step 1: Start 

Step 2: Initialize WiFi connection 

Step 3: Checking for internet connection 

Step 4: If connection is ok , go to step 5, else go to step 3. 

Step 5: Update application programme interface. 

Step 6: Waiting for Authorization. If Ok , go to step 7. 

Step 7: Waiting  for commands. 

Step 8: If commands come, go to it’s job, else pass. 

Step 9: End  

 6.3.2   Working Algorithm for processing the  

datas in   Arduino   uno.          

Step1: Start 

Step 2: Initialize UART communication 

Step 3: Initialize analog to digital conversion and 

communication. 

Step 4: Read ADC channels 

Step 5: Send ADC values serial. 

Step 6: End 

6.3.3   Algorithm to control Wheel chair using 

Android application  

Step 1:  Start 

Step 2:  Initialize the UART communication. 

Step 3:  Initialize WiFi 

Step 4:  Checking WiFi connection, if yes go to step5, else   

go to  step 3. 

Step 5:  Setting data direction registers. 

Step 6:  If UART data== ‘u’ set port 0b00000101 

Step 7:  If UART data==‘d’ set port 0b00001010 

Step 8:  If UART data == ‘l’ set port 0b00000001 

Step 9: If UART data ==’r’ set port  0b00000100 

Step 10: End 

6.3.4  Algorithm to plot ECG from PPG values. 

Step1:  Start 

Step 2:  Initialize UART communication 

Step 3:  Read UART values 

Step 4:  Plot serial communication values. 

Step 5:  End 

7.  HARDWARE DESIGN  

7.1 PCB layout 
The PCB layout is a mirrored positive one - black on white. 

Mirrored as viewed from the silkscreen top (component) side. 

The PCB layout is printed 1:1 on paper by means of a laser 

printer or copier machine. The laser printer or copier toner 

will not run out when it gets wet or oily. The ink of an inkjet 

paper print does run out and inkjet printers are therefore 

useless with the described method. 

7.2 PCB Etching 
The developed PCB is etched with a 220 g/l solution of 

ammonium peroxy disulfate (NH4)2S2O8 , ie,  ammonium 

persulfate, 220 gram added to 1 liter of water and mix it until 

everything is dissolved. Theoretically it should be possible to 

etch slightly more than 60 grams of copper with 1 liter etching 

solution. Assume an 50% efficiency, about 30 grams of 

copper. With a thickness of 35 μm copper on your PCB this 

covers a copper area of about 1000 cm2. Unfortunately the 

efficiency of the etching solution degrades, dissolved 

ammonium peroxydisulfate decomposes slowly. It is better to  

make just enough etching solution to etch. For an etching tray 

of about 20 x 25 cm a minimum practical amount is 200-250 

ml solution. So dissolve about 44 grams ammonium 

peroxydisulfate into 200 ml or 55 grams into 250 ml water. 

Etching at ambient temperature might take over an hour, it is 

better to heat up the etching solvent to about 35-45 degrees 

Celcius. The etching solution heating up could be done in a 

magnetron, this takes about 40 to 60 seconds in a 850W 
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magnetron depending on the initial temperature of the etching 

solution . The etching - rocking the etching tray  takes about 

15-30 minutes at this , if we have a heated air-bubble 

circulated etching fluid tank available, this is probably the 

fastest way to etch. At higher temperatures the etching 

performance decreases. The etching process is an exothermic 

reaction, it generates heat. Cooling the etching tray is  

necessary . When starting the etching process and little to etch 

it is difficult to keep the etching solution at 35-45 degrees 

Celcius. It helps to fill for example the kitchen sink with 

warm water and rock the etching tray in the filled kitchen 

sink. When the ammonium peroxydisulfate is dissolved it is a 

clear liquid. After an etching procedure it gradually becomes 

blue and more deeper blue Compared to other etching 

chemicals like hydrated iron chloride FeCl3.6H2O ie,  ferric 

chloride or the combination of hydrochloric acid HCL and 

hydrogen peroxide H2O2, using ammonium peroxy di sulfate 

is a clean and safe method . However, copper sulfate is a 

poisonous substance and should be treated as chemical waste. 

Here the etching process and PCB fabrication are done for the 

Wheel chair accessing arrangement. 

7.3 Prototype of system 

 

       Fig 8: Patient monitoring Section 

 

                             

We  use the app ‘Telegram’ as server  and we can control the 

system by sending the commands on the app.   We use the app 

‘Telnet’ for  WiFi connection. 

 

Fig 10:  Display of Patient Health Details in  Telegram 

8. CASE STUDY AND PROBLEMS 

FACED 
As we tried to create an Advanced medical home  appliance, 

we had to collaborate different  technical systems  such as 

Android controlled wheel chair, Automatic OTP based  door 

lock system etc together. We had to use four different 

programming languages such as c, embedded c,  Java , Python  

to implemented  the Medical Home system. We first planned 

to implement the wheel chair system as a real model. But, in 

practice, we could make it as a proto type only. We made a 

four wheeled locomotive model controlled by two dc motors. 

We could not prepare a real model of door lock system . 

Instead, we have just shown the rotation of the servomotor 

according to OTP entered in Telegram. Since we combined 

multiple systems together to increase the facilities the cost of 

implementation was high. 

9.  CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we reviewed the methods to provide complete 

healthcare aids for a patient who is in lack of near ones with 

him. Wearable sensors collect the body parameters and store 

them in a cloud space. These datas are accessed via internet. 

Wheel chair facility and password based door lock system 

contributes the more convenient life for patients who are 

living in the home itself. Learning of new programming 

languages such as Python, Embedded C, Java etc was a new 

experience for us. After completing the project, we feel so 

proud and contented that we could contribute a very useful 

initiative for the innovations in the medical field  and we are 

so satisfied with our efforts  to complete this project 

successfully. 
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Abstract—Channel impulse response of a multiple input multiple output-orthogonal frequency division

multiplexing (MIMO-OFDM) channel contains a smaller number of nonzero components. In addition,

locations of nonzero taps coincide in delay domain. So channel impulse responses can be modeled into an

approximately group sparse signals. In this work we use extended sparse Bayesian learning (ESBL), a

new method for multichannel compressive sensing for channel estimation in MIMO-OFDM. In joint

extended sparse Bayesian learning (JESBL), both pilot and data subcarriers are utilized for channel

estimation. These methods can reduce the number of pilot subcarriers in OFDM and improve the spectral

efficiency of the MIMO-OFDM system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Multiple input multiple output (MIMO) together with orthogonal frequency division multiplexing

(OFDM) is a key technology for several current and future fixed and mobile wireless communication

systems and standards. In a MIMO-OFDM system, multiple transmission and reception antennas are used to

improve capacity, throughput and spatial diversity of MIMO, while OFDM provides resilience to multipath

propagation and improved spectral efficiency [4].

In MIMO-OFDM in order to reconstruct the transmitted signal in receiver side, channel distortions must

be nullified. For that impulse response of the wireless channel must be estimated. Channel estimation in

OFDM is done with the set of anchored subcarriers called pilots [4]. However, a higher number of pilot

subcarriers reduces spectral efficiency of the system [3]. In MIMO-OFDM the pilot requirement is

multiplied by the number of channel combinations. Hence, the pilot density in each MIMO-OFDM channel

must be reduced.

In [2] the authors propose an EM-based sparse Bayesian learning framework for SISO-OFDM. They

designed a spectrally efficient channel estimation method, which can utilize sparsity of wireless channel.

However, it cannot be used for MIMO-OFDM. In MIMO-OFDM channels, each channel impulse responses

are group sparse [1], i.e. locations of the significant components coincide in successive MIMO-OFDM

channel instantiations. This is due to smaller antenna spacing compared to path lengths in MIMO-OFDM

[1]. Method of estimating group sparse signals from its observations [2] is called distributed compressive

sensing.

There are many methods for distributed compressive sensing. In [1] authors propose a multichannel basis

optimization algorithm for distributed compressive sensing. This algorithm is multichannel extension for

basis pursuit algorithm. In [5] authors propose an algorithm SCS-FRI to estimate multipath channels with

sparse common support (SCS) based on finite rate of innovation (FRI) sampling. Group orthogonal

matching pursuit algorithm is also a distributive compressive sensing algorithm that can be used for

MIMO-OFDM channel estimation. MSBL algorithm mentioned in [6] is a multichannel extension of sparse

Bayesian learning (SBL) algorithm that is used in [2]. MSBL algorithm uses prior information about group

sparse vectors for group sparse estimation. However, MSBL algorithm contains complex mathematical

formulations.

In this paper our aim is to design a sparse channel estimation algorithm for MIMO-OFDM. This

algorithm will be an extension of SBL algorithm [2]. SBL algorithm uses the expectation maximization

(EM) algorithm in order to estimate the likelihood estimates of sparse vector. In distributed compressive

80
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sensing there will be multiple sparse vectors. So extended sparse Bayesian learning contains multiple

expectation steps and a single maximization step.

In [2] authors propose a joint channel estimation and data detection algorithm for SISO OFDM. This

algorithm can utilize both pilot and data subcarriers for channel estimation by simply introducing an

additional maximization step for unknown data symbols. This strategy can also be used in MIMO-OFDM.

Joint extended sparse Bayesian learning (JESBL) algorithm can be used for MIMO-OFDM with better

spectral efficiency.

1.1. Problem Statement

In MIMO-OFDM the instantaneous received signal in each MIMO channels are given by

y X Fh ni i i i� � , (1)

where F N L
N L

� �

�

� ( ) contains the first L columns of the N N� discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrix

X i and i changes from 1 to M, representing “M” MIMO-OFDM channels, and hi

L
�� are the channel

impulse responses. The dictionary matrix is given by � i iX F� , where � i is the diagonal matrix that

contains the transmitted symbols comprising both known pilot symbols and unknown M-QAM modulated

data along the diagonal in the ith MIMO-OFDM channel.

Each component of ni

N
�

�

�
1

is a zero mean circularly symmetric additive white Gaussian noise with

probability density function (PDF) denoted byCN( , )0
2

� , where�
2

is the noise variance. The system model

pertaining to the pilot subcarriers can be written as follows:

y X F h np i p i p i i p i, , , ,� � , (2)

where y p i, is a P�1 vector containing the entries of sampled at pilot locations in the ith MIMO-OFDM

channel, X p i, is a P�P diagonal matrix with the known pilot symbols along its diagonal, Fp is the P�L (P <

L) sub matrix of consisting of the rows corresponding to the pilot locations, and n p i, is a P�1 vector

consisting of components of ni sampled at pilot locations (problem P1). Secondly, we introduce the JESBL

algorithm to solve the optimization problem (P2).

Main objective of channel estimation is to estimate hi

L
�� from (2), where h hi i� ( )1 , …, h Li ( ). In

sparse Bayesian learning framework, we model hi as a parameterized distribution. So, the channel

estimation problem is converted into a parameter estimation problem. In MIMO-OFDM channels, all

MIMO channel combinations are group sparse. Mathematically group sparsity refers to common

hyperparameter for all MIMO-OFDM channels. So the channel impulse response can be modeled as

h CNi � ( , )0 	 for all i, where 	 is the common hyperparameter, and 	 �diag( ( )
 1 , …, 
( )L ).

From (2) the group sparse channel estimation problem can be mathematically represented as

(P1):

� min
|| | |

,

, , ,
h

y X F h

i

h

p i p i p i i

i

L

�

�

�

�
�

�

arg log| |



�

�
1

2

2

2
	 �

�

h hi

H

i	

1
. (3)

In traditional OFDM channel estimation techniques only pilot subcarriers are used for channel

estimation. However, data subcarriers can also be used for channel estimation [2]. This type of channel

estimation techniques is called joint channel estimation and data detection, and it can reduce the overall

number of pilot subcarriers and hence improve the spectral efficiency. So, we consider joint channel

estimation in MIMO-OFDM scenario, which can be formulated as

(P2):
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Abstract:  

A cross-layer approach which is based on trans - mission count can enable high-throughput reliable multicast in mult i-hop dense 

wireless mesh networks (DWMN). The mult icast routing metric, which is used in this work, is called the approximated multicast 

transmissions count (AMT).AMT is designed to capture the combined effects of MAC layer re-transmission based reliability, link  

quality awareness. AMT-based multicast routing uses topology control methods. So computational complexity of the algorithm is  

very less, while using in dense networks. Topology control methods helps to save energy and considerably increases lifetime of the 

network. In this work we used clustering as the topology control method. Simulation results shows that, in comparison with baseline 

approach, mult icasting using AMT- based multicast routing algorithm provides high throughput reliable multicasting in dense wireless 

mesh   networks. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Multi-hop wireless mesh network has much more applications 

in new generation networking [1]. Because low cost 

establishment of broadband network infrastructures to local 

communit ies is become possible by multihop WMN. In this 

paper we are considering group communication in between 

mesh clients. For that we are using multicasting as the method. 

Multicasting is an important transmission mechanism 

commonly  defined in wireless networking standards. However, 

the deployment of wireless mesh networks has a major  chal- 

lenge, which is throughput scalability. So throughput reliab le 

communicat ion is a question, if the number of nodes and 

number of hopes increases [2]. So we can utilize the wireless 

broadcast advantage in the design of routing algorithms in  case 

of dense wireless mesh networks [13]. A lso topology control 

methods helps to extend the life time of the network. In this 

work we used cluster based topology control for making the 

algorithm simple. Cluster head selection is determined by the 

combination of the residual energy and l o c a t i o n . 

 

II.  LITERATURE S URVEY 

 

IEEE802.11 standard do not specifies a scheme for 

multicasting, which uses the basic RTS/CTS for mult icasting 

[3] .Error Recovery mechanism, is not present in this basic 

multicasting. Many researchers put forward different 

algorithms to improve the reliability of MAC layer 

multicasting, but most of these studies are concentrated on 

single hop multicasting [4, 5, 8, and 9]. Roy et al. [12] studied 

several routing metrics for throughput efficient multicast in 

WMN. They are all based    on  the  conventional  mult icast  

mechanis m  defined  in  IEEE802.11 standards, and do not take 

MAC-layer retransmission based reliability into account, In 

[16] Xin et al. proposed EMTX [EXPECTED MULTICAST 

TRNSMISSION COUNT] based algorithm for mult icasting in 

multichip WMN, which is implemented over adhoc routing 

protocol RMAC[6]. We used the same routing metric for 

algorithm development, but in a different way. We developed 

algorithm over mult icast routing protocol Multicast Adhoc On-

Demand Distance Vector with Backup Branches (MAODV-

BB) [10]. Cluster based topology control is used to avoid 

computational complexity in dense networks, [18]. The 

topology control is an effect ive approach which can improve 

the quality of wireless sensor network at all sides. 

 

III.  IMPORTANCE OF TOPOLOGY CO NTROL 

 

In Wireless mesh networks (WMNs) each node can act as a 

mesh router as well as a mash client. Where mesh routers have 

less mobility and form the backbone of WMNs. Despite recent 

advances in wireless mesh networking, many research 

challenges remain in all protocol layers. Theoretical network 

capacity and the protocols for WMNs are exp lored with an 

objective to point out a number of open research issues. Several 

recent works focused on mult i-radio multi-channel WMNs. The 

topology control is an effect ive approach which can improve 

the quality of wireless mesh network at all sides. Network 

topology architecture controls is not only the premise and basis 

for studying high-efficiency node deployment and routing 

protocol design, but also the basic assurance to 

comprehensively save node energy and improve network 

performance [17, 19]. Therefore, studies of the topology 

architecture control strategy and algorithm with low energy 

consumption, low network delay, and high reliab ility serve as 

the ground- work fo r wireless mesh networking. 
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Figure. 1.  System model of multicasting in clustered 

wireless mesh    network 

 

Model, The maximum number of MAC-layer transmissions is 

set to eight for each packet at each node. In each experiment, 

we set up one multicast constant bit rate (MCBR) session from 

the source (S) to the set of destination nodes D. The size of 

each mult icast packet is 512 bytes. Bit rates are considered for 

the MCBR traffic is 512 Kbps . 

 

I V.  AMT-BAS ED MULTICAST PROBLEM 

 

A.  Network Model  

 

AMT based protocol is a link quality awareness protocol. So 

we used a wireless mesh network, which supports link- layer 

acknowledgement for mult icast transmissions. We are 

considering the group communicat ion scenario. Firstly clusters 

are formed by random grouping. Then cluster head selection 

occurs. In cluster head selection we put forwarded two criteria, 

which are energy of the node and distance from the base 

station. In the figure 1 different cluster are shown in different 

colors and stared nodes are the cluster heads. Cluster head can 

communicate and transfer information between other cluster 

heads, also to underlying nodes. For the data transmission we  

 

B.  Protocol  Implementation 

 

In the mesh-based multicast routing protocols keep mult iple 

path  between  each  source  and  receiver,  and  delivers  a 

more secure data delivery path; sometimes, it brings  on more 

control overhead  to  maintain  mult iple  paths  in  case of 

dense WMN. But AMT based multicasting implemented over a 

clustered WMN. Each cluster head keeps information about the 

nodes under it and approximate number of mult icast 

transmissions needed to send a packet within the cluster. Also 

the all in formation about other cluster heads. Cluster head take 

care of the AMT based routing inside the c lus te r . 

 

C.  Simulation Setup 

 

We used NS2 [15] to simulate a network with 30 mesh routers. 

The nodes are uniformly d istributed in an area of size 1,500 X 

1,500 m. Each node has one interface, working in IEEE 

802.11b. All experiments use the two ray     propagation 

 

V. SIMULATION RES ULTS AND PERFORMANCE 

EVALUATION 

 

Figure 3 shows throughput of the WMN with 30 numbers   of 

nodes. Routing is done by using normal multicasting algorithm. 

Maximum throughput of the system is 160kbits/sec. Figure 

5shows throughput of the WMN with same number of nodes, 

but routing done with cluster based AMT algorithm. From the 

simulation results it is clear that AMT based routing improves 

the throughput of the s ys t e m. Can use AMT base 

multicasting. Number of nodes in each cluster is s mall and each 

cluster can work independently. So the transmission time can 

be minimized and at the same time computational complexity 

can be reduced . 

 

 
Figure.2.Screen shot of multicasting using baseline   

 Algorithm 

 

 
Figure. 3. Throughput of the WMN using baseline    

Algorithm 

 

 
Figure. 4.   Screen shot of cluster head   selection 

 

        
Figure. 5.   Throughput of the AMT based multicasting in 

clustered WMN  

 

VI.CONCLUS ION 

 

Focus of this paper is on developing high throughput reliable 

multicast routing in mult i-hop dense wireless mesh networks. 

To address this challenge, here used clustering as the topology 

control method and AMT based algorithm in the clustered 
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WMN.AMT, as a robust metric that captures the combined 

effects of MAC layer retransmission based relia- bility, wireless 

broadcast advantage, and link quality aware- ness. Both 

centralized and distributed algorithms have been designed for 

the multicast problem. Then implemented the distributed 

algorithm as a multicast routing protocol. Extensive simulation 

Experiments have confirmed that, compared to the baseline 

approach, cluster based AMT multicast routing can effectively 

reduce transmission overhead and yet enhance mult icast 

throughput. 
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Abstract— Now a days biometric person authentication is secure way to authenticate or recognize a person. Speech is one 
of the easiest and safest method among all biometric model. Speaker recognition can divided in to text dependent and text 
independent recognition. Feature extraction is the first process in any speaker recognition technique. This paper describes 
text dependent speaker recognition In this, Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) have been used for feature 
extraction. Along with this pitch and formants are also extracted. Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) and Artificial Neural 
Network (ANN) are used for modelling and speaker matching process. GMM is parametric model of probability distribution 
of features in speaker recognition process. Compared to GMM, ANN is seen to be best for recognizing a person. It is 
unaffected by differing shape and style of testing speech. False Acceptance Rate (FAR) in ANN is small compared to ANN. 
 
Keywords— Artificial Neural Network (ANN), False Acceptance Rate (FAR) , Feature extraction, Gaussian Mixture Model 
(GMM), Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC), Testing speech 
 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Security is the main subject in day today life. 
Authentication of person is the main element of 
security system. Conventional authentication and 
biometric authentication are two types of personal 
authentication. Authenticating conventionally means, 
it totally depends upon knowledge about the 
password or something like smart card or keys which 
client should take with him always. It is not a safe 
way to authenticate a person because password or 
keys are not fully protected from others. Biometric 
based authentication is safe method to authenticate a 
person. There are different way to authenticate a 
person biometrically such as Signature dynamics, 
Fingerprints, Eye Patterns, Facial Features, Speaker 
Recognition. It is a safe means of authentication 
because authentication includes behavioral 
characteristics of a person.  
 
Speaker recognition is the process of automatically 
recognizing speakers from their speech signal. Voice 
is the main element in this type of authentication. 
Some features of speech, which are particular for 
each person are collected for recognition process. 
This type of recognition helps to confirm speaker’s 
authentication and also used to control many secure 
services like online transactions, confidential 
information areas, database access services etc. 
Speech signal can use as a password to locker, laptop, 
to lock our home. This type of recognition is also 
helpful for verifying criminal’s voice from telephonic 
conversation. There is nothing like forgetting 
password or misplacing keys in this type of biometric 
recognition. This is the main advantage of speaker 
recognition in the field of security process. 
Speaker recognition can be of two types, text 
dependent and text independent speaker recognition. 
In text dependent, recognition is performed by 
utterance of specific word. Complexity can reduce by  

 
using text dependent speaker recognition because 
there will have a database for comparing the voices. 
Text dependent speaker recognition is a process of 
detecting speakers based on the text they speak. In 
this, all the speakers are saying same thing and they 
are store in a database. The main aim is to distinguish 
the speakers. Here speech is chosen as a way to 
authenticate a person biometrically because it is one 
of the easiest and safest method compared to other 
methods. Speech is easy to collect and is a natural 
way for recognizing a person. Another reason is that 
almost all security system use speech as a way to 
block unwanted clients. 
A speaker recognition system has two phases, 
training phase and testing phase. During training 
phase models are created for each speaker by 
extracting features from the speech signal. During 
testing phase, claimant features are compared with 
the trained speaker’s feature and recognition is made 
by score generated from the models. The main feature 
which is used for speaker recognition is MFCC (Mel 
Frequency Cepstral Coefficient) which contains 
speaker specific information. MFCC is based on 
human peripheral auditory system. It is noted that 
human perception of frequency content of sound 
produced by the speaker doesn’t follow linear scale. 
For each tone with actual frequency, there is 
subjective pitch measured in melscale. This nonlinear 
frequency wrapping can give better representation of 
voice. GMM (Gaussian Mixture Model ) is used as a 
parametric model for feature modeling. Maximum 
likelihood score is get from the mean and variances 
of fitted Gaussians. Accuracy of speaker recognition 
can further increase by using ANN (Artificial Neural 
Network) for feature modeling. This paper is 
organized as follows, section II describes the speech 
processing algorithm, section III describes feature 
extraction, section IV describes the feature modeling 
and section V and section VI describes the result and 
conclusion. 
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II. SPEAKER RECOGNITION 
ALGORITHM 

 

 
Fig. 1 Block diagram of speaker recognition algorithm 

 
Block diagram of text dependent speaker recognition 
is shown in fig. 1. Initial step in recognition process is 
feature extraction. Features like pitch and formants 
are extracted. Before that speech data is passed 
through filter to remove noise. Then MFCC is 
extracted and given to feature modeling. Here for 
feature modeling GMM and ANN can use. By using 
feature modeling, score is generated in order to 
distinguish the speakers. 
 
III. FEATURE EXTRACTION 
 
Speech can have several amount of information. 
Speech can give the message which is spoken by the 
person and also give information about the person 
speaking. We can determine the person from features 
of voice of the person. Different features should be 
extracted and it is stored in the database for act as 
reference. Training phase is the task of creating 
models for each speaker in the database. Here 
database is created by 5 speakers to create five 
speaker models. Features are extracted from these 
utterances and they are stored in the database. Each 
speaker will get a unique ID after training in the 
system which represents his/her claim information. 
Testing stage compares a test speech with the five 
reference models of the claimant and results in a 
decision whether to accept or reject. 
 
A. Pitch Extraction 
The pitch of the voice refers to how high or low the 
note produced by the vibrating vocal folds appears to 
be. The faster the vocal folds vibrate the higher the 
pitch. Conversely, slowly vibrating folds will produce 
a lower pitch[1]. Pitch is the fundamental frequency 
or frequency of sine wave which is match to the given 
sound. 
 
For the detection of pitch, we have to remove formant 
structure of speech signal. So spectral flattening 
which means the process of removing spectral 
shaping should be used for pitch detection. For 
removing spectral shaping, the effective method is 

central clipping. For this ‘central clipping spectral 
flattener’ is used. It is simple method to remove 
formants and at the same time retaining periodicity. 
After the Centre clipping the autocorrelation is 
calculated and the fundamental frequency is 
extracted. 
 

 
Fig. 2 Block diagram of pitch extraction 

 
Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of pitch extraction 
algorithm. At first speech signal is divided in to 
different overlapped sections. Then compute clipping 
levels for each section. So selection of clipping level 
is most critical in pitch detection algorithm. The 
maximum absolute peak levels for first mid and last 
mid section are determined. The clipping level is set 
at 68% of two absolute peak values. Then each 
section of speech signal is centre clipped by above 
centre clipped level. Centre clipped signal is given by 
 

 if x(n) > CL then y(n)= x(n ) - CL 
 if x(n) <= -CL then y(n) = x(n) + CL 
 if -CL<= x(n) <= CL then y(n)= 0 

 
After that, the speech section is infinite peak 
clipped,as a result of this signal can takes three 
possible values : if the sample exceeds the positive 
clipping level (+CL) then it can take value as +1, if 
the signal falls below the negative clipping level(-CL) 
then value becomes -1 and 0 otherwise. By making 
signal as infinite peak clipped, computational 
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complexity can reduce. Next step is autocorrelation 
process, which is performed for each section. The 
autocorrelation is given by  

 
The main advantage of using autocorrelation function 
is that it enhances the peaks at the pitch period. Then 
the pitch can detected by picking the autocorrelation 
peak and corresponding position of maximum peak 
will give the pitch period. Thus pitch can extracted 
and store in database for further comparison in testing 
stage. 
 
B. Formant Extraction 
Formants are spectral peaks of the sound spectrum. 
They are basically resonances occurring in the vocal 
tract[1]. The shape of vocal tract can be consider as a 
filter which will filters the excitation produced by the 
vocal tract to make a sound. Therefore depending 
upon the shape of the vocal tract, filter has different 
frequency response to different person. Formants are 
the spectral peak and they are considered as the 
concentration of acoustic energy at a particular 
frequency. one of the most powerful techniques to 
extract formant frequencies is by linear predictive 
analysis. The main advantage of this method is its 
computational speed and it provides accurate 
estimates [2]. The basic formulation of the linear 
prediction seeks to find an optimal fit to the envelope 
of the speech spectrum. LPC (Linear Predictive 
Coder) system is the system which will predict the 
current value from the previous samples. In this the 
LPC method is described for formant estimation. In 
LPC, each sample of the speech signal is modeled as 
the weighted sum of past samples. The weights (or 
coefficients) are used to derive a linear prediction 
filter. The coefficients [ a1, a2, a3, … ap ] are 
developed by LPC analysis inorder to predict the 
current data sample, x(n), from the set of p previous 
samples, x(n-1), x(n-2), … x(n-p): 

 

 

Where αk is root of parameter a and Fs is sampling 
frequency. Hence formans are extracted and store in 
database for further reference. 
 

 
Fig 3 speech signal and formants corresponding to speaker 

III’s voice 
 
C. MFCC(Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient) 
MFCC is a technique based on human hearing 
capability. It is noted that human perception of 
frequency content of sound produced by the speaker 
doesn’t follow linear scale. In MFCC the signal is 
expressed in melscale which is based on human 
perception of pitch. The mel frequency scale is a 
linear frequency spacing below 1000 Hz and 
logarithmic spacing above 1kHz [3]. Fig. 4 shows 
block diagram of MFCC process. 
 

 
Fig. 4 Block diagram of MFCC process 

 
1) Framing: The first step is framing. Framing is 

the process of splitting speech signal in to 
frames. Overlapping is used to make sure that 
each speech signal is approximately centered at 
some frame. It is also used to ensure that no 
portion of speech is left as unframed. Frames of 
M Overlaped N point 2D array is formed by 
framing. Here used values are N = 256 and 
overlap M= 100. 

 
2) Windowing: After framing, i.e. the signal is split 

up into frames each frame is multiplied by a 
window function. There are many windows. If 
we are using rectangular window, we get only 
harmonics details in lower frequencies around 
100 to 1000 Hz. However in the mid 
frequencies of 1500 to 2500 Hz, the structure 
appears noisy, making it difficult to distinguish 
the harmonics. This is caused by spectral 
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leakage where the energy associated with the 
one pitch harmonics obscures neighbouring 
harmonics. If we use hamming window, 
harmonics are clearly represented in the entire 
frequency range including 1500 to 2500 Hz 
range. Lower side lobes of hamming window 
prevent spectral leakage. Here, hamming 
window is used, because most of our features 
like pitch, accent etc lies at higher frequencies. 
So we can shift the frequency to higher 
frequencies. The Hamming window is defined 
as 

 
3) Discrete Fourier Transforming: The third step is to 
apply the discrete Fourier transform on each frame. In 
order to convert every frame of N samples to 
frequency domain from time domain we have to 
apply the Fourier Transform 

 
4)Mel-Frequency Warping: Speech signal doesn’t 
follow linear scale, because of this melfilter bank 
technique is used. Frequency response of melfilter is 
always triangular in shape. Its central frequency is 
always unity and decreases linearly to zero towards 
two adjacent filters. Mel scale is based on human 
perception of frequencies. The mel frequency can be 
approximated by the following equation 
 
Mel(f)= 2595*log10(1+f/700)   (9) 
 
where f is the actual frequency and Mel(f) is the 
perceived one. 
 

 
Fig. 5 mel spaced filter bank from speaker III’s voice 

5) Log Compression and Discrete Cosine 
Transforming: from the above process mel spectrum 
is formed. In order to change mel spectrum to mel 
cepstrum , we use this process. By taking log and 
using discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), we change 

mel spectrum to domain of time. Doing this we will 
get the Mel Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients which 
is called as coefficients of acoustic vectors. Hence 
each input expression is transformed into a sequence 
of acoustic vectors. These acoustic vectors can be 
used to represent and recognize the voice 
characteristic of a speaker. 
 

 
Fig 6 MFCC corresponding to speaker III’s voice 

 
Hence feature extraction process completed. Next 
step is feature modelling and feature matching 
process. 
 
IV. FEATURE MODELLING AND 

MATCHING 
 
Feature modelling is modelling the speaker using any 
classifier. Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) can 
used as a classifier in speaker modelling. Such 
identification systems mainly use spectral features 
represented by cepstral coefficients i.e. MFCC as 
speaker features. 
 
A. GMM 
GMM is considered as an important mathematical 
tool in speaker recognition applications. A Gaussian 
Mixture Model (GMM) is a parametric probability 
density function represented as a weighted sum of 
Gaussian component densities [4]. GMM is 
parametric model of probability distribution of 
feature in speaker recognition process and it always 
tries to fit a given features in to a number of 
Gaussians and determines the maximum likelihood 
estimates of the mean and variance for the fitted 
Gaussians. GMMs are commonly used as a 
parametric model of the probability distribution of 
continuous measurements or features in a biometric 
system, such as vocal-tract related spectral features in 
a speaker recognition system.GMM can considered as 
a multivariate normal distribution i.e., features can 
express as a mixture of multiple normal distribution. 
GMM parameters are estimated from training data 
using the iterative Expectation-Maximization (EM) 
algorithm. Generally GMM is weighted sum of k 
component Gaussian densities and is given as 
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P(x/λ) = Σ wi g(x/µi, Σi)    (10) 
 
where x is feature vector, and is a D- dimensional 
vector. wi, I = 1, . . . ,k, are the mixture weights and 
g(x/µi, Σi), i = 1, . . . 
,k, are the Gaussian component densities. Each 
density is linear combination of k Gaussian densities 
with mean vector µi and covariance matrix Σ i of the 
form  

 
 
Therefore complete Gaussian mixture model is 
parameterized by the mean vectors, covariance 
matrices and mixture weights from all component 
densities. It can represented as 

 
 
Next step is to estimate the parameters of GMM. It 
can estimate by maximum likelihood (ML) 
estimation. The main aim of ML estimation is to find 
the model parameters which maximize the likelihood 
of the GMM. ML parameter are estimated from 
training data using the iterative Expectation- 
Maximization (EM) algorithm. The basic idea of the 
EM algorithm is that, first of all begin with an initial 
model λ, to estimate a new model, such that p(X| ) ≥ 
p(X|λ). The new model will act as the initial model 
for the next iteration and the process is repeated until 
some convergence threshold is reached. The initial 
model is typically derived by random 
equation.Consider the sequence of T training vectors 
X = {x1, . . . , xT }. On each EM iteration, the 
following re-estimation formulas are used 
 

 
In this way we are updating weight, mean, variances 
by above equation and find out likelihood according 
to this new values until likelihood converges. 
Likelihood converges when difference between old 
likelihood and new likelihood will become very small 
value. In testing phase, likelihood is calculated with 
trained w, μ, Σ and speaker corresponds to maximum 
likelihood is selected 
 
B. ANN 
When we have large number of samples of each 
speaker, neural network is used. Because of large no: 
of input there is large variation and it should be used 

to train the network. So neural network is used to 
update the weight according to the variation and train 
the network. Finally, the weights are applied to the 
testing samples to get the correct output. The main 
advantage of using Neural networks is that it is 
unaffected by the differing shape and style of testing 
samples as the network is already trained with large 
variations [5]. An artificial neural network is like a 
computer program that is designed for pattern 
recognition. ANN contains many processing nodes 
which are interconnected with each other. Each node 
is considered as an artificial neuron and has weight 
associated with each neuron. A neural network is a 
feed forward network which means neurons are 
arranged as different layers in a layered neural 
network. Different layers are input layers, hidden 
layers and output layers. Input layer composed of 
input data. Hidden layer transforms input data from 
input space to hidden space by a nonlinear function. 
Response of the network will get from output layer. 
Back propagation algorithm is used to adjust the 
weight and hence reduce the MSE (mean square 
error) between actual output and desired output. 
Selecting initial weights, architecture of the network, 
number of iterations, learning rate etc play an 
important role in training an ANN[6] . The number of 
input layers is equals to the number of features in 
each the feature vector of each input and the output 
layers are equal to the number of speakers. Each 
hidden unit, i, typically uses the logistic function to 
map its total input from the layer below, xi , to the 
next above layer , yi. logsigmoid’ function has been 
used as the activation function. Logsig is a transfer 
function which calculates output function from net 
input. 
 
Yi = logsig(xi) = 1/(1+ exp(-xi))  (17) 

 
Fig.7 Layered ANN architecture 

 
Fig .7 shows the four layered ANN architecture with 
input and output layer have N nodes and hidden 
layers have M nodes. It will map to the target 
speaker’s acoustic space. When training completed 
we get the weight matrix that represents the mapping 
function between the target and source speaker’s 
features. In testing phase, given input is simulated 
with trained data to get the output 
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The training and testing phases were simulated in 
Matlab on windowsXP platform. In the training 
phase, speeches of five speakers, which include 3 
female and 2 male speakers, were recorded in the 
database. Speeches were recorded at sampling 
frequency of 11025hz and recorded for 2 seconds and 
4seconds. Parameters used in this algorithm are 
hamming window for windowing process, frame 
blocking is done by N=256 and M=100, 20 mel filter 
banks, 2 Gaussian component, ANN training was 
done by feedforward network with logsig transfer 
function and adaptive gradient descent back 
propagation algorithm. In the training phase five 
speakers are trained and their features are stored. 
Features are modelled by GMM modeling and ANN 
modelling. In testing phase, features of the claimant 
are extracted and compared with the trained features. 
Speakers are identified on the basis of best match 
found. ANN is seen to be best for modelling the 
features. We can increase the accuracy of speaker 
recognition by using ANN. Mean square error can 
reduced to .000002 i.e., approximately zero by using 
ANN. 
 

 
Fig .8 ANN training result and graph showing MSE 

 
We can see false acceptance rate increase by using 
GMM. In GMM it will recognize the speaker based 
on comparison of stored values and tested value and 
recognize person with least difference value. So there 
can be false acceptance of speaker. But in the case of 
ANN we can set a threshold value and if the tested 
value is below threshold then it will display ‘not 
identified’ i.e., no match found with trained speakers. 
if we give a speech of trained speaker to test then 
GMM and ANN gives correct result 
 

 
If we give a untrained speech to test then ANN gives 
result as not identified but GMM gives incorrect 
result 

 
Fig.10 Testing result of untrained speaker 

 

 

 
First table shows the testing result of speeches which 
is recorded for 2s where as in second table, speeches 
are recorded for 4s. From the tables we can analyze 
that successful recognition of speakers are more in 
second table which indicate the dependence of 
recording time in speaker recognition process. If it is 
too short, it will result in lack of identifying enough 
data. Here recording for 4s get more enough data than 
recorded for 2s. If it is too much time, it will reduce 
the accuracy of system. Also we can analyze that 
ANN can recognize more speaker than GMM. In the 
case of first speaker out of 30 signal given for testing, 
only 22 of them are recognized by GMM. At the 
same time, ANN can recognize 28 speakers. In the 
same way for all other speaker we can analyze that 
ANN is better than GMM. If we give untrained 
speaker’s speech for testing GMM will give result 
falsely by comparing likelihood values of all speaker. 
A speaker with least difference is given as answer. 
But in the case of ANN, it will give result as not 
identified because it will set a threshold value and 
below this value, it will display as not identified. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Text dependent speaker recognition is recognizing 
speakers based on the text they spoken. Here speakers 
are recognized based on the features extracted from 
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their speech. Features such as pitch, formants, MFCC 
are used for modeling a speaker. Recognition was 
done in two phases such as training phase and testing 
phase. During training phase all features are trained 
using GMM and ANN and stored in a database. 
During testing phase, features of unknown speaker 
are extracted and compared with stored features. 
Speaker corresponding to best match is recognized. 
Artificial Neural Network (ANN)is found to be best 
compared to GMM in speaker recognition process. 
The main advantage of neural network over GMM is 
that it is unaffected by the differing shape and style of 
testing speech as the network is already trained with 
large variations. False acceptance rate of ANN is low 
compared to GMM. We can reduce the mean square 
error. Here MFCCs corresponding to each speaker are 
extracted and these are used as input to the neural 
network. Here MFCC is used because they follow the 
human ear’s response to the sound signals. 
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 Abstract: Spatial Modulation (SM) technique is used to enhance the capacity of MIMO systems by exploiting 

the index of transmit antenna, as additional means of data transmission. In any given symbol interval, SM 

selected only one antenna from multiple available antennas for transmission. The transmitted information bits 

are divided into two parts. The first part is mapped to a symbol chosen from the signaling constellation, where 

depending on modulation scheme the number of bits per symbol varies. The second part determines the antenna 

index to be selected from a set of antennas available for data transmission. This would increase the spectral 

efficiency and decrease the complexity at the receiver. At the receiver, an optimal detector is employed to 

estimate the transmitted symbols as well as the index of the active transmit antennas. The rate of data 

transmission can much more increased by mapping into subsets of antennas in MIMO. The paper describes 

some of the recent works related to SM-MIMO.  

Keywords- CSI, GSM, ICI, MIMO, OFDM, QPSK, SM 

 

I. Introduction 
Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) technology is a wireless technology that uses multiple 

transmitters and receivers to transfer more data at the same time to achieve higher data rate and retrieve data 

efficiently with minimum possible error. For this purpose there have been proposed a number of MIMO system 

models. The main problem in MIMO systems is the increase in complexity of receiver as number of antenna 

increases. This complexity have been reduced to a large extend by introducing various receiver models but with 

corresponding loss in its efficiency in reducing the error rate. Another major problem with MIMO system is the 

Inter Channel Interference (ICI) due to simultaneous transfer of data from multiple antennas. 

Spatial Modulation (SM) is a new technique in MIMO communication system where only one antenna 

at a time is active while transmitting. This reduces the Interference occurred in MIMO when a number of 

antennas transmitted simultaneously. This also reduces the complexity of receiver. In SM a block of information 

stream is mapped into constellation points in signal domain and in spatial domain [1]. The spatial domain 

mapping is done based on the information bits and this helps in gain of data rate when only one antenna is active 

at an instant. 

Compared to the conventional MIMO system, SM using only one active antenna at a time to avoid ICI 

[1] [2] [3]. Complexity of receiver is far reduced in SM-MIMO by using only one active antenna at a time and 

the complex receiver design for overcoming the ICI problems is not required. The data rate is increased in SM 

due to the mapping of data into spatial domain and thus helps in increase in spectral efficiency [1]. The circuit 

complexity is reduced at transmitter because only one radio frequency chain is needed for transmission at an 

instant. The main power consumption in base station is at the power amplifier section at the transmitter which 

increases with number of RF chains [4]. Thus in SM-MIMO systems this power consumption is reduced to a 

great extent. SM can help in designing efficient unbalanced MIMO channels where the number of receiver 

antenna is less than number of Transmitting antennas used [5]. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Detailed working of Conventional SM-MIMO in Section 

II. Problems of SM-MIMO are discussed in section III. Overview of existing techniques is discussed in section 

IV. SM-MIMO can be much more extended in MIMO systems to attain higher data rates by new novel idea 

discussed in section V. Section VI concludes this paper. 

 

II. Basic SM-MIMO system model 
System model of SM-MIMO is shown in Figure.1. We consider NT Transmit antennas and NR receive antennas. 

Let M be the size of Signal Constellations. In SM-MIMO only one antenna is active at a time. The length n of 

information block:  
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(1)                                      M2logTN2logn                                        

These information bits with length n are divided into:  

i. TN2log  bits for mapping into set of antenna combinations, and 

ii. M2log  bits for mapping into signal constellations. 

 
Figure 1: Conventional SM MIMO [11] 

As shown in Fig.1, a stream of information data is selected as blocks containing two fields. Here first 

selected the block 0100 from the information stream in which first two bits 01 maps to antenna through which 

the data is sent. Since the system shown is of 4x4 MIMO, the number of bits to map spatial constellation will be 

log24=2bits. The remaining bits of 0100 is mapped into signal constellation, here it is shown with QPSK 

signalling. The mapping is well described in the Table.1. 

 

Table.1: Mapping Table for SM with 4 Transmit Antenna and QPSK signalling 
 

NT=4 , NR=4 , M=4 

Input 

Stream 

Antenna 

Number 

Symbol 

Transmitted 

0000 1 +1 

0001 1 +j 

0010 1 -1 

0011 1 -j 

0100 2 +1 

0101 2 +j 

0110 2 -1 

0111 2 -j 

1000 3 +1 

1001 3 +j 

1010 3 -1 

1011 3 -j 

1100 4 +1 

1101 4 +j 

1110 4 -1 

1111 4 -j 

In SM with OFDM the binary streams is mapped into a matrix of dimension NTxn where n is the 

number of OFDM subcarriers [1]. Let the matrix be denoted as S(k)=[s1(k) s2(k) s3(k)… sNT(k)]
T
. since only one 

antenna is active at a time, S(k) will have only one nonzero element in each column at the position of mapped 

antenna. The transmitted vector from each antenna is transmitted over the MIMO channel and is added with 

Additive white Gaussian Noise (AWGN) n(k). The received matrix will be Y(k)=H(k)*S(k)+n(k), where H(k) is 
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the CSI and * denotes the convolution. The received signal Y(k) contains both antenna constellation point and 

signal constellation point and are retrieved back by various receiver algorithms. In MRRC algorithm, the 

received column vector is multiplied with the Hermitian conjugate of CSI, which is assumed to be known by the 

receiver. i.e.  

g(k)=H
H
(k)y(k)                                                 (2)                                                                                

In ideal case, the estimated g(k) will be same as s(k). Thus the antenna number P of the transmitted 

antenna is given by the index of g(k) in matrix whose absolute value is maximum in presence of AWGN, as:           

 P=argmax(|gi(k)|)               I                         (3)                                                                                                

Antenna number is then used for attaining the symbol at that instant by: 

(k))
Pi

Q(g(k)
~
s


                                           (4)                                                                                                                        

Where Q(.) denotes the constellation quantization function and (k)
~
s is the estimated symbol. These 

two results are then used to decode the transmitted data. 

 

III. Problems of SM-MIMO systems 
 As only one antenna is active at a time, the spectral efficiency of SM is reduced as the number of 

transmitting antenna is increased [5]. 

 Data rate can be increased only in logarithmic scale, rather than linear, in SM-MIMO [2]. This limits 

SM to attain high spectral efficiency as number of antenna increase beyond a limit. 

 Accurate knowledge of CSI is required at receiver to retrieve the message transmitted. Estimation of 

CSI may require complex constraints in SM-MIMO because the NTNR impulse responses may need to 

be estimated every time. 

 Design problems of SM-MIMO in frequency selective fading channels still exist. Frequency selective 

fading cannot be avoided in 5G networks due to the high transmission rate [5]. 

3.1. Spectral efficiency  

Thus compared to MIMO systems, SM-MIMO attains less spectral efficiency as the number antenna increases. 

This is because of the fact that as antenna number increases logarithmically in SM-MIMO. Better spectral 

performance of SM-MIMO is essential as number of transmitting antennas increases. This can be achieved by 

modifying the SM conventional model for complete use of spectrum available. One of the possible methods is 

by activating more than one antenna at a time. But though by increasing the number of antennas active at a time 

is increased, the efficiency is seen to be saturated as the number of antennas at the transmitting end of the 

MIMO system increases, similar to that of one active antenna at a time. But still the increase in efficiency is 

better than that of one active antenna. 

 
Figure 2: The modulation efficiency of generalised spatial modulation with different amount of active antennas 

[5] 
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Fig.2 shows the modulation efficiency of generalized spatial modulation with different amount of 

active antennas. Here the SM-MIMO with single active antenna, the amount of modulated information bits is 

limited even with the increase of transmit antennas. On the contrary, GSM is more efficient with the increase of 

the activated transmit antennas. 

3.2. Receiver Complexity 

The number of complex operations used at receiver is known as the receiver complexity. The complexity mainly 

includes addition and multiplication of complex numbers. The reduction in receiver complexity is significant for 

the system consists of large number of transmit and receive antennas, where as it is inferior for small numbers 

[1]. 

Fig.3 shows the receiver complexity comparison for 6-b/s/Hz transmission that uses different 

algorithm. SM and Alamouti algorithm have comparable receiver complexity. Main advantage of SM is the 

ability to work with any system configuration, even there are more transmit antennas than receive antennas [1]. 

Maximum likelihood (ML) algorithm has better performance than maximum receiving ratio combining (MRRC) 

in SM but the computational complexity of ML is larger than MRRC in SM [6]. 

 
Figure 3: Receiver complexity comparison for the 6-b/s/Hz transmission that uses MMSE V-BLAST, V-

BLAST-based QR decomposition, MRRC SM, and the ML Alamouti algorithm [1] 

 

IV. BER performance of existing techniques 
In spatial modulation the information bits to be transmitted are divided into two parts. The first part determines 

the symbol chosen from the signaling constellation. The second part determines the active antenna index from a 

set of antennas available for data transmission. 

Generalized spatial modulation (GSM) is a new technique to utilize more number of transmits antennas 

and has been developed to improve the modulation efficiency. In GSM more than one antenna is active at a 

particular time for the data transmission. Increase in number of active antenna will increase the detection 

complexity at the receiver [5]. Similar SM, the transmission bits in GSM are mapped to a constellation symbol 

and a spatial symbol. The spatial symbol is the combination of transmit antennas activated at each instant. 

Overall spectral efficiency is increased by base-two logarithm of number of active antenna combination. In 

GSM, the number of transmit antennas required to attain a certain spectral efficiency is reduced by more than 

half as compared to SM [9]. Fig.4 shows the bit error rate (BER) performance of GSM for various number of 

transmit antennas (Nt) and active antennas (Nu). The system with 4 transmits antennas results worse 

performance. Performance of the system does not improve with increasing the number of transmit antennas. 

Therefore there might not be a solution for choosing better performance system [9]. 
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Figure 4: BER performance of GSM [9] 

SM is combined with orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is called SM-OFDM. SM-

OFDM is used to increase the spectral efficiency by mapping a block of information bits to single transmit 

antenna and an information symbol. Only one antenna is active for an entire OFDM symbol at any given 

subchannel and time instant. Depending on the sequence incoming bits, the active antenna might be different for 

each subchannel. Thus inter-channel interference (ICI) is avoided and high spectral efficiency is maintained 

[10]. Fig.5 and Fig.6 shows the BER performance of SM-OFDM with Alamouti-OFDM and V-BLAST-OFDM 

for 6 and 8-b/s/Hz transmissions respectively. All schemes show approximately similar performance at a low 

SNR (SNR < 10 dB) for both spectral efficiencies. For SM transmission, the 4×4 system with a 6-b/s/Hz 

transmission and the 8×4 system with an 8-b/s/Hz transmission start to show significantly better performance 

than V-BLAST at SNR > 10 dB, whereas the 2×4 system with a 6-b/s/Hz transmission and the 4×4 system with 

an 8-b/s/Hz transmission in both figures show better performance gains than V-BLAST at SNR > 20 dB. This is 

due to the use of a lower modulation order in the first set of systems as compared to the other set. The main 

reason behind the poor performance of Alamouti as compared to SM and V-BLAST is the use of a higher 

constellation size to achieve the same spectral efficiency as in SM and V-BLAST. Both figures explain the 

better performance of SM over V-BLAST and Alamouti scheme [1]. 

 
Figure 5: BER versus SNR for the case of a 6-b/s/Hz transmission [1] 
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Figure 6: BER versus SNR for the case of an 8-b/s/Hz transmission [1] 

 

V. Proposed technique 
As in SM-MIMO, where a set of bits selects the antenna for transmission, here indexing is extended for two 

cases. One is for MIMO antenna subset selection and other for antenna selection. Thus the block of bit stream is 

mapped to 3 constellations, where antenna subset mapping in MIMO and antenna mapping of corresponding 

subset in MIMO is a part of mapping in Spatial constellation. Thus from a block of 6 bit, only two bits of data 

are transmitted by an antenna at time and the remaining 4 bits of data block are chosen by spatial constellation. 

Thus the data rate can be increasing to a much more level as compared to the conventional SM. 

SM with transmit antenna subset mapping is as shown in Fig.7. Number of transmitting antenna NT is 

16 which is divided to 4 sets each having 4 antennas. Let NS denote the number of antenna subsets. Then block 

of information bits will be of length M2logTN2logSN2logn  bits. 

 

 
Figure 7: SM MIMO system with Antenna subset modulation [11] 
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Here the entire band provided to the station is divided equally to each antenna subset so as to simplify 

the process for identifying the antenna subset at the receiver. Antenna number is known by the same method as 

in conventional SM discussed earlier. Band division and its allocation to the subsets is direct application of 

FDMA technique. Each band can be efficiently used having OFDM at each Antenna subsets. Thereby a 

combination of FDMA and OFDM is used. 
 

VI. Conclusion 
This paper has summarized some of the recent works, some issues and proposed a new idea on SM-MIMO 

systems. SM-MIMO is one of the latest technologies where spatial points are taken along with symbol points as 

information and thus giving a much higher spectral efficiency. This SM-MIMO decreases the ICI and 

complexity of the receiver by activating only one antenna while transmitting. The data rate can much more 

increased by having antenna subset mapping in SM-MIMO. There are still a large number of issues to be 

overcome in SM-MIMO mainly the loss of modulation efficiency in higher order MIMO systems. 
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 Abstract: Spatial Modulation (SM) technique is used to enhance the capacity of MIMO systems by exploiting 

the index of transmit antenna, as additional means of data transmission. In any given symbol interval, SM 

selected only one antenna from multiple available antennas for transmission. The transmitted information bits 

are divided into two parts. The first part is mapped to a symbol chosen from the signaling constellation, where 

depending on modulation scheme the number of bits per symbol varies. The second part determines the antenna 

index to be selected from a set of antennas available for data transmission. This would increase the spectral 

efficiency and decrease the complexity at the receiver. At the receiver, an optimal detector is employed to 

estimate the transmitted symbols as well as the index of the active transmit antennas. The rate of data 

transmission can much more increased by mapping into subsets of antennas in MIMO. The paper describes 

some of the recent works related to SM-MIMO.  

Keywords- CSI, GSM, ICI, MIMO, OFDM, QPSK, SM 

 

I. Introduction 
Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) technology is a wireless technology that uses multiple 

transmitters and receivers to transfer more data at the same time to achieve higher data rate and retrieve data 

efficiently with minimum possible error. For this purpose there have been proposed a number of MIMO system 

models. The main problem in MIMO systems is the increase in complexity of receiver as number of antenna 

increases. This complexity have been reduced to a large extend by introducing various receiver models but with 

corresponding loss in its efficiency in reducing the error rate. Another major problem with MIMO system is the 

Inter Channel Interference (ICI) due to simultaneous transfer of data from multiple antennas. 

Spatial Modulation (SM) is a new technique in MIMO communication system where only one antenna 

at a time is active while transmitting. This reduces the Interference occurred in MIMO when a number of 

antennas transmitted simultaneously. This also reduces the complexity of receiver. In SM a block of information 

stream is mapped into constellation points in signal domain and in spatial domain [1]. The spatial domain 

mapping is done based on the information bits and this helps in gain of data rate when only one antenna is active 

at an instant. 

Compared to the conventional MIMO system, SM using only one active antenna at a time to avoid ICI 

[1] [2] [3]. Complexity of receiver is far reduced in SM-MIMO by using only one active antenna at a time and 

the complex receiver design for overcoming the ICI problems is not required. The data rate is increased in SM 

due to the mapping of data into spatial domain and thus helps in increase in spectral efficiency [1]. The circuit 

complexity is reduced at transmitter because only one radio frequency chain is needed for transmission at an 

instant. The main power consumption in base station is at the power amplifier section at the transmitter which 

increases with number of RF chains [4]. Thus in SM-MIMO systems this power consumption is reduced to a 

great extent. SM can help in designing efficient unbalanced MIMO channels where the number of receiver 

antenna is less than number of Transmitting antennas used [5]. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Detailed working of Conventional SM-MIMO in Section 

II. Problems of SM-MIMO are discussed in section III. Overview of existing techniques is discussed in section 

IV. SM-MIMO can be much more extended in MIMO systems to attain higher data rates by new novel idea 

discussed in section V. Section VI concludes this paper. 

 

II. Basic SM-MIMO system model 
System model of SM-MIMO is shown in Figure.1. We consider NT Transmit antennas and NR receive antennas. 

Let M be the size of Signal Constellations. In SM-MIMO only one antenna is active at a time. The length n of 

information block:  
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(1)                                      M2logTN2logn                                        

These information bits with length n are divided into:  

i. TN2log  bits for mapping into set of antenna combinations, and 

ii. M2log  bits for mapping into signal constellations. 

 
Figure 1: Conventional SM MIMO [11] 

As shown in Fig.1, a stream of information data is selected as blocks containing two fields. Here first 

selected the block 0100 from the information stream in which first two bits 01 maps to antenna through which 

the data is sent. Since the system shown is of 4x4 MIMO, the number of bits to map spatial constellation will be 

log24=2bits. The remaining bits of 0100 is mapped into signal constellation, here it is shown with QPSK 

signalling. The mapping is well described in the Table.1. 

 

Table.1: Mapping Table for SM with 4 Transmit Antenna and QPSK signalling 
 

NT=4 , NR=4 , M=4 

Input 

Stream 

Antenna 

Number 

Symbol 

Transmitted 

0000 1 +1 

0001 1 +j 

0010 1 -1 

0011 1 -j 

0100 2 +1 

0101 2 +j 

0110 2 -1 

0111 2 -j 

1000 3 +1 

1001 3 +j 

1010 3 -1 

1011 3 -j 

1100 4 +1 

1101 4 +j 

1110 4 -1 

1111 4 -j 

In SM with OFDM the binary streams is mapped into a matrix of dimension NTxn where n is the 

number of OFDM subcarriers [1]. Let the matrix be denoted as S(k)=[s1(k) s2(k) s3(k)… sNT(k)]
T
. since only one 

antenna is active at a time, S(k) will have only one nonzero element in each column at the position of mapped 

antenna. The transmitted vector from each antenna is transmitted over the MIMO channel and is added with 

Additive white Gaussian Noise (AWGN) n(k). The received matrix will be Y(k)=H(k)*S(k)+n(k), where H(k) is 
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the CSI and * denotes the convolution. The received signal Y(k) contains both antenna constellation point and 

signal constellation point and are retrieved back by various receiver algorithms. In MRRC algorithm, the 

received column vector is multiplied with the Hermitian conjugate of CSI, which is assumed to be known by the 

receiver. i.e.  

g(k)=H
H
(k)y(k)                                                 (2)                                                                                

In ideal case, the estimated g(k) will be same as s(k). Thus the antenna number P of the transmitted 

antenna is given by the index of g(k) in matrix whose absolute value is maximum in presence of AWGN, as:           

 P=argmax(|gi(k)|)               I                         (3)                                                                                                

Antenna number is then used for attaining the symbol at that instant by: 

(k))
Pi

Q(g(k)
~
s


                                           (4)                                                                                                                        

Where Q(.) denotes the constellation quantization function and (k)
~
s is the estimated symbol. These 

two results are then used to decode the transmitted data. 

 

III. Problems of SM-MIMO systems 
 As only one antenna is active at a time, the spectral efficiency of SM is reduced as the number of 

transmitting antenna is increased [5]. 

 Data rate can be increased only in logarithmic scale, rather than linear, in SM-MIMO [2]. This limits 

SM to attain high spectral efficiency as number of antenna increase beyond a limit. 

 Accurate knowledge of CSI is required at receiver to retrieve the message transmitted. Estimation of 

CSI may require complex constraints in SM-MIMO because the NTNR impulse responses may need to 

be estimated every time. 

 Design problems of SM-MIMO in frequency selective fading channels still exist. Frequency selective 

fading cannot be avoided in 5G networks due to the high transmission rate [5]. 

3.1. Spectral efficiency  

Thus compared to MIMO systems, SM-MIMO attains less spectral efficiency as the number antenna increases. 

This is because of the fact that as antenna number increases logarithmically in SM-MIMO. Better spectral 

performance of SM-MIMO is essential as number of transmitting antennas increases. This can be achieved by 

modifying the SM conventional model for complete use of spectrum available. One of the possible methods is 

by activating more than one antenna at a time. But though by increasing the number of antennas active at a time 

is increased, the efficiency is seen to be saturated as the number of antennas at the transmitting end of the 

MIMO system increases, similar to that of one active antenna at a time. But still the increase in efficiency is 

better than that of one active antenna. 

 
Figure 2: The modulation efficiency of generalised spatial modulation with different amount of active antennas 

[5] 
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Fig.2 shows the modulation efficiency of generalized spatial modulation with different amount of 

active antennas. Here the SM-MIMO with single active antenna, the amount of modulated information bits is 

limited even with the increase of transmit antennas. On the contrary, GSM is more efficient with the increase of 

the activated transmit antennas. 

3.2. Receiver Complexity 

The number of complex operations used at receiver is known as the receiver complexity. The complexity mainly 

includes addition and multiplication of complex numbers. The reduction in receiver complexity is significant for 

the system consists of large number of transmit and receive antennas, where as it is inferior for small numbers 

[1]. 

Fig.3 shows the receiver complexity comparison for 6-b/s/Hz transmission that uses different 

algorithm. SM and Alamouti algorithm have comparable receiver complexity. Main advantage of SM is the 

ability to work with any system configuration, even there are more transmit antennas than receive antennas [1]. 

Maximum likelihood (ML) algorithm has better performance than maximum receiving ratio combining (MRRC) 

in SM but the computational complexity of ML is larger than MRRC in SM [6]. 

 
Figure 3: Receiver complexity comparison for the 6-b/s/Hz transmission that uses MMSE V-BLAST, V-

BLAST-based QR decomposition, MRRC SM, and the ML Alamouti algorithm [1] 

 

IV. BER performance of existing techniques 
In spatial modulation the information bits to be transmitted are divided into two parts. The first part determines 

the symbol chosen from the signaling constellation. The second part determines the active antenna index from a 

set of antennas available for data transmission. 

Generalized spatial modulation (GSM) is a new technique to utilize more number of transmits antennas 

and has been developed to improve the modulation efficiency. In GSM more than one antenna is active at a 

particular time for the data transmission. Increase in number of active antenna will increase the detection 

complexity at the receiver [5]. Similar SM, the transmission bits in GSM are mapped to a constellation symbol 

and a spatial symbol. The spatial symbol is the combination of transmit antennas activated at each instant. 

Overall spectral efficiency is increased by base-two logarithm of number of active antenna combination. In 

GSM, the number of transmit antennas required to attain a certain spectral efficiency is reduced by more than 

half as compared to SM [9]. Fig.4 shows the bit error rate (BER) performance of GSM for various number of 

transmit antennas (Nt) and active antennas (Nu). The system with 4 transmits antennas results worse 

performance. Performance of the system does not improve with increasing the number of transmit antennas. 

Therefore there might not be a solution for choosing better performance system [9]. 
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Figure 4: BER performance of GSM [9] 

SM is combined with orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is called SM-OFDM. SM-

OFDM is used to increase the spectral efficiency by mapping a block of information bits to single transmit 

antenna and an information symbol. Only one antenna is active for an entire OFDM symbol at any given 

subchannel and time instant. Depending on the sequence incoming bits, the active antenna might be different for 

each subchannel. Thus inter-channel interference (ICI) is avoided and high spectral efficiency is maintained 

[10]. Fig.5 and Fig.6 shows the BER performance of SM-OFDM with Alamouti-OFDM and V-BLAST-OFDM 

for 6 and 8-b/s/Hz transmissions respectively. All schemes show approximately similar performance at a low 

SNR (SNR < 10 dB) for both spectral efficiencies. For SM transmission, the 4×4 system with a 6-b/s/Hz 

transmission and the 8×4 system with an 8-b/s/Hz transmission start to show significantly better performance 

than V-BLAST at SNR > 10 dB, whereas the 2×4 system with a 6-b/s/Hz transmission and the 4×4 system with 

an 8-b/s/Hz transmission in both figures show better performance gains than V-BLAST at SNR > 20 dB. This is 

due to the use of a lower modulation order in the first set of systems as compared to the other set. The main 

reason behind the poor performance of Alamouti as compared to SM and V-BLAST is the use of a higher 

constellation size to achieve the same spectral efficiency as in SM and V-BLAST. Both figures explain the 

better performance of SM over V-BLAST and Alamouti scheme [1]. 

 
Figure 5: BER versus SNR for the case of a 6-b/s/Hz transmission [1] 
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Figure 6: BER versus SNR for the case of an 8-b/s/Hz transmission [1] 

 

V. Proposed technique 
As in SM-MIMO, where a set of bits selects the antenna for transmission, here indexing is extended for two 

cases. One is for MIMO antenna subset selection and other for antenna selection. Thus the block of bit stream is 

mapped to 3 constellations, where antenna subset mapping in MIMO and antenna mapping of corresponding 

subset in MIMO is a part of mapping in Spatial constellation. Thus from a block of 6 bit, only two bits of data 

are transmitted by an antenna at time and the remaining 4 bits of data block are chosen by spatial constellation. 

Thus the data rate can be increasing to a much more level as compared to the conventional SM. 

SM with transmit antenna subset mapping is as shown in Fig.7. Number of transmitting antenna NT is 

16 which is divided to 4 sets each having 4 antennas. Let NS denote the number of antenna subsets. Then block 

of information bits will be of length M2logTN2logSN2logn  bits. 

 

 
Figure 7: SM MIMO system with Antenna subset modulation [11] 
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Here the entire band provided to the station is divided equally to each antenna subset so as to simplify 

the process for identifying the antenna subset at the receiver. Antenna number is known by the same method as 

in conventional SM discussed earlier. Band division and its allocation to the subsets is direct application of 

FDMA technique. Each band can be efficiently used having OFDM at each Antenna subsets. Thereby a 

combination of FDMA and OFDM is used. 
 

VI. Conclusion 
This paper has summarized some of the recent works, some issues and proposed a new idea on SM-MIMO 

systems. SM-MIMO is one of the latest technologies where spatial points are taken along with symbol points as 

information and thus giving a much higher spectral efficiency. This SM-MIMO decreases the ICI and 

complexity of the receiver by activating only one antenna while transmitting. The data rate can much more 

increased by having antenna subset mapping in SM-MIMO. There are still a large number of issues to be 

overcome in SM-MIMO mainly the loss of modulation efficiency in higher order MIMO systems. 
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Abstract: Hyper-MIMO systems are regarded as one of the most upcoming research areas today, given to the 

next generation of mobile networking. This is due to the fact that Hyper-MIMO channel can offer a noteworthy 

capacity gain over a traditional multiple-input multiple output (MIMO) channel. In Hyper-MIMO we are 

increasing number of transmitting antennas at base station to improve performance. In this paper we discuss 

about Hyper-MIMO, enhanced spectral efficiency using various precoding over traditional MIMO system. 

Hyper-MIMO contributes an immense channel potential and spectral efficiency for the users with high data 

rate. This paper discusses and simulates the potential and the Spectral efficiency improvement of Hyper-MIMO 

using MR Precoding ,MMSE Precoding and Zero-forcing Precoding with and without pilot sgnals of Hyper-

MIMO systems.. 
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I. Introduction 
One of the prominent wireless technologies is Mobile networking, which can yield voice and/or data 

network connectivity through wireless. Most famous application of mobile networking is cellular phone [5]. In 

mobile as well as fixed, demand for radio transmission throughput will always increase. One can definitely 

predict that, in coming decades, millions of users in a large city will want to transmit and receive holographic 

video more or less continuously, about 100 Mbps per consumer in each direction. Hyper- MIMO often called 

Massive MIMO is a promising technology for meeting this demand. 

Hyper-MIMO provides greater channel potential improvements over 4 G technologies. Thus the channel 

potential can be achieved without the need for more bandwidth or additional base stations, if the channel 

potential is improved. With the help of various advanced technologies 

like Hyper-MIMO, MM-wave communication, etc consumers definitely will replace 4G by 5G. There 

has been prominent growth in the data rates and the spectral efficiency of the radio transmission. Mobile 

communication starting from cellular generation like 2G, 3G and now 4G with varying the data rates from 

12kbps in 2g to100Mbps in 4g [8].This shows that the increase in data rates comes with the increase in the 

potential of the systems. So here going to discuss and simulate the potential of systems like MIMO systems and 

hyper MIMO systems. 

 

II. 5g Architecture 
The next generation of wireless connectivity is 5G. Fifth generation will yield great speeds and a good 

potential. It will provide data rate between 10Gbps and 100Gbps.In real time applications latency is very 

important, in 4G its range between 40ms and 60ms. Even though this is a very low latency but not able to 

provide day to day applications like in a video-game player, we want our system to respond in single sweep of 

time when a button is pressed. While moving to 5G, they have assured a ultra-low latency range between 1ms to 

10ms. Then in future we can actually watch any live telecast without any delay. For improving the potential, 

Management of the available bandwidth is very prominent factor to be taken in account; one idea is that as not 

all systems need the same bandwidth, we may improve the capacity by providing bandwidth according to their 

needs. 

As research have shown that a mobile user stays inside for about 85 percent of time and outside for 

about 15 percent of time. In this scenario for a user inside will receive a call that signal will undergo many 

losses and hence efficiency  

be less, data bit rate will be reduced and energy efficiency also reduced. The reason behind is that there 

is only single base station at the middle of the cell site that manage all these. While moving to 5G architecture 

both outside and inside have different models. Thus the penetration losses can be reduced to some extent. This 

will be implemented using Hyper- MIMO technology by employing more number of antennas. 
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Usually in MIMO system we utilize three or five antennas, by using Hyper-MIMO, we are increasing 

number of trans-mitter and receiver antennas approximately between ten to hundred. By doing this capacity gain 

has been increased [5]. In Hyper- MIMO network for establishing a well grounded network two things have to 

be setup. 

 

 
Fig. 1: General 5G cellular network architecture [5] 

 

First, a base station will be establish in a cell site with array of antennas on it and these base station are 

connected using optical fibre cables. When a user is outside he/she is connected to the base station directly or 

connected via multiple hops from the antennas by creating virtual Hyper-MIMO network. Next step an antenna 

array will be establish in every building, these antennas array will be in line of sight with the base station. The 

communication inside is done using by various technologies like Wi-Fi, visible light communication, MM-wave 

communication etc [5]. 

 

III. Hyper-Mimo 
Hyper-MIMO is a multi-user MIMO (MU-MIMO) technology where K user systems are serviced on 

the same time-frequency resource by a base station (BS) with M antennas, such that M>>K .Hyper-MIMO 

utilized spatial-division multiplexing. A breakthrough in wireless communication to perform wireless spatial 

multiplexing is an array of independently-controlled antennas. 

The data streams are carried on focused beams of data under LOS propagation conditions, where as in a 

cluttered propagation environment, the data streams can arrive from 

many directions simultaneously. If the signal is desired, then the streams tend to strengthen each other 

constructively, and where they are unwanted then interfere destructively. In order to carry out multiplexing the 

antenna array needs to know the frequency response of the propagating channels between each of its elements 

and each of the users. In pre-coding section channel state information (CSI) is utilized and the data streams are 

mapped into the signals that drive each of the antennas. [7]. 

By using Hyper-MIMO technology one advantage is that we can increase the potential and reliability, 

and also we can reduce the error rate. By transmitting multiple versions of our message through different 

channels the probability all the signals will be affected same will be less. At the receiver section these multiple 

copies are received and processed to retrieve our original message. 

With the help of diversity techniques communication link can be stabilize, improve its capacity, 

performance, and reduces data error rate. Due to these benefits by MIMO technology is deployed as a part of 

communication standards such as 802.11 (WiFi), 802.16 (WiMAX), and LTE [5]. 
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Fig. 2: Hyper- MIMO: a multi-user MIMO technology [7] 

 

IV. Energy Efficiency & Channel Capacity aspects in Hyper-Mimo 
In Hyper-MIMO systems can achieve large energy efficiency when compared to conventional MU-

MIMO systems. This gain can be in two major ways, both based on increasing the size of the system that is (M, 

K). First, for a given system throughput, transmission power of the user equipments in Hyper-MIMO systems 

can be reduced significantly, by raising M well beyond the maximum limit of eight antennas per base station in 

current LTE systems. Thus resulting EE levels are improved 100 times that of conventional MIMO systems. 

The capacity improvement is due to the use of spatial multiplexing. In Hyper- MIMO beam division 

multiple access (BDMA) techniques can be used. It will allot beam for each user which are orthogonal to each 

other. The subscriber will use same beam if the users are in same location by using multiple access techniques 

like FDMA/TDMA  thus improving the capacity. The energy efficiency is also improving due to focussing of 

beam in particular target location [9]. 

 

V. Spectral Efficiency of Her-Mimo 
To keep up with the rapid traffic growth, a key goal of the 5G technologies is to improve the area 

throughput by orders of magnitude; 100X and even 1000X higher throughput are regularly mentioned as 5G 

design goals. [10] The area throughput of a wireless network is measured in bit/s/km2 and can be modeled as 

follows: 

Area throughput= Bandwidth Cell density Spectral efficiency This simple formula reveals that there are 

three main components that can be improved to yield higher area throughput: (1) more bandwidth can be 

allocated for 5G services; (2) the network can be densified by adding more cells with independently operating 

access points; and (3) the efficiency of the data transmissions (per cell and fora given amount of bandwidth) can 

be improved.[10]. 

In order to increase spectral efficiency Precoding in Hyper-MIMO systems is essentially, Precoding 

can be done in transmitting side. ZF and MR precoding can be increased the spectral efficiency, In general, ZF 

precoder performs well under high SNR conditions. The ZF precoder outperforms MR. It also suppresses inter-

cell interference at the cost of reducing the array gain. It is noted that spectral efficiency increases as the number 

of BS antennas grows.[9] 

 

VI. Discussion & Simulation Results 
 The potential/capacity for Hyper-MIMO system are shown in the following figure3.The capacity of the 

system capacity is implemented in Matlab for the simulation. 
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Fig. 3: Potential of Hyper-MIMO systems 

 

We can see that as increase in number of antennas in transmits side, potential/capacity is increasing. 

Here the black line is showing the capacity of Hyper-MIMO systems and green and blue lines show the system 

capacity for 6x6 and 

8x8 MIMO systems respectively. Thus, at high SNR, the capacity increases linearly with the number of 

antennas at both transmitter and receiver side. Hyper-MIMO system is approximately three times the capacity of 

the MIMO systems. Thus, at high SNR, the capacity/potential increases rapidly with the number of antennas at 

transmitter side. 

The Spectral Efficiency vs Maximal Ratio Precoding  with and without pilot signal of the Hyper-MIMO 

during d transmission is shown in Fig 4. Here concrete for downlink transmission with K = 10 users, an SNR of 

5 dB,and uncorrelated Rayleigh fading channels. 

 

 
                Fig. 4:  Simulation with MR Precoding 

 

The Spectral Efficiency Vs Zero - Forcing Precoding with and without pilot-signal of the Hyper-MIMO during 

transmission  is shown in figure 5. 
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        Fig. 5: Simulation with ZF Precoding 

 

 The Spectral Efficiency Vs MMSE Precoding with and without pilot-signal of the Hyper-MIMO during 

transmission  is shown in figure 6. 

 

 
Fig. 6: Simulation with MMSE Precoding 

 

VII. Conclusion 
The simulation result shows that the number of transmit antennas increases, the channel 

capacity/potential increase quite rapidly,as well as spectral efficiency with and without pilot signal as shown in 

figure. ,which is required to implement in 5G. The Hyper- MIMO system shows the maximum capacity and 

spectral efficiency which has been proved by simulations. If the values of transmit antennas can be reached in 

thousands, the channel capacity and spectral efficiency will be large and high data rate is possible without any 

doubt, it can be very useful to full- fill the hope of 5G and even more. 
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